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Foreword

This festschrift is dedicated to Mario de Jesús Pérez-Jiménez on the occasion of his
70th birthday.

The title, Enjoying Natural Computing, reflects one of the guiding principles of
Mario’s functioning (in both his professional and his personal life): once you choose to
do something, enjoy doing it. As a matter of fact, Mario is really successful in widely
propagating this principle, e.g., it is very visible in the functioning of his Seville
group. His contagious research enthusiasm, witnessed and enjoyed by his many sci-
entific collaborators, must also be driven by this principle. A dominating feature of his
character is his genuine altruism, a real devotion to the functioning of his friends and
colleagues – this empathy for others is inexhaustible. His group tries to follow the
“warning” which says: do not let Mario know that you need something, as then Mario
is ready to drop everything and concentrate just on your problems.

His scientific credentials are impressive, as:

1. his research interests are wide, ranging from very theoretical problems from com-
putational complexity theory to very applied problems and tasks, such as, the design
of a programming language that facilitates in silico experiments in membrane
computing,

2. he initiated a number of novel research directions as well as solving several very
technically challenging problems.

In addition, Mario created “from scratch” an impressive research group in natural
computing at the University of Seville. In fact, his group has become a sort of “pil-
grimage venue” for researchers in membrane computing and other areas of natural
computing. The “Brainstorming Week on Membrane Computing”, organized annually
by him since 2004, has become a famous meeting forum for researchers from all over
the world. One can safely say that a big part of research problems (and their solutions)
in the very active area of membrane computing originated during these meetings.

His achievements are well-recognized by the scientific community. A manifestation
of this recognition was the overwhelming response to our invitations to contribute to
this Festschrift. As a result, this volume contains contributions from researchers from
15 different countries. The contributions, which went through a thorough refereeing
procedure, cover a wide spectrum of research areas, including membrane computing,
spiking neural networks, phylogenetic networks, ant colonies optimization, workbench
for biocomputing, reaction systems, entropy of computation, rewriting systems, and
insertion-deletion systems. In this way, the volume reflects well the broad range of
research interests of Mario.



Dear Mario:
Thank you for your collaboration and friendship.
We wish you continuous success and satisfaction in science in the years to come.

July 2018 Carmen Graciani
Gheorghe Păun

Agustín Riscos-Núñez
Grzegorz Rozenberg

Arto Salomaa
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Abstract. We introduce several variants of input-driven tissue P
automata – we also will call them chocolate automata – where the rules
to be applied only depend on the input symbol. Both strings and mul-
tisets are considered as input objects; the strings are either read from
an input tape or defined by the sequence of symbols taken in, and the
multisets are given in an input cell at the beginning of a computation,
enclosed in a vesicle. Additional symbols generated during a computa-
tion are stored in this vesicle, too. An input is accepted when the vesicle
reaches a final cell and it is empty. The computational power of some
variants of input-driven tissue P automata (chocolate automata) is illus-
trated by examples and compared with the power of the input-driven
variants of other automata as register machines and counter automata.

1 Introduction

In the basic model of membrane systems as introduced at the end of the last
century by Gheorghe Păun, e.g., see [9,30], the membranes are organized in a
hierarchical membrane structure (i.e., the connection structure between the com-
partments/regions within the membranes being representable as a tree), and the
multisets of objects in the membrane regions evolve in a maximally parallel
way, with the resulting objects also being able to pass through the surround-
ing membrane to the parent membrane region or to enter an inner membrane.
Many variants of membrane systems, for obvious reasons mostly called P sys-
tems, have been investigated during nearly two decades, most of them being
computationally complete, i.e., being able to simulate the computations of regis-
ter machines. If an arbitrary graph is used as the connection structure between
the cells/membranes, the systems are called tissue P systems, see [21].

c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 1–20, 2018.
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2 A. Alhazov et al.

Instead of multisets of plain symbols coming from a finite alphabet, P sys-
tems quite often operate on more complex objects (e.g., strings, arrays), too.
A comprehensive overview of different variants of (tissue) P systems and their
expressive power is given in the handbook which appeared in 2010, see [32].
For a short view on the state of the art on the domain, we refer the reader to
the P systems website [35] as well as to the Bulletin series of the International
Membrane Computing Society [34].

The notion and concept of input-driven push-down automata goes back to the
seminal paper [22] as well as the papers [6,10] improving the complexity measures
shown in [22]. The main idea of input-driven push-down automata is that the
input symbols uniquely determine whether the automaton pushes a symbol, pops
a symbol, or leaves the pushdown unchanged. Input-driven push-down automata
have been rediscovered at the beginning of this century under the name of visibly
pushdown automata, see [3,4]. Since then, variants of input-driven push-down
automata have gained growing interest, especially because closure properties
and decidable questions of the language classes defined by these devices turn
out to be similar to those of regular languages. Several new variants of input-
driven automata have been developed, for example, using stacks or queues, see
[5,19,20]. For complexity issues of input-driven push-down automata, the reader
is referred to [24–27].

The so-called point mutations, i.e., insertion, deletion, and substitution, which
mean inserting or deleting one symbol or replacing one symbol by another one
in a string or multiset are very simple biologically motivated operations. For
example, on strings graph-controlled insertion-deletion systems have been inves-
tigated in [13], and P systems using these operations at the left or right end of
string objects were introduced in [16], where also a short history of using these
point mutations in formal language theory can be found.

The operations of insertion and deletion in multisets show a close relation
with the increment and decrement instructions in register machines. The power
of changing states in connection with the increment and decrement instructions
then can be mimicked by moving the whole multiset representing the configu-
ration of a register machine from one cell to another one in the corresponding
tissue system after the application of an insertion or deletion rule. Yet usually
moving the whole multiset of objects in a cell to another one, besides maxi-
mal parallelism, requires target agreement between all applied rules, i.e., that all
results are moved to the same target cell, e.g., see [15].

A different approach has been introduced in [2]: in order to guarantee that the
whole multiset is moved even if only one point mutation is applied, the multiset
is enclosed in a vesicle, and this vesicle is moved from one cell to another one as
a whole, no matter if a rule has been applied or not. Requiring that one rule has
to be applied in every derivation step, a characterization of the family of sets of
(vectors of) natural numbers defined by partially blind register machines, which
itself corresponds with the family of sets of (vectors of) natural numbers obtained
as number (Parikh) sets of string languages generated by graph-controlled or
matrix grammars without appearance checking, is obtained.
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The idea of using vesicles of multisets has already been used in variants of P
systems using the operations drip and mate, corresponding with the operations
cut and paste well-known from the area of DNA computing, see [14]. Yet in
that case, always two vesicles (one of them possibly an axiom available in an
unbounded number) have to interact. In the model as introduced in [2] and also
to be adapted in this paper, the rules are always applied to the same vesicle.
The point mutations, i.e., insertion, deletion, and substitution, well-known from
biology as operations on DNA, have also widely been used in the variants of
networks of evolutionary processors (NEPs), which consist of cells (processors)
each of them allowing for specific operations on strings, and in each derivation
step, after the application of a rule, allow the resulting string to be sent to
another cell provided specific conditions (for example, random context output
and input filters). A short overview on NEPs is given in [2], too.

In this paper, we now introduce input-driven tissue P automata – which we
will also call chocolate automata – where the rules to be applied only depend
on the input symbol. Taking strings as input objects, these are either read from
an input tape or defined by the sequence of symbols taken in, and as a kind of
additional storage we use a multiset of different symbols enclosed in a vesicle
which moves from one cell of the tissue P system to another one depending on the
input symbol; the input symbol at the same time also determines whether (one
or more) symbols are added to the multiset in the vesicle or removed from there.
The given input is accepted if the whole input has been read and the vesicle has
reached a final cell and is empty at this moment. When using multisets as input
objects, these are enclosed in the vesicle in the input cell at the beginning of
a computation, which vesicle then will also carry the additional symbols. The
given input multiset is accepted if no input symbols are present any more and
the vesicle has reached a final cell and is empty at this moment.

As rules operating on the multiset enclosed in the vesicle when read-
ing/consuming an input symbol we use insertion, deletion, and substitution of
multisets, applied in the sequential derivation mode. As restricted variants, we
consider systems without allowing substitution of multisets and systems only
allowing symbols to be inserted or deleted (or substituted) as it is common
when using point mutation rules.

Multiset automata have already been considered in [7], where models for finite
automata, linear bounded automata, and Turing machines working on multisets
are discussed. When dealing with multisets only, the tissue P automata con-
sidered in this paper can be seen as one of the variants of multiset pushdown
automata as investigated in [18], where no checking for the emptiness of the mul-
tiset memory during the computation is possible. Various lemmas proved there
then can immediately be adapted for our model. Moreover, also the input-driven
variants can be defined in a similar manner, although input-driven multiset push-
down automata have not yet been considered in that paper.

We should also like to mention that the control given by the underlying
communication structure of the tissue P system could also be interpreted as
having a P system with only one membrane but using states instead. For a
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discussion on how to use and interpret features of (tissue) P systems as states we
refer to [1], where also an example only using the point mutation rules insertion
and deletion is given. Moreover, we will also consider another alternative model
very common in the P systems area, i.e., P systems with antiport and symport
rules, which were introduced in [29]; for overviews on P automata, we refer to
[32], Chapter 5, [31], and [11]. One-membrane P systems using antiport rules in a
sequential manner and with specific restrictions on the rules then are an adequate
model for (input-driven) P automata, yet the restrictions are less visible than in
the model of input-driven tissue P automata. On the other hand, when dealing
with strings instead of multisets, the way how to read or define the input string
in P systems with antiport rules has already been investigated thoroughly, e.g.,
see [8,11,28] for an overview.

The sweet title “chocolate automata”1 is motivated by the following short
story, fictive, but based on long-term experiences with the fruitful and inspiring
meetings in Sevilla, known as the Brainstorming Weeks on Membrane Comput-
ing :

Preparing for the forthcoming week in Sevilla, expecting to meet many
friends and colleagues as well as to have long nights of intensive discussions
with his friends from Moldova, Artiom, Sergiu, and Sergey, Rudi thinks
about how to fill his bag with a lot of chocolates. Moreover, a special
birthday anniversary has to be celebrated, so some special chocolate cake
is needed for this occasion. Starting to buy the cake, Rudi visits the famous
Sacher in Vienna, and a big Sacher Torte as well as some other special
Sacher sweets find their way into Rudi’s chocolate bag.

A lot more sweets are expected to be needed, so Rudi at his home
town Stockerau visits several stores to buy Austrian sweets like the famous
Mozart Kugeln. With his chocolate bag well filled, Rudi now is ready and
happy to start his journey from Vienna to Sevilla together with Marion. The
friendly atmosphere established by Mario’s Sevillan group immediately
invites the teams from Austria – Rudi and Marion – and from Moldova –
Artiom, Sergiu, and Sergey – to discuss new ideas on membrane comput-
ing. During the whole Brainstorming Week, a lot of chocolate is needed as
brain fuel for the team members.

The famous churros are announced to be served in the middle of the
week, during the morning coffee break; hence, to not interfere with this
tradition, already on the second day the Sacher Torte is presented to Mario
on the occasion of his special birthday anniversary, and he happily shares
it with the participants of the meeting during the morning coffee break.

At the end of the Brainstorming Week, special chocolate awards are
given to some participants: as usual, Artiom has had the most questions

1 The idea of “chocolate automata” first came up in the relaxed atmosphere of the
conference dinner at AFL 2017, the 15th International Conference on Automata
and Formal Languages, taking place in Debrecen, Hungary, at the beginning of
September, 2017; the ideas initiated there then were further developed during the
Brainstorming Week on Membrane Computing at the beginning of February, 2018.
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during all the talks, so he gets the chocolate award for the “most active par-
ticipant in discussions”. From all the young researchers present in Sevilla,
Sergiu has contributed the most with new ideas especially on the last day,
when results obtained during the current Brainstorming Week have been
presented; therefore, he receives the chocolate award as the “most innova-
tive young P scientist”. During the closing ceremony, the members of the
Sevillan group ofMario finally get a lot of chocolates as a special thank-you
gift for their outstanding friendly organization.

After the Brainstorming Week Rudi returns home to Vienna together
with Marion, with his chocolate bag being empty, but with his brain full
of new “P ideas” obtained based on the discussions with the participants
of the meeting, especially with his friends from Moldova.

Interpreting this story in an abstract way, the different chocolate sorts corre-
spond to the different non-terminal symbols used as intermediate symbols during
the computation. The events like going to a specific store as well as the coffee
breaks and the award-giving events correspond with the terminal input symbols.
There is no time condition on the sequence of these events except that choco-
lates have to be bought before they can be given away. This perfectly corresponds
with the use of a mutiset bag (vesicle) as a storage, where the sequence does not
matter as it is the case when dealing with strings stored in the stack of a push-
down automaton. Finally, the acceptance condition of empty vesicle at the end
of the computation corresponds with having an empty chocolate bag at the end
of the Brainstorming Week. Even several variants of the input-driven automata
model can be derived from this chocolate story : for example, it is natural to buy
several pieces in one store or to give away several chocolates at the same event,
which nicely corresponds with putting more than one symbol into the vesicle
or deleting more than one symbol from the vesicle at the same moment when
reading/consuming an input symbol.

The rest of the paper now is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we recall some
well-known definitions from formal language theory. The main definitions for the
model of (input-driven) tissue P automata as well as its variants to be considered
in this paper are given in Sect. 3, and there we also present the definition of the
alternative model of (input-driven) one-membrane P automata with (restricted)
antiport rules; moreover we also give some first examples and results. Further
illustrative examples and some more results, especially for input-driven tissue
P automata are exhibited in Sect. 4. As upper bound for the family of sets of
vectors of natural numbers accepted by input-driven tissue P automata we get
the family of sets of vectors of natural numbers generated by partially blind
register machines, and as upper bound for the family of sets of strings accepted
by input-driven tissue P automata we get the family of sets of strings accepted
by partially blind counter automata. A summary of the results obtained in this
paper and an outlook to future research are presented in Sect. 5.
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2 Prerequisites

We start by recalling some basic notions of formal language theory. An alpha-
bet is a non-empty finite set of symbols. A finite sequence of symbols from an
alphabet V is called a string over V . The set of all strings over V is denoted
by V ∗; the empty string is denoted by λ; moreover, we define V + = V ∗ \ {λ}.
The length of a string x is denoted by |x|, and by |x|a we denote the number of
occurrences of the symbol a in a string x.

A multiset M with underlying set A is a pair (A, f) where f : A → N is a
mapping, with N denoting the set of natural numbers (i.e., non-negative inte-
gers). If M = (A, f) is a multiset then its support is defined as supp(M) =
{x ∈ A | f(x) > 0}. A multiset is empty (respectively finite) if its support
is the empty set (respectively a finite set). If M = (A, f) is a finite multiset
over A and supp(M) = {a1, . . . , ak}, then it can also be represented by the
string a

f(a1)
1 . . . a

f(ak)
k over the alphabet {a1, . . . , ak} (the corresponding vec-

tor (f(a1), . . . , f(ak)) of natural numbers is called Parikh vector of the string
a
f(a1)
1 . . . a

f(ak)
k ), and, moreover, all permutations of this string precisely identify

the same multiset M (they have the same Parikh vector). The set of all multisets
over the alphabet V is denoted by V ◦.

The family of all recursively enumerable sets of strings is denoted by RE, the
corresponding family of recursively enumerable sets of Parikh vectors is denoted
by PsRE. For more details of formal language theory the reader is referred to
the monographs and handbooks in this area, such as [33].

2.1 Insertion, Deletion, and Substitution

For an alphabet V , let a → b be a rewriting rule with a, b ∈ V ∪{λ}, and ab �= λ;
we call such a rule a substitution rule if both a and b are different from λ and
we also write S(a, b); such a rule is called a deletion rule if a �= λ and b = λ,
and it is also written as D(a); a → b is called an insertion rule if a = λ and
b �= λ, and we also write I(b). The sets of all insertion rules, deletion rules, and
substitution rules over an alphabet V are denoted by InsV , DelV , and SubV ,
respectively. Whereas an insertion rule is always applicable, the applicability of
a deletion and a substitution rule depends on the presence of the symbol a. We
remark that insertion rules, deletion rules, and substitution rules can be applied
to strings as well as to multisets. Whereas in the string case, the position of the
inserted, deleted, and substituted symbol matters, in the case of a multiset this
only means incrementing the number of symbols b, decrementing the number
of symbols a, or decrementing the number of symbols a and at the same time
incrementing the number of symbols b.

These types of rules and the corresponding notations can be extended by
allowing more than one symbol on the left-hand and/or the right-hand side, i.e.,
a, b ∈ V ∗, and ab �= λ. The corresponding sets of all extended insertion rules,
deletion rules, and substitution rules over an alphabet V are denoted by Ins∗

V ,
Del∗V , and Sub∗

V , respectively.
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2.2 Register Machines

Register machines are well-known universal devices for computing (generating
or accepting) sets of vectors of natural numbers.

Definition 1. A register machine is a construct M = (m,B, I, h, P ) where

– m is the number of registers,
– B is a set of labels bijectively labeling the instructions in the set P ,
– I ⊆ B is the set of initial labels, and
– h ∈ B is the final label.

The labeled instructions of M in P can be of the following forms:

– p : (ADD (r) ,K), with p ∈ B \ {h}, K ⊆ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
Increase the value of register r by one, and non-deterministically jump to one
of the instructions in K.

– p : (SUB (r) ,K, F ), with p ∈ B \ {h}, K,F ⊆ B, 1 ≤ r ≤ m.
If the value of register r is not zero then decrease the value of register r by
one (decrement case) and jump to one of the instructions in K, otherwise
jump to one of the instructions in F ( zero-test case).

– h : HALT .
Stop the execution of the register machine.

A configuration of a register machine is described by the contents of each
register and by the value of the current label, which indicates the next instruction
to be executed.

In the accepting case, a computation starts with the input of a k-vector
of natural numbers in its first k registers and by executing one of the initial
instructions of P (labeled with l ∈ I); it terminates with reaching the HALT -
instruction. Without loss of generality, we may assume all registers to be empty
at the end of the computation.

By L(RM) we denote the family of sets of vectors of natural numbers
accepted by register machines. It is well known (e.g., see [23]) that PsRE =
L(RM).

Partially Blind Register Machines. In the case when a register machine
cannot check whether a register is empty we say that it is partially blind: the
registers are increased and decreased by one as usual, but if the machine tries to
subtract from an empty register, then the computation aborts without producing
any result (that is we may say that the subtract instructions are of the form
p : (SUB (r) ,K, abort); instead, we simply will write p : (SUB (r) ,K).

Moreover, acceptance now by definition also requires all registers to be empty
at the end of the computation, i.e., there is an implicit test for zero at the end
of a (successful) computation, that is why we say that the device is partially
blind. By L(PBRM) we denote the family of sets of vectors of natural numbers
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accepted by partially blind register machines. It is known (e.g., see [12]) that
partially blind register machines are strictly less powerful than general register
machines (hence, than Turing machines); moreover, L(PBRM) characterizes
the Parikh sets of languages generated by graph-controlled or matrix grammars
without appearance checking.

2.3 Counter Automata

Register machines can also be equipped with an input tape to be able to process
strings, and the registers then are only used as auxiliary storage. We then call
the registers counters and the automaton a counter automaton (we mention that
in the literature slightly different definitions with respect to the instructions may
be found). The additional instruction needed then is a read instruction reading
one symbol from the input tape:

p : (read(a),K), with p ∈ B \ {h} ,K ⊆ B, and a ∈ T.

T is the input alphabet, i.e., in sum we obtain a counter automaton as a construct

M = (m,B, I, h, P, T ) .

A counter automaton accepts an input w ∈ T ∗ if and only if it starts in some
initial state and with w on its input tape, and finally M reaches h having read
the whole input string w. Without loss of generality, we again may assume all
registers to be empty at the end of the computation.

It is well known (e.g., see [23]) that the family of string languages accepted
by counter automata equals RE (in fact, only two counters are needed).

Partially Blind Counter Automata. As in the case of register machines, a
counter automaton is called partially blind if it cannot check whether a register
is empty, and acceptance by definition requires the whole input to be read and
all counters to be empty at the end of the computation. For basic results on
partially blind counter automata we refer to the seminal paper [17]. The family
of string languages accepted by partially blind counter automata is denoted by
L(PBCA).

2.4 Input-Driven Register Machines and Counter Automata

An input-driven register machine/counter automaton (an IDRM∗ and IDCA∗,
respectively, for short) can be defined in the following way: any decrement of an
input register r/any reading of a terminal symbol a is followed by fixed sequences
of instructions on the working registers/counters only depending on the input
register r/the terminal symbol a. If each such sequence is of length exactly one,
then we speak of a real-time input-driven register machine/counter automaton
(an IDRM and IDCA, respectively, for short).
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In the case of an IDCA, these sequences are of the form

p : (read(a),K) → q : (α(r),Kq), q ∈ K,

with α ∈ {ADD,SUB}, 1 ≤ r ≤ m, and they could be written as one extended
instruction

p : (read(a), α(r),
⋃

q∈K
Kq).

In a similar way, for an IDCA∗ we replace α(r) by the whole sequence of
instructions following the reading of the input symbol a. A similar notation
can be adapted for the case of a SUB-instruction on an input register instead
of read(a). Moreover, analogous definitions and notations hold for the partially
blind variants of input-driven register machines/counter automata.

Remark 1. We emphasize that we have chosen a very restricted variant of what
it means that the actions on the working registers only depend on the input
symbol just read: no matter which label the read instruction read(a) has, it
must always be followed by the same sequence α(r); only the branching to labels
from

⋃
q∈K Kq allows for taking different actions – in fact, read-instructions

followed by the corresponding sequences of instructions – afterwards. �	
Remark 2. Allowing a set of initial labels as well as sets of labels in the ADD-
and SUB-instructions may look quite unusual, but especially for the input-driven
automata this feature turns out to be essential:

Assume we had allowed only one initial label i in any input-driven counter
automaton. Now consider the finite multiset language {a, b}: assume there is an
input-driven partially blind counter automaton accepting {a, b}. By definition,
the instruction assigned to the initial label i must be a read instruction. With
the initial label i, only one of the read instructions read(a) or read(b) can be
assigned, hence, only a or only b can be accepted, a contradiction.

A similar argument holds for partially blind register machines taking the
input set of two-dimensional vectors {(1, 0), (0, 1)}: the instruction assigned to i
must be a SUB-instruction either on register 1 or on register 2, again leading to
a contradiction.

On the other hand, with our more general definition, these sets are in
L(IDCA∗) and L(IDRM∗), respectively. Still, in general we do not have closure
under union, as the sequences of instructions after a read-instruction or a SUB-
instruction in two different counter automata or register machines, respectively,
need not be the same. �	

3 Tissue P Automata as Multiset Pushdown Automata

We now define a model of a tissue P automaton and its input-driven variants,
first for the case of working with multisets as input objects:
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Definition 2. A tissue P automaton (a tPA∗ for short) is a tuple

Π = (L, V,Σ, Γ,R, g, I, F )

where

– L is a set of labels identifying in a one-to-one manner the |L| cells of the
tissue P system Π;

– V is the alphabet of the system;
– Σ ⊆ V is the (non-empty) input alphabet of the system;
– Γ ⊆ V is the (possibly empty) memory alphabet of the system, Γ ∩ Σ = ∅;
– R is a set of rules of the form (i, p) where i ∈ L and p ∈ Ins∗

V ∪Del∗V ∪Sub∗
V ,

i.e., p is an extended insertion, deletion or substitution rule over the alphabet
V ; we may collect all rules from cell i in one set and then write Ri = {(i, p) |
(i, p) ∈ R}, so that R =

⋃
i∈L Ri; moreover, for the sake of conciseness, we

may simply write Ri = {p | (i, p) ∈ R}, too;
– g is a directed graph describing the underlying communication structure of Π,

g = (N,E) with N = L being the set of nodes of the graph g and the set of
edges E ⊆ L × L;

– I ⊆ L is the set of labels of initial cells one of them containing the input
multiset w at the beginning of a computation;

– F ⊆ L is the set of labels of final cells.

If in the definition above we take p ∈ InsV ∪ DelV ∪ SubV instead of p ∈
Ins∗

V ∪ Del∗V ∪ Sub∗
V , then we speak of a tPA instead of a tPA∗.

A tPA∗ Π now works as follows: The computation of Π starts with a vesi-
cle containing the input multiset w in one of the initial cells i ∈ I, and the
computation proceeds with derivation steps until a specific output condition is
fulfilled.

In each derivation step, with the vesicle enclosing the multiset w being in
cell k, one rule from Rk is applied to w and the resulting multiset in its vesicle
is moved to a cell m such that (k,m) ∈ E.

As we are dealing with membrane systems, the classic output condition is
to only consider halting computations; yet in case of automata, the standard
acceptance condition is reaching a final state, which in our case means reaching
a final cell h, and, moreover, the vesicle to be empty. We will combine these two
conditions to define acceptance in this paper, as with the vesicle being empty
no decrement rule can be applied any more and, moreover, it is guaranteed that
we have “read the whole input”. Only requiring the vesicle to be empty or else
requiring to have reached a final cell with the vesicle containing no input symbol
any more, are two other variants of acceptance.

The set of multisets accepted by Π is denoted by Psacc(Π). The families of
sets of vectors of natural numbers accepted by tPA∗ and tPA with at most n
cells are denoted by Ln(tPA∗) and Ln(tPA), respectively. If n is not bounded,
we simply omit the subscript in these notations. In order to specify which rules
are allowed in the tPA∗ and tPA, we may explicitly specify I∗,D∗, S∗ and
I,D, S, respectively, to indicate the use of (extended) insertion, deletion, and
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substitution rules. For example, L(tPA, ID) then indicates that only insertion
and deletion rules are used.

Remark 3. The model of a tPA∗ comes very close to the model of a multiset
pushdown automaton as introduced in [18]; in fact, the family of sets of vec-
tors of natural numbers accepted by these multiset pushdown automata equals
L(tPA∗). A formal proof would go far beyond the scope of this short paper, but
the basic similarity of these two models becomes obvious when identifying the
cells in the tPA∗ with the states in the multiset pushdown automaton; moving
the vesicle from one cell to another one corresponds to changing the states. As
shown for the states of the multiset pushdown automata in [18], we could also
restrict ourselves to only one initial as well as only one final cell in the gen-
eral case, as this does not restrict the computational power of a tPA∗. On the
other hand, for any of the following restricted variants this need not be true any
more, especially for the input-driven variants defined later; in this context we
also remind the arguments given in Remark 2. �	

The following result shows that having more than one rule in a cell is not
necessary:

Lemma 1. For any tPA∗ Π there exists an equivalent tPA∗ Π ′ such that every
cell contains at most one rule.

Proof (Sketch). Let Π = (L, V,Σ, Γ,R, g, I, F ) be a tPA∗. The equivalent tPA∗

Π ′ = (L′, V,Σ, Γ,R′, g′, I ′, F ′) then is constructed as follows:
For every cell k with Rk containing nk rules, instead of cell k we take nk

copies of that cell, cells (k, 1), . . . , (k, nk), into Π ′, each of it containing one of
the rules from Rk, say pk,l, 1 ≤ l ≤ nk. The connection graph g then has to be
enlarged to a graph g′ containing all the edges

{((k, l), (j,m)) | (k, j) ∈ g, 1 ≤ l ≤ nk, 1 ≤ m ≤ nj}.

If cell k contains no rule, we rename it to cell (k, 1), and no rule is contained in
this cell, too.

The new sets of labels of initial and final cells are obtained by taking all
copies of the original cell labels, i.e., we take

I ′ = {(k, l) | (k ∈ I, 1 ≤ l ≤ nk},

F ′ = {(k, l) | (k ∈ F, 1 ≤ l ≤ nk}.

We now immediately infer Ps(Π) = Ps(Π ′). �	
Remark 4. Continuing the construction from Lemma 1, it is easy to show how
to avoid having more than one final cell: we introduce a new final cell f ′, i.e.,
we take F ′ = {f ′}, with this new cell not containing any rule; moreover, we add
all edges

{((k, l), f ′) | ((k, l), (j,m)) ∈ g′, j ∈ F}.
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This new cell corresponds to the label of the final HALT instruction in a register
machine or a counter automaton. As f ′ does not contain a rule, the computation
will stop there in any case. �	
Remark 5. Having only one initial cell cannot be shown by only using a new
structure: we may add two new cells i′, i′′ containing the rules I(a) and D(a),
respectively, for some a ∈ V ; the first one i′ is used as the only new initial cell
having one arc to the second one i′′, i.e., (i′, i′′), from where to branch to the
original initial cells as constructed in the proof of Lemma 1, i.e. we add all edges

{(i′′, (k, l)) | (k, l) ∈ I ′}.

Continuing the discussions from Remarks 2 and 3 we mention that this construc-
tion is not feasible for the input-driven variants to be defined in Subsect. 3.2. �	

The following result is based on the fact that the insertion, deletion, or sub-
stitution of a multiset over V can easily be simulated by a sequence of insertions
and deletions:

Lemma 2. For any tPA∗ Π there exists an equivalent tPA Π ′ even not using
substitution rules.

Now let L(mARB) denote the family of sets of multisets generated by arbi-
trary multiset grammars.

Corollary 1. L(tPA∗, IDS) = L(tPA, ID) = L(mARB) = L(PBRM).

Proof (Sketch). The equality L(tPA∗, IDS) = L(tPA, ID) follows from the def-
initions and Lemma 2.

The equality L(tPA∗, IDS) = L(mARB) is a consequence of the observation
discussed above in Remark 3 that L(tPA∗, IDS) corresponds to the family of
sets of multisets accepted by multiset pushdwon automata as defined in [18]. In
a similar way, interpreting the cells in a tissue P automaton as the states of a
partially blind register machine and seeing the correspondence of the acceptance
conditions, we also infer the equality L(tPA∗, IDS) = L(PBRM). The details
are left to the reader. �	

3.1 Accepting Strings

The tissue P automata defined above can also be used to accept sets of strings
by assuming the input string to be given on a separate input tape, from where
the symbols of the input string are read from left to right. As when going from
register machines to counter automata, we use the additional instruction (read
instruction) read(a) with a ∈ Σ, Σ being the input alphabet. The corresponding
automata then are defined as follows:

Definition 3. A tissue P automaton for strings (a tPAL∗ for short) is a tuple

Π = (L, V,Σ, Γ,R, g, I, F )
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where L, V , Σ, Γ , R, g, I, F are defined as for a tPA∗, except that besides
insertion, deletion, and substitution rules we also allow rules of the form read(a)
with a ∈ Σ, i.e., read instructions.

If we only take rules from InsV ∪DelV ∪SubV instead of Ins∗
V ∪Del∗V ∪Sub∗

V ,
then we speak of a tPAL instead of a tPAL∗.

A tPAL∗ Π works as follows: The computation of Π starts with the input
string on the input tape as well as an empty vesicle in one of the initial cells
i ∈ I, and the computation proceeds with derivation steps until the whole input
string has been read and the vesicle has reached a final cell, again being empty
at the end of the computation.

In each derivation step, with the vesicle enclosing the multiset w being in
cell k, one rule from Rk is applied, either reading a symbol from the input tape
or affecting w, and the resulting multiset in its vesicle then is moved to a cell m
such that (k,m) ∈ E.

The set of strings accepted by Π is denoted by L(Π). The families of sets
of strings accepted by tPAL∗ and tPAL with at most n cells are denoted by
Ln(tPAL∗) and Ln(tPAL), respectively. If n is not bounded, we simply omit
the subscript in these notations. In order to specify which rules are allowed in
the tPAL∗ and tPAL, we again may explicitly specify I∗,D∗, S∗ and I,D, S,
respectively, to indicate the use of (extended) insertion, deletion, and substitu-
tion rules.

As for tissue P automata accepting multisets, also for the ones accepting
strings we obtain some similar results as shown above:

Lemma 3. For any tPAL∗ Π there exists an equivalent tPAL∗ Π ′ such that
every cell contains at most one rule.

Lemma 4. For any tPAL∗ Π there exists an equivalent tPAL Π ′ even not
using substitution rules.

Corollary 2. L(tPAL∗, IDS) = L(tPAL, ID) = L(PBCA).

3.2 Input-Driven Tissue P Automata

We now define the input-driven variants of tPA∗ and tPA as well as tPAL∗ and
tPAL:

Definition 4. A tPA∗ Π = (L, V,Σ, Γ,R, g, I, F ) is called input-driven (and
called an IDtPA∗ for short) if the following conditions hold true:

– to each cell, (at most) one rule is assigned;
– any decrement of an input register r is followed by some fixed sequence

of instructions on the working registers only depending on the input regis-
ter r before a cell with the next decrement instruction on an input register is
reached. Such a sequence of instructions may even be of length zero.

If each such sequence is of length exactly one, then we speak of a real-time input-
driven tPA∗ (a rtIDtPA∗ for short).
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Definition 5. A tPAL∗ Π = (L, V,Σ, Γ,R, g, I, F ) is called input-driven (and
called an IDtPAL∗ for short) if the following conditions hold true:

– to each cell, (at most) one rule is assigned;
– any reading of a terminal symbol a by a read instruction read(a) is followed by

some fixed sequence of instructions on the working registers only depending
on the terminal symbol a before a cell with the next read instruction is reached.
Such a sequence of instructions may even be of length zero.

If each such sequence is of length exactly one, then we speak of a real-time input-
driven tPAL∗ (a rtIDtPAL∗ for short).

The corresponding families of sets of vectors of natural numbers and of sets
of strings accepted by tissue P automata of type X with X being one of the
types IDtPA∗, IDtPA, rtIDtPA∗, rtIDtPA as well as IDtPAL∗, IDtPAL,
rtIDtPAL∗, rtIDtPAL, are denoted by L(X).

Remark 6. As already discussed in Remark 1 for input-driven register machines
and counter automata, we emphasize that we have chosen a very restricted vari-
ant of what it means that the actions on the multiset in the vesicle only depend on
the input symbol just read: no matter in which cell we have the read instruction
read(a), it must always be followed by the same finite sequence of instructions
not including read instructions. �	
Remark 7. If we only have SUB-instructions on input registers/read instruc-
tions, i.e., if the tPA∗/tPAL∗ does not use the vesicle at all for storing any
intermediate information of working registers, then such a tPA∗/tPAL∗ can be
interpreted as a finite automaton accepting a regular multiset/string language.
In this case, the condition of not having rules on the vesicle for symbols repre-
senting working registers, already subsumes the condition of the P automaton
being input-driven. In fact, P systems of that kind exactly characterize the reg-
ular multiset/string languages. �	

3.3 One-Membrane Antiport P Automata

The idea of using states instead of cells can also be “implemented” by using a
well-investigated model of membrane systems using antiport rules:

Definition 6. A one-membrane antiport P automaton (a 1APA∗ for short) is
a tuple Π = (V,Σ, Γ,Q,R, I, F ) where

– V is the alphabet of the system;
– Σ ⊆ V is the (non-empty) input alphabet of the system;
– Γ ⊆ V is the (possibly empty) memory alphabet of the system, Γ ∩ Σ = ∅;
– Q ⊆ V , Q ∩ (Γ ∪ Σ) = ∅, is the set of states;
– R is a set of rules of the form pu → qv, p, q ∈ Q, u ∈ (Γ ∪ Σ)∗, v ∈ Σ∗;
– I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states;
– F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.
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The 1APA∗ can be seen as a membrane system consisting of only one mem-
brane with the rules pu → qv interpreted as antiport rules (pu, out; qv, in), i.e.,
the multiset pu leaves the membrane region and the multiset qv enters the mem-
brane region.

Π starts with an input multiset w0 together with one of the initial states
p0, i.e., with w0p0 in its single membrane region, and then applies rules from R
until a configuration with only pf ∈ F in the membrane region is reached, thus
accepting the input multiset w0.

For antiport P automata the acceptance of strings can be defined without
needing an input tape as follows, e.g., see [28]: the rules in R now are of the form
pu → qv, p, q ∈ Q, u ∈ Γ ∗ and v ∈ (Γ ∪ Σ)∗, i.e., the input symbols are now
taken from outside the membrane (from the environment); the sequence how the
input symbols are taken in defines the input string (we may assume v to contain
only one symbol from Σ; otherwise, if in one step several symbols are taken in,
we have to take any permutation of these symbols, in which way several input
strings are defined).

Using such rules and the interpretation of the input string as defined above,
we obtain the model of a one-membrane antiport P automaton for strings (a
1APAL∗ for short).

As in the preceding subsections we now can define specific variants of 1APA∗

and 1APAL∗, e.g., the corresponding input-driven automata. Yet as we have
introduced these models especially to show the correspondence with an automa-
ton model well-known in the area of P systems, we leave the technical details to
the interested reader.

4 Examples and Results

The concepts of IDtPA∗ and IDPBRM∗ are closely related:

Theorem 1. L(IDtPA∗) ⊆ L(PBRM∗) and
L(IDtPA∗) = L(IDtPA∗, ID) = L(IDPBRM∗).

Proof (Sketch). The inclusion L(IDPBRM∗) ⊆ L(PBRM∗) is obvious from
the definitions.

The equality L(IDtPA∗, ID) = L(IDPBRM∗) follows from the definitions
of these types of input-driven automata: as already mentioned earlier, the cells
in a tPA∗ correspond to the states in a PBRM . The acceptance conditions –
the vesicle being empty in a final cell in a tPA∗ and all registers being empty
in a PBRM when reaching the final label – directly correspond to each other,
too. Moreover, insertion and deletion rules directly correspond to ADD- and
SUB-instructions. Finally, the conditions for the input-driven variants requir-
ing the same actions for a consumed input symbol and the decrement of the
corresponding register are equivalent, too.

The equality L(IDtPA∗) = L(IDtPA∗, ID) follows from the possibility to
simulate substitution rules by a sequence of insertion and deletion rules. This
observation completes the proof. �	
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Using similar arguments as in the preceding proof, now considering read
instructions instead of decrements on input registers, we obtain the correspond-
ing result for the string case:

Theorem 2. L(IDtPAL∗) ⊆ L(PBCA∗) and
L(IDtPAL∗) = L(IDtPAL∗, ID) = L(IDPBCA∗).

In the real-time variants, we cannot use substitution rules in the input-driven
tissue P automata, as the simulation by deletion and insertion rules takes more
than one step:

Theorem 3. L(rtIDtPA, ID) = L(rtIDPBRM) and
L(rtIDtPAL, ID) = L(rtIDPBCA).

We now illustrate the computational power of input-driven tissue P automata
accepting strings by showing how well-known string languages can be accepted.
We remark that in all cases the automaton has only one initial label and one
final label.

Example 1. The Dyck language LD over the alphabet of brackets { [ , ] } can
easily be accepted by the rtIDtPBCA MD:

MD = (1, B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, l0 = 1, lh = 5, P, T = { [ , ] }) ,

P = {1 : (read ( [ ) , {2}) , 2 : (ADD (1) , {1, 3}) ,

3 : (read ( ] ) , {4}) , 4 : (SUB (1) , {1, 3, 5}) , 5 : HALT}.

LD can also be accepted by the corresponding rtIDtPAL ΠD:

ΠD = (L = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, V,Σ, Γ,R, g = (L,E), I = {1}, F = {5}) ,

V = {a1, [ , ] },

Σ = { [ , ] },

Γ = {a1},

R = {(1, read ( [ )), (2, I (a1)), (3, read ( ] )), (4,D (a1))},

E = {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 3), (4, 5)}.

The two constructions elaborated above implement the following definition
of a well-formed bracket expression w over the alphabet of brackets { [ , ] }:

– for every prefix of w, the number of closing brackets ] must not exceed the
number of opening brackets [;

– the number of closing brackets ] in w equals the number of opening brackets [.

Hence, during the whole computation, the (non-negative) difference between
the number of opening and the number of closing brackets is stored as the number
of symbols a1; at the end, this number must be zero, which is guaranteed by the
acceptance conditions. �	
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Fig. 1. Graphic representation of the rtIDtPAL Πil.

L(rtIDPBCA) even contains a non-context-free language:

Example 2. The language Lil = {anbmcndm | m,n ≥ 1} is not context-free, but
accepted by the following rtIDtPAL Πil:

Πil = (L = {1, . . . , 9}, V,Σ, Γ,R, g = (L,E), I = {1}, F = {9}) ,

V = {a1, a2, a, b, c, d},

Σ = {a, b, c, d},

Γ = {a1, a2},

R = {(1, read ( a )), (2, I (a1)), (3, read ( b )), (4, I (a2)),
(5, read ( c )), (6,D (a1)), (7, read ( d )), (8,D (a2))},

E = {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3),
(4, 5), (5, 6), (6, 5), (6, 7), (7, 8), (8, 7), (8, 9)}.

By this construction, we conclude Lil ∈ L(rtIDtPAL, ID). �	
For the language considered in the next example we show that it is in

L(rtIDtPAL∗), but we claim that it is not in L(rtIDtPAL):

Example 3. Let k > 2 and consider the string language Lk = {b1
n . . . bk

n | n ≥
1}, which is not context-free, but accepted by the following rtIDtPAL∗ Π:

Πk = (L = {1, . . . , 2k + 1}, V,Σ, Γ,R, g = (L,E), I = {1}, F = {2k + 1}) ,

V = {ai, bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k},

Σ = {bi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k},

Γ = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ k},

R = {(1, read ( b1 )), (2, I (a2 . . . ak))}
∪ {(2j − 1, read ( bj )), (2j,D (aj)) | 1 < j ≤ k},

E = {(2j − 1, 2j), (2j, 2j − 1), (2j, 2j + 1) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k}.

Without proof we claim that Lk /∈ L(rtIDtPAL). �	
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5 Conclusion and Future Research

In this paper, we have introduced tissue P automata as a specific model of
multiset automata as well as input-driven tissue P automata – which we also
called chocolate automata – where the rules to be applied depend on the input
symbol. Taking strings as input objects, these are either read from an input tape
or defined by the sequence of symbols taken in, and as an additional storage of
a multiset of different symbols we use a vesicle which moves from one cell of
the tissue P system to another one depending on the input symbol; the input
symbol at the same time determines whether (one or more) symbols are added
to the multiset in the vesicle or removed from there and where the vesicle moves
afterwards. The given input is accepted if it has been read completely and the
vesicle has reached a final cell and/or is empty at this moment. When using
multisets as input objects, these are enclosed in the vesicle in the input cell at
the beginning of a computation, which vesicle then will also take the additional
symbols. The given input multiset is accepted if no input symbols are present
any more and the vesicle has reached a final cell and is empty at this moment.

As rules operating on the multiset enclosed in the vesicle when read-
ing/consuming an input symbol we have used insertion, deletion, and substi-
tution of multisets, working in the sequential derivation mode. As restricted
variants, we have considered systems without allowing substitution of multisets
and systems only allowing symbols to be inserted or deleted (or substituted).

We have shown how chocolate automata with multisets and strings can
be characterized by input-driven register machines and input-driven counter
automata, respectively. Moreover, we have exhibited some illustrative examples,
for example, how the Dyck language or even some non-context-free languages
can be accepted by simple variants of chocolate automata.

Several challenging topics remain for future research: for example, a char-
acterization of the language classes accepted by several variants of tissue P
automata accepting multisets or strings, especially for the input-driven variants
(chocolate automata), introduced in this paper is still open.

As acceptance condition we have only considered reaching the final cell h
with an empty vesicle. The other variants of acceptance, i.e., only requiring the
vesicle to be empty or else requiring to have reached the final cell with the vesicle
containing no input symbol any more, are to be investigated in the future in more
detail.

Acknowledgements. The authors appreciate the helpful comments of the unknown
referees.
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Abstract. The N -queens puzzle is a topic of several articles written
by Mario Pérez-Jiménez and his collaborators. In this paper we present
a family of polarizationless P systems with active membranes and 2-
cooperation that provides all the possible solutions for this puzzle. The
novelty consists in the method allowing a rather important reduction on
the number of required membranes and computational steps for obtain-
ing all the solutions of the N -queens problem.

1 Introduction

Membrane computing [15,17] is a well-known branch of natural computing aim-
ing to abstract computing ideas and formal models from the structure and func-
tioning of living cells, as well as from the organization of cells in tissues, organs
or other higher order structures such as colonies of cells. The membrane systems
(also known as P systems) are parallel and distributed computing models offer-
ing an approach to computation that is potentially superior to the one provided
by conventional systems due to their inherent parallelism and nondeterminism.
Computation is given by rewriting rules operating over multisets of objects (rep-
resenting sets of objects with associated quantities) in cell-like compartmental
architectures. Objects represent the formal counterpart of the molecular species
(ions, proteins) floating inside cellular compartments, while the evolution rules
represent the formal counterpart of the biochemical reactions.

Three main research directions are usually considered in membrane com-
puting: modelling power [5,18], computational power in terms of the classical
notion of Turing computability using a minimal quantity of ingredients [4], and
efficiency in algorithmically solving (weak [2] or strong [3]) NP-complete prob-
lems in polynomial time (by using an exponential quantity of ingredients).

One such NP-complete problem is the N -queens problem, a generalization of
the problem of putting eight non-attacking queens on a chessboard [7]. The fact
that no queen threatens the other means that at most one of the N queens is
placed on each row, column and diagonal. The N -queens problem was tackled by
using P systems for the first time in [9] for the case N = 4, and a solution that
included 65536 elementary membranes was proposed. By using depth-first search
in membrane computing, the approach was improved in [10]. The speed of solving
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 21–32, 2018.
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the N -queens problem by using membrane computing as a local search strategy
was increased in [11]. A further increase in speed by reducing the number of com-
munication rules was presented in [13]. These approaches involve representing
the N -queens problem as a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form, leading
to a reduction to the satisfiability problem (shortly SAT). A different approach
appeared in [8], where a construction of a dP system solving the N -queens prob-
lem is presented. The dP system uses the P system with active membranes as
components, and the solution is mostly based on the one presented in [9].

In this paper, we propose a family of a variant of polarizationless P systems
with active membranes [1] such that the N -th element of the family solves the
N -queens puzzle. More precisely we use polarizationless P systems with active
membranes and 2-cooperation (one membrane system for each value of N). In
polarizationless P systems with active membranes [1], an object evolution rule
is of form [a → v]h such that a is a single object, not a multiset of objects;
in this paper by 2-cooperation we understand that the object evolution rules
are of form [u → v]h such that u is a multiset of objects with at most two
objects. A detailed overview summarizing the known results and variants for P
systems with active membranes can be found in [16]. Our solution is such that
the halting configuration encodes all the solutions of the puzzle. We use the
massive parallelism to check the feasible solutions, and obtain the solution in a
reduced number of steps by using a smaller number of membranes.

In order to find efficient solutions, the membrane systems are treated as
deciding devices that respect the following conditions:

(1) all computations halt;
(2) two additional objects yes and no are used;
(3) exactly one of the objects yes (accepting computation) and no (rejecting

computation) appears in the halting configuration; such an object should
appear into a well recognizable output membrane which should be present
in just one copy at the end of any computation.

Note that usually in membrane computing, the objects yes and no do not partici-
pate in the computation. However, since it does not affect the final configuration,
this assumption is not imposed in this paper.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2 we define the polarizationless
P systems with active membranes and 2-cooperation, and in Sect. 3 we present
some complexity notions. Our family of P systems solving the N -queens problem
is presented in Sect. 4. We exemplify how the approach works for an instance of
the problem, namely for N = 3. Conclusion and references end the paper.

2 Membrane Systems

First of all, we present some terminology used in the sequel. A finite multiset
over an alphabet O is a mapping M : O → N, where N is the set of non-
negative integers; M(a) is said to be the multiplicity of a ∈ O in M . We say
that M1 ⊆ M2 if for all a ∈ O, M1(a) ≤ M2(a). The union or sum of two
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multisets over O is defined as (M1+M2)(a) = M1(a)+M2(a), while the difference
is defined for M2 ⊆ M1 as (M1 − M2)(a) = M1(a) − M2(a) for all a ∈ O.
The multiset M can also be represented by any permutation of a string w =
a
M(a1)
1 a

M(a2)
2 . . . a

M(an)
n ∈ O∗, where if M(x) �= 0 then there exists j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

such that x = aj . Given an alphabet O, we denote by O∗ the sets of all finite
strings of elements in O, including the empty string λ.

A membrane system is a structure of membranes arranged in either a cell-
like tree [15], or a tissue-like graph [14], or a neural-like graph [12]. In this
paper we use a tree structure given by polarizationless P systems with active
membranes and 2-cooperation in which each membrane has a label, a unique
skin membrane is the outermost part of the system, each region is delimited by
a surrounding membrane and contains a multiset of objects and possibly some
other membranes. We assume the membranes are labelled by natural numbers
{1, . . . , n}.

Definition 1. A polarizationless P system with active membranes and 2-
cooperation is a construct Π = (O,H, μ,w1, . . . , wn, R), where

1. n ≥ 1 is the initial degree of the system (i.e. number of membranes);
2. O is the alphabet of objects;
3. H is a finite set of labels for membranes;
4. μ is a membrane structure of n membrane bijectively labelled initially with

elements of H;
5. wi are strings over O describing the initial multisets of objects placed in the n

regions of μ, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
6. R is a finite set of evolution rules, where a, b, c ∈ O, u ∈ O+, |u| ≤ 2, v ∈ O∗,

h ∈ H, M1, M2 denote (possibly empty) multisets of objects and membranes,
while M3 a (possibly empty) multiset of objects.

(a) [u → v]h evolution(ev)

The effect of applying this rule can be graphically represented as:

M1

h

u M2 M1

h

v M2

This is an evolution rule (associated with a membrane labelled with h)
rewriting a non-empty multiset u into another, possible empty, multiset v.

(b) [a]h → b[ ]h communication (com)

The effect of applying this rule can be graphically represented as:

M1

h

a M2 M1 b

h

M2

This communication rule (associated with a membrane labelled with h)
sends an object a outside membrane h, and possibly rewriting it into an
object b.
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(c) [a]h → [b]h[c]h division (div)

The effect of applying this rule can be graphically represented as:

M1

h

a M3 M1

h

b M3

h

c M3

A membrane labelled by h can be divided into two membranes having the
same label h, possibly rewriting an object a into objects b and c, respec-
tively.

These rules are applied according to the following principles:

• All the rules are applied in parallel and in a maximal manner. At one step,
one object of a membrane can be used only by one rule (chosen in a nonde-
terministic way), and any object able to evolve by a rule (of any form) should
evolve.

• All the objects and membranes not specified in a rule and which do not evolve
remain unchanged (to the next step).

• At the same time, if a membrane labelled with h is divided and there are
objects in this membrane which evolve by means of rules of type (a) or (b),
then we suppose that evolution rules of type (a) and communication rules of
type (b) are used first, and then the division is produced. This entire process
takes only one step.

• The rules associated with a membranes labelled with h are used for all the
copies of this membrane. At one step, a membrane labelled with h can be the
subject of only one division rule.

The end of the computation is defined by the following halting condition: such
a P system halts when no more rules can be applied in any of the regions.

3 The Efficiency of Membrane Systems

The membrane systems can be used as confluent deciding devices in which all
the computations starting from the initial configuration evolve to the (same)
answer/result. The solution designed in this paper will make sure that the com-
putations are confluent. Note that we are not interested (only) in the existence
of a solution for the N -queens puzzle, but finding (and storing) all the possible
solutions (the queens arrangements) in an effective way. However, we treat the
problem as a decision problem.

A family Π, namely a collection of membrane systems Π(n), solves a decision
problem if for each instance of size n of the problem there is a member of the
family able to decide on the instance. In order to define the notion of uniformity,
some notations are necessary:

• each instance of the decision problem is encoded as a string w over a suitable
alphabet Σ;

• Π(n) is the membrane system of Π which solves the instances w of size n.
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Other notions used here are defined as in [19].

Definition 2. Let X = (IX ,θX) be a decision problem, and Π = {Π(n) | w ∈
IX , |w| = n, n ∈ N} be a family of membrane systems.

• Π is said to be polynomially uniform by Turing machines if there exists a
deterministic Turing machine working in polynomial time to construct the
system Π(n) from the size n of an instance w ∈ IX .

• Π is said to be sound with respect to X if the following holds: for each instance
of the problem w ∈ IX , if there exists an accepting computation of Π(|w|),
then θX(w) = 1.

• Π is said to be complete with respect to X if the following holds: for each
instance of the problem w ∈ IX , if θX(w) = 1, then every computation
of Π(|w|) is an accepting computation.

Definition 3. A decision problem X is solvable in polynomial time by a family
of membrane systems Π = {Π(n) | w ∈ IX , |w| = n, n ∈ N} if:

• The family Π is polynomially uniform by Turing machines.
• The family Π is polynomially bounded, namely there exists a natural number

k ∈ N such that for each instance w ∈ IX , every computation of Π(|w|)
performs at most |w|k steps.

• The family Π is sound and complete with respect to X.

Such a family Π is said to provide a uniform solution to the problem X.

4 A New Solution to N-Queens Problem

The solution presented in this paper consists of the following stages:

– Generation stage: using membrane division, all the possible arrangements of
the queens on a chess board are generated;

– Checking stage: in each membrane, the system checks whether or not the
queens are arranged in order to respect all the requirements;

– Output stage: the systems creates into an output membrane 0 the correct
answer identified by an unique object yes or no in the halting configuration.

In order to reduce the computation overload, the generation and checking
stages are performed in parallel (when this is possible) such that some solutions
are immediately discarded without making any further computations over them.
According to [20], for every decision problem we can associate a counting problem
in a natural way by replacing the question “is there a solution?” with “how many
solutions are there?”. Even if the computation presented in this section is able
to provide all the possible solutions, for the simplicity of the presentation we
deal with the decision problems (and not with their corresponding counting
problems).

Theorem 1. The N-Queens problem can be solved by a uniform family of polar-
izationless P systems with active membranes and 2-cooperation in linear time.
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Proof. Let us consider a P system Π with active membranes having the initial
configuration

[[l1,1]1]0

and the alphabet
O = {no, no, no, yes, yes, yes} ∪ {qi,j , qi,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N}

∪ {li,j , l
a
i,j , l

b
i,j , l

c
i,j , l

d
i,j , li,j , li,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N}.

The P system Π with active membranes uses the set of rules R containing the
following rules:

(i) [li,j → lai,j l
b
i,j ]1, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

These rules are used to start the checking phase for each location li,j on
the chess board, with 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N . The checking phase
tests if we can place or not a queen denoted by qi,j on a location li,j . This
phase starts when an object li,j is present inside a membrane labelled by
1. It is worth noting that the evolution starts with object li,j in membrane
1, namely we start from the top left position of the board. The objects
lai,j and lbi,j are used in what follows to check if there exist a queen on the
board attacking the current tested location li,j . Depending on the outcome
of this test, we can decide to place a queen qi,j on location li,j .

(ii) [qk,j lai,j → qk,j l
c
i,j ]1, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N and 1 ≤ k < i

Using these rules we check if for a location li,j there is already placed a
queen qk,j on the same column j. If this is the case, the queen qk,j remains
on its position, while the object lai,j is rewritten to lci,j . The presence of the
object lci,j is used in what follows to signal that no queen can be placed on
position li,j because we would not obtain a valid solution. As the checking
phase was started from the top left corner and will continue line by line in
the next steps, there is no need to check if there is any queen on column
j below line i, but just above line i. This is provided by using these rules
only when 1 ≤ k < i.

(iii) [qk,tlai,j → qk,tl
c
i,j ]1 if |k − i| = |j − t|, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , 1 ≤ k < i and

1 ≤ t ≤ N
Using these rules we check if for a location li,j there is already placed
a queen qk,t on the same diagonal (left or right). If this is the case, the
queen qk,t remains on its position, while the object lai,j is rewritten to lci,j .
As in the previous case, when checking the presence of a previous queen
on the same column, the presence of the object lci,j is used to signal that
no queen can be placed on position li,j because we would not obtain a
valid solution. There is no need to check if there is any queen on the same
diagonal below line i, but just above line i. This is provided by using these
rules only when 1 ≤ k < i.

(iv) [lbi,j → ldi,j ]1, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N
While in the previous two steps we checked if there exist already any queen
that attacks the current checked position lij , in parallel the object lbi,j is
changed to ldi,j just to signal that the checking phase was performed. It
should be noticed that if there is already a queen on the same column
and another one on the same diagonal, only one of the two rules is chosen
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nondeterministically to change the object lai,j to lci,j . This is due to the
fact that the object lci,j only signals the presence of at least of a queen
attacking the current position li,j , and we do not care how many queens
attack the current position li,j .

(v) [lai,j l
d
i,j → li,j ]1, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N

The presence of both the objects lai,j and ldi,j inside the same membrane
labelled by 1 signals that in the previous checking phase no queen was
found attacking the checked position li,j . This means that a new queen
can be placed on the current position, fact that is provided by the creation
of the object li,j .

(vi) [lci,j l
d
i,j → li,j+1]1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j < N

[lci,N ldi,N → no]1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N

The presence of both the objects lci,j and ldi,j inside the same membrane
labelled by 1 signals that in the previous checking phase at least one queen
was found attacking the checked position li,j . This means that a new queen
cannot be placed on the current position. If we are not on the last column
of the board, namely for li,j it is the case that 1 ≤ j < N , then we move to
the next location on the same line. This is denoted by the creation of the
object li,j+1 that starts, in parallel with the current steps, a new checking
phase to verify if another queen can be placed on position li,j+1. However,
if we are on the last column of the board (namely li,N ), then no queen
can be placed on the current line and thus we stop the computation. This
approach leads to a reduction on the number of performed steps and of
the created resources during the computation.

(vii) [li,j ]1 → [li,j ]1[li,j+1]1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j < N

[li,N → li,N ]1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
The existence of an object li,j signals the fact that a new queen can be
placed on the current position li,j . Before such a placement is done, we
need to launch also a checking phase for the remaining squares of line i
(to check if it can also be placed queens). If we are in the situation where
1 ≤ j < N (namely we are not on the last position of a line), the object li,j
is consumed and the current membrane is divided into two membranes.
The first membrane contains the object li,j that marks the fact that the
queen is placed there, while in the new membrane a new object li,j+1 is
added, marking that we check if on this position we can put a new queen.
Notice that in this way, for each line, we check all the possible additions
of new queens based on the queens added on the previous lines. If j = N ,
then we are on the last column of a line and no more checks need to be
performed for the current line; so we simply rewrite li,j into li,j . This
means that the checking phase is constructed in such a way that is no
need to check if another queen is placed on the same line.

(viii) [li,j → qi,j li+1,1]1, for 1 ≤ i < N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N

[lN,j → qN,jyes]1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ N
The object li,j can now be replaced by the object qi,j signalling that a new
queen has been placed on the board. If 1 ≤ i < N (namely we are not yet
on the last line), once we placed the queen by creating the object qi,j we
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move to the first position of the next line to start a new checking phase.
This move is performed by creating the object li+1,1 because it makes no
sense to move on the other positions of the line i as we already placed a
queen on this line. If i = N (namely we are on the last line of the board),
then beside the newly created object qi,j we also create an object yes that
informs us that the current arrangement is a correct one.

(ix) [no → no no]1
[no]1 → [ ]1no
[yes → yes yes]1
[yes]1 → [ ]1yes
[no no → no]0
[no yes → yes]0
[yes yes → yes]0
As we treat this problem as a decision problem, these rules are needed
to provide an unique answer in membrane 0 in the halting configuration.
For this, only here, we need the communication rules to send the answer
from each membrane 1 to the parent membrane 0. Once an object no is
present inside a membrane, it is rewritten to the objects no and no. The
object no is used to communicate the answer no to the parent membrane
0, while the object no marks the end of the computation in membrane 1
and keeps track of the answer obtained. A similar approach is taken for
each object yes inside a membrane 1. The last three rules are used to
reduce the number of answers from membrane 0 to an unique answer in
the halting configuration. Notice that these steps are applied in parallel
with the other rules.

Analyzing the Computation. We describe how the polarizationless P systems
with active membranes and 2-cooperation work in solving an instance of the N-
Queens problem. The initial configuration is [[l1,1]1]0.

The purpose of the evolution rules (i) is to initiate the checking phase for
each one of the N2 positions of the board, namely if a queen can be placed there
or not depending on the existing queens already on the chess board. Since we
start with the checking phase from the top-left corner, this means that there
are no other queens placed on the board. This means that we can generate (by
using the division rules of type (iv)) N membranes 1 such that each contains
eventually a queen q1,j for 1 ≤ j ≤ N . In order to generate a positive answer
for placing a queen we need 5 steps; this means that the first N membranes are
generated after at most 5 · N steps.

Due to our rules, the checking stage is executed in parallel with the generation
stage, and it takes at most 5 · (N2 − N) steps. This is since a positive answer
needs 5 steps and, after checking first line of the board, only N ·(N −1) positions
are left as possible solutions for placing a queen. If all remaining evaluations
would be negative, the minimum number of steps is given by 3 · (N2 −N) steps,
due to the fact that a negative response is provided in 3 steps.

The output phase is also started in parallel with the checking stage. Once
each object no or yes is created inside a membrane 1, then in at most 3 steps
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a copy of that object is communicated into membrane 0, while an object no
or yes is kept in membrane 1. Considering the worst case scenario when 2N

2

membranes 1 are created, then in at most N2 steps (by using the last three rules
of type (ix)), a unique object yes or no remains inside membrane 0 as the final
answer to the problem and the computation stops. However, due to the fact that
the generation, checking and output phases are executed in parallel, the number
of membranes and number of executed steps is much smaller.

Complexity. Let us analyze the necessary resources to construct Π(w).
The constructed system has:

• 2 membranes;
• 1 initial object;
• 9 · N2 + 6 objects in the working alphabet;
• N2 rules of type (i);
• N2 · (N − 1) rules of type (ii);
• N3 · (N − 1) rules of type (iii);
• N2 rules of type (iv);
• N2 rules of type (v);
• N2 + N rules of type (vi);
• N2 + N rules of type (vii);
• N2 + N rules of type (viii);
• 7 rules of type (ix).

Therefore, the size of the constructed system of polarizationless P systems with
active membranes and 2-cooperation is O(N4).

It is easy to prove that the system Π(w) constructed for an instance w
always halts and creates in membrane 0 an object yes or no in the last step
of the computation, object corresponding to the correct answer of the instance.
The maximum number of steps for such a system is 6 · N2, namely there exists
a polynomial upper bound for the number of steps of the computation.

Sound and complete means that Π(w) produces yes if and only if the given
instance w has a solution. It can be easily noticed that, due to the way the system
was designed (as detailed above) the computation of the system proceeds in such
a way that the final answer is the same regardless of the maximal parallel and
nondeterministic manner of applying the evolution rules. Therefore, the family Π
solves the N-Queens problem in polynomial time according to Definition 3. 	

Example 1 (3 Queens Case). The evolution starts from the configuration
[[l1,1]1]0. It should be noticed that there is no need to check if there exist already
queens in the system because we are at the beginning on the execution. However,
in order to have a compact set of rules, we perform such a check.

[[l1,1]1]0 → [[la1,1l
b
1,1]1]0

→ [[la1,1l
d
1,1]1]0

→ [[l1,1]1]0
→ [[l1,1]1 [l1,2]1]0
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After performing the first check, it can be noticed that it is possible to place a
queen on the board position {1, 1}, this being provided by the created object l1,1
on a fresh membrane 1.

→ [[q1,1l2,1]1 [la1,2l
b
1,2]1]0

→ [[q1,1la2,1l
b
2,1]1 [la1,2l

d
1,2]1]0

→ [[q1,1lc2,1l
d
2,1]1 [l1,2]1]0

→ [[q1,1l2,2]1 [l1,2]1 [l1,3]1]0
Since in the membrane containing the queen q1,1 there is no way to place a

queen q2,1, we move to the position l2,2 to check if this is appropriate for placing
another queen.

→ [[q1,1la2,2l
b
2,2]1 [q1,2l2,1]1 [la1,3l

b
1,3]1]0

→ [[q1,1lc2,2l
d
2,2]1 [q1,2la2,1l

b
2,1]1 [la1,3l

d
1,3]1]0

→ [[q1,1l2,3]1 [q1,2lc2,1l
d
2,1]1 [l1,3]1]0

→ [[q1,1la2,3l
b
2,3]1 [q1,2l2,2]1 [l1,3]1]0

→ [[q1,1la2,3l
d
2,3]1 [q1,2la2,2l

b
2,2]1 [q1,3l2,1]1]0

→ [[q1,1l2,3]1 [q1,2lc2,2l
d
2,2]1 [q1,3la2,1l

b
2,1]1]0

→ [[q1,1l2,3]1 [q1,2l2,3]1 [q1,3la2,1l
d
2,1]1]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3l3,1]1 [q1,2la2,3l
b
2,3]1 [q1,3l2,1]1]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3la3,1l
b
3,1]1 [q1,2lc2,3l

d
2,3]1 [q1,3l2,1]1 [q1,3l2,2]1]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3lc3,1l
d
3,1]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1l3,1]1 [q1,3la2,2l

b
2,2]1]0

It should be noticed in the previous configuration that, by adding a
queen q1,2, there is no possibility to add another queen on row 2 of a board
of size 3, and so the object no is created to stop the evolution of the membrane
containing queen q1,2.

→ [[q1,1q2,3l3,2]1 [q1,2 no no]1 [q1,3q2,1la3,1l
b
3,1]1 [q1,3lc2,2l

d
2,2]1]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3la3,2l
b
3,2]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1lc3,1l

d
3,1]1 [q1,3l2,3]1 no]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3lc3,2l
d
3,2]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1l3,2]1 [q1,3la2,3l

b
2,3]1 no]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3l3,3]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1la3,2l
b
3,2]1 [q1,3lc2,3l

d
2,3]1 no]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3la3,3l
b
3,3]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1lc3,2l

d
3,2]1 [q1,3 no]1 no]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3lc3,3l
d
3,3]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1l3,3]1 [q1,3 no no]1 no]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3 no]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1la3,3l
b
3,3]1 [q1,3 no]1 no no]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3 no no]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1lc3,3l
d
3,3]1 [q1,3 no]1 no]0

→ [[q1,1q2,3 no]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1 no no]1 [q1,3 no]1 no no]0
→ [[q1,1q2,3 no]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1 no]1 [q1,3 no]1 no no]0
→ [[q1,1q2,3 no]1 [q1,2 no]1 [q1,3q2,1 no]1 [q1,3 no]1 no]0

As expected, there is no possible way to arrange three queens on a board of
size three, and the unique answer provided inside membrane 0 is given by the
object no. Notice also that in the final configuration, all the membranes labelled
by 1 contain the object no, marking the fact that none of those arrangements are
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valid. Thus, only 5 membranes and 29 steps are needed to provide the answer
for a chess board of dimension 3. This is an improvement with respect to the
solution provided by other approaches; for instance, in [9] are necessary 512
membranes and 117 steps.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we defined polarizationless P systems with active membranes and
2-cooperation to solve the N -queens problem. Our solution is such that the halt-
ing configuration encodes all the solutions of the puzzle. According to [21], the
membrane division cannot be avoided; the only possibility is to use elementary
division (as done in this paper) such that each correct arrangement of the queens
is kept in a separate membrane.

We use the massive parallelism specific to membrane computing to check
the feasible solutions, and obtain the solution in a reduced number of steps by
using a small number of membranes. The necessary resources and the number of
computational steps for obtaining all the solutions of the puzzle are polynomial
in N . We exemplified our approach for the case N = 3, and show that only 5
membranes and 29 steps are needed to provide a correct answer. This results
represents an improvement with respect to other existing solutions.
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Abstract. In this work we describe a model of antibiotic resistance evo-
lution dynamics based on a membrane computing approach. The model
was implemented in a simulator tool first proposed in [3], with a naive
set of rules and characteristics. In this paper, we describe the improve-
ments over the first version of the model, we introduce new P system
rules to manage all the elements of the system, and we explain a sce-
nario in order to illustrate the experiments that can be carried out in
the proposed framework.

1 Introduction

P systems were proposed by Păun in 1998 [7] and gave birth to the membrane
computing research area [9]. Basically, P systems are computational models
inspired by eukaryotic cells and the exchange of biomolecules and information
that is carried out through the physical membranes that structure the organelles
of the cell. The computational ingredients of P systems are: (1) the arrangement
of different regions organized in a tree-like structure, (2) a set of rules that guide
the operation of the model during any computation, and (3) a set of objects
that evolve and move throughout the structure of the system. The model can be
defined non-deterministic and working in a maximally parallel manner. Hence,
the interest in using it for the resolution of highly complex problems and with a
stochastic component. In fact, membrane computing has proven to be a useful
and versatile tool in systems biology, giving rise to different models in different
areas such as ecology [5], bioprocesses [2] or the mechanisms for genetic regula-
tion [1], to name a few areas of interest. A compendium of some works on systems
biology addressed by membrane computing is [8], while other bio-applications of
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
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membrane computing have been shown in [4]. In this work, we propose a model-
ing of the population dynamics of bacteria referred to the evolution of antibiotic
resistance. Antibiotic resistance is a priority problem in Public Health. As it has
been described in [12]: “Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) with a wide range of
infectious agents is a growing public health threat of broad concern to countries
and multiple sectors. Increasingly, governments around the world are beginning
to pay attention to a problem so serious that it threatens the achievements of
modern medicine. A post-antibiotic era, in which common infections and minor
injuries can kill, far from being an apocalyptic fantasy, is instead a very real pos-
sibility for the 21st century.” That is why the study of possible scenarios where
resistance to antibiotics behaves epidemically is of great interest. Our work is
oriented to the efficient design of a computational simulator of such scenarios as
it has already been tested in [3].

The structure of this work is as follows: In Sect. 2, we formally define P
systems with active membranes and we explain its semantics. We define a cell-
like P system with active membranes and communication rules to model the
population dynamics related to the antibiotic resistance evolution in bacteria.
In Sect. 3, we describe a scenario to test the proposed model, and in Sect. 4 we
report some experimental results from the described model. Finally, we state
some conclusions about this work.

2 Basic Concepts

In this section we introduce basic concepts about P systems. We assume that
the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of membrane computing. If this is
not the case, we recommend the reading of [10,11]. In this work we use cell-like
P systems with active membranes and without polarization that are defined as
follows.

Definition 1. A P system with active membranes of degree m ≥ 1 is defined by
the tuple Π = (V,H, μ,w1, w2, · · · , wm, R, i0) where

1. V is the alphabet of objects
2. H is the alphabet of labels for membranes
3. μ is the initial membrane structure, of degree m, with all membranes labeled

with elements of H and no polarizations. A membrane with label h is repre-
sented as [ ]h

4. w1, w2, · · · , wm are strings over V specifying the multiset of objects present
in the compartment of μ

5. R is a finite set of rules of the following types
(a) [v → w]h with v, w ∈ V ∗ (evolution rules)
(b) v[ ]h → [w]h with v, w ∈ V ∗ (‘in’ communication rules)
(c) [v]h → w[ ]h with v, w ∈ V ∗ (‘out’ communication rules)
(d) [v]h → [ [w]j ]h with v, w ∈ V ∗ (membrane creation with object evolution)

6. i0 ∈ {0, · · · ,m} indicates the region where the result of a computation is
obtained (0 represents the environment).
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The rules of the P system are applied in a non-deterministic maximally par-
allel manner. The computation of the system finishes whenever no rule can be
applied. A configuration of the system at time t during a computation is defined
by the membrane structure μt and the multisets of objects at every region in μt.

2.1 Modifications of the System Used in the Model Definition

We are going to specify some of the components of the P system that have been
previously defined, since to perform the simulation of the model we have intro-
duced some modifications on the rules and the way in which the system works,
that is, how the rules are applied in each step of computing. Fundamentally,
we will specify the rules, the object alphabets and the working manner of the
system.

Alphabets and Membranes

In each region of the system there are two parameters that can regulate the
application of the rules within the region: the capacity and the occupation. We
consider that the alphabet V is partitioned into two alphabets Vc and Vnc so
that V = Vc ∪Vnc, with Vc ∩Vnc = ∅. Vc denotes the set of objects that consume
capacity of the membrane when they enter into the region delimited by it, while
Vnc is the rest of objects. Each object from Vc consumes one unit of the capacity
of the membrane. In addition, we will consider that the internal membranes of a
region also consume only one unit, independently of its internal structure and the
objects it may contain. In this way, if in the region delimited by the membrane
h with a capacity γ there is a occupation index of δ objects and membranes then
we will denote it as [ ]γ−δ

h . We will call effective capacity the difference between
capacity and occupation. Observe that the effective capacity of a membrane is
always greater than or equal to zero, and we will not allow negative values. This
concept is dynamic since the occupation of a membrane can vary depending on
the communication rules that are executed during the computation.

Another aspect in which we will make distinction is with respect to the
objects that can be duplicated in the membrane duplication rules that we will
explain later. Again, we will define a partition of the alphabet V into two sets
Vd and Vnd so that V = Vd ∪ Vnd, with Vd ∩ Vnd = ∅. Here, Vd denotes the set of
objects that are duplicated in a membrane duplication, while objects from Vnd

are not replicated.

Rules

The rules at every region are ordered by priorities in the usual manner. In addi-
tion, we can associate to each rule a numerical parameter that identifies its
suitability in terms of its possible application or not in a computation step.
Therefore, we can define the suitability function: P : R → [0, 1] that approxi-
mates our model to a probabilistic/stochastic model in a way similar to PDP
systems [6], although in our case we only use a cell-like P system instead of a
multienvironment P system with active membranes. This function allows the
application of the rules to only a subset of the objects. For example, if a rule
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a → b has a suitability index of 0.5 and there are two objects a in the region,
then only one object a will be transformed into b according to the rule applica-
tion (always taking this fact on average over the number of times we apply that
rule in that configuration).

Next we will describe the semantics of the rules that we have defined in our
model. Some of them differ slightly from the semantics that have been habitually
assigned to them, while others are new rules that adapt to the needs of the reality
that is intended to model:

1. evolution rules: [ui]αj → [u′
i]

α′
j

In the membrane j the multiset ui is substituted by the multiset u′
i. The

effective capacity of the membrane is adjusted according to the multisets ui

and u′
i, and the elements from Vc and Vnc.

2. ‘in’ object communication rules: [ui[ ]αj ]βk → [[u′
i]

α′
j ]β

′
k

The effective capacity of the membrane j may be decreased and the effective
capacity of membrane k may be increased according to the multisets ui and
u′

i, and the elements from Vc and Vnc.
3. ‘out’ object communication rules: [[ui]αj ]βk → [u′

i[ ]α
′

j ]β
′

k

The effective capacity of the membrane j may be increased and the effective
capacity of membrane k may be decreased according to the multisets ui and
u′

i, and the elements from Vc and Vnc.
4. ‘between’ object communication rules: [[ui]αj [ ]βk ]ωp → [[ ]α

′
j [u′

i]
β′
k ]ωp

The effective capacity of the membrane j may be increased and the effective
capacity of membrane k may be decreased according to the multisets ui and
u′

i, and the elements from Vc and Vnc. Observe that, at the membrane p, the
effective capacity ω does not change since the membranes j and k remain
inside the membrane p.

5. membrane dissolution rules (removing content):[[ui]αk ]βp → [ ]β
′

p

If the membrane k has all the objects of the multiset ui, it is dissolved
and the objects and membranes contained inside disappear. The effective
capacity of p is increased due to the dissolution of k.

6. membrane dissolution rules (leaving the content): [[ui]αk ]βp → [w]β
′

p

If the membrane k contains the objects denoted by ui, it is dissolved and all
the objects inside (denoted by w) remain in the membrane p. The effective
capacity of the membrane p changes according to the multiset w, and the
elements from Vc and Vnc, and the disappearance of the membrane k.

7. ‘in’ membrane communication rules: [[ ]αi [ ]βj ]ωk → [[[ ]αi ]β
′

j ]ω
′

k

If the membranes i and j are in the region k, the membrane i is introduced
into the membrane j. The effective capacities of membranes j and k are
changed according to the new membrane structure.

8. ‘out’ membrane communication rules: [[[ ]αi ]βj ]ωk → [[ ]αi [ ]β
′

j ]ω
′

k

If the membrane j contains the membrane i, the membrane i is pushed
out of the membrane j. The effective capacities of membranes j and k are
changed according to the new membrane structure.

9. ‘between’ membrane communication rules: [[[ ]αi ]βj [ ]ωk ]γl → [[ ]β
′

j [[ ]αi ]ω
′

k ]γl
If the membrane j and k are in the same region and the membrane j contains
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the membrane i, the membrane i is moved from the membrane j to the
membrane k. The effective capacities of membranes j and k are changed
according to the new membrane structure. Observe that the capacity of
membrane l does not change.

10. membrane duplication rules: [[ ]αi ]βj → [[ ]α
′

i [ ]α
′′

i ]β
′

j

The membrane i duplicates itself. The effective capacity of membrane j is
changed according to the new membrane structure. For the membrane i the
process is the following: We start with one membrane i and we finish with
two membranes i. All the membranes and the objects inside i belonging
to Vd, are duplicated while the objects belonging to Vnd are distributed
non-deterministically between the two copies of i.

Computation Mode

We define a parameter ψ that denotes the computation mode of the system. We
consider three different computation modes that are regulated according to the
effective capacity of every membrane. Observe that the effective capacity allows
the population regulation of the simulated system. In other works such as [5]
the population regulation is carried out by the objects defined in the alphabets
of the P system.

We have considered three different computation modes that we describe as
follows:

– ψ = 1
All the rules are executed according to the priorities and the function P pro-
vided that they can be executed and the effective capacity of the membranes
are not exceeded.

– ψ = 2
All the rules are executed according to the priorities and the function P. When
a rule is applied if a membrane exceeds its effective capacity receiving objects
or membranes, some elements generated by the rules are nondeterministically
removed to preserve the membrane effective capacity to zero.

– ψ = 3
All the rules are executed according to the priorities and the function P. At
the end of a calculation step, the membranes with their exceeded effective
capacity eliminate the objects and the membranes proportionally to their
quantity until the effective capacity is set to zero.

3 Description of a Scenario

With the objective of testing the proposed system, we are going to model a
scenario where the rules, objects and structures are adapted to those described
in the previous section. We model two populations: a hospital and a community.
Each population contains hosts and each host contains bacteria. Guests can
move from one population to another and bacteria can spread from one host to
another. Different types of antibiotics are administered to the guests that can
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kill the bacteria. Bacteria can have some resistance genes that allow them to
survive an antibiotic. An antibiotic removes some intestinal bacteria and other
bacteria can occupy this place while the intestinal bacteria are recovering.

Before beginning to define the scenario more formally, we must take into
account some details. First, the capacity of the membranes, especially in the
hosts, is essential for the dynamics of the simulation; a host has a finite capacity
to contain bacteria. On the other hand, bacteria have a very high level of growth
but bacteria can not replicate if there is no space. Then, when we apply antibiotic
to a host and eliminate bacteria, a new space appears and can be affected by
other bacteria. And second, to make a meaningful simulation, we need many
membranes: in a hospital there are many patients, in a community many people,
and a host can have three billion bacteria. For a simulation, these numbers
are intractable. To solve this problem we made two decisions: for the number
of hosts the important is the proportion of people between the hospital and the
community. We can take a single sample but we must maintain the proportion of
a host in the hospital for one hundred people in the community. Another decision
we have made is that we consider only one small sample of bacteria instead of
the 3 billion that a host can have. The main reason for this decision is that
each bacterium is represented by a membrane in the P system and the practical
computability of the simulation could be compromised if all the bacteria are
encoded. Taking a representative sample of the elements of the scenario seems
an appropriate approach to obtain significant results.

We will detail the scenario taking into account the following aspects:

1. One step of computation is equivalent to one hour in the real time. One step
simulates one hour because E. coli usually takes about an hour to divide
into optimal conditions, being one of the fastest bacteria to do so. Therefore,
one hour is a significant unit of time to work.

2. There are two populations, one hospital with one hundred hosts and one
community with ten thousand hosts.

3. Every four steps (four hours) the hospital and the community exchange one
host.

4. We work with the bacteria of the intestine. The five types of bacteria stud-
ied are EC (Escherichia coli), EF1 and EF2 (Enteroccocus faecium), KP
(Klebsiella pneumoniae) and PA (Pseudomonas aeruginosa). These bacte-
ria represent the 1% of all the bacteria in the intestine.

5. In this scenario there are three types of antibiotics: A1 (aminopenicillins),
A2 (cefotaxime) and A3 (fluoroquinolones).

6. An antibiotic treatment consists in one dose every 6 hours for a seven days.
Each dose tries to kill the 30% of the bacteria in the first hour and a 15%
in the second hour.

7. The 20% of the hosts in the hospital are under treatment, as well as the
1.3% in the community.

8. At the hospital, the 30% of the treatments are for antibiotic A1, 40% for
antibiotic A2, and 30% for the A3 antibiotic. In the community, the 75% of
the treatments are antibiotic A1, 5% of antibiotic A2 and 20% of antibiotic
A3.
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9. When a host is treated with antibiotic A1, the 25% of the bacteria in the
intestine dies, with the antibiotic A2 dies 20% and for the antibiotic A3
the 10%. These bacteria take two months to recover their normal number.
Meanwhile, this space can be occupied by EC, EF1, EF2, KP and PA.

10. A bacterium can have two different types of resistance, a static resistance
(resistances in the genome) or a mobile resistance (resistances in plasmids
or transposons).

11. A bacterium can only contain two mobile resistances.
12. The static resistance AR1 resists the antibiotic A1, AR2 resists the antibiotic

A2 and AR3 resists the antibiotic A3.
13. The mobile resistance PAR1 resists A1 and the resistance PAR2 resists A1

only at the 10% if the resistance is in EC, KP, or PA and A2 if the resistance
is in EC, KP or PA. The resistance PAR2 resists only A2 if it is in EF1 or
EF2.

14. Each host starts with the bacteria configuration shown in Table 1:

Table 1. Table of bacteria configuration

Bacteria Number Static resistance Mobile resistance

EC 5000 No resistance No resistance

EC 2500 No resistance PAR1

EC 1000 AR3 No resistance

EC 100 AR3 PAR1

EF1 995 AR2 No resistance

EF2 200 AR2 and AR3 PAR1

KP 200 AR1 and AR3 PAR2

PA 5 AR1 PAR2

15. A mobile resistance can move between EC and KP with a rate of 0.0001,
between EF1 and EF2 with a rate of 0.0001, from PA to EC or KP at a
rate of 0.000000001 and from EC or KP to PA at a rate of 0.000000001.
Mobile resistance movements between bacteria of the same type can also be
considered. For example, the movement rate from PA to PA is 0.0001.

16. There is a possibility by mutation that a bacterium without AR3 genetic
resistance takes this resistance at a rate of 0.00000001.

17. When one host propagates to another, it passes the 0.1% of EC, EF1, EF2,
KP, and PA. In one hour, the 5% of the hospital hosts extended other hosts
and the 1% in the community.

18. The growth of each bacterium is different. Growth 1 represents that in one
hour, if there is space, the bacteria double their number. EC has growth
1, EF1 and EF2 have 0.85, KP has 0.9 and PA has 0.15. A resistance in a
bacterium means an additional cost for growth because every element must
be replicated in mitosis. In this scenario we put a penalty of 0.03 (subtracted
from the growth rate) for each AR3, PAR1 and PAR2.
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4 Experiments and Results

For experimentation, we write the scenario described above in a XML language
created expressly for the simulator of this calculation model. We perform 50,000
steps because for the study of resistances in bacteria this number of steps is
needed to show significant results. The simulator uses the computation mode
ψ = 3 of the model. The initial membrane structure for the simulation is showed
in the Fig. 1.

The proposed P system described in Sect. 2 was created to simulate scenar-
ios with bacteria. This means that in a computation there is a large number of
membranes, and to be able to execute a simulation we need to work with mem-
branes with multiplicity. When we use membranes with multiplicity and rules
with suitability, the power of the multiplicity is lost because we separate the
membranes to apply the rules. For example, if we have a membrane with multi-
plicity two and we apply a rule with 0.5 of suitability, the rule is only executed
in one of the two membranes and the result produces two different membranes
with multiplicity one. After some calculation steps, some membranes appear
that represent exactly the same bacteria but are not represented with only one
membrane with multiplicity. To solve this problem, at the end of each step, we
check all the membranes that do not have inside other membranes (in this case
the bacteria), and we fuse the equivalent membranes in only one membrane with
multiplicity that is equal to the sum of the fused membranes.

From the simulation, we obtain two types of results: the first is the counting
of each object and membrane in the hospital and the community (the elements
in the contained membranes are also counted), and the second is the test, a test

Fig. 1. Initial membrane structure for the described scenario.
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is defined by two sets of elements: what is necessary and what is forbidden. A
membrane passes the test if it contains all the necessary elements and none of
the elements is forbidden. So, we can count the number of membranes that pass
the test (for example, how many EC bacteria have a resistance but do not have
another). In this scenario, we focused the study on two points: the evolution of
the bacteria in the hospital and the evolution of the resistance of the EC in the
hospital.

In the Fig. 2, we can see the evolution of the bacteria in the hospital. The x
axis in the graph represents the calculation steps (one step simulates one hour),
and the y axis represents the number of elements that we analyze. The bacteria
in smaller number are PA, these bacteria have resistance to A1 and A2, but
they have a very low fitness in front of the fitness of the other bacteria. The
PA bacteria are outside the graph due to its low number with respect to the
other bacteria. The next two bacteria are EF1 and EF2. Although EF1 and
EF2 have the same physical state, EF2 appear in greater numbers because, at
the beginning, EF2 bacteria have resistance to all antibiotics and EF1 only to
A2. The KP bacteria have resistance to all antibiotics but they appear in more
quantity than EF1 because their fitness is a little higher than EF2. Finally, the
EC have the highest growth among all the bacteria under study. It is because
they have the best physical form and, at the beginning, some EC have resistance
to A3 and A1.

We must say that some resistances are transferred throughout the experi-
ment. The most important are EF1 that take the resistance PAR1 from EF2. In
addition, EF1 still do not have resistance to A3 (they can take this resistance
by mutation, but with very little probability). The other important resistance
acquisition is the resistance of EC to A2. EC can take this resistance from KP

Fig. 2. Evolution of the bacteria in the hospital along about 70 month.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the EC bacteria depending of their resistances in the hospital along
about 70 month. For this study we take into account the static resistance AR3 and
the mobile resistances PAR1 and PAR2. 0 shows EC without AR3, PAR1 and PAR2,
1 shows EC with PAR1, 2 shows EC with PAR2, 3 shows EC with AR3, 12 shows EC
with PAR1 and PAR2, 13 shows EC with PAR1 and AR3, 23 shows EC with PAR2
and AR3 and 123 shows EC with PAR1, PAR2 and AR3.

and, with less probability, from PA. When the EC take resistance to A2 they
take resistance to all the antibiotics.

The Fig. 3 shows the evolution of the resistance of the EC bacteria in the
hospital. At the beginning, the ECs with only resistance to A1 are the more
numerous. This is due to the initial configuration of the ECs, and because the
resistance to A1 is the best one, given that A1 is the most used antibiotic (75%
in the community). The ECs with resistance to A1 and A3 start with a num-
ber lower than ECs with resistance to A1 but they grow faster. The ECs with
resistance to A1 and A3 exceed the number of the ECs with only resistance to
A1, this is due to the resistance to more antibiotics. Finally, throughout the
experiment, little by little we can see how ECs with resistance to all antibiotics
grow and, eventually, they appear in greater numbers than the others. The ECs
with resistance to all antibiotics are ECs with PAR1, PAR2 and AR3.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have presented a P system that allows the modeling of the
evolution dynamics of antibiotic resistance. This is a public health problem of
the first order and we believe that models such as the one presented in this work
contribute to a greater understanding of this type of processes of an infectious
nature. The first approach we made with this type of systems was published in
[3]. However, subsequent refinements of the model and its adjustments led us to a
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substantial modification of the model with the aim of giving it a greater capacity
to represent the real problem as well as greater computational benefits. The main
modifications that we have been incorporating since our initial proposal has been
exposed in this work.

The first conclusion we can reach is that P systems are a useful tool when
dealing with some problems of Systems Biology, such as the one we have dis-
cussed in this paper. In addition, the formalization of the P systems allows a
fairly intuitive understanding of what happens in the system, even for those
scientists and professionals who do not have a great knowledge about computer
models. In our case, the explanation of the gene transfer could be done in a
very graphic way, assimilating some regions of the system to the carriers of the
resistance and the populations in interaction as regions at the same level.

This work allows us to continue advancing towards more complex simulators
that allow a greater understanding of reality.
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Abstract. Spiking neural P systems or SN P systems are computing
models inspired by spiking neurons. The SN P systems variant we focus
on are SN P systems with structural plasticity or SNPSP systems. Unlike
SN P systems, SNPSP systems have a dynamic topology for creating or
removing synapses among neurons. In this work we construct small uni-
versal SNPSP systems: 62 and 61 neurons for computing functions and
generating numbers, respectively. We then provide some new directions,
e.g. parameters to consider, in the search for such small systems.

1 Introduction

In this work we continue the search for small universal systems concerning vari-
ants of spiking neural P systems (in short, SN P systems) as in [5,10,13,17] to
name a few. Investigations on the power, efficiency, and applications of SN P sys-
tems and variants is a very active area, with a recent survey in [12]. The specific
class of SN P systems we focus here are spiking neural P systems with structural
plasticity (or SNPSP systems) from [3] with further works in [1,2,14] to name
a few. SNPSP systems are inspired by the ability of neurons to add or delete
synapses (the edges) among neurons (the nodes in the graph). Computations in
SNPSP systems proceed with a dynamic topology in contrast with SN P systems
and their many variants with static topologies. This way, even with simplified
types of rules, SNPSP systems can be “useful” by controlling the flow of infor-
mation (in the form of spikes) in the system by using rules to create or remove
synapses. This work is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides preliminaries for
our results; Sects. 3 and 4 provide our results with SNPSP systems having 62
and 61 neurons for computing functions and generating numbers, respectively. In
Sect. 5 we discuss why such numbers of neurons are “small enough” and provide
ideas, e.g. parameters, for future research on small universal systems.
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2 Preliminaries

We assume that the reader has basic knowledge in formal language and automata
theory, and membrane computing. We only briefly mention notations and def-
initions relevant to what follows. More information can be found in various
monographs, e.g. [11].

A register machine is a construct of the form M = (m,H, l0, lf , I) where m
is the number of registers, H is a finite set of instruction labels, l0 and lf are the
start and final (or halt) labels, respectively, and I is a finite set of instructions
bijectively labelled by H. Instructions have the following forms:

– li : (ADD(r), lj , lk), add 1 to register r, then nondeterministically apply either
instruction labelled by lj or by lk,

– li : (SUB(r), lj , lk), if register r is nonempty then subtract 1 from r and apply
lj , otherwise apply lk,

– lf : FIN , halts the computation of M .

A register machine is deterministic if all ADD instructions are of the form li :
(ADD(r), lj). To generate numbers, M starts with all registers empty, i.e. storing
the number zero. The computation of M starts by applying l0 and proceeds to
apply instructions as indicated by the labels. If lf is applied, the number n stored
in a specified register is said to be computed by M . If computation does not halt,
no number is generated. It is known that register machines are computationally
universal, i.e. able to generate all sets of numbers that are Turing computable.
To compute Turing computable functions, introduce arguments n1, n2, . . . , nk in
specified registers r1, r2, . . . , rk, respectively. The computation of M starts by
applying l0. If lf is applied, the value of the function is placed in a specified
register rt, with all registers different from rt being empty. In this way, the
partial function computed is denoted by M(n1, n2, . . . , nk).

The universality of register machines that compute functions is define as
follows [10,15]: Let ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . be a fixed and admissible enumeration of all unary
partial recursive functions. A register machine Mu is (strongly) universal if there
is a recursive function g such that for all natural numbers x, y we have ϕx(y) =
Mu(g(x), y). The numbers g(x) and y are introduced in registers 1 and 2 as
inputs, respectively, with the result obtained in a specified output register.

As in [10], we use the universal register machine Mu = (8,H, l0, lf , I) from
[6] with the 23 instructions in I and respective labels in H given in Fig. 1. The
machine from [6] which contains a separate instruction that checks for zero in
register 6 is replaced in [10] with l8 : (SUB(6), l9, l0), l9 : (ADD(6), l10). It
is important to note that as in [10], and without loss of generality, a modifi-
cation is made in Mu because SUB instructions on the output register 0 are
not allowed in the construction from [4]. A new register 8 is added and we
obtain register machine M ′

u by replacing lf of Mu with the following instruc-
tions: lf : (SUB(0), l22, l

′
f ), l22 : (ADD(8), lf ), l

′
f : FIN .

A spiking neural P system with structural plasticity or SNPSP system Π of
degree m ≥ 1 is a construct Π = (O, σ1, . . ., σm, syn, in, out), where O = {a} is
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l0 : (SUB(1), l1, l2), l1 : (ADD(7), l0), l2 : (ADD(6), l3),

l3 : (SUB(5), l2, l4), l4 : (SUB(6), l5, l3), l5 : (ADD(5), l6),

l6 : (SUB(7), l7, l8), l7 : (ADD(1), l4), l8 : (SUB(6), l9, l0),

l9 : (ADD(6), l10), l10 : (SUB(4), l0, l11), l11 : (SUB(5), l12, l13),

l12 : (SUB(5), l14, l15), l13 : (SUB(2), l18, l19), l14 : (SUB(5), l16, l17),

l15 : (SUB(3), l18, l20), l16 : (ADD(4), l11), l17 : (ADD(2), l21),

l18 : (SUB(4), l0, lf ), l19 : (SUB(0), l0, l18), l20 : (ADD(0), l0),

l21 : (ADD(3), l18), lf : FIN.

Fig. 1. The universal register machine from [6]

the alphabet containing the spike symbol a, and σ1, . . . , σm are neurons of Π.
A neuron σi = (ni, Ri), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where ni ∈ N indicates the initial number
of spikes in σi written as string ani over O; Ri is a finite set of rules with the
following forms:

1. Spiking Rule: E/ac → a where E is a regular expression over O and c ≥ 1.
2. Plasticity Rule: E/ac → αk(i,N) where c ≥ 1, α ∈ {+,−,±,∓}, N ⊂

{1, . . . , m}, and k ≥ 1.

The set of initial synapses between neurons is syn ⊂ {1, . . . , m} × {1, . . . , m},
with (i, i) �∈ syn, and in, out are neuron labels that indicate the input and output
neurons, respectively. When L(E) = {ac}, rules can be written with only ac on
their left-hand sides. The semantics of SNPSP systems are as follows. For every
time step, each neuron of Π checks if any of their rules can be applied. Activation
requirements of a rule are specified as E/ac at the left-hand side of every rule. A
rule r ∈ Ri of σi is applied if the following conditions are met: the an spikes in σi

is described by E of r, i.e. an ∈ L(E), and n ≥ c. When r is applied, n− c spikes
remain in σi. If σi can apply more than one rule at a given time, exactly one
rule is nondeterministically chosen to be applied. When a spiking rule is applied
in neuron σi at time t, all neurons σj such that (i, j) ∈ syn receive a spike from
σi at the same step t.

When a plasticity rule E/ac → αk(i,N) is applied in σi, the neuron performs
one of the following actions depending on α and k: For α = +, add at most k
synapses from σi to k neurons whose labels are specified in N . For α = −, delete
at most k synapses that connect σi to neurons whose labels are specified in N .
For α = ± (resp., α = ∓), at time step t perform the actions for α = + (resp.,
α = −), then in step t + 1 perform the actions for α = − (resp., α = +).

Let P (i) = {j | (i, j) ∈ syn}, be the set of neuron labels such that (i, j) ∈ syn.
If a plasticity rule is applied and is specified to add k synapses, there are cases
when σi can only add less than k synapses: when most of the neurons in N
already have synapses from σi, i.e. |N −P (i)| < k. A synapse is added from σi to
each of the remaining neurons specified in N that are not in P (i). If |N−P (i)| = 0
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then there are no more synapses to add. If |N −P (i)| = k then there are exactly
k synapses to add. When |N − P (i)| > k then nondeterministically select k
neurons from N − P (i) and add a synapse from σi to the selected neurons.

We note the following important semantic of plasticity rules: when synapse
(i, j) is added at step t then σj receives one spike from σi also at step t.

Similar cases can occur when deleting synapses. If |P (i)| < k, then only less
than k synapses are deleted from σi to neurons specified in N that are also
in P (i). If |P (i)| = 0, then there are no synapses to delete. If |P (i) ∩ N | = k
then exactly k synapses are deleted from σi to neurons specified in N . When
|P (i) ∩ N | > k, nondeterministically select k synapses from σi to neurons in N
and delete the selected synapses. A plasticity rule with α ∈ {±,∓} activated
at step t is applied until step t + 1: during these steps, no other rules can be
applied but the neuron can still receive spikes.

Π is synchronous, i.e. at each step if a neuron can apply a rule then it must do
so. Neurons are locally sequential, i.e. they apply at most one rule each step, but
Π is globally parallel, i.e. all neurons can apply rules at each step. A configuration
of Π indicates the distribution of spikes among the neurons, as well as the
synapse dictionary syn. The initial configuration is described by n1, n2, . . . , nm

for each of the m neurons, and the initial syn. A transition is a change from one
configuration to another following the semantics of rule application. A sequence
of transitions from the initial configuration to a halting configuration, i.e. where
no more rules can be applied, is referred to as a computation.

At each computation, if σout fires at steps t1 and t2 for the first and second
time, respectively, then a number n = t2 − t1 is said to be computed by the
system. When the system receives or sends a spike to the environment, denote
with “1” or “0” each step when the system sends or does not send (resp., receives
or does not receive) a spike, respectively. This way, the spike train 10n−11 denotes
the system receiving or sending 2 spikes with interval n between the spikes.

3 A Small SNPSP System for Computing Functions

In this section we provide a small and universal SNPSP system that can compute
functions. The system will follow the same design as in [10] for simulating M ′

u:
the system takes in the input spike train 10g(x)−110y−11, where the numbers g(x)
and y are the inputs of M ′

u. After taking in the input spike train, simulation of M ′
u

begins by simulating instruction l0 until instruction lf is encountered which ends
the computation of M ′

u. Finally, the system output is a spike train 10ϕx(y)−11
corresponding to the output of ϕx(y) of M ′

u. Each neuron is associated with
either a register or a label of an instruction of M ′

u. If register r contains number
n, the corresponding σr has 2n spikes. Simulation of M ′

u starts when two spikes
are introduced to σl0 , after σ1 and σ2 are loaded with 2g(x) and 2y spikes,
respectively. If M ′

u halts with r8 containing ϕx(y) then σ8 has 2ϕx(y) spikes.
Figures 2 and 3 are the modules associated with the ADD and SUB instructions,
respectively. These modules have σl

′
i

and σl
′′
i

referred to as auxiliary neurons,
and such neurons do not correspond to registers or instructions. Instead of using
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rules of the form as → λ, i.e. forgetting rules of standard SN P systems in [4],
our systems only use plasticity rules of the form a → −1(li, ∅). In this way,
deleting a non-existing synapse simply consumes spikes and nothing else, hence
simulating a forgetting rule.

a2 → a

a → −1(li, ∅)
li

a → a

l′i

a → a

l′′i

a2 → a

a → −1(lj , ∅)

lj

r

Fig. 2. ADD module

a2 → a

a → −1(li, ∅)li

a → ∓1(l′′i , {lk})
l′′i

a → al′i

(a2)+a/a3 → ±|Sj |(r, Sj)
a → ∓|Sk|(r, Sk)

rlj lk

Fig. 3. SUB module

Module ADD in Fig. 2 simulates the instruction li : (ADD(r), lj). The first
instruction of M is an ADD instruction and is labeled l0. Let us assume that
the simulation of the module starts at time t. Initially, li contains 2 spikes and
all other neurons are empty. At time t, neuron li uses the rule a2 → a to send
one spike each to l

′
i and l

′′
i . At time t + 1, neurons l

′
i and l

′′
i each fire a spike,

and both r and lj each receive 2 spikes. At the next step, neuron lj activates in
order to simulate the next instruction.

Module SUB in Fig. 3 simulates the instruction li : (SUB(r), lj , lk). Initially,
li contains 2 spikes and all other neurons are empty. When the simulation starts
at time t, neuron li uses the rule a2 → a to send one spike each to l

′
i, l

′′
i , and r.

At time t+1, neuron l
′
i fires a spike to lj . At the same time, neuron l

′′
i deletes its

synapse to lk and waits until time t + 2 to add the same synapse, thus sending
one spike to lk.

In the case σr was not empty before it received a spike from li, neuron r now
contains at least three spikes which corresponds to register σr containing the
value of at least 1. Neuron r in this case uses the rule (a2)+a/a3 → ±|Sj |(r, Sj),
where Sj = {j | j is the second element of the triple in a SUB instruction on
register r}. If this rule was used, neuron lj receives a total of 2 spikes at time
t + 1. At t + 2, neuron lj is activated and continues the simulation of the next
instruction. At the same time, neuron l

′′
i sends a spike to σlk which σlk removes

at t + 3 using its rule a → −1(lk, ∅).
In the case where σr was empty before receiving a spike from σli , this cor-

responds to register r containing the value 0. Neuron r uses the rule a →
∓|Sk|(r, Sk), where Sk = {k | k is the third element of the triple in a SUB
instruction on register r}. At t + 1, neuron r deletes its synapse to σlk . At t + 2,
neuron lk receives 2 spikes in total – one from σr and from σl

′′
i

– and is activated
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in the next step in order to simulate the next instruction. Also at t + 2, neuron
lj removes the spike it received from σl

′
i

using its rule a → −1(lj , ∅).

a → ain

a4

a5/a → a
a6/a3 → −2(c1, {1, c2})
a3 → +2(c1, {2, c2})
a2 → +1(c1, {l0})

a → a

c1

a4

a5/a → a
a6/a3 → −2(c2, {1, c1})
a3 → +2(c2, {2, c1})
a2 → +1(c2, {l0})

a → a

c2

1

2 l0

Fig. 4. INPUT module

Module INPUT as seen in Fig. 4 loads 2g(x) and 2y spikes to σ1 and σ2,
respectively. The module begins its computation after σin receives the first spike
from the input spike train 10g(x)−110y−11. We assume that the simulation of
the INPUT module starts at time t when σin sends spikes to σc1 and σc2 . At
this point, both σc1 and σc2 have 5 spikes and each use the rule a5/a → a. At
t + 1, σ1 receives 2 spikes, so σc1 and σc2 receive a spike from each other. Since
σc1 and σc2 each have 5 spikes again, they use the same rules again. Neurons
c1 and c2 continue to send spikes to σ1 and to each other in a loop. This loop
continues until both neurons receive a spike again from σin, at this point they
have 6 spikes each. Note that this spike from σin is from the second spike in the
input spike train.

In the next step, σc1 and σc2 use rules a6/a3 → −2(c1, {1, c2}) and a6/a3 →
−2(c2, {1, c1}), respectively, to delete their synapses to each other and to σ1.
Neurons c1 and c2 each have 3 spikes now, so they create synapses and send one
spike to each other and σ2. Both neurons have one spike each so they use rule
a → a to send a spike to σ2 and each other in a loop similar to the previous
one. Once both neurons receive a spike from σin for the third and last time,
the loop is broken. Neurons c1 and c2 each have 2 spikes now so they use rules
a2 → +1(c1, {l0}) and a2 → +1(c2, {l0}) to create a synapse and send a spike to
σl0 . At the next step, σl0 activates and the simulation of M ′

u begins.
Module OUTPUT in Fig. 5 is activated when instruction lf is executed by

M ′
u. Recall that M ′

u stores its result in output register 8. We assume that at
some time t, instruction lf is executed so M ′

u halts. Also at t, and for simplicity,
σ8 contains 2n spikes corresponding to the value n stored in register 8 of M ′

u.
Actually, and as mentioned at the beginning of this section, register 8 stores the
number ϕx(y) and hence σ8 stores 2ϕx(y) spikes.

Neuron lf sends a spike to σ8 and σout. At t + 1, neuron out applies rule
a → a and sends the first of two spikes to the environment. Neuron 8 now
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a2 → alf a → a

out

a(aa)+/a2 → −1(8, ∅)
a → ±(8, {out})

8

Fig. 5. OUTPUT module.

a2 → a

a → −1(l18, ∅)l17

a → a

l′′17
a → a

l′17

l18

2

3

Fig. 6. ADD-ADD module to sim-
ulate l17 : (ADD(2), l21) and l21 :
(ADD(3), l18).

with 2n + 1 spikes applies rule a(aa)+/a2 → −1(8, ∅) to consume 2 spikes.
Neuron 8 continues to use this rule until only 1 spike remains, then uses the
rule a → ±1(8, out) to send a spike to σout. At the next step, σ8 deletes its
synapse to σout, while σout sends a spike to the environment for the second and
last time. In this way, the system produces an output spike train of the form
102n−11 corresponding to the output of M ′

u. The breakdown of the 86 neurons
in the system are as follows:

– 9 neurons for registers 0 to 8,
– 25 neurons for 25 instruction labels l0 to l22 with lf and l′f ,
– 48 neurons for 24 ADD and SUB instructions,
– 3 neurons in the INPUT module, 1 neuron in the OUTPUT module.

This number can be reduced by some “code optimizations”, exploiting some
particularities of M ′

u similar to what was done in [10]. We observe the case
of two consecutive ADD instructions. In M ′

u, there is one pair of consecutive
ADD instructions, i.e. l17 : (ADD(2), l21) and l21 : (ADD(3), l18). By using the
module in Fig. 6 to simulate the sequence of two consecutive ADD instructions,
we save the neuron associated with l21 and 2 auxiliary neurons.

A module for the sequence of ADD-SUB instructions is in Fig. 7. We save
the neurons associated with l6, l10, and one auxiliary neuron for each pair.
There are two sequences of ADD-SUB instructions, i.e. l5 : (ADD(5), l6),
l6 : (SUB(7), l7, l8), l9 : (ADD(6), l10) and l10 : (SUB(4), l0, l11).

To further reduce the number of neurons, we use similar techniques as in [17]
to decrease neurons by sharing one or two auxiliary neurons among modules.
Consider the case of two ADD modules: As shown in Proposition 3.1 in [17],
l2 : (ADD(6), l3) and l9 : (ADD(6), l10) can share one auxiliary neuron without
producing “wrong” simulations. Now consider the case of two SUB instructions:
We follow the same grouping using Proposition 3.2 in [17] to make sure that
two SUB modules follow only the “correct” simulations of M ′

u. All modules
associated with the instructions in each of the following groups can share 2
auxiliary neurons:
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a2 → a

a → −1(l5, ∅)l5

a → a

l′5
a → al′′5 a → a

l′′′5
7

5 l7 l8

Fig. 7. ADD-SUB module to sim-
ulate l5 : (ADD(5), l6) and l6 :
(SUB(7), l7, l8).

li1 li2

a → ±|Gj |(l′i1 , Gj)

l′i1
a → ∓|Gk|(l′′i1 , Gk)l′′i1

r1

r2

lj1 lk1 lj2 lk2

Fig. 8. SUB-SUB module

1. l0 : (SUB(1), l1, l2), l4 : (SUB(6), l5, l3), l6 : (SUB(7), l7, l8),
l10 : (SUB(4), l0, l11), l11 : (SUB(5), l12, l13), l13 : (SUB(2), l18, l19),
l15 : (SUB(3), l18, l20).

2. l3 : (SUB(5), l2, l4), l8 : (SUB(6), l9, l0), lf : (SUB(0), l22, l′f ).
3. l14 : (SUB(5), l16, l17), l18 : (SUB(4), l0, l22), l19 : (SUB(0), l0, l18).
4. l12 : (SUB(5), l14, l15).

In order to allow the sharing of auxiliary neurons between SUB modules in
the system, the rules of auxiliary neurons must be changed as shown in Fig. 8.
The rule in l′i auxiliary neurons is changed to a → ±|Gj |(r,Gj), where Gj = {j |
j is the second element of the triple in a SUB instruction within the same group}.
Similarly, the rule in l′′i auxiliary neurons is changed to a → ∓|Gk|(r,Gk), where
Gk = {k | k is the third element of the triple in a SUB instruction within the
same group}. As such, in the first group we have Gj as {l0, l1, l5, l7, l12, l18} and
Gk as {l2, l3, l8, l11, l13, l19, l20}.

These groupings allow the saving of 20 neurons, however only 16 neurons are
saved since l6 : (SUB(7), l7, l8) and l10 : (SUB(4), l0, l11) are already used in the
ADD-SUB module in Fig. 7. This gives a total decrease of 17 neurons. Together
with the 3 neurons saved by the module in Fig. 6, as well as the 4 neurons saved
by the module in Fig. 7, an improvement is achieved from 86 to 62 neurons which
we summarize as follows.

Theorem 1. There is a universal SNPSP system for computing functions hav-
ing 62 neurons.

4 A Small SNPSP System for Generating Numbers

In this section, an SNPSP system Π is said to be universal as a generator of a set
of numbers as in [10], according to the following framework: Let ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . be a
fixed and admissible enumeration of partial recursive functions in unary. Encode
the xth partial recursive function ϕx as a number given by g(x) for some recursive
function g. We then introduce from the environment the sequence 10g(x)−11 into
Π. The set of numbers generated by Π is {m ∈ N | ϕx(m) is defined}.
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We consider the same strategy from [10]. First, from the environment we
introduce the spike train 10g(x)−11 and load 2g(x) spikes in σ1. Second, non-
deterministically load a natural number m into σ2 by introducing 2m spikes
in σ2, and send the spike train 10m−11 out to the environment to generate
the number m. Third and lastly, to verify if ϕx is defined for m we start the
register machine Mu in Fig. 1 with the values g(x) and m in registers 1 and
2, respectively. If Mu halts then so does Π, thus ϕx(m) is defined. Note the
main difference between generating numbers and computing functions: we do
not require a separate OUTPUT module but we need to nondeterministically
generate the number m. Since no OUTPUT module is needed we can omit reg-
ister 8, and computation simply halts after l18 : (SUB(4), l0, lf ). The combined
INPUT -OUTPUT module is given in Fig. 9.

a → ain

a4

a5/a → a
a6/a3 → −2(c1, {1, c2})
a3 → +2(c1, {2, c2})

a2 → a
a → −1(c1, {in})

c1

a4

a5/a → a
a6/a3 → −2(c2, {1, c1})

a3 → +5(c2, {2, c1, c3, c4, out})
a2 → a

a → −1(c2, {in})

c2

a3

a5/a3 → −1(c3, {in})
a2/a → a

a2 → ∓2(c3, {c1, c2})
c3

1 2

l0 a2 → a

c5
a → a

c4

a2 → a

c6

a(aa)∗/a → a

out

Fig. 9. INPUT -OUTPUT module

Module INPUT -OUTPUT loads 2g(x) and 2m spikes to σ1 and σ2, respec-
tively. The module is activated when σin receives a spike from the environment.
Neurons c1, c2, and c3 initially contain 4, 4, and 3 spikes respectively. Assume
the module is activated at t and σin sends one spike each to σc1 , σc2 , and σc3 .
At this point, both c1 and c2 have 5 spikes and they use the rule a5/a → a. At
t + 1, neuron 1 receives 2 spikes, and c1 and c2 will receive a spike from each
other. Neurons c1 and c2 continue to spike at σ1 and to each other in a loop
until they receive a spike again from in. When σin fires a spike for the second
and last time at some t + x, neurons c1, c2, and c3 now have 6, 6, and 5 spikes,
respectively. At t + x + 1, neurons c1 and c2 use rules a6/a3 → −2(c1, {1, c2})
and a6/a3 → −2(c2, {1, c1}), respectively. They each delete their synapses to
σ1 and consume 3 spikes so 3 spikes remain. At the same time σc3 uses the
rule a5/a3 → −1(c3, {in}) and consumes 3 spikes. Now σc3 has 2 spikes and
nondeterministically chooses between two rules.

If σc3 applies a2/a → a at t + x + 2, it sends one spike each to σc1 and σc2 .
At the same time, σc1 applies a3 → +2(c1, {2, c2}) to create synapses and send
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spikes to σ2 and σc2 . Neuron c2 applies a3 → +5(c2, {2, c1, c3, c4, out}) to create
synapses and send spikes to σ2, σc1 , σc3 , σc4 , and σout. Since σc1 and σc2 received
one spike from each other and one spike from σc3 , they both apply a2 → a at
t + x + 3. If σc3 continues to apply a2/a → a, neurons c1 and c2 continue to
send one spike to each other, σc4 , and σout, as well as load σ2 with 2 spikes. If
σc3 applies a2 → ∓2(c3, {c1, c2}) instead then it ends the loop between σc1 and
σc2 . Neurons c1 and c2 receive a spike from each other but do not receive a spike
from σc3 . At the next step both neurons do not fire a spike and instead apply
a → −1(c1, {in}) to simply consume their spikes.

Now we verify the operation of the remainder of the module. When σc2 applies
a3 → +5(c2, {2, c1, c3, c4, out}) at t + x + 2, it sends a spike each to σc4 and σout

for the first time. At t + x + 3, neuron c4 sends a spike to σout, followed by the
sending of a spike of σout to the environment for the first time. Note that σc4

and σout also receive one spike each from σc2 at t + x + 3 due to a2 → a. At
the next step, σc4 and σout have 1 and 2 spikes, respectively. If σc3 continues to
apply a2/a → a then σc2 continues to fire spikes to σc4 and σout. Neuron out
does not fire since it accumulates an even number of spikes from σc2 and σc4 .

Once σc3 applies a2 → ∓2(c3, {c1, c2}) to end the loop between σc1 and σc2 ,
neurons c4 and out do not receive a spike from σc2 . Neuron c4 fires a spike to
σout so now σout has an odd number of spikes. At the next step, σout fires a spike
to the environment for the second and last time. Neuron out also sends a total
of two spikes each to σc5 and σc6 . Once σc5 and σc6 collect two spikes each they
fire a spike to σl0 to start the simulation of Mu. The modified module for halting
and simulating l18, since register 8 is not required, is in Fig. 10. The following is
the breakdown of the 81 neurons in the system:

– 8 neurons for 8 registers (the additional register 8 is omitted),
– 22 neurons for 22 labels (lf is omitted), 42 neurons for 21 ADD and SUB

instructions, 1 neuron for the special SUB instruction (Fig. 10),
– 8 neurons in the INPUT -OUTPUT module.

a2 → a

a → −1(l18, ∅)
l18

a → a

l′18

(a2)+a/a3 → ±|Sj |(4, Sj)
a → ∓|Sk|(4, Sk)

4
l0

Fig. 10. Module for simulating l18 : (SUB(4), l0, lf ) without lf .

As in Sect. 3, we can decrease by 7 the number of neurons by using the
optimizations in Figs. 6 and 7. We can also use the method in [17] and the
module shown in Fig. 8 to share auxiliary neurons. A neuron is saved in two
ADD modules, and we follow a similar grouping for the 12 SUB instructions
where we save 12 neurons. A total of 20 neurons are saved. Using the results
above, an improvement is made from 81 to 61 neurons. The breakdown is as
follows, and the result summarized afterwards.
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– 8 neurons for 8 registers, 19 neurons for 19 labels (l6, l10, and l21 are saved),
– 25 neurons for ADD and SUB instructions, 1 neuron for the special SUB

instruction, and 8 neurons in the INPUT -OUTPUT module.

Theorem 2. There is a universal number generating SNPSP system having 61
neurons.

5 Discussions and Final Remarks

We report our preliminary work on small universal SNPSP systems with 62 and
61 neurons for computing functions and generating numbers, respectively. Of
course these numbers can still be reduced but here we note some observations on
results for small SN P systems and their variants. While the numbers obtained
in this work are still “large”, we argue that the technique used in this work
and as in [10,17] and more recently in [5,13], which here we denote as the Korec
simulation technique, seems closer to biological reality: each neuron is associated
either with an instruction or a register only. In this technique, neurons also have
“fewer” rules making them more similar to the systems in [16] as compared to
smaller systems in [7–9] with “super neurons”, i.e. neurons having a fixed but
“large” number of rules. The Korec simulation can also bee seen as a normal
form, i.e. observing a simplifying set of restrictions. While it is interesting to
pursue the search for systems with the smallest number of neurons, we think
it is also interesting to search for systems with a small number of neurons and
rules in the neurons. Korec simulation can also be extended to other register
machines given in [6].

The smallest systems due to Korec simulation must have m + n neurons as
mentioned in [8]. In this work as in others using Korec simulation, simulating Mu

or M ′
u means having 34 and 30 neurons, respectively. Hence, results in this work

and in [5,10,13,17] are approximately double these numbers but it is still open
how to further reduce them without violating the Korec simulation. Perhaps
including a parameter k where each neuron has no more than k rules could be
considered in future works. In our results, all neurons in our modules have k = 2
except for the ci neurons in the INPUT module. Such neurons can be replaced
with neurons having at most 2 rules, but it remains open how to do this in our
systems and in others without increasing the number of neurons “significantly”.

Lastly, this work is only concerned with SNPSP systems having neurons that
produce at most one spike each step. It remains to be seen how small the system
can become if neurons produce more than one spike each step, e.g. using synapse
weights as in [1] and extended spiking rules as in [7,8,13].
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Abstract. In the novel area of membrane computing, the bio-inspired
computing models with the generic name of P systems have turned out to
be a convenient framework for handling different kinds of problems and
for developing suitable solutions. One such problem area is generation of
geometric patterns of approximations of space-filling curves encoded as
words over appropriate chain code symbols. Parallel chain code P sys-
tems with rewriting in parallel of words in the regions using context-free
rules have been shown to generate the languages of chain code words
representing the finite approximation patterns of the well-known space-
filling Peano and Hilbert curves. Here we consider the approximating
polygons that converge to the space-filling curves of Hilbert and con-
struct a parallel chain code P system generating these approximating
polygons. We also construct a parallel chain code P system for gener-
ating the approximating polygons corresponding to another space-filling
curve, known as Lebesgue’s curve, which is almost everywhere differen-
tiable unlike any other space-filling curve.

1 Introduction

The field of membrane computing has had a rapid growth, both in terms of the-
oretical results and application areas, with numerous lines of study [7,16,23,25]
being proposed and successfully carried out. These studies reveal the flexibility
and richness of the new computing models in this field with the generic name
of P systems, originally formulated by Păun [15] in his seminal work inspired
by the membrane structure and functioning of the living cells. P systems based
on rewriting, again initially considered by Păun [14], with objects being strings
over a given alphabet and evolution rules being string transformation rules such
as those of a Chomsky grammar [17,18] have also been extensively investigated
including several variants [6] being introduced, with different types of objects
and rewriting rules. Extending the rewriting P systems to two-dimensions, array
objects and array-rewriting rules are considered in the P systems introduced in
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[2] and as an application, the problem of generation of floor-design patterns is
dealt with in [8].

On the other hand, chain code pictures in the two-dimensional plane, in
their basic version, are described by words over the symbols l, r, u, d, with the
symbols respectively depicting the movement along a unit line from a point q
in the chain code picture with integer coordinates to the left, right, up and
down neighbours of q. In other words, the symbols l, r, u, d are interpreted as
instructions for drawing a unit line respectively to the left, right, up or down
direction from the current position in the chain code picture. In [13], a chain code
picture generating grammar model was introduced and subsequently has been
investigated by many researchers. Linking chain code picture grammars and P
systems, specifically string-rewriting ones called rewriting chain code P systems,
were proposed in [24] with context-free grammar type rules in the regions and
the terminal alphabet {l, r, u, d} with the interpretation mentioned earlier. In
[4], rewriting in parallel mode was employed and parallel chain code P systems
were proposed.

Space-filling curves constitute a fascinating area of mathematics with intense
research activity relating to these curves having taken place in the past [9,19–
21] and continuing to take place even in the present day, both in theory and
applications [10–12,22]. Peano’s and Hilbert’s curves are two well-known and
well-investigated space-filling curves. Chain code P systems are constructed in
[24], with a sequential mode of rewriting, to generate the patterns of approxi-
mations of the Peano space-filling curve, encoding the patterns over {l, r, u, d}.
Parallel chain code P systems are considered in [4] involving a parallel mode of
rewriting, again generating chain code words over {l, r, u, d} representing approx-
imations of the Peano and the Hilbert space-filling curves. Those P systems have
an advantage of a reduction in the number of membranes in comparison with
the chain code P systems described in [24].

We consider here the sequence of approximating polygons of the Hilbert curve
(see, for example, [19], p. 22) and construct a parallel chain code P system for
generating the set of these approximating polygons. Among other space-filling
curves considered in the literature, Lebesgue’s space-filling curve is an interesting
curve ([19], p. 69: Chap. 5). We also construct a parallel chain code P system for
generating the set of approximating polygons of Lebesgue’s curve.

2 Basic Definitions and Results

For basic notions recalled here and also for unexplained notions we refer to
[4,5,13,14,17,18,23].

A chain code picture is basically composed of horizontal and vertical unit lines
in the plane, joining points in the plane with integer coordinates. On tracing all
the unit lines of a chain code picture starting from a point which is an end of a
unit line and ending also at a similar point in the picture, we can associate a word
over the symbols {l, r, u, d}, called the chain code word, with the symbols being
interpreted as standing for moves from a point in the picture along a horizontal
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or vertical unit line and reaching the left, right, up or down neighbour of the
point. A chain code picture language is a set of chain code words, with each
word corresponding to a chain code picture. For formal definitions relating to
chain code pictures we refer to [5,13].

We now recall the parallel chain code P system and for more formal details
we refer to [4].

An alphabet V is a finite set of symbols and a string (also known as a word)
w over V is a finite sequence of symbols from V . The set of all words over
V , including the empty word λ is denoted by V ∗. A context-free parallel chain
code P system of degree n, n ≥ 1, consists of a membrane structure μ with each
membrane labelled in a one-to-one way with 1, 2, . . . , n. Initially, each membrane
or region has a finite set possibly empty Li, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, of strings over a set N
of nonterminals and the set Σ of chain-code symbols l, r, u, d. Each region has
a finite set (which can also be empty) Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, of context-free rules of
the form A → α(tar), where A ∈ N , α ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗. Each rule has an attached
target tar ∈ {here, out, in} (in general, here is omitted) specifying the region
where the result of the rewriting should be placed in the next step: here means
that the result remains in the same region where the rule was applied, out means
that the string has to be sent to the region immediately surrounding the region
where it has been produced, and in means that the string should go to one of the
directly inner membranes, if any exists. We write a parallel chain code P system
as Π = (N,Σ, μ, L1, · · · , Ln, R1, · · · , Rn, i0) where i0 is the output membrane.
In a computation of Π, each string in every region is rewritten by all possible
rules at a time; if no rule can rewrite a string, then it remains unchanged. When
a computation halts, no rules can be applied in the regions, it is a successful
computation and the strings generated over the terminal alphabet Σ collected
in the output membrane constitute the chain code picture language generated
by the P system Π. The set of all chain code picture languages generated by
context-free parallel chain code P systems with n membranes is denoted by
PCCPn(CF ).

3 Generation of Hilbert Words

While Peano discovered the first space-filling curve, Hilbert was the first to give a
geometrical generating procedure. Representing the geometric patterns as strings
of symbols, the problem of generation of these strings by L systems is considered
in [21]. We recall in this section the P system with parallel rewriting [4], which
generates the Hilbert words which correspond to the chain code pictures (Fig. 1)
defining the Hilbert space-filling curve in the limit. The Hilbert curve patterns
can be represented by picture description words over the alphabet Σ = {l , r, u, d}
as follows: The first approximation is given by H1 = urd and for n > 1, the
subsequent approximations are given by
Hn = g1(Hn−1)uHn−1rHn−1dg2(Hn−1) where g1 and g2 are homomorphisms
on Σ = {l, r, u, d} given by g1(u) = r, g1(d) = l , g1(l) = d, g1(r) = u, g2(u) =
l , g2(d) = r, g2(l) = u, g2(r) = d. The finite approximations of the Hilbert curve,
Hn, n ≥ 1, are called Hilbert words.
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Fig. 1. The first three patterns of the sequence defining the Hilbert curve

We consider the context-free parallel chain code P system ΠH given by

ΠH = ({A,B,C,D}, {l , r, u, d}, [1[2]2]1, {A}, ∅, ∅, R1, ∅, 2)

where R1 is the union of the sets of rules:
{A → BuArAdC,B → ArBuBlD,C → DlCdCrA,D → CdDlDuB}, with
target indication here, and {A → λ,B → λ,C → λ,D → λ}, with target
indication in.

We have proven in [4] the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The P system ΠH produces in membrane 2 the Hilbert words.

4 Approximating Polygons for the Hilbert Curve

We first informally state the notion of the approximating polygons of the Hilbert
curve, following [1]. The “final” Hilbert curve starts in the lower left corner of
the unit square, passes through every point of the unit square and terminates
in the lower right corner. As for the subsquares, the Hilbert curve has a similar
property, namely, entering each subsquare in one particular corner, and exiting
the subsquare in one of the corners that shares a common edge with the entry
corner. Connecting the entry and exit corners with a polygon, we obtain an
approximating polygon of the Hilbert curve. Different approximating polygons
are obtained depending on the refinement level of the subsquares. The approxi-
mating polygons of the Hilbert curve ([19], p. 22: Fig. 2.6.1) converge uniformly
to the Hilbert curve and can be expressed in terms of the chain code symbols
l, r, u, d. The words corresponding to the first three approximating polygons of
the Hilbert curve are

H1 = urrd.

H2 = ruulurrdurrdlddr,

H3 = urrdruulruuldlluruulurrdurrdlddr

ruulurrdurrdlddrdllulddrlddrurrd

The first two members of these approximating polygons are given in Fig. 2. For
n ≥ 1, we have the recurrence relation
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Fig. 2. The first two approximating polygon patterns of the sequence defining the
Hilbert curve

Hn+1 = δ1(Hn)HnHnδ2(Hn)

where
δ1(u) = r, δ1(r) = u, δ1(d) = l, δ1(l) = d,

δ2(u) = l, δ2(l) = u, δ2(d) = r, δ2(r) = d.

The context-free parallel chain code P system ΠAPH generating the words
Hn, n ≥ 1 corresponding to the approximating polygons of the Hilbert curve
is given by

ΠAPH = ({A,B,C,D}, {l, r, u, d}, [1[2 ]2]1, {A}, ∅, R1, ∅, 2)

where R1 contains the following four rules with target indication here:

A → BuArrAdC, B → ArBuuBlD,

C → DlCddCrA, D → CdDllDuB,

and the following four rules with target indication in:

A → λ,B → λ,C → λ,D → λ.

Theorem 2. The P system ΠAPH given above produces in membrane 2 the
words Hn, where Hn is the n−th approximating polygon of the Hilbert Curve.

Let us denote by η the morphism given by the four rewriting rules with target
here, and by f the morphism given by the four rewriting rules with target in.
We will prove by induction that f(ηn(A))) = Hn.

Proof. Consider the alphabet Θ = {A,B,C,D} ∪ Σ where Σ = {l, r, u, d} and
the morphisms η : Θ∗ → Θ∗ given by A → BuArrAdC, B → ArBuuBlD, C →
DlCddCrA, D → CdDllDuB, u → u, d → d, r → r, l → l and f : Θ∗ → Σ∗

given by A → λ,B → λ,C → λ,D → λ, u → u, d → d, r → r, l → l. We have to
prove that f(ηn(A)) = Hn, n ≥ 1.
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First a technical lemma:

Lemma 1. For n ≥ 1, the following hold:

f(ηn(A)) = δ1(f(ηn(B))) = δ2(f(ηn(C)))
f(ηn(B)) = δ1(f(ηn(A))) = δ2(f(ηn(D)))
f(ηn(C)) = δ1(f(ηn(D))) = δ2(f(ηn(A)))
f(ηn(D)) = δ1(f(ηn(C))) = δ2(f(ηn(B)))

Proof. By induction. For n = 1, we have f(η(A)) = urrd, f(η(B)) = ruul,
f(η(C)) = lddr, f(η(D)) = dllu, and the rest is straightforward computation.
We suppose the equalities hold for n. To prove the first equality:

f(ηn+1(A)) = f(ηn(BuArrAdC))
= f(ηn(B))uf(ηn(A))rrf(ηn(A))df(ηn(C))
= δ1(f(ηn(A)))uδ1(f(ηn(B)))rrδ1(f(ηn(B)))dδ1(f(ηn(D)))
= δ1(f(ηn(A)))δ1(r)δ1(f(ηn(B)))δ1(u)δ1(u)δ1(f(ηn(B)))δ1(l)δ1(f(ηn(D)))
= δ1(f(ηn(ArBuuBlD))) = δ1(f(ηn+1(B))).

The other equalities follow by similar computations, and δ21 = δ22 = 1Σ . �	

Back to the Proof of Theorem. For n = 1 we have f(η(A)) = urrd = H1. We
suppose that f(ηn(A)) = Hn, and we compute for n + 1:

f(ηn+1(A)) = f(ηn(BuArrAdC))
= f(ηn(B))uf(ηn(A))rrf(ηn(A))df(ηn(C))
= δ1(f(ηn(A)))uf(ηn(A))rrf(ηn(A))dδ2(f(ηn(A)))
= δ1(Hn)uHnrrHndδ2(Hn) = Hn+1,

where we have used the lemma and the induction hypothesis. �	

Fig. 3. The first two approximating polygon patterns of the sequence defining the
Lebesgue curve
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5 Lebesgue’s Space-Filling Curve and Approximating
Polygons

Another interesting space-filling curve is the Lebesgue’s space-filling curve which
is differentiable almost everywhere ([19], p. 78: Theorem 5.4.2) unlike the space-
filling curves of Peano and Hilbert which are nowhere differentiable. In [19], a
sequence of approximating polygons ([19], p. 81: Fig. 5.5.3) is constructed with
the sequence of these continuous curves converging to Lebesgue’s space-filling
curve. In addition to the chain code symbols, we consider an additional symbol
fne corresponding to a move along the diagonal of a unit square from the lower
left corner to the opposite corner. Thus for a unit square ABCD in the plane
with the corners A,B,C,D having integer coordinates (i, j), (i + 1, j), (i + 1, j +
1), (i, j + 1) respectively, we denote by the symbols fne, l, d moves along the
diagonal from A to C, along the side from B to A (or C to D) and along the
side D to A (or C to B)respectively. In terms of these symbols, we can represent
by words, the approximating polygons of the Lebesgue’s curve [19]. The first two
members of these approximating polygons are given in Fig. 3. The corresponding
words are

L1 = fnelfneddfnelfne

L2 = fnelfneddfnelfnellfnelfneddfnelfne

ddddfnelfneddfnelfnellfnelfneddfnelfne

For n ≥ 1,
Ln+1 = Lnl2

n

Lnd2
n+1

Lnl2
n

Ln.

We consider the context-free parallel chain code P systems with a small
modification and call them context-free parallel chain code like P systems. The
modification is that we include the symbol fne in the set of terminal symbols. In
fact we need here only the symbols l, d along with fne. The context-free parallel
chain code like P system ΠAPL generating the words Ln, n ≥ 1 corresponding
to the approximating polygons of the Lebesgue’s curve is given by

ΠAPL = ({A,B,D}, {fne, l, d}, [1[2 ]2]1, {A}, ∅, R1, ∅, 2)

where R1 contains the following three rules with target indication here:

A → ABADDABA, B → BB, D → DD,

and the following three rules with target indication in:

A → fne, B → l,D → d.

Theorem 3. The P system ΠAPL defined above produces in membrane 2 the
words Ln corresponding to the approximating polygons of the Lebesgue curve.
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Proof. We denote by η the morphism given by the rules with target indication
here, and by f the morphism given by the rules with target indication in. We
have to show that for any n ≥ 1, f(ηn(A)) = Ln, the n-th approximating polygon
of the Lebesgue curve. We will do this by induction.

For n = 1, we have f(η(A)) = L1 by straightforward computations.
Suppose now the relation is true for n, and we compute for n + 1:

f(ηn+1(A)) = f(ηn(ABADDABA))
= f(ηn(A))f(ηn(B))f(ηn(A))f(ηn(D))f(ηn(D))f(ηn(A))f(ηn(B))f(ηn(A))
= f(ηn(A))l2

n

f(ηn(A))d2
n+1

f(ηn(A))l2
n

f(ηn(A))
= Lnl2

n

Lnd2
n+1

Lnl2
n

Ln = Ln+1.

�	

6 Conclusions

P systems involving rewriting in parallel are constructed for generation of the
chain code words over the basic chain code symbols and/or an additional symbol
corresponding to approximate polygons of Hilbert’s and Lebesgue’s curves. Also
in [3], we have considered the problem of generation with parallel chain code P
systems of the approximation patterns of a variant of Peano’s curve due to Wun-
derlich [19]. It will be of interest to construct P systems of a similar kind to gen-
erate the sequence of geometric approximation patterns that define Lebesgue’s
curve. The first two members of this sequence are given in [19] in Fig. 5.5.1 (p.
79) and Fig. 5.5.2 (p. 80). We leave this problem open. Also, another interesting
problem for future study as pointed out by one of the reviewers is to model in
terms of P systems, a practical application of Hilbert or Lebesgue curve.
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Abstract. We introduce a new way of representation of computation
in P colonies. It is based on logical values, propositional logic and rule-
based systems. A configuration of a P colony is transformed into a data
structure based on a system of stacks. We present a conversion of condi-
tions of applicability of rules, programs, multisets of programs and com-
plete computational steps as propositional formulas in the disjunctive
normal form. This representation allows, among others, to derive new
results concerning the complexity of execution of computational steps of
a P colony.

1 Introduction

P colonies, introduced in [5], are variants of very simple tissue-like P systems,
where the cells (agents) have only one region and they interact with their joint
shared environment by using programs, i.e., by finite collections of rules of special
forms. The extraordinary simplicity of these constructs is demonstrated by some
of their important characteristics.

At any step of their functioning, both the agents and the environment are
represented by a finite number of objects, elements of an object-alphabet. (We
note that the environment has an infinite number of occurrences of a special
symbol, called the environmental symbol as well.) The agents in the P colony
have constant capacity and each agent has the same capacity, i.e., at any com-
putational step every agent is represented by a constant number of objects and
this number is the same for any agent. Furthermore, the agents can change their
contents (the objects at their disposal) and the objects in the environment by
using very simple rules, namely, evolution rules (an object inside the agent is
changed for some other object) or communication rules (an object inside the
agent is exchanged with an object located in the environment). There exists one
other type of rules as well, the so-called checking rule. A checking rule consists
of either two evolution rules or of two communication rules, written as r1/r2.
Rule r1 has higher priority than r2, i.e., if r1 is applicable, then it has to be
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used, otherwise r2 has to be applied. The change of the contents of the agents
and the change of the current environment is performed by programs. Every
agent has a finite set of programs, and each program consists of as many rules
as the capacity of the agent. When a program is applied, all of its rules should
be used in parallel. At every step, as many agents perform a program in parallel
as possible. These synchronized actions of the agents correspond to a configura-
tion change of the P colony. A finite sequence of configuration changes following
each other and starting from the so-called initial configuration is a computation.
The result of the computation is the number of copies of a distinguished object,
called the final object, occurring in the environment in a final configuration of
the P colony, which is usually a halting configuration.

During the years, P colonies have been studied in detail; for summaries con-
sult [1,4]. These investigations mainly focused on studying P colonies as com-
puting devices; a large number of results prove that even though P colonies are
very simple computing devices they are computationally complete even with
restricted size parameters.

In this paper we study P colonies from other aspect, namely, we provide
a representation of P colonies in terms of logical values, propositional logic and
rule-based systems. The startpoint of our approach is that the applicability con-
ditions of rules, programs, multisets of programs can be given as propositional
formulas in disjunctive normal form and the computational step is obtained by
using a rule-based system.

Obviously, if an evolution rule of the form a → b is to be applied by an agent,
then object a should be present inside the agent. Analogously, if a communication
rule c ↔ d is to be applied by an agent, then object c should be present inside
the agent and object d should appear in the environment. To perform rules and
programs, the configuration of the P colony has to satisfy such conditions.

To continue the concept of logical representation of P colonies, a configuration
of a P colony is transformed into a system of stacks with logical values. Elements
of these stacks are then used as variables in the propositional formulas and thus
a configuration defines an interpretation of the formulas. The computational
step corresponds to a transition of a rule-based production system. Using this
approach, we may solve several problems concerning P colonies. In this paper,
we proved that the decision problem whether a configuration C is a halting
configuration of a P colony Π without checking rules is in P, and if Π is with
checking rules then it is in NP.

The logical representation of P colonies we provide and the approach we
propose allow to apply many results known in propositional logic to resolve
open problems in P colony theory. We close the paper with two open problems
and a short discussion of the possible applications of this new approach.

2 Preliminaries and Basic Notions

Throughout the paper we assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of
formal language theory and membrane computing, more information can be
found in [6,7].
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For an alphabet Σ, the set of all words over Σ (including the empty word,
ε), is denoted by Σ∗. The length of a word w ∈ Σ∗ is denoted by |w| and |w|a
denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a ∈ Σ in w.

A multiset of objects M is a pair M = (O, f), where O is an arbitrary (not
necessarily finite) set of objects and f is a mapping f : O → N; f assigns to each
object in O its multiplicity in M . Any multiset of objects M with the set of
objects O = {x1, . . . xn} can be represented as a string w over alphabet O with
|w|xi

= f(xi); 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Obviously, all words obtained from w by permuting
the letters can also represent the same multiset M , and ε represents the empty
multiset.

2.1 P Colonies

The original concept of a P colony was introduced in [5] and presented in a devel-
oped form in [2,3].

Definition 1. A P colony of capacity k, k ≥ 1, is a construct Π =
(O, e, f, VE , A1, . . . , An), where

– O is an alphabet, its elements are called objects;
– e ∈ O is the basic (or environmental) object of the P colony;
– f ∈ O is the final object of the P colony;
– VE is a finite multiset over O − {e}, called the initial state (or the initial

content) of the environment;
– Ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are agents, where each agent Ai = (Oi, Pi) is defined as

follows:
• Oi is a multiset consisting of k objects over O, the initial state (or initial

content) of the agent;
• Pi = {pi,1, . . . , pi,ki

} is a finite set of programs, where each program con-
sists of k rules. Each rule is in one of the following forms:

∗ a → b, called an evolution rule;
∗ c ↔ d, called a communication rule;
∗ r1/r2, called a checking rule; r1, r2 are evolution rules or commu-
nication rules.

We add some brief explanations to the components of the P colony. We first
note that throughout the paper, we use term “object a is inside agent A” and
term “a ∈ w, where w is the state of agent A” as equivalent.

The first type of rules associated to the programs of the agents, the evolu-
tion rules, are of the form a → b. This means that object a inside the agent is
rewritten to (evolved to be) object b. The second type of rules, the communi-
cation rules, are of the form c ↔ d. If such a communication rule is performed,
then object c inside the agent and object d in the environment swap their loca-
tion, i.e., after executing the rule, object d appears inside the agent and object
c is located in the environment.

The third type of rules are the checking rules. A checking rule is formed from
two rules of one of the two previous types. If a checking rule r1/r2 is performed,
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then the rule r1 has higher priority to be executed over the rule r2. This means
that the agent checks whether or not rule r1 is applicable. If the rule can be
executed, then the agent must use this rule. If rule r1 cannot be applied, then
the agent uses rule r2.

The program determines the activity of the agent: the agent can change its
state and/or the state of the environment.

The environment is represented by a finite number (zero included) of copies of
non-environmental objects and a countably infinite copies of the environmental
object e.

In every step, if a program is applied, then each object inside the agent is
affected by its execution. Depending on the rules in the program, the program
execution may affect the environment as well. This interaction between the agents
and the environment is the key factor of the functioning of the P colony.

The functioning of the P colony starts from its initial configuration (initial
state). The initial configuration of a P colony is an (n + 1)-tuple of multisets
of objects present in the P colony at the beginning of the computation. It is
given by the multisets Oi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and by multiset VE . Formally, the
configuration of the P colony Π is given by (w1, . . . , wn, wE), where |wi| = k, 1 ≤
i ≤ n, wi represents all the objects present inside the i-th agent, and wE ∈
(O − {e})∗ represents all the objects in the environment different from object
e. A configuration (w1, . . . , wn, wE) contains a configuration (w′

1, . . . , w
′
n, w′

E)
iff w′

E ⊆ wE and w′
i ⊆ wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

At each step of the computation (at each transition), the state of the envi-
ronment and that of the agents change in the following manner:

In the maximally parallel derivation mode a maximal number of agents per-
forms one of its applicable (non-deterministically chosen) programs simultane-
ously. This means that applicable programs are added to the multiset of applied
programs, one program per agent, in an arbitrary order, until no more programs
can be added due to the trade-offs between them. Then the multiset of programs
is applied.

The other derivation mode is the sequential derivation mode. In this case one
agent uses one of its programs at a time. If more than one agent is able to apply
at least of its programs, then the acting agent is non-deterministically chosen.
If the number of applicable programs for the agent is higher than one, then the
agent non-deterministically chooses one of these programs.

A transition between configurations C1 and C2 is denoted by C1 ⇒ C2.
A configuration C is called alive if there is another configuration C ′ 
= C such
that C ⇒ C ′. Otherwise, the configuration is called dead. Note that a dead
configuration is either halting (the P colony cannot apply any rule), or else
each valid multiset of applicable rules (subject to the derivation mode) leads the
P colony to the same configuration.

A sequence of transitions starting in the initial configuration is called a com-
putation. A computation is said to be halting if a configuration is reached where
no program can be applied. With a halting computation, we associate a result
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which is given as the number of copies of the objects f present in the environment
in the halting configuration.

Because of the non-determinism in choosing the programs, starting from the
initial configuration we obtain several computations, hence, with a P colony we
can associate a set of numbers, denoted by N(Π), computed by all possible
halting computations of the given P colony.

In the original model (see [5]) the number of objects inside each agent is set
to two. Therefore, the programs were formed from only two rules. Moreover, the
initial configuration was defined as (n+1)-tuple (ee, . . . , ee, ε) so the environment
of the P colony is “empty”, i.e., without an input information at the beginning
of the computation.

The number of agents in a given P colony is called the degree of Π; the
maximal number of programs of an agent of Π is called the height of Π.

3 Logical Representation of P Colonies

In this section we introduce a new way of representation of the concept of
a P colony. First, we briefly explain the idea. To represent existence (or non-
existence) of objects in the P colony, we use value 1 (or 0). Let a be an object
in the P colony (a ∈ O) and suppose that there are three copies of such object
placed in the environment. We construct a stack called “a” and put value 0 into
the bottom of stack. For every copy of object a in the environment, we push one
copy of 1 to the stack. The presence of object a can be expressed as literal a
interpreted as TRUE, otherwise it is FALSE.

a 1 1 1 0

An agent of capacity k is represented by an array of |O| stacks. The sum
of 1s in all stacks is k. For example, agent A1 with capacity 3 working with
alphabet O = {e, a, b, c, } and with objects aae inside the agent has following
representation:

A1 : a 1 1 0

b 0

c 0

e 1 0

The presence of object a inside the agent Ai can be expressed as literal Ai[a].
or more precisely, as an interpretation of this literal.

In these terms we describe how one step of the computation in the whole
system is done: We divide the process into two phases – in the first phase a mul-
tiset of programs is chosen randomly from the set of all multisets containing one
applicable program per each agent which can apply at least one program. In the
second phase we check the actual applicability of each program in the selected
multiset in relation to the number of objects needed for the execution of the
programs. Now we describe the process in detail.
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A rewriting rule a → b of agent Ai is applicable if there is an object a inside
the agent Ai. It means that the rule is applicable if literal Ai[a] is true. The
communication rule a ↔ b is applicable if there is an object a inside the agent
and object b in the environment. In terms of logic we can write the condition
as A1[a] ∧ b. If b = e we may omit b in the condition (there is always some
copy of e in the environment). A condition of applicability of a rewriting or
a communication rule will be called elementary condition of applicability.

We can express the condition of applicability for checking rule r1/r2 as c1∨c2
where r1, r2 are rewriting or communication rules with conditions of applicability
c1, c2. Notice that we speak of applicability, and not the way of application: r1/r2
is applicable if at least one of r1 and r2 is applicable, that is, if c1 ∨ c2 is TRUE.
If r1 is applicable, then r1/r2 can be applied. If r2 is applicable but r1 is not
applicable, then checking rule r1/r2 can be applied as well. If both r1 and r2 are
applicable, then r1/r2 is also applicable, in this case we apply r1.

Lemma 1. Given a program pi,l, the condition of its applicability ci,l can be
expressed in a disjunctive normal form with 2d conjunctions, where d is the
number of checking rules in the program.

Proof. The condition of applicability of the programs is ci,l : c1 ∧ c2 ∧ · · · ∧
ck, where cx is the condition of applicability of the x-th rule in the program.
A condition is in the form:

Ai[a] (rewriting rule),
Ai[a] ∧ b (communication rule),
cx1 ∨ cx2 (checking rule).

If the program contains a checking rule, then we can write the condition ci,l
in the disjunctive normal form (DNF) ci,l : (c1 ∧ c2 ∧ · · · ∧ cj1 ∧ cj+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck) ∨
(c1 ∧ c2 ∧ · · · ∧ cj2 ∧ cj+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ck). (Notice that cj1 and cj2 are the conditions
for applicability of the two subrules of the checking rule.)

If there are d checking rules in the program, then the formula contains a con-
junction of d disjunctions and k − d elementary conditions (i.e., literals or con-
junction of literals). Its conversion to DNF results in a disjunction of 2d con-
junctions of k-tuples of elementary conditions of applicability.

Furthermore, consider a k-tuple of elementary rules corresponding to a con-
junction. Generally, j rules (1 ≤ j ≤ k) may depend on the presence of the
same object a inside the agent, hence the program is applicable only if the agent
contains at least j objects a. To indicate that some objects should be present in
several copies, we introduce a literal Ai[a][j], 1 ≤ j ≤ k, which is TRUE when
the j-th position in the stack “a” of agent Ai exists and contains 1. Similarly,
b[j] is the literal which is TRUE when the j-th position in stack “b” is 1, i.e.,
when the environment contains at least j objects b.

Therefore, in each conjunction in the final DNF of the condition ci,l, literals
Ai[a] must be substituted/indexed for Ai[a][j], where j is the order of occurrence
of Ai[a] in the conjunction. Similarly, each literal b is substituted for b[j]. �
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Given a DNF representing the applicability of a program pi,l with d checking
rules, without any change in its satisfiability, we can re-order the conjunctions
in DNF due to decreasing priority among rules as follows:

0. Conjunctions with elementary conditions for the first rule in all d checking
rules.

1. Conjunctions with elementary condition for the second rule in one checking
rule, and for the first rule in the remaining checking rules.

2. Conjunctions with elementary conditions for the second rule in two checking
rules, and for the first rule in the remaining checking rules.
...

d. Conjunctions with elementary conditions for the second rule in all d checking
rules.

This reordering induced by checking rules is crucial for the process of correct
execution of one computational step of the P colony, as it is described after
Lemma 2. In this process, conjunctions in DNF are evaluated in the left-to-right
order, which ensures that the first elementary rule in checking rules has always
priority over the second elementary rule.

Clearly, the logical condition whether an agent Ai can be active (i.e., is able
to apply some of its programs) can be expressed as a disjunction of conditions
for all programs of that agent: ci = ci,1 ∨ ci,2 ∨ · · · ∨ ci,ki

, where ki is the number
of programs of the agent Ai.

Lemma 2. Given a P colony Π as in Definition 1, the condition whether Π can
perform a computational step can be expressed in a DNF with

∑n
i=1

∑ki

j=1 2di,j

conjunctions, where di,j is the number of checking rules in the program pi,j.

Proof. A P colony can perform a computational step (regardless of the sequential
or parallel mode) if at least one of its agents can apply some program. Hence,
the condition of applicability of a computational step of the colony Π is the
disjunction of conditions ci,l for all programs of all agents of Π. By Lemma 1,
these conditions are already in the DNF, so their disjunction leads to a greater
DNF. The total number of conjunctions in the resulting DNF is just the sum of
individual DNF’s, and the statement follows again by Lemma1. �

The process of execution of one computational step of the P colony in logical
representation under maximally parallel mode can be now completed as follows.

1st phase:

(a) For each program pi,j in the colony construct the formula ci,j of its applica-
bility as described in Lemma 1.

(b) For each agent Ai choose one the formulas ci,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, which is TRUE
in the actual configuration (the configuration interprets all literals). If an
agent has no such formula, then it cannot apply any program.
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(c) In each chosen ci,j in the DNF (ordered by their priorities induced by check-
ing rules) find the first conjunction which is TRUE and add it to a resulting
multiset M of formulas (corresponding to the multiset of applicable pro-
grams).

(d) If the multiset M is empty, then the configuration is halting. Otherwise,
construct a disjunction cM of all conjunctions in M (the order of conjunctions
is random).

2nd phase:

(a) Re-index literals a for all a ∈ O (corresponding to objects in the environ-
ment) to a[j] using the total order of occurrence of a in the whole formula
cM . This is necessary as the limited amount of environmental objects may
cause trade-offs among chosen programs.

(b) Re-interpret all conjunctions in the formula cM . Some of them may be now
FALSE, while the whole formula remains TRUE.

(c) Apply (in parallel) all sequences of elementary rules corresponding to those
conjunctions which are still TRUE.

The execution of a multiset of rules can be understood as an action of a rule-
based production system: as sensory precondition we use condition of applicabil-
ity and an action can be constructed from functions push and pop as it is usual
for stacks. Function push(x) means put 1 to the top of stack x. Function pop(x)
means remove 1 from the top of stack x.

Let us show one step of computation for simple P colony Π = (O, e, f, VE , A1)
with capacity two and one agent and with O = {a, b, c, d, e, f}, wE = ε, A1 = (ee,
{〈a ↔ c/c ↔ d; c ↔ f/a ↔ e〉 ; 〈a → b; e ↔ b〉}).

Let us construct a condition of applicability of the program 〈a → b; e ↔ b〉:
It is formed from one rewriting and one communication rule.

rule elementary condition of applicability
a → b A1[a]
e ↔ b A1[e] ∧ b

The condition of applicability of the program after the substitution (indexing)
of literals is A1[a][1] ∧ A1[e][1] ∧ b[1].

The condition of applicability of the program 〈a ↔ c/c ↔ d; c ↔ f/a ↔ e〉
is formed from two checking rules, each formed from two communication rules.
rule elementary condition of applicability
a ↔ c c11 : A1[a] ∧ c
c ↔ d c12 : A1[c] ∧ d
c ↔ f c21 : A1[c] ∧ f
a ↔ e c22 : A1[a]
a ↔ c/c ↔ d (A1[a] ∧ c) ∨ (A1[c] ∧ d)
c ↔ f/a ↔ e (A1[c] ∧ f) ∨ A1[a]
The condition of applicability of the program is formed from four conjunctions:
c11 ∧ c21 with highest priority, c12 ∧ c21 and c11 ∧ c22, and c12 ∧ c22 with lowest
priority. After indexing of literals we obtain
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(A1[a][1] ∧ c[1] ∧ A1[c][1] ∧ f [1])∨
∨ (A1[c][1] ∧ d[1] ∧ A1[c][2] ∧ f [1])∨
∨ (A1[a][1] ∧ c[1] ∧ A1[a][2])∨
∨ (A1[c][1] ∧ d[1] ∧ A1[a][1])

Rules for execution of programs are:

– if A1[a][1] ∧ c[1] ∧ A1[c][1] ∧ f [1] then (pop(A1[a]) ∧ push(A1[c]) ∧ pop(c) ∧
push(a) ∧ pop(A1[c]) ∧ push(A1[f ]) ∧ pop(f) ∧ push(c))

– if A1[c][1] ∧ d[1] ∧ A1[c][2] ∧ f [1] then (pop(A1[c]) ∧ push(A1[d]) ∧ pop(d) ∧
push(c) ∧ pop(A1[c]) ∧ push(A1[f ]) ∧ pop(f) ∧ push(c))

– if A1[a][1]∧c[1]∧A1[a][2] then (pop(A1[a])∧push(A1[c])∧pop(c)∧push(a)∧
pop(A1[a]) ∧ push(A1[e]) ∧ push(a))

– if A1[c][1]∧d[1]∧A1[a][1] then (pop(A1[c])∧push(A1[d])∧pop(d)∧push(c)∧
pop(A1[a]) ∧ push(A1[e]) ∧ push(a))

The logical representation of P colonies, particularly the conditions of appli-
cability of (multisets of) rules allows for a clearer view of complexity of the pro-
cess of execution of a P colony. Here we focus on the problem whether a given
configuration is halting. This problems amounts to checking whether there exists
an applicable multiset of programs.

Theorem 1. Consider a P colony Π without checking rules, and a configuration
C of Π. The problem whether C is a halting configuration is in P.

Proof. If no checking rules are present then, by Lemma 1, each condition ci,l
corresponding to an applicability of a program pi,l, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ ki, consists
of a single conjunction. By Lemma2, the formula – condition of applicability of
a computational step of Π is a DNF consisting of

∑n
i=1 ki conjunctions, each

containing at most 2k literals. Therefore, the size of the formula is polynomial
in the size of description of the P colony Π, and so is the algorithm for its
construction and interpretation. �
Theorem 2. Consider a P colony Π with checking rules, and a configuration
C of Π. The problem whether C is a halting configuration is in NP.

Proof. In presence of checking rules, each condition ci,l corresponding to an
applicability of a program pi,l, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ l ≤ ki, is expressed in DNF
consisting of up to 2k conjunctions (Lemma 1). One could argue that the size of
the formula is smaller before its conversion to the DNF. However, the conversion
seems necessary since all literals in the formula must be indexed (see the proof
of Lemma 1) to interpret the formula correctly, and this is done only after the
conversion to the DNF.

By Lemma 2, the formula – condition of applicability of a computational
step of Π is a DNF consisting of

∑n
i=1

∑ki

j=1 2di,j = O(n2k) conjunctions, each
conjunction containing at most 2k literals, where 1 ≤ di,j ≤ k is the number of
checking rules in the program pi,j . Therefore, the size of the formula (in number
of literals) is O(nk2k). �
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Open Problem 1. Consider the problem “is a given configuration of a P colony
with checking rules halting?” Is the problem NP-complete? We conjecture yes
but no proof is known yet.

Open Problem 2. How complex is the problem to decide whether a given
configuration of a P colony is dead or alive? (Consult Sect. 2.1 for the definition
of a dead configuration.)

4 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a concept of logical representation of P colonies,
particularly the transformation of applicability of its rules and computational
steps into propositional formulas. A configuration of a P colony is transformed
into a system of stacks with logical values. Elements of these stacks are then used
as variables in the mentioned propositional formulas and thus a configuration
defines an interpretation of the formulas. The application of a computational
step then can be viewed as a transition of a rule-based production system.

The logical representation of P colonies allows to apply many results known in
propositional logic to resolve open problems concerning P colonies. Particularly,
it allows to convert the conditions of applicability of programs and multisets
of programs into the form of logical formulas in DNF. This transformation, in
turn, results in a straightforward characterization of computational complexity
of execution of computational steps of a P colony. Some of them may charac-
terize the borderline between P and NP, although the proof is not known yet.
Many related problems remain open, two of which are mentioned in the previous
section.
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Abstract. The Fair Proportion of a species in a phylogenetic tree is
a very simple measure that has been used to assess its genetic value
relative to the overall phylogenetic diversity represented by the tree. It
has recently been proved by Fuchs and Jin to be equal to the Shapley
Value of the coalitional game that sends each subset of species to its
rooted Phylogenetic Diversity in the tree. We prove in this paper that
this result extends to the natural translations of the Fair Proportion
and the rooted Phylogenetic Diversity to rooted phylogenetic networks.
We also generalize to rooted phylogenetic networks the expression for
the Shapley Value of the unrooted Phylogenetic Diversity game on a
phylogenetic tree established by Haake, Kashiwada and Su.

1 Introduction

The assessment of the genetic value of individual species, with the purpose of
ranking them in order to increase the efficiency of the allocation of conservation
actions, is an important problem in conservation biology [3]. The Fair Proportion
of a species in a rooted phylogenetic tree, introduced by Redding and Mooers
in [14], is one of the simplest measures proposed in this connection. Recall that,
in a phylogenetic tree, the length of an arc quantifies the evolutionary distance
between the species represented by the nodes at its ends, and the sum of all
these lengths is a measure of the global phylogenetic diversity of the set of
species at the leaves of the tree [5]. Then, the Fair Proportion apportions this
global diversity among these leaves by equally dividing the length of each arc
among its descendant leaves. However, although this index is very easy to define,
it is not immediately obvious that it ranks species in a sound and meaningful
way.

The Shapley Value of a species in a phylogenetic tree, introduced by Haake,
Kashiwada and Su in [9], is another such individual phylogenetic diversity mea-
sure. It is based on a well-known and well-understood solution from cooperative
game theory to the problem of apportioning the global value of a game among
its players. In this way, it provides a meaningful distribution of the global diver-
sity of a phylogenetic tree among its leaves, at the cost of being defined through
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 77–87, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-00265-7_7
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quite a complex formula that involves a sum of an exponential number of terms.
Nevertheless, in what Steel called an “interesting and not immediately obvious”
result [17, p. 141], Fuchs and Jin proved in [6] that Fair Proportions and Shap-
ley Values are exactly the same on rooted phylogenetic trees, thus providing an
individual phylogenetic diversity index which is easy to define and compute and
which ranks species in a meaningful way.

In this note we extend Fuchs and Jin’s result to rooted phylogenetic networks,
graphical models of evolutionary histories that allow the inclusion of reticulate
processes like hybridizations, recombinations or lateral gene transfers [10]. More
specifically, we show that if we define the Fair Proportion of a leaf in a rooted
phylogenetic network exactly as if we were in a phylogenetic tree—by splitting
up the length of each arc equally among all its descendant leaves and then adding
up the leaf’s share of the lengths of all its ancestor arcs—then it turns out to be
equal to the subnet Shapley Value of the leaf in the network as defined by Wicke
and Fischer in [18]. We also extend to rooted phylogenetic networks the simple
expression for the unrooted phylogenetic Shapley Value established by Haake,
Kashiwada and Su in [9], thus showing in particular that it can be computed
efficiently also on rooted phylogenetic networks.

2 Preliminaries

Let Σ be a finite set of labels. A Σ-rDAG is a rooted directed acyclic graph with
its leaves (its nodes of out-degree 0) bijectively labeled in Σ. We shall denote
the sets of nodes and arcs of a Σ-rDAG N by V (N) and E(N), respectively,
and we shall always identify its leaves with their corresponding labels. A Σ-
rDAG is arc-weighted, or simply weighted, when it is endowed with a mapping
ω : E(N) → R�0 that assigns a weight, or length, ω(e) � 0 to every arc e.

Given two nodes u, v in a Σ-rDAG N , we say that u is a parent of v when
(u, v) ∈ E(N), and that u is an ancestor of v, or that v is a descendant of u,
when there exists a directed path from u to v in N . The cluster C(e) of e ∈ E(N)
is the set of descendant leaves of its end node and we shall denote by κ(e) the
number of elements of C(e). If a ∈ C(e), we shall also say that e is an ancestor
arc of a.

A phylogenetic network on Σ is a Σ-rDAG without elementary nodes (that
is, without nodes of in-degree � 1 and out-degree 1). A node in a phylogenetic
network is of tree type when its in-degree is 0 (the root) or 1, and a reticulation
when its in-degree is at least 2. A phylogenetic tree is a phylogenetic network
without reticulations. Let us emphasize, thus, that all our phylogenetic trees are
rooted, unless otherwise explicitly stated. Given a phylogenetic network N on Σ
and a subset X ⊆ Σ, we shall denote by N(X) the subgraph of N induced by
the set of all the ancestors of the leaves in X; it is an X-rDAG, with the same
root as N .
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Let T be a weighted phylogenetic tree on Σ. The Fair Proportion of a ∈ Σ
in T [14] is

FPT (a) =
∑

e: a∈C(e)

ω(e)
κ(e)

.

For every X ⊆ Σ, the rooted Phylogenetic Diversity rPDT (X) of X in T [5] is
the total weight of T (X), that is, the sum of the lengths of its arcs:

rPDT (X) =
∑

e:X∩C(e) �=∅
ω(e),

and the unrooted Phylogenetic Diversity uPDT (X) of X in T [5] is the total
weight of the smallest unrooted subtree of T containing the leaves in X, or,
equivalently, the total weight of the subtree of T (X) rooted at the lowest common
ancestor LCAT (X) of X.

A coalitional game on a set Σ is simply a set function W : P(Σ) → R that
assigns a value to each “coalition” X ⊆ Σ. For every a ∈ Σ, the Shapley Value
SVa(W ) on a of a coalitional game W on Σ [15] is a weighted average of the
marginal contribution of a to the value, under W , of each coalition X ⊆ Σ
containing it:

SVa(W ) =
∑

a∈X⊆Σ

(|X| − 1)!(|Σ| − |X|)!
|Σ|!

(
W (X) − W (X \ {a})

)
.

The Shapley value of the game W is then the vector (SVa(W ))a∈Σ .
The use of coalitional games to study phylogenetic diversity was initiated by

Nehring and Puppe in [12]. For the specific applications and interpretation of
the Shapley Value in phylogenetics, see [9] and [13, Sect. 9.2].

3 The Fair Proportion Is a Shapley Value

Let N be a weighted phylogenetic network on Σ. We define the Fair Proportion
of a ∈ Σ in N , FPN (a), exactly as if N were a phylogenetic tree: we split the
length of each arc equally among all its descendant leaves, and then we add up
a’s share of the lengths of all its ancestor arcs:

FPN (a) =
∑

e: a∈C(e)

ω(e)
κ(e)

.

In particular, if N is a phylogenetic tree, this Fair Proportion corresponds to
the one recalled in the previous section. Our goal in this section is to show
that, as it already happens on phylogenetic trees [6], this Fair Proportion is the
Shapley Value of a certain “phylogenetic diversity” coalitional game: namely, of
rPSDN : P(Σ) → R on Σ, where, for every X ⊆ Σ, rPSDN (X) is the rooted
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Phylogenetic Subnet Diversity of X in N in the sense of [18, Definition 6], which
is defined as the total weight of N(X):

rPSDN (X) =
∑

e:X∩C(e) �=∅
ω(e);

in particular, rPSDN (∅) = 0. Notice that if T is a phylogenetic tree, then
rPSDT corresponds to Faith’s rooted Phylogenetic Diversity rPDT .

For every a ∈ Σ, let its rooted subnet Shapley Value in N be the Shapley
Value of rPSDN on a:

SVN (a) =
∑

a∈X⊆Σ

(|X| − 1)!(|Σ| − |X|)!
|Σ|!

(
rPSDN (X) − rPSDN (X \ {a})

)
.

1 2 3 4

h

a b

c

r

e9

e4

e7 e8

e1

e5

e2

e6
e3

Fig. 1. The phylogenetic network used in Example 1.

Example 1. Consider the phylogenetic network N depicted in Fig. 1 and let the
lengths of its arcs be wi = ω(ei), for every i = 1, . . . , 9. The reticulation in it
would represent that species “2” is the product of some interchange of genetic
material between ancestor species a and b. Then:

κ(e1) = κ(e2) = κ(e3) = κ(e4) = κ(e5) = κ(e6) = 1
κ(e7) = κ(e8) = 2, κ(e9) = 3

rPSDN (1) = w1 + w7 + w9

rPSDN (2) = w2 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 + w9

rPSDN (3) = w3 + w8 + w9; rPSDN (4) = w4

rPSDN (1, 4) = w1 + w4 + w7 + w9

rPSDN (2, 3) = w2 + w3 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 + w9

rPSDN (2, 4) = w2 + w4 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 + w9

rPSDN (3, 4) = w3 + w4 + w8 + w9

rPSDN (1, 2, 3) = w1 + w2 + w3 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 + w9

rPSDN (1, 2, 4) = w1 + w2 + w4 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 + w9

rPSDN (1, 3, 4) = w1 + w3 + w4 + w7 + w8 + w9

rPSDN (2, 3, 4) = w2 + w3 + w4 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 + w9

So, the Shapley Values of the leaves of N are:
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SVN (1) =
1
4
(
rPSDN (1) − rPSDN (∅)

)

+
1
12

(
rPSDN (1, 2) − rPSDN (2) + rPSDN (1, 3) − rPSDN (3)

+rPSDN (1, 4) − rPSDN (4)
)

+
1
12

(
rPSDN (1, 2, 3) − rPSDN (2, 3) + rPSDN (1, 2, 4)

−rPSDN (2, 4) + rPSDN (1, 3, 4) − rPSDN (3, 4)
)

+
1
4
(
rPSDN (1, 2, 3, 4) − rPSDN (1, 2, 3)

)

=
1
4
(w1 + w7 + w9) +

1
12

(3w1 + 2w7 + w9) +
1
12

(3w1 + w7) +
1
4
w1

= w1 +
1
2
w7 +

1
3
w9 =

ω(e1)
κ(e1)

+
ω(e7)
κ(e7)

+
ω(e9)
κ(e9)

= FPN (1)

SVN (3) = w3 +
1
2
w8 +

1
3
w9 =

ω(e3)
κ(e3)

+
ω(e8)
κ(e8)

+
ω(e9)
κ(e9)

= FPN (3)

(by symmetry)

SVN (2) =
1
4
(
rPSDN (2) − rPSDN (∅)

)

+
1
12

(
rPSDN (1, 2) − rPSDN (1) + rPSDN (2, 3)

−rPSDN (3) + rPSDN (2, 4) − rPSDN (4)
)

+
1
12

(
rPSDN (1, 2, 3) − rPSDN (1, 3) + rPSDN (1, 2, 4)

−rPSDN (1, 4) + rPSDN (2, 3, 4) − rPSDN (3, 4)
)

+
1
4
(
rPSDN (1, 2, 3, 4) − rPSDN (1, 3, 4)

)

=
1
4
(w2 + w5 + w6 + w7 + w8 + w9)

+
1
12

(3w2 + 3w5 + 3w6 + 2w7 + 2w8 + w9)

+
1
12

(3w2 + 3w5 + 3w6 + w7 + w8) +
1
4
(w2 + w5 + w6)

= w2 + w5 + w6 +
1
2
w7 +

1
2
w8 +

1
3
w9

=
ω(e2)
κ(e2)

+
ω(e5)
κ(e5)

+
ω(e6)
κ(e6)

+
ω(e7)
κ(e7)

+
ω(e8)
κ(e8)

+
ω(e9)
κ(e9)

= FPN (2)

SVN (4) =
1
4
(
rPSDN (4) − rPSDN (∅)

)

+
1
12

(
rPSDN (1, 4) − rPSDN (1) + rPSDN (2, 4)

−rPSDN (2) + rPSDN (3, 4) − rPSDN (3)
)

+
1
12

(
rPSDN (1, 2, 4) − rPSDN (1, 2) + rPSDN (1, 3, 4)

−rPSDN (1, 3) + rPSDN (2, 3, 4) − rPSDN (2, 3)
)

+
1
4
(
rPSDN (1, 2, 3, 4) − rPSDN (1, 2, 3)

)

=
1
4
w4 +

3
12

w4 +
3
12

w4 +
1
4
w4 = w4 =

ω(e4)
κ(e4)

= FPN (4)
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So, if N is ultrametric (all paths from the root to leaves have the same length)
and time-consistent (any reticulation and its parents are at the same distance
from the root), then w7 = w8, w1 = w2 = w3, w5 = w6 = 0, w7 = w8, and
w4 = w9 + w7 + w1 and it is straightforward to check that the leaf with the
largest SV is 4.

In the simple phylogenetic network considered in the previous example, the
rooted subnet Shapley Value of each leaf was equal to its Fair Proportion. Next
theorem establishes that it is always the case.

Theorem 1. For every weighted phylogenetic network N on Σ and for every
a ∈ Σ, FPN (a) = SVN (a).

Proof. Let |Σ| = n. For every X ⊆ Σ containing a,

rPSDN (X)−rPSDN (X \ {a}) =
∑

e:X∩C(e) �=∅
ω(e) −

∑

e: (X\{a})∩C(e)
�=∅

ω(e) =
∑

e:X∩C(e)={a}
ω(e).

Then,

SVN (a) =
n∑

k=1

(k − 1)!(n − k)!
n!

∑

|X|=k,a∈X

(
rPSDN (X) − rPSDN (X \ {a})

)

where
∑

|X|=k,a∈X

(rPSDN (X) − rPSDN (X \ {a})) =
∑

|X|=k,a∈X

∑

e:X∩C(e)={a}
ω(e)

=
∑

e: a∈C(e)

|{Y ⊆ Σ \ C(e) | |Y | = k − 1}| · ω(e) =
∑

e: a∈C(e)

(
n − κ(e)

k − 1

)
ω(e).

Therefore,

SVN (a) =
n∑

k=1

(
(k − 1)!(n − k)!

n!

∑

e: a∈C(e)

(
n − κ(e)

k − 1

)
ω(e)

)

=
∑

e: a∈C(e)

(
ω(e)

n∑

k=1

(k − 1)!(n − k)!
n!

(
n − κ(e)

k − 1

))

=
∑

e: a∈C(e)

(
ω(e)

n−1∑

j=0

j!(n − j − 1)!
n!

(
n − κ(e)

j

))
=

∑

e: a∈C(e)

ω(e)
κ(e)

where the last equality is a consequence of Lemma 6.15 in [17], which establishes
that, for every 1 � m � n,

n−1∑

j=0

j!(n − j − 1)!
n!

(
n − m

j

)
=

1
m

.
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1 2 2 3 4

Fig. 2. A multilabeled tree.

Remark 1. A multilabeled tree (a MUL-tree, for short) on Σ is a rooted tree
with its leaves labeled in Σ. The difference with usual phylogenetic trees is that
the leaf labeling in a MUL-tree need not be bijective and, thus, more than one
leaf may be assigned the same label. MUL-trees include area cladograms [7] and
gene trees [8] as special instances. Given a MUL-tree T , if, for every label a ∈ Σ
assigned to more than one leaf, we remove all leaves labeled with a together with
the arcs ending in them and we add a new reticulation ha, a new leaf labeled
with a, new arcs from the parents of the former leaves labeled with a to ha, and
a new arc (ha, a), we obtain a phylogenetic network uniquely determined by T ,
which we call associated to T . For instance, the phylogenetic network in Fig. 1
is associated to the MUL-tree depicted in Fig. 2.

This representation of MUL-trees as phylogenetic networks allows the trans-
lation to the MUL-trees setting of the concepts developed so far. So, let T be
a weighted MUL-tree. For every arc e in it, let C(e) be the set of labels of its
descendant leaves and κ(e) = |C(e)| the number of different labels assigned to
descendant leaves of e. For every label a ∈ Σ, let its Fair Proportion in T be

FPT (a) =
∑

e:a∈C(e)

ω(e)
κ(e)

.

Notice that now we split each ω(e) equally among the different labels of e’s
descendant leaves, without taking into account their multiplicities, that is, dis-
regarding how many leaves are assigned to each given label. Then, if, for every
X ⊆ Σ, we define its MUL-Phylogenetic Diversity in T as

mPDT (X) =
∑

e:X∩C(e) �=∅
ω(e),

Theorem 1 applied to the phylogenetic network associated to T implies that
FPT is the Shapley Value of mPDT .

4 The Unrooted Subnet Shapley Value on a Rooted
Phylogenetic Network

Consider the following two further set functions on Σ associated to a phyloge-
netic network N on Σ: for every X ⊆ Σ,
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– The Cophenetic Value ΦN (X) is 0 if X = ∅ and the sum of the lengths of the
arcs that are ancestors of all leaves in X otherwise:

ΦN (X) =
∑

e:X⊆C(e)

ω(e) if X �= ∅.

– The unrooted Phylogenetic Subnet Diversity uPSDN (X) is the difference

uPSDN (X) = rPSDN (X) − ΦN (X) =
∑

e:X∩C(e)�=∅
X �⊆C(e)

ω(e).

So, if T is a phylogenetic tree, ΦT is equal to the usual cophenetic value of a set
of leaves X [1,16], that is, the total weight of the path going from the root of T
to the lowest common ancestor of X, and uPSDT is equal to Faith’s unrooted
Phylogenetic Diversity uPDT recalled in Sect. 2.

For every a ∈ Σ, let its unrooted subnet Shapley Value in N be the Shapley
Value of uPSDN on a,

uSVN (a) =
∑

a∈X⊆Σ

(|X| − 1)!(|Σ| − |X|)!
|Σ|!

(
uPSDN (X) − uPSDN (X \ {a})

)
,

and let its cophenetic Shapley Value in N be the Shapley Value of ΦN on a,

cSVN (a) =
∑

a∈X⊆Σ

(|X| − 1)!(|Σ| − |X|)!
|Σ|!

(
ΦN (X) − ΦN (X \ {a})

)
.

By the additivity of Shapley Values (cf. Axiom 3 in [15] or (4) in [9, Sect. 2.4]),
the equality rPSDN = uPSDN + ΦN implies that

SVN = uSVN + cSVN .

Our goal is to obtain an expression for uSVN that generalizes to rooted phy-
logenetic networks the expression for uPDT on phylogenetic trees T established
in [9]. We do it by using Theorem 1 and the following expression for cSVN .

Lemma 1. For every weighted phylogenetic network N on Σ and for every a ∈
Σ,

cSVN (a) =
1
n

rPSDN (Σ) −
∑

e: a/∈C(e)

ω(e)
n − κ(e)

.

Proof. Let |Σ| = n. To simplify the notations, we shall omit the subscripts N in
ΦN and cSVN . For every {a} � X ⊆ Σ

Φ(X) − Φ(X \ {a}) =
∑

e:X⊆C(e)

ω(e) −
∑

e: (X\{a})⊆C(e)

ω(e) = −
∑

e: a/∈C(e)
(X\{a})⊆C(e)

ω(e)

while
Φ({a}) − Φ(∅) =

∑

e: a∈C(e)

ω(e) = rPSDN (Σ) −
∑

e:a/∈C(e)

ω(e).
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Then,

cSV (a) =
n∑

k=1

(k − 1)!(n − k)!
n!

∑

|X|=k,a∈X

(
Φ(X) − Φ(X \ {a})

)

=
1
n

(Φ({a}) − Φ(∅)) +
n∑

k=2

(k − 1)!(n − k)!
n!

∑

|X|=k,a∈X

(
Φ(X) − Φ(X \ {a})

)

and, for every k � 2,
∑

|X|=k,a∈X

(Φ(X) − Φ(X \ {a})) = −
∑

|X|=k,a∈X

∑

e: a/∈C(e)
(X\{a})⊆C(e)

ω(e)

= −
∑

e: a/∈C(e)

|{Y ⊆ C(e) | |Y | = k − 1}| · ω(e) = −
∑

e: a/∈C(e)

(
κ(e)
k − 1

)
ω(e).

Therefore,

cSV (a) =
1
n

(
rPSDN (Σ) −

∑

e:a/∈C(e)

ω(e)

)

−
n∑

k=2

(
(k − 1)!(n − k)!

n!

∑

e: a/∈C(e)

(
κ(e)
k − 1

)
ω(e)

)

=
1
n

rPSDN (Σ) −
n∑

k=1

(
(k − 1)!(n − k)!

n!

∑

e: a/∈C(e)

(
κ(e)
k − 1

)
ω(e)

)

=
1
n

rPSDN (Σ) −
∑

e: a/∈C(e)

(
ω(e)

n∑

k=1

(k − 1)!(n − k)!
n!

(
κ(e)
k − 1

))

=
1
n

rPSDN (Σ) −
∑

e: a/∈C(e)

ω(e)
n − κ(e)

using again Lemma 6.15 in [17], which finishes the proof.

Replacing the expressions for cSVN and rCSVN given in Theorem 1 and the
last lemma, respectively, in uCSVN = rCSVN − cSVN , we obtain the following
result:

Theorem 2. For every weighted phylogenetic network N on Σ and for every
a ∈ Σ,

uSVN (a) =
1
n

∑

e: a∈C(e)

n − κ(e)
κ(e)

· ω(e) +
1
n

∑

e: a/∈C(e)

κ(e)
n − κ(e)

· ω(e).

It is not difficult to check that this expression corresponds to the one given in
[9, Theorem 4] when N is a rooted phylogenetic tree.
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5 Conclusions

In this note we have generalized to rooted phylogenetic networks two results
on Shapley Values for phylogenetic trees: the equality of the rooted phyloge-
netic Shapley Value with the Fair Proportion, and the simple expression of the
unrooted phylogenetic Shapley Value in terms of the lengths and the cardinal-
ities of arcs’ clusters. This note is accompanied by the GitHub page https://
github.com/biocom-uib/Shapley-networks that contains several Python scripts
to compute the indices considered here on phylogenetic networks represented in
extended Newick format [2].

We would like to call the reader’s attention on the fact that Theorem1 is
easily generalized to coalitional games W : P(Σ) → R for which there exist a
set E and two mappings C : E → P(Σ) and ω : E → R such that

W (X) =
∑

e:X∩C(e) �=∅
ω(e).

For such a game W , the proof of Theorem 1 mutatis mutandis shows that its
Shapley value on a ∈ Σ is simply

SVa(W ) =
∑

e: a∈C(e)

ω(e)
|C(e)| .

For instance, a Shapley Value of this type can be used to assess the impor-
tance of a question in an exam, one of the main goals of Item Response Theory
[4], as follows. Let Σ be the set of questions in an exam and let E be the set
of students taking this exam. Assume that all questions in the exam are worth
the same score. For every student e, let C(e) be the set of questions correctly
answered in her exam and set ω(e) = 1/|E|. For every set of questions X,
let W (X) =

∑
e:X∩C(e) �=∅ ω(e), which is equal to the fraction of students that

answered correctly at least one question in X. Then, as we have just seen, the
Shapley Value of this game on a given question a is

SVa(W ) =
1

|E|
∑

e: a∈C(e)

1
|C(e)| .

This Shapley Value measures the contribution of question a to the global success
in the exam, increasing with the number of students who answered the question
correctly but decreasing with the grades they obtained.

If different questions may have different scores, then it would be sensible to
take as ω(e) the total score of the exam divided by |E|, in which case W (X), for
a set of questions X, would be the sum of grades of the students who answered
correctly some question in X, averaged by the global number of students. For
another, recent use of the Shapley Value in the classification of items in an exam,
see [11].

https://github.com/biocom-uib/Shapley-networks
https://github.com/biocom-uib/Shapley-networks
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Abstract. We investigate the possibility of the deterministic parsing
(that is, parsing without backtracking) of languages described by (gen-
eralized) P colony automata. We define a subclass of these computing
devices satisfying a property which resembles the LL(k) property of
context-free grammars, and study the possibility of parsing the char-
acterized languages using a k symbol lookahead, as in the LL(k) parsing
method for context-free languages.

1 Introduction

The computational model called P colony is similar to tissue-like membrane sys-
tems. In P colonies, multisets of objects are used to describe the contents of cells
and the environment, and these multisets are processed by the cells in the corre-
sponding colony using rules which enable the evolution of the objects present in
the cells or the exchange of objects between the environment and the cells. These
computing agents have a very confined functionality: they can store a restricted
amount of objects at a given time (this is called the capacity of the cell; every cell
has the same capacity) and they can process a restricted amount of information.
The way of information processing is very simple: The rules are either of the
form a → b (for changing an object a into an object b inside the cell), or a ↔ b
(for exchanging an object a inside a cell with an object b in the environment).
A program is a rule set with exactly the same number of rules as the capacity
of the cell. When a program is executed, the k rules (the capacity of the cell)
that it contains are applied to the k objects simultaneously. A configuration of
a P colony with n cells is a an n-tuple of multisets of objects, those which are
present inside the cells. During a computational step, a maximal number of cells
of the P colony execute one of their programs in parallel. A computation ends
when the P colony reaches one of its final configurations (usually given as the
set of halting configurations, that is, when no program can be applied by any of
the cells).
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There are many theoretical results concerning P colonies. Despite the fact
that they are extremely simple computing systems, they are computation-
ally complete, even with very restricted size parameters and other syntac-
tic or functioning restrictions. For these, and more topics, results, see [4,5,7–
10,12,13,17,18] and for summaries consult [6,22].

P colony automata were introduced in [3]. They are called automata, because
they accept string languages by assuming an initial input tape with an input
string in the environment. The available types of rules are extended by so-called
tape rules. These types of rules in addition to manipulating the objects as their
non-tape counterparts, also read the processed objects from the input tape.

To overcome the difficulty that different tape rules can read different symbols
in the same computational step, generalized P colony automata were introduced
in [19] and studied further in [20,21]. The main idea of this computational model
was to get the process of input reading closer to other kinds of membrane sys-
tems, especially to antiport P systems and P automata. The latter, introduced
in [14] (see also [11]) are P systems using symport and antiport rules (see [23]),
characterizing string languages.

This generality is used in the generalized P colony automata theory, that is,
the idea of characterizing strings through the sequences of multisets processed
during computations. A computation in this model defines accepted multiset
sequences, which are transformed into accepted symbol sequences/strings. In
this model there is no input string, but there are tape rules and non-tape rules
equally for evolution and communication rules. In a single computational step,
this system is able to read more than one symbol, thus reading a multiset. This
way generalized P colony automata are able to avoid the conflicts present in P
colony automata, where simultaneous usage of tape rules in a single computa-
tional step can arise problems. After getting the result of a computation, that
is, the accepted sequence of multisets, it is possible to map them to strings in a
similar way as shown in P automata.

In [19], some basic variants of the model were introduced and studied from
the point of view of their computational power. In [20,21] we continued the
investigations structuring our results around the capacity of the systems, and
different types of restrictions imposed on the use of tape rules in the programs.

The concept of a P colony automata has been developed into another direc-
tion as well, namely, those variants have been introduced and studied where the
environment consists of a string and the communication rules of the cells are
for substituting (replacing a symbol with another symbol), inserting, or eras-
ing symbols of the current environmental string [2]. These constructs are called
APCol systems (Automaton-like P colonies). Notice that this model essentially
differs from the generalized P colony automaton since the whole environment
is given in advance and in the form of a string. APCol systems are also able
to obtain the full computational power, i.e., they are computationally complete
[4,5].

Since P colony automata variants accept languages, different types of char-
acterizations of their language classes are of interest. One possible research
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direction could be investigating their parsing properties in terms of programs and
rules of the (generalized) P colony automata. In this paper we study the possibil-
ity of deterministically parsing the languages characterized by these devices. We
define the so-called LL(k) condition for these types of automata, which enables
deterministic parsing with a k symbol lookahead, as in the case of context-free
LL(k) languages, and present an initial result showing that using generalized P
colony automata we can deterministically parse context-free languages that are
not LL(k) in the “original” sense.

2 Preliminaries and Definitions

Let V be a finite alphabet, let the set of all words over V be denoted by V ∗, and
let ε be the empty word. The number of occurrences of a symbol a in w where
a ∈ V is denoted by |w|a.

A multiset over a set V is a mapping M : V → N where N denotes the set of
non-negative integers. This mapping assigns to each object a ∈ V its multiplicity
M(a) in M . The set supp(M) = {a | M(a) ≥ 1} is the support of M . If V is
a finite set, then M is called a finite multiset. A multiset M is empty if its
support is empty, supp(M) = ∅. The set of finite multisets over the alphabet V
is denoted by M(V ). A finite multiset M over V will also be represented by a
string w over the alphabet V with |w|a = M(a), a ∈ V , the empty multiset will
be denoted by ∅.

We say that a ∈ M if M(a) ≥ 1, and the cardinality of M , card(M) is
defined as card(M) = Σa∈MM(a). For two multisets M1,M2 ∈ M(V ), M1 ⊆ M2

holds, if for all a ∈ V , M1(a) ≤ M2(a). The union of M1 and M2 is defined as
(M1 ∪ M2) : V → N with (M1 ∪ M2)(a) = M1(a) + M2(a) for all a ∈ V , the
difference is defined for M2 ⊆ M1 as (M1 − M2) : V → N with (M1 − M2)(a) =
M1(a) − M2(a) for all a ∈ V .

A genPCol automaton of capacity k and with n cells, k, n ≥ 1, is a construct

Π = (V, e, wE , (w1, P1), . . . , (wn, Pn), F )

where

– V is an alphabet, the alphabet of the automaton, its elements are called objects;
– e ∈ V is the environmental object of the automaton, the only object which is

assumed to be available in an arbitrary, unbounded number of copies in the
environment;

– wE ∈ (V − {e})∗ is a string representing a multiset from M(V − {e}), the
multiset of objects different from e which is found in the environment initially;

– (wi, Pi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, specifies the i-th cell where wi is (the representation
of) a multiset over V , it determines the initial contents of the cell, and its
cardinality |wi| = k is called the capacity of the system. Pi is a set of programs,
each program is formed from k rules of the following types (where a, b ∈ V ):

• tape rules of the form a
T→ b, or a

T↔ b, called rewriting tape rules and
communication tape rules, respectively; or
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• nontape rules of the form a → b, or a ↔ b, called rewriting (nontape)
rules and communication (nontape) rules, respectively.

A program is called a tape program if it contains at least one tape rule.
– F is a set of accepting configurations of the automaton which we will specify

in more detail below.

A genPCol automaton reads an input word during a computation. A part
of the input (possibly consisting of more than one symbol) is read during each
configuration change: the processed part of the input corresponds to the multiset
of symbols introduced by the tape rules of the system.

A configuration of a genPCol automaton is an (n+1)-tuple (uE , u1, . . . , un),
where uE ∈ M(V − {e}) is the multiset of objects different from e in the envi-
ronment, and ui ∈ M(V ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are the contents of the i-th cell. The
initial configuration is given by (wE , w1, . . . , wn), the initial contents of the envi-
ronment and the cells. The elements of the set F of accepting configurations are
given as configurations of the form (vE , v1, . . . , vn), where

– vE ∈ M(V − {e}) denotes a multiset of objects different from e being in the
environment, and

– vi ∈ M(V ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the contents of the i-th cell.

In order to describe the functioning of genPCol automata, let us define the
following multisets. Let r be a rewriting or a communication rule (tape or non-
tape), and let us denote by left(r) and right(r) the objects on the left and on the
right side of r, respectively. Let also, for α ∈ {left, right} and for any program
p, α(p) =

⋃
r∈p α(r) where the union denotes multiset union (as defined above),

and for a rule r and a program p = 〈r1, . . . , rk〉, the notation r ∈ p denotes the
fact that r = rj for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

Moreover, for any tape program p we also define the multiset of symbols
read(p) =

⋃

r∈p,r=a
T→b,b �=e

right(r)∪⋃

r∈p,r=a
T↔b,a �=e

left(r), the multiset of sym-
bols (different from e) on the right side of rewriting tape rules and on the left
side of communication tape rules. If p is not a tape program, that is, p contains
no tape rules, then read(p) = ∅.

For all communication rules r of the program p, let export(p) =
⋃

r∈p left(r)
and import(p) =

⋃
r∈p right(r), the multiset of objects that are sent out to the

environment and brought inside the cell when applying the program p, respec-
tively.

Moreover, create(p) =
⋃

r∈p right(p) for the rewriting rules r of p, that is,
create(p) is the multiset of symbols produced by the rewriting rules of program p.

Let c = (uE , u1, . . . , un) be a configuration of a genPCol automaton Π, and
let UE = uE ∪ {e, e, . . .}, thus, the multiset of objects found in the environment
(together with the infinite number of copies of e, denoted as {e, e, . . .}, which
are always present). The sequence of programs

(p1, . . . , pn) ∈ (P1 ∪ {#}) × . . . × (Pn ∪ {#})

is applicable in configuration c, if the following conditions hold.
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– The selected programs are applicable in the cells (the left sides of the rules
contain the same symbols that are present in the cell), that is, for each 1 ≤
i ≤ n, if pi ∈ Pi then left(pi) = ui;

– the symbols to be brought inside the cells by the programs are present in the
environment, that is,

⋃
pi �=#,1≤i≤n import(pi) ⊆ UE ;

– the set of selected programs is maximal, that is, if any pi = # is replaced
by some p′

i ∈ Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then the above conditions are not satisfied any
more.

The set of all applicable sequences of programs in the configuration c =
(uE , u1, . . . , un) is denoted by Appc, that is,

Appc = {Pc = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ (P1 ∪ {#}) × . . . × (Pn ∪ {#}) | where Pc

is a sequence of applicable programs in the configuration c}.

A configuration c is called a halting configuration if the set of applica-
ble sequences of programs is the singleton set Appc = {(p1, . . . , pn) | pi =
# for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

Let c = (uE , u1, . . . , un) be a configuration of the genPCol automaton. By
applying a sequence of applicable programs Pc ∈ Appc, the configuration c is
changed to a configuration c′ = (u′

E , u′
1, . . . , u

′
n), denoted by c

Pc=⇒ c′, if the
following properties hold:

– If (p1, . . . , pn) = Pc ∈ Appc and pi ∈ Pi, then u′
i = create(pi) ∪ import(pi),

otherwise, if pi = #, then u′
i = ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Moreover,

– U ′
E = UE − ⋃

pi �=#,1≤i≤n import(pi) ∪ ⋃
pi �=#,1≤i≤n export(pi) (where U ′

E

again denotes u′
E ∪ {e, e, . . .} with an infinite number of copies of e).

Thus, in genPCol automata, we apply the programs in the maximally parallel
way, that is, in each computational step, every component cell nondeterministi-
cally applies one of its applicable programs. Then we collect all the symbols that
the tape rules “read” (these multisets are denoted by read(p) for a program p
above): this is the multiset read by the system in the given computational step.

For any Pc sequence of applicable programs in a configuration c, read(Pc)
denotes the multiset of objects read by the tape rules of the programs of Pc,
that is,

read(Pc) =
⋃

pi �=#, (p1,...,pn)=Pc

read(pi).

Then we can also define the set of multisets which can be read in any con-
figuration of the genPCol automaton Π as

in(Π) = {read(Pc) | Pc ∈ Appc}.

Remark 1. Although the set of configurations of a genPCol automaton Π can be
infinite (because the multiset corresponding to the contents of the environment
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is not necessarily finite), the set in(Π) is always finite. To see this, note that
the applicability of a program by a component cell also depends on the contents
of the particular component. Since at most one program can be applied in a
component in one computational step, and the number of programs associated
to each component is finite, the number of different sequences of applicable
programs in any configuration, that is, the cardinality of the set Appc is finite.

A successful computation defines this way an accepted sequence of multisets:
u1u2 . . . us, ui ∈ in(Π), for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, that is, the sequence of multisets entering
the system during the steps of the computation.

Let Π = (V, e, wE , (w1, P1), . . . , (wn, Pn), F ) be a genPCol automaton. The
set of input sequences accepted by Π is defined as

A(Π) = {u1u2 . . . us | ui ∈ in(Π), 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and there is a configuration
sequence c0, . . . , cs, with c0 = (wE , w1, . . . , wn), cs ∈ F, cs halting,

and ci

Pci=⇒ ci+1 with ui+1 = read(Pci) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1}.

Let Π be a genPCol automaton, and let f : in(Π) → 2Σ∗
be a mapping,

such that f(u) = {ε} if and only if u is the empty multiset.
The language accepted by Π with respect to f is defined as

L(Π, f) = {f(u1)f(u2) . . . f(us) ∈ Σ∗ | u1u2 . . . us ∈ A(Π)}.

The class of languages accepted by generalized PCol automata with capacity
k and with mappings from the class F is denoted

– by L(genPCol,F , com-tape(k)) when all the communication rules are tape
rules,

– by L(genPCol,F , all-tape(k)) when all the programs must have at least one
tape rule, and

– by L(genPCol,F , ∗(k)) when programs with any kinds of rules are allowed.

Let V and Σ be two alphabets, and let MFIN (V ) ⊆ M(V ) denote the set
of finite subsets of the set of finite multisets over an alphabet V . Consider a
mapping f : D → 2Σ∗

for some D ∈ MFIN (V ). We say that f ∈ FTRANS, if
for any v ∈ D, we have |f(v)| = 1, and we can obtain f(v) = {w}, w ∈ Σ∗

by applying a deterministic finite transducer to any string representation of the
multiset v, (as w is unique, the transducer must be constructed in such a way that
all string representations of the multiset v as input result in the same w ∈ Σ∗

as output, and moreover, as f should be nonerasing, the transducer produces a
result with w �= ε for any nonempty input).

Besides the above defined class of mappings, we also use the so called permu-
tation mapping. Let fperm : M(V ) → 2Σ∗

where V = Σ be defined as follows.
For all v ∈ M(V ), we have

fperm(v) = {aσ(1)aσ(2) . . . aσ(s) | v = a1a2 . . . as for some permutation
σ of {1, . . . , s} }.
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We denote the language classes that can be characterized with these types
of input mappings as LX(genPCol, Y (k)), where X ∈ {perm,TRANS}, Y ∈
{com-tape, all-tape, ∗}.

Now we recall an example from [20] to demonstrate the above defined notions.

Example 1. Let Π = ({a, b, c}, e, ∅, (ea, P ), F ) be a genPCol automaton where

P = {p1 : 〈e → a, a
T↔ e〉, p2 : 〈e → b, a

T↔ e〉, p3 : 〈e → b, b
T↔ a〉,

p4 : 〈e → c, b
T↔ a〉, p5 : 〈a → b, b

T↔ a〉, p6 : 〈a → c, b
T↔ a〉}

with all the communication rules being tape rules. Let F = {(v, ca) | a �∈ v} be
the set of final configurations.

The initial configuration of this systems is c0 = (∅, ea). Since the number of
components is just one, the sequences of applicable programs are one element
“sequences”. The set of sequences of programs applicable in the initial configu-
ration contains two elements, Appc0 = {(p1), (p2)}.

A possible computation of this system is the following:

(∅, ea) ⇒ (a, ea) ⇒ (aa, ea) ⇒ (aaa, eb) ⇒ (aab, ba) ⇒ (bba, ba) ⇒ (bbb, ac)

where the first three computational steps read the multiset containing an a,
the last three steps read a multiset containing a b, thus the accepted multiset
sequence of this computation is (a)(a)(a)(b)(b)(b).

It is not difficult to see that similarly to the one above, the computations
which end in a final configuration (a configuration which does not contain the
object a in the environment) accept the set of multiset sequences

A(Π) = {(a)n(b)n | n ≥ 1}.

The set of multisets which can be read by Π is in(Π) = {a, b} (where a and
b denote the multisets containing one copy of the object a and b, respectively).

If we consider fperm as the input mapping, we have

L(Π, fperm) = {anbn | n ≥ 1}.

On the other hand, if we consider the mapping f1 ∈ FTRANS where f1 :
in(Π) → 2Σ∗ with Σ = {c, d, e, f} and f1(a) = {cd}, f1(b) = {ef}, we get the
language

L(Π, f1) = {(cd)n(ef)n | n ≥ 1}.

The computational capacity of genPCol automata was investigated in [19–
21]. It was shown that with unrestricted programs systems of capacity one gen-
erate any recursively enumerable language, that is,

LX(genPCol, ∗(k)) = L(RE), k ≥ 1, X ∈ {perm, TRANS}.

A similar result holds for all-tape systems with capacity at least two.

LX(genPCol, all-tape(k)) = L(RE) for k ≥ 2, X ∈ {perm, TRANS}.

.
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3 P Colony Automata and the LL(k) Condition

Let U ⊂ Σ∗ be a finite set of strings over some alphabet Σ. Let FIRSTk(U)
denote the set of length k prefixes of the elements of U for some k ≥ 1, that is,
let

FIRSTk(U) = {prefk(u) ∈ Σ∗ | u ∈ U}
where prefk(u) denotes the string of the first k symbols of u if |u| ≥ k, or
prefk(u) = u otherwise.

Definition 1. Let Π = (V, e, wE , (w1, P1), . . . , (wn, Pn), F ) be a genPCol
automaton, let f : in(Π) → 2Σ∗

be a mapping as above, and let c0, c1, . . . , cs be
a sequence of configurations with ci =⇒ ci+1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ s − 1.

We say that the P colony Π is LL(k) for some k ≥ 1 with respect to the
mapping f , if for any two distinct sets of programs applicable in configuration
cs, Pcs , P

′
cs ∈ Appcs with Pcs �= P ′

cs , the next k symbols of the input string that
is being read determines which of the two sequences are to be applied in the
next computational step, that is, the following holds.

Consider two computations

cs
Pcs=⇒ cs+1

Pcs+1=⇒ . . .
Pcs+m=⇒ cs+m+1, and cs

P ′
cs=⇒ c′

s+1

P ′
cs+1=⇒ . . .

P ′
c
s+m′
=⇒ c′

s+m′+1

where ucs = read(Pcs) and ucs+i
= read(Pcs+i

) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and similarly
u′

cs = read(P ′
cs) and u′

cs+i
= read(P ′

cs+i
) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m′, thus, the two sequences

of input multisets are

ucsucs+1 . . . ucs+m
and u′

csu
′
cs+1

. . . u′
cs+m′ .

Assume that these sequences are long enough to “consume” the next k symbols
of the input string, that is, for w and w′ with

w ∈ f(ucs)f(ucs+1) . . . f(ucs+m
) and w′ ∈ f(u′

cs)f(u′
cs+1

) . . . f(u′
cs+m′ ),

either |w| ≥ k and |w′| ≥ k, or if |w| < k (or |w′| < k), then cs+m+1 (or cs+m′+1)
is a halting configuration.

Now, the P colony Π is LL(k), if for any two computations as above,

FIRSTk(w) ∩ FIRSTk(w′) = ∅.

The class of context-free LL(k) languages will be denoted by L(CF,LL(k)) (see
for example the monograph [1] for more details), while the languages charac-
terized by genPCol automata satisfying the above defined condition, with input
mapping of type fperm or f ∈ TRANS, will be denoted by LX(genPCol,LL(k)),
X ∈ {perm, TRANS}.

Let us illustrate the above definition with an example.
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Example 2. Let Π = ({a, b, c, d, f, g, e}, e, ∅, (ea, P1), F ) where

P1 = {〈e → b, a
T↔ e〉, 〈e → e, b

T↔ a〉, 〈e → c, a
T↔ e〉, 〈e → f, a

T↔ e〉,
〈e → d, c

T↔ b〉, 〈b → c, d
T↔ e〉, 〈e → g, f

T↔ b〉, 〈b → f, g
T↔ e〉} and

F = {(v, ce), (v, fe) | v ∈ V ∗, b �∈ v}.

The language characterized by Π is

L(Π, fperm) = {a} ∪ {(ab)na(cd)n | n ≥ 1} ∪ {(ab)na(fg)n | n ≥ 1}.

To see this, consider the possible computations of Π. The initial configuration
is (∅, ea) and there are three possible configurations that can be reached, namely
(we denote by ⇒u a configuration change during which the multiset of symbols
u was read by the automaton)

1. (∅, ea) ⇒a (a, ce),
2. (∅, ea) ⇒a (a, fe),
3. (∅, ea) ⇒a (a, be).

The first two cases are non-accepting states, but the derivations cannot be con-
tinued, so let us consider the third one.

(a, be) ⇒b (b, ea) ⇒a (ba, be) ⇒b (bb, ea) ⇒a . . . ⇒b (bi, ea).

At this point, the computation can follow two different paths again, either

(bi, ae) ⇒a (bia, ec) ⇒c (bi−1ac, db) ⇒d (bi−1acd, ce) ⇒c . . . ⇒d (acidi, ce),

or

(bi, ae) ⇒a (bia, ef) ⇒f (bi−1af, gb) ⇒g (bi−1afg, fe) ⇒f . . . ⇒g (af igi, fe).

In the first phase of the computation, the system produces copies of b and
sends them to the environment, then in the second phase these copies of b are
exchanged to copies of cd or copies of fg. The system can reach an accepting
state when all the copies of b are used, that is, when an equal number of copies
of ab and either of cd or of fg were produced.

Note that the system satisfies the LL(1) property, the symbol that has to be
read, in order to accept a desired input word, determines the set of programs
that has to be used in the next computational step.

As a consequence of the above example, we can state the following.

Theorem 1. There are context-free languages in LX(genPCol,LL(1)), X ∈
{perm, TRANS}, which are not in L(CF,LL(k)) for any k ≥ 1.

Proof. The language L(Π, fperm) ∈ Lperm(genPCol,LL(1)) from Example 2 is
not in L(CF,LL(k)) for any k ≥ 1. If we consider the mapping f1 ∈ TRANS,
f1 : {a, b, c, d, f, g} → {a, b, c, d, f, g} with f1(x) = x for all x ∈ {a, b, c, d, f, g},
then L(Π, f1) = L(Π, fperm), thus, LTRANS(genPCol,LL(1)) also contains the
non-LL(k) context-free language.
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4 Conclusions

P systems and their variants are able to describe powerful language classes,
thus their applicability in the theory of parsing or analyzing syntactic struc-
tures are of particular interest, see, for example [15,16]. For example, in [15],
so-called active P automata (P automata with dynamically changing membrane
structure) were used for parsing, utilizing the dynamically changing membrane
structure of the P automaton for analyzing the string. In addition to study-
ing the suitability of P system variants for parsing different types of languages,
developing well-known notions like LL(k) property for these models are of inter-
est as well, since the results demonstrate the boundaries of the original concepts.
In this paper we have started investigations in this direction, namely we studied
the possibility of deterministically parsing languages characterized by P colony
automata. We provided the definition of an LL(k)-like property for (general-
ized) P colony automata, and showed that languages which are not LL(k) in
the “original” context-free sense for any k ≥ 1 can be characterized by LL(1) P
colony automata with different types of input mappings. The properties of these
language classes for different values of k and different types of input mappings
are open to further investigations. Our investigations confirmed that concepts,
questions related to parsing are of interest in P systems theory.
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Abstract. Ant Colony Systems have been widely employed in optimiza-
tion issues primarily focused on path finding optimization, such as Trav-
elling Salesman Problem. The first algorithm was aiming to search for
an optimal path in a graph, based on the behavior of ants seeking a path
between their colony and a source of food. Besides, ant colony optimiza-
tion algorithms have been applied to many combinatorial optimization
problems, ranging from quadratic assignment to protein folding or rout-
ing vehicles and a lot of derived methods have been adapted to dynamic
problems in real variables, stochastic problems, multi-targets and paral-
lel implementations. The main advantage lies in the choice of the edge
to be explored, defined using the idea of pheromone. This article pro-
poses the use of Ant Colony Systems to explore a Backus-Naur form
grammar whose elements are solutions to a given problem. Similar stud-
ies, without using Ant Colonies, have been used to solve optimization
problems, such as Grammatical Swarm (based on Particle Swarm Opti-
mization) and Grammatical Evolution (based on Genetic Algorithms).
Proposed algorithm opens the way to a new branch of research in Swarm
Intelligence, which until now has been almost non-existent, using ant
colony algorithms to solve problems described by a grammar. (All source
code in R is available at https://github.com/fernando-demingo/ACORD-
Algorithm).
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1 Introduction

A large number of different algorithms have been developed to find suboptimal
solutions for the traveling salesman problem (TSP) in polynomial time. Exam-
ples are nearest neighbor, greedy, insertion heuristics, christofides, 2-opt and
3-opt. The non-deterministic metaheuristics like simulated annealing (SA) [1,2],
tabu search [3], genetic algorithms (GA) [4] and particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [5] have also been used, giving better results than previously mentioned
deterministic algorithms. There are efficient algorithms for the TSP but the
research continues on different metaheuristic algorithms [6].

Ant colony optimization (ACO) is another metaheuristic that was success-
fully used for the TSP [7]. The effectiveness of the ACO has been improved by
use of different types of hybridization, like addition of local searchers or combin-
ing ACO with GA [8,9], differential evolution (DE) [10] or kangaroo algorithm
[11]. These types of hybridization methods usually have a drawback of complex-
ity of implementation and computation time penalty. It has also been shown
that, although adding a local searcher is a good approach in the majority of
cases, it may prevent ACO from finding the optimal solution [12]. A very inter-
esting hybridization of ACO is given by [13] were scout ants, which search the
solution space in a more systematic way, are added to the algorithm. Multi-
colony systems [14] have been developed, as well as variations of the basic ACO
like elitist ant colony, rank based ant colony system and min-max ant system
(MMAS) to improve the performance on the TSP [15] in a more natural way,
with different pheromone strategies. All these variations have the problem of
becoming trapped in local optima due to the fact that they increase the effi-
ciency by making their search more greedy by intensifying the search near the
best found solution. Min-max ant system (MMAS) [16] tries to solve this prob-
lem by bounding the pheromone values and resetting the pheromone trail if
better solutions have not been found in a large number of iterations. Minimum
pheromone threshold strategy (MPTS) is another approach to avoid early stag-
nation applied to the quadratic assignment problems [17]. MPTS adds an addi-
tional minimum threshold value and if a pheromone value falls below, it is set to
the maximal allowed value of the pheromone trail. Thus the MPTS avoids reini-
tialization of the pheromone trail like in the MMAS and explores the solution
search space more systematically. Another interesting approach is in introducing
variable pheromone sensitivity within population of ants [18].

Grammatical Evolution [19,20] is an evolutionary algorithm approach to
automatic program generation, which evolves strings of binary values, and uses
a grammar in BNF (Backus-Naur Form) notation to map those strings into pro-
grams, which can then be evaluated. The modular design behind GE means that
any search algorithm can be used to evolve a population of binary strings, and
after mapping each individual onto a program using GE, any program/algorithm
can be used to evaluate those individuals.

The life-cycle of a Grammatical Evolution [21] run is as follows: a chosen
Search Engine (typically a variable-length genetic algorithm) creates a popu-
lation of individuals. Each of these strings represents a potential solution for
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the problem to be solved, and therefore needs to be evaluated so that a fitness
score can be attributed to each (that is, how well does the program that each
string represents fairs on the current problem). To that end, these strings will be
mapped onto programs by GE, through the use of a Language Specification (typ-
ically a BNF grammar). The resulting programs can then be evaluated through
a Problem Specification (for example, an interpreter), which will attribute each
program a fitness score. These scores can then be sent back to the search engine,
which will use then to evolve a new population of individuals, which will also
need to be evaluated.

This cycle goes on until a predefined stop condition is met (usually if a
solution is found, or if a maximum number of evaluations has been reached).
This process is based on the idea of a Genotype to Phenotype mapping: an
individual comprised of binary values (genotype) is evolved, and, before being
evaluated, is subjected to a mapping process to create a program (phenotype),
which is then evaluated by a fitness function. This creates two distinct spaces,
a search space and a solution space.

Typically, the language specification is done through a BNF context-free
grammar. A BNF grammar is represented by a tuple (N,T, P, S), where T is
a set of Terminal symbols, i.e., items that can appear in legal sentences of the
grammar, and N is a set of Non-Terminal symbols, which are temporary items
used in the generation of terminals. P is a set of Productions that map the non-
terminal symbols to a sequence of terminal (or non-terminal) symbols, and S is
a Start Symbol, from which all legal sentences must be generated.

O’Neill et al. [22,23] have successfully applied GE to predicting corporate
bankruptcy, forecasting stock indices, bond credit ratings, and other financial
applications. GE has also been used with a classic predator-prey model [24]
to explore the impact of parameters such as predator efficiency, niche number,
and random mutations on ecological stability [25]. It is possible to structure
a GE grammar that for a given function/terminal set is equivalent to genetic
programming.

Grammatical Swarm is based on a particle swarm learning algorithm cou-
pled to a grammatical evolution genotype/phenotype mapping [22] to generate
programs in a language [26]. The update equations for the swarm algorithm are
those from Particle Swarm Optimization, with additional constraints placed on
the velocity and particle location dimension values, such that maximum veloc-
ities vmax are bound to [−255, 255], and each dimension is bound to the range
[0, 255]. Note that this is a continuous swarm algorithm with real-valued particle
vectors. The standard grammatical evolution mapping function is adopted, with
the real-values in the particle vectors being rounded up or down to the nearest
integer value for the mapping process.

Grammatical Swarm results demonstrate that it is possible to successfully
generate programs using the Grammatical Swarm technique. [23] presented an
analysis of the Grammatical Swarm approach on the dynamics of the search. It
is found that restricting the search to the generation of complete programs, or
with the use of a ratchet constraint forcing individuals to move only if a fitness
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improvement has been found, can have detrimental consequences for the swarms
performance and dynamics.

O’Neill et al. [22] examine the application of grammatical swarm to classifi-
cation problems, and illustrates the particle swarm algorithms’ ability to specify
the construction of programs. Each individual particle represents choices of pro-
gram construction rules, where these rules are specified using a Backus Naur
Form grammar. The results demonstrate that it is possible to generate pro-
grams using the grammatical swarm technique with a performance similar to
the grammatical evolution evolutionary automatic programming approach.

2 Ant Colony Optimization Overview

The ACO algorithm is based on mimicking the behavior of ants colony while
gathering food. Each ant starts from the nest and walks towards food until
it reaches an intersection, where it has to decide which path to select. In the
beginning this choice is random, but after some time the majority of ants will be
moving along the optimal path. This happens because of the colony’s collective
intelligence. Each ant, as he moves, deposits chemical called pheromone thus
marking the route taken. Pheromone trail evaporates as time passes. Accord-
ingly, a shorter path will have more pheromone because it will have less time to
evaporate before it is deposited again. Each ant chooses paths that have more
pheromone so shorter routes will be selected with higher and higher probabilities
until practically all ants go along shortest path. But, it case of dynamic change,
some new obstacle or new passage, ants will quickly adopt to new situation.

Ant colony algorithms are an iterative, probabilistic metaheuristic for find-
ing solutions to combinatorial optimization problems [27]. They are based on
the foraging mechanism employed by real ants attempting to find a short path
from their nest to a food source. While foraging, the ants communicate indi-
rectly via pheromone, which they use to mark their respective paths and which
attracts other ants. In the ant algorithm, artificial ants use virtual pheromone
to update their path through the decision graph. Ants of the later iterations
use the pheromone marks of previous good ants as a means of orientation when
constructing their own solutions, which ultimately result in focusing the ants on
promising parts of the search space.

Ant algorithms were first proposed by Dorigo and colleagues [27–29] as
a multi-agent approach to difficult combinatorial optimization problems such
as the traveling salesman problem, the quadratic assignment problem, routing
in communications networks, graph coloring and so on. Ant algorithms were
inspired by the observation of real ant colonies. Ants are social insects, that is,
insects that live in colonies and whose behavior is directed more to the survival
of the colony as a whole than to that of a single individual component of the
colony. Social insects have captured the attention of many scientists because of
the high structuration level their colonies can achieve, especially when compared
to the relative simplicity of the colony’s individuals. An important and interest-
ing behavior of ant colonies is their foraging behavior, and, in particular, how
ants can find the shortest paths between food sources and their nest.
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While walking from food sources to the nest and vice versa, ants deposit
on the ground a substance called pheromone, forming in this way a pheromone
trail. Ants can smell pheromone, and when choosing their way, they tend to
choose, in probability, paths marked by strong pheromone concentrations. The
pheromone trail allows the ants to find their way back to the food source (or
to the nest). Also, it can be used by other ants to find the location of the food
sources found by their nest-mates. This form of indirect communication mediated
by pheromone laying is known as stigmergy [30]. As defined by [30] in his work
on Bellicositermes Natalensis and Cubitermes, stigmergy is the stimulation of
the workers by the very performances they have achieved.

In the double bridge experiment described by [31] (see Fig. 1), the bridge’s
branches have different length. The first ants to arrive at the food source are
those that took the two shortest branches, so that, when these ants start their
return trip, more pheromone is present on the short branch than on the long
branch, stimulating successive ants to choose the short branch. In this case, the
importance of initial random fluctuations is much reduced, and the stochastic
pheromone trail following behavior of the ants coupled to differential branch
length is the main mechanism at work.

Fig. 1. Ant colony double bridge experiment. The first ants to arrive at the food
source are those that took the two shortest branches, so that, when these ants start
their return trip, more pheromone is present on the short branch than on the long
branch, stimulating successive ants to choose the short branch.

Ant Colony Optimization is implemented as a team of intelligent agents which
simulate the ants behavior, walking around the graph representing the problem
to solve using mechanisms of cooperation and adaptation. Ant Colony algorithm
requires to define the following:
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– The problem needs to be represented appropriately, which would allow the
ants to incrementally update the solutions through the use of a probabilistic
transition rules, based on the amount of pheromone in the trail and other
problem specific knowledge. It is also important to enforce a strategy to con-
struct only valid solutions corresponding to the problem definition.

– A problem-dependent heuristic function η that measures the quality of com-
ponents that can be added to the current partial solution.

– A rule set for pheromone updating, which specifies how to modify the
pheromone value τ .

– A probabilistic transition rule based on the value of the heuristic function η
and the pheromone value τ that is used to iteratively construct a solution.

ACO was first introduced using the Travellng Salesman Problem (TSP).
Starting from its start node, an ant iteratively moves from one node to another.
When being at a node, an ant chooses to go to a unvisited node at time t with
a probability given by:

pk
i,j(t) =

[τi,j(t)]α[ηi,j(t)]β∑
l∈Nk

i
[τi,l(t)]α[ηi,l(t)]β

, j ∈ Nk
i (1)

where Nk
i is the feasible neighborhood of the ant k, that is, the set of cities

which ant k has not yet visited; τi,j(t) is the pheromone value on the edge (i, j)
at the time t, α is the weight of pheromone; ηi,j(t) is a priori available heuristic
information on the edge (i, j) at the time t, β is the weight of heuristic infor-
mation. Parameters α and β determine the relative influence of pheromone trail
and heuristic information. Note that τi,j(t) is determined by following equations:

τi,j(t) = ρτi,j(t − 1) +
n∑

k=1

Δτk
i,j(t), ∀(i, j) (2)

Δτi,j(t)k =

{
Q/Lk(t) edge i, j chosen by ant k

0 otherwise
(3)

where ρ is the pheromone trail evaporation rate (0 < ρ < 1), n is the number of
ants, Q is a constant for pheromone updating, see Algorithm1 for a pseudo-code
implementation.

Figure 2 shows some chosen random iteration for a given a TSP problem
in France. The more red in edges the more pheromone concentration. Iteration
4 shows obtained solution. The moving of ants provides the parallel and inde-
pendent search of the route with the help of dynamical change of pheromone
trail. The ant represents an elementary unit with the ability to learn, and due
to collective-cooperative work with other members of population, it is able to
find acceptable solution to the given problem. The lower number of ants allows
the individual to change the path much faster. The higher number of ants in
population causes the higher accumulation of pheromone on edges, and thus an
individual keeps the path with higher concentration of pheromone with a high
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probability. The great advantage over the use of exact methods is that ACO
algorithm provides relatively good results by a comparatively low number of
iterations, and is therefore able to find an acceptable solution in a compara-
tively short time, so it is useable for solving problems occurring in practical
applications.

Fig. 2. Ant colony optimization for TSP. The artificial ants have memory; they can
remember the cities they have visited and therefore they would not select those cities
again. The artificial ants are not completely blind; they know the distances between
two cities and prefer to choose the nearby cities from their positions.

Algorithm 1. Pseudo-code for the Ant Colony System algorithm.
1: Initialize
2: while stopping criterion not satisfied do
3: Position each ant in a starting node
4: repeat
5: for Each ant do
6: Choose next node by applying the state transition rule
7: Apply step by step pheromone update
8: end for
9: until every ant has built a solution

10: update best solution
11: Apply offline pheromone update
12: end while

3 ACORD Algorithm

Ant colony algorithms have proven to be a useful alternative for solving routing
problems. Proposed algorithm takes advantage of this feature to find the solution
to an optimization problem, defined by a fitness function, in which individuals
belong to the language generated by a BNF grammar. The algorithm makes use
of:

(a) a BNF grammar that represents possible solutions to the problem,
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(b) of a fitness function to evaluate such elements and
(c) its structure is based on the classical algorithm of ant colonies.

The grammar is used in a developmental process to construct a solution by
applying production rules, beginning from the start symbol of the grammar.
Beginning from the left hand side of the genome, ants are used to select appro-
priate rules for the left most non-terminal in the developing solution from the
BNF grammar, until one of the following situations arise:

– A complete solution is generated. This occurs when all the non-terminals in
the expression being mapped are transformed into elements from the terminal
set of the BNF grammar.

– In the event that a threshold on the number of wrapping events has occurred
and the individual is still incompletely mapped, the mapping process is halted,
and the individual assigned the lowest possible fitness value.

Pheromone update stage can be evaluated using following equation:

Δτk
xy =

{
QLk if ant k uses edge xy in its tour
0 otherwise

(4)

where Lk is the fitness of the solution generated by ant (or a 0 value is individual
is incompletely mapped) and Q is a constant.

The Santa Fe Ant model problem has been extensively used to investigate,
test and evaluate evolutionary computing systems and methods over the past
two decades. There is however no literature on its program structures that are
systematically used for fitness improvement, the geometries of those structures
and their dynamics during optimization. The trail is embedded in a toroidally
connected grid of 32 × 32 cells. The food trail of 144 cells (89 containing food and
55 being gaps in the trail with no food). There are 10 left and 11 right turns of
the trail. The objective of the Santa Fe ant problem is to evolve a program that
can navigate this trail, finding all the food using a specified amount of energy.

The Santa Fe ant problem is sometimes used as a representative problem,
usually among a suite of other problems. Common cases for this use are as
a performance benchmark and to show the viability of metaheuristics or new
methods. The problem has similarly been used to show the viability of Analytic
Programming [32], Cartesian Genetic Programming, Grammatical Evolution and
Constituent Grammatical Evolution [33]. The problem has been used to study
generalization ability [34] and negative slope coefficient [35].

The BNF for the Santa Fe Ant Trail is as follows:

N = {<code>, <line>, <if-statement>, <op>,
<expr>}

T = {left(), right(), move(), food_ahead(),
else, if, {, }, (, ), ;}

S = <code> | <expr>
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Table 1. BNF grammars used to solve the Santa Fe Trail problem.

BNF-O’Neill grammar definition

<code> :: = <line> |<code><line>

<line> :: = <if-statement> | <op>

<if-statement> :: = if (food_ahead()) {

<line>

} else {

<line>

}

<op> :: = left(); | right(); | move();

BNF-Koza grammar definition

<expr> :: = <line> | <expr><line>

<line> :: = <if-statement> | <op>

<if-statement> :: = if(food_ahead()) {

<expr>

} else {

<expr>

}

<op> :: = left(); | right(); | move();

Note that starting symbol could be <code> (O’Neil grammar definition)
or <expr> (Koza grammar definition). And P can be represented as shown in
Table 1.

The performance of the proposed algorithm has been benchmarked against
the Grammatical Evolution algorithm using the Santa Fe Trail problem. Two
distinct benchmarks have been performed for the following situation when GE
uses the standard BNF grammar definition mentioned in the Grammatical Evo-

Fig. 3. Fitness (vertical) vs # iteration (horizontal) in Sata Fe Trail problem solved
using ACORD algorithm, according to grammar in Table 1 (BNF-O’Neill). Final results
in Table 2. (Figure Legend: dark blue - best fitness, royal blue – average fitness, powder
blue – variance fitness). (Color figure online)
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Table 2. Best solution using ACORD algorithm with grammar in Table 1 (BNF-
O’Neill).

if(food_ahead()) {
move();

} else {
right();
if(food_ahead()) {

move();
} else {

if(food_ahead()) {
if(food_ahead()) {

move();
} else {

move();
if(food_ahead()) {

right();
} else {

move();
}

}
} else {

if(food_ahead()) {
if(food_ahead()) {

move();
} else {

move();
right();

}
} else {

if(food_ahead()) {
move();

} else {
left();

}
left();

}
}
if(food_ahead()) {

if(food_ahead()) {
left();

} else {
right();

}
} else {

right();
move();

}
}

}

lution literature [20,36] for the Santa Fe Trail problem, which defines a search
space biased and not semantically equivalent with that of the original problem
[37]. In each series of experiments, five distinct experiments were conducted con-
sisting of one hundred evolutionary runs each. Namely, a total of five hundred
evolutionary runs were performed for each algorithm (Fig. 3).

Proposed ant colony algorithm was successful at finding a solution in the
Santa Fe Trail problem with very high success rates, ranging from 85% to 94%
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with an average success rate of 90%. The code for the best solution is shown in
listing 2.

Table 3 shows the detailed results of the experiments. The column Best shows
the best value of all five experiments. Runs is the number of evolutionary runs
performed in the experiment, Steps, the required steps of the best solution found
in the particular experiment, Success, how many evolutionary runs (percentage)
found a solution, and Average Success, the average success rate of all five exper-
iments.

Table 3. Grammatical results in Santa Fe Trail.

Exp1 Exp2 Exp3 Exp4 Exp5 Best

GE with BNF-Koza

Runs 100 100 100 100 100 100

Steps 393 375 393 377 337 337

Success 85% 93% 89% 94% 87% 94%

Average 90%

GE with BNF-O’Neill

Runs 100 100 100 100 100 100

Steps 419 507 415 541 479 415

Success 8% 11% 10% 6% 13% 13%

Average 10%

ACORD Algorithn

Runs 100 100 100 100 100 100

Steps 609 609 607 609 607 607

Success 80% 76% 75% 81% 74% 81%

Average 78%

The experimental results show that proposed algorithm obtains good results
compared to Grammatical Evolution in terms of success rate whether the later
uses a BNF grammar definition (BNF-Koza) which defines a search space seman-
tically equivalent with that used in the original problem [37], or whether it uses
a BNF grammar definition (BNF-O’Neill) which defines a biased search space.
In contrast, proposed algorithm is able to find much better solutions in terms of
the required steps.

The poor performance of GE using BNF-Koza can be explained if we take
into account that this grammar definition defines a search space semantically
equivalent with that of the original problem, which is very large, making it
difficult for GE to find a solution. Instead, BNF-O’Neill defines a smaller search
space and biases the search to areas where a solution can be found more easily
(with higher success rate) but with the cost of excluding other areas where
more efficient programs could be found (using less steps). This is the reason
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why GE using BNF-O’Neill didn’t find solutions with less than 607 steps. In
order to support the last argument, a series of five new experiments of one
hundred evolutionary runs each was conducted, setting the steps limit to 606. In
these experiments the success rate of GE was 0%, providing further experimental
evidence that GE using BNF-O’Neill cannot find solutions with less than 607
steps.

Furthermore, Georgiou and Teahan [38] tried to solve the Santa Fe Trail
problem using random search as the search mechanism of Grammatical Evolution
instead of the standard steady-state genetic algorithm. Their results show that
using the search space defined by the BNF-O’Neill grammar definition, GE with
random search has a success rate of 50% in finding a solution. Instead, the success
rate of GE with random search using the search space defined by the BNF-Koza
grammar definition is just 1.4%. These results further support the claim that
the BNF-O’Neill grammar definition defines a different search space than the
BNF-Koza grammar definition, where solutions can be found more easily.

The promising results of proposed algorithm benchmarking on the Santa Fe
Trail problem raises the question whether it can improve GE in other problems
as well.

4 Conclusion

Ant colony algorithms have proven to be a useful alternative for solving routing
problems. Proposed algorithm takes advantage of this feature to find the solution
to an optimization problem in which candidates belong to the language generated
by a BNF grammar. Virtual ants walk through the derivation rules as if it
were a graph. This idea is inspired by the works of Grammatical Evolution and
Grammatical Swarm, based on the desire to separate genotype from phenotype.
Therefore, the search space can be restricted, and knowledge of the domain of
the problem can be incorporated. It is also possible to test convergence in some
versions of the ant colony algorithm (i.e. it is able to find the overall optimal
in finite time). The first evidence of an ant colony convergence algorithm was
made in [39], the graph-based ant system algorithm, and then algorithms for
Ant Colony Systems. Like most metaheuristics, it is very difficult to estimate
the theoretical speed of convergence.

This new algorithm opens the way to a new branch of research in Swarm
Intelligence, which until now has been almost non-existent, using ant colony
algorithms to solve problems described by a grammar. Proposed algorithm is
able through its conditional behaviour-switching feature to focus the search in
more useful areas by decreasing the actual search space without using domain
knowledge of the problem in question and without changing semantically the
original search space.
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Abstract. This paper is a tribute to Prof. Mario de Jesús Pérez-
Jiménez. An overview of modelling applications in membrane computing
has been compiled, trying to narrate it from a historical perspective
and including numerous bibliographical references. Since being exhaus-
tive was obviously out of scope, this quick tour on almost two decades
of applications is biased, paying special attention to the contributions
in which Prof. Pérez-Jiménez and members of his research group were
involved.

1 Introduction

Membrane computing (MC) is a computational discipline that takes inspiration
from molecular and cellular biology. Therefore, it seems natural to consider mem-
brane computing as a valuable modelling framework for biological processes. In
this sense, several authors considered the possibility to “return some meaning-
ful information to Biology” (see Chap. 1 in [36]) from the very initial stages of
this discipline. The majority of the initial research lines in membrane comput-
ing were devoted to theoretical results investigating the computational power
of different classes of P systems: either proving their Turing completeness or
exploring their equivalence with elements of classical formal language hierar-
chies. However, from the onset the curiosity to work towards applications has
been also present. The first book fully devoted to applications in membrane
computing appeared in 2006 [19], although applications were carried out since
2000, as we will mention later. For a more up-to-date overview of applications of
membrane computing, please visit the P systems web page [3] and the Bulletin of
the International Membrane Computing Society [1]. Interested readers are also
advised to refer to two of the most recent volumes: Applications of Membrane
Computing in Systems and Synthetic Biology [26] and Real-life Applications with
Membrane Computing [50]. There are also several other overviews of modelling
applications, e.g. [30,37,38].
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This paper presents a historical (and obviously non-exhaustive) overview of
computational modelling approaches within membrane computing, with a special
focus on the contributions in which RGNC1 members were involved.

1.1 Computational Modelling

Computational modelling and simulation are nowadays a cornerstone of the sci-
entific method. Everything starts in Nature, when we identify some physical
or biological phenomenon that attracts our interest for some reason. Usually,
such intriguing phenomena can be seen as complex systems, in the sense that we
can describe them as a collection of elements (let us call them “players”) that
interact following relatively simple rules, exhibiting a complex behaviour of the
system as a whole. This behaviour is commonly referred to as emergent, and
means that the evolution of the system displays some special properties that are
not trivially deduced from the local dynamics of its components.

The first subjective decision to take when designing a model is to determine
which are the relevant ingredients (players, features, variables) that will compose
this model. Judging which ingredients are significant enough to be included is a
decision linked to the reason why the phenomenon is of interest. More precisely,
Regev and Shapiro explain in [43] that a good model should combine the follow-
ing key desirable properties: relevant, readable, extensible and computationally
tractable. Thus, we have to find the balance between two conflicting goals. On
the one hand, we should capture as many ingredients as possible to yield a rel-
evant and realistic model. On the other hand, we should try to keep the model
as simple as possible, so that it is easy to interpret and work with.

A fundamental stage in the design of a model is validation. To this aim, we
need software simulation tools that allow us to run virtual experiments, in order
to carry out a reliable analysis of its dynamics under various initial conditions.
This is where the concept of practical feasibility comes into play.

2 Historical Overview of Modelling Works in MC

We would like to initiate the narrative of the time line on a very significant
event: the Workshop on Multiset Processing that was held in Curtea de Argeş
in 2000. This is commonly accepted as the origin of the series of workshops
on membrane computing (which later on evolved and gave rise in 2010 to the
International Conference on Membrane Computing).

At that time, the limits of the field of membrane computing were still unde-
fined, and the attendants to the meeting came from a variety of backgrounds.

1 RGNC stands for Research Group on Natural Computing from Universidad de
Sevilla, also known in the MC community as “Sevilla team”.
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2.1 In the Beginning, There Was . . .

During the above-mentioned workshop, what could be considered as the pre-
cursors of future works in the field of modelling in membrane computing were
presented.

Banâtre et al. presented a contribution entitled Gamma and the Chemical
Reaction Model: Fifteen Years After [7]. Gamma was originally proposed in 1986
as a formalism for the definition of concurrent programs. The basic idea under-
lying the formalism is to describe computation as a form of chemical reaction on
a collection of elementary pieces of data. Indeed, the chemical abstract machine
paradigm (CHAM – CHemical Abstract Machine –, introduced by Berry and
Boudol in early 1990s) already includes the notion of “membrane” as a con-
tainer of elements that react among them.

Nishida presented a contribution entitled Multiset and K-Subset Transform-
ing Systems [31], where he provided an example illustrating how to model a
chaotic discrete dynamical system by means of a K-subset transforming system.
He also provided theoretical results proving the expressive power of this kind
of systems. Moreover, one year later, he participated again in the Workshop on
Membrane Computing, presenting another application case study: a model for
the light reactions of the photosynthesis [32]. There are a couple of observations
on this paper: on the one hand, he mentioned a computer simulator as a natural
addition to the theoretical model. On the other hand, he suggested the idea to
go beyond standard multisets, using multiplicities on any semiring K.

Last, but not least, Suzuki et al. presented a contribution entitled Artificial
Life Applications of a Class of P Systems: Abstract Rewriting Systems on Mul-
tisets [45]. We will refer to this, together with some related works, in the next
section.

2.2 The Dawn of Brainstorming Era

The second significant event that we would like to highlight is the Brainstorming
Week on Membrane Computing (BWMC). Its first edition was held in Tarragona
(Spain) in February 2003.

The Brainstorming Week is a meeting where participants can freely exchange
ideas and open problems. It is much more dynamic than a standard workshop or
conference, in the sense that the program is proactively set during the gathering
and is made up of provocative talks about works in progress that will later on
become papers, after fruitful discussions and joint work sessions in a friendly
atmosphere. Except for this first edition, the BWMC has been held annually
since 2004 in Sevilla (Spain), organised by the RGNC.

In the proceedings volume that was produced after the first meeting, we can
find several applications in the form of computational models.

Suzuki and Tanaka revisit in [47] their proposal to use Abstract rewriting
systems on multisets as a versatile modelling framework able to capture not
only dynamics of chemical reactions (e.g. Brusselator model) and population
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dynamics in a tri-trophic ecological system (both of them already hinted in [45]),
but also other applications in medicine such as inflammatory response.

In particular, Suzuki and his collaborators have presented during the Fourth
Workshop on Membrane Computing, held later the same year, a model of the
p532 signalling network [46].

The authors presented a very simple model using a few multiset rewriting
rules, allowing symbols to move along two regions: nucleus and cytoplasm. The
goal of the paper is to show that the use of P systems as an alternative to tra-
ditional rate equation models is useful and practically feasible. The proceedings
are available for download via [3], however interested readers may also refer to
the chapter “Modeling p53 Signaling Pathways by Using Multiset Processing”,
in [19].

One can also find in the Brainstorming proceedings an interesting joint work
by Ardelean and Besozzi [4], where the authors propose to pay attention to
mechano-sensitive channels from a membrane computing perspective.

The idea is further developed in [11,12], where one can find several consider-
ations about the ingredients or features that should be integrated in a P system
variant to be considered as a competitive modelling framework. They already
mention the idea of adding variable parameters associated with a membrane
(in their case related to membrane tension), whose changes are determined by
environmental conditions. They point out that this concept is similar to the
role of electrical charges in P systems with active membranes [34]. They also
acknowledge the advantage of considering rules able to interact with objects at
both sides of the membrane, similar to the approach in [9,10]. In particular, for
mechano-sensitive channels it is straightforward that the concentration of reac-
tants should be taken into account in the rules, and the authors cite how Suzuki
and Tanaka defined their rules as pairs of the type [condition, action].

Another aspect that should be taken into account in order to capture the
dynamics of biological processes is the replacement of maximal parallelism by
some alternative semantics that express a probabilistic behaviour, and conse-
quently the dependence on software tools to run multiple simulations [5,6,13].

2.3 Reaching Maturity

In 2003, the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) listed the seminal paper of
membrane computing [35] as fast breaking paper. In addition, membrane comput-
ing was selected as a fast emerging area in computer science. Let us try to keep
track of the lines of work related to the modelling of phenomena in membrane
computing, which were gradually gaining strength in those first years. Indeed,
we can notice an important milestone in 2005, when the collective volume [19]
was elaborated. There were several teams working on different approaches, but
sharing similar interests.

2 The p53 protein is closely related to the control of the apoptosis process (also known
as “programmed cell death”), and therefore is quite relevant in cancer research.
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For example, the teams from Universities of Verona and Milano-Bicocca,
leaded by Prof. Vincenzo Manca and Prof. Giancarlo Mauri, respectively, have a
long tradition in this direction, both in DNA and membrane computing. Their
work has produced not only a large number of publications, but also the devel-
opment of the corresponding software tools and environments for modelling, as
well as many PhD Theses: G. Franco Biomolecular Computing Combinatorial
Algorithms and Laboratory Experiments (2006), L. Bianco Membrane Models of
Biological Systems (2007), and A. Castellini Algorithms and Software for Bio-
logical MP Modeling by Statistical and Optimization Techniques (2010).

In 2005, Mario laid the foundation stone of the Sevilla team modelling con-
tributions. More precisely, he designed in collaboration with Romero-Campero
(who was at that time one of his PhD students) a model of the Epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) signalling network, using Continuous P systems [40]. In
this framework, objects multiplicity is represented by positive real numbers, and
at each instant rules are considered to be applied a positive real number of times.
The concept of computation step is formally replaced by an evolution function
working over matrices of real numbers, although in the software simulator it
is obviously necessary to work with an approximation. The robustness of this
model was studied in [41].

Continuous P Systems

In [40] a continuous variant of P systems was introduced to model the epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) signalling cascade. In contrast to the models
developed so far, these systems could evolve in every instant by applying a
maximal set of rules a positive real number of times each. Another significant
difference was that they worked with continuous multisets, a mapping from an
alphabet Σ to R

+, the set of non-negative real numbers. The rules that are used
are of the form

Rl = {r : u [ v ]l
Kr−→u′ [ v′ ]l}

where u, v, u′, v′ are standard multisets (i.e. with natural multiplicities) and Kr

is the function that determines the number of times that the rule will be applied,
depending on the multiplicities of objects in the current configuration. This vari-
ant was inspired by the fact that in vivo chemical reactions evolve in a continuous
way following a rate that depends on the concentration of the reactants (mass
action law).

The rules, used to model protein-protein interactions taking place in the
compartmentalised structure of the living cell, are usually classified as follows:

– Transformation, complex formation and dissociation rules:
(1) [ a ]l → [ b ]l
(2) [ a b ]l → [ c ]l
(3) [ a ]l → [ b c ]l

– Diffusing in and out:
(4) [ a ]l → a [ ]l
(5) a [ ]l → [ a ]l
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– Binding and unbinding rules:
(6) a [ b ]l → [ c ]l
(7) [ a ]l → b [ c ]l

– Recruitment and releasing rules:
(8) a [ b ]l → c [ ]l
(9) c [ ]l → a [ b ]l

where a, b, c are objects from the working alphabet and l is a membrane label.
An instantaneous configuration of a continuous P system Π is a matrix of

An,m(R+) where ai,j (the element in row i and column j) represents the multi-
plicity of the object cj in membrane i.

An evolution of a continuous P system is a mapping, E : R+ −→ An,m(R+),
which associates each instant t ∈ R

+ with an instantaneous configuration of the
system. The rules are applied during the evolution of the system in a continuous
manner according to their rate of application function.

Observe that the effects of the application of the rules are twofold: the mul-
tiplicity of objects appearing in the right-hand side of the rules (products) is
increased, while at the same time the multiplicity of objects appearing in the
left-hand sides (reactants) is decreased.

In order to approximate the evolution of a continuous P systems in a finite
set of instants t0, . . . , tq the rectangle rule numerical method to approximate
integrals is used. It is supposed that tj+1 − tj for j = 0, . . . , q − 1 is fixed, and
small enough to assume that all Kr remains constant in any interval [tj , tj+1].
With this assumption in mind, the number of times that a rule r is applied
during one of those intervals is approximately (tj+1 − tj) · Kr(E(tj)). Therefore,
by doing this approximation the evolution of a continuous P system during a
time interval [t0, tq] is approximated by the computation of a discrete P system
that performs q steps working in a bounded parallel manner.

3 At the Crossroads of Cell Biology and Computation

The title of this section was actually the motto of the Seventh WMC, which was
celebrated in 2006 in Leiden (The Netherlands).

After previously described work, in [18,33,42], an improved extension of those
P systems was presented. This extension considers that the application of rules
is not instantaneous, but takes a predefined amount of time.

In literature, each chemical reaction r : A+B
cr−→C has an associated meso-

scopic rate constant cr. The following type of P systems captures reaction times
as waiting times that determine the order in which reactions place. This time
will be computed in a deterministic way, for each reaction, in the following way:
τr = 1

cr|A||B| where |A| and |B| represent the number of molecules of the two
reactants A, B. ρr = cr|A||B| is considered the probability of the rule to be
applied in the next step of evolution.
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3.1 Deterministic Waiting Times Algorithm

The following algorithm represents the most natural way of defining the evolution
of such a P system.

1. Set t as 0.
2. Calculate WT = {(τr, r, i)} for all membranes i in the structure μ and for

every rule r ∈ Rli .
3. Until the time of the simulation t reaches or exceeds a prefixed time T :

(a) Sort WT according to their waiting time τ .
(b) Select from WT the tuple with minimal τ , (τM , rM , iM ) (if there are

several τ values, then select all).
(c) Update WT by subtracting τM to the τ of all its elements.
(d) Update t by adding τM .
(e) Apply the selected rules, rM , in their corresponding membranes, iM , only

once.
(f) Recalculate the τ only for those rules which are associated with those

compartments affected by the applied rules.
(g) For each of such rules, compare the new τ with its existing τ and update

WT as min(τ,WT ).

This algorithm simulated and translated the signalling cascade of the epi-
dermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). In a similar manner, it was also used
over the set of rules describing the Type I and Type II of FAS-induced apoptotic
pathway starting with the stimulation of FAS ligand until the activation of the
effector Caspase-3 (see [18]).

3.2 Multienvironment P Systems and Multi-compartmental
Gillespie Algorithm

Quorum sensing systems in bacteria are fundamental to the control and regula-
tion of cell behaviour. In particular, in order to capture in detail the activation
system of a gene regulation system which depends on cell density, the geograph-
ical information is very relevant, and this is why it is worth integrating it within
the model [8,44].

A multienvironment P system is a construct, ME = (H,Γ,G,ME ,Π, k,RE),
where:

1. H is a finite set of labels for the environments.
2. Γ = {o1, . . . , omE

} is a finite alphabet of objects (also for chemical sub-
stances).

3. G = (V, S) is a graph with nE nodes, V , that represent the environments
(labelled with elements from L) and whose edges, S define how the environ-
ments are linked.

4. ME = {(MEi
, hi)}1≤i≤nE

is the initial configuration of ME. S associates
each environment j in the graph G with a label, hi ∈ H and a continuous
multiset, MEi

.
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5. Π is a continuous P system with Γ ⊆ Σ.
6. k ∈ N is the number of copies of the P system Π that are non-deterministically

distributed across the different environments in the initial configuration of the
system.

7. RE = {Rh}h∈H are finite sets of rules of one the following forms:
– r : ( u

ρr−→ u′ )h where u, u′ ∈ Γ ∗.
– c : ( v )h

ρc−→ ( v )h′ where v ∈ Γ ∗ for the case of movement of different
substances from one environment to one of its neighbouring environments.

– m : ( Π )h
ρm−→ ( Π )h′ . In addition to the multisets of objects that

represent chemical substances, a certain number of copies of P systems are
placed inside the environments. These P systems, and all their contents,
can move from one environment to another.

Gillespie’s algorithm provides an exact method for the stochastic simulation
of systems of bio-chemical reactions. The validity of this method has been rig-
orously proved and successfully used to simulate various biochemical processes.
An extension of this algorithm, called Multi-compartmental Gillespie’s Algo-
rithm, was introduced in [42]. Unlike the original version, this method considers
the existence of multiple disjoint compartments that represent different regions
where chemical reactions occur.

Classical Gillespie’s Algorithm

Let us consider an enumeration R of all the rules for one of the membranes of the
k P systems, including also the environments. Each one of them is considered to
be a separate compartment enclosing a volume.

1. Calculate a0 =
∑

ri∈R

ρri

2. Generate two random numbers n1 and n2 over the unit interval (0, 1)

3. Calculate the waiting time τ =
1
a0

ln(
1
n1

)

4. Take the index j of the rule such that
∑

1≤k≤j−1

ρrk
< n2 · a0 ≤

∑

1≤k≤j

ρrk

5. Return (τ, j)

Multi-compartmental Gillespie’s Algorithm

Let us consider an enumeration C of all such compartments.

1. Set t as 0.
2. Calculate WT = {(τ, j, i) : i ∈ C} using Classical Gillespie’s algorithm (as

described above) to calculate (τ, j) for each compartment.
3. Until the time of the simulation t reaches or exceeds a prefixed time:

(a) Sort WT according to τ
(b) Select from WT the tuple with minimal τ , (τM , jM , iM )
(c) Update WT subtracting τM to each τ
(d) Apply rjM

in compartment iM only once.
(e) For those compartments i affected by the applied rule

Recalculate their corresponding (τ, j), using again Classical Gillespie’s
algorithm, and update WT
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4 Sevilla’s Ark: Giant Pandas, Bearded Vultures and
Zebra Mussels

The origin of the fascinating journey of RGNC across the ocean of computa-
tional modelling of ecosystems began in 2008. The first case study focused on
an ecosystem related to the Bearded vulture (Gypaetus barbatus) in the Pyre-
nees. In this line, Probabilistic P systems were presented in [16,17]. Although
the results qualitatively agreed with experimental data, this model was intended
to be a preliminary proof of concept. Shortly after, the model was extended and
improved in [15], by adding more species and features in order to improve the
model’s accuracy.

The next upgrade on the modelling framework enabled the modelling of geo-
graphical information, yielding the so-called Multienvironment probabilistic func-
tional extended P systems [14,22]. This is useful to capture, for instance, scav-
engers moving along different areas looking for food, featuring different environ-
mental conditions for each area, or the expansion of a disease among a popu-
lation [20]. In parallel with such refinements of the technical details about the
syntax and semantics of the type of P systems that were used, there was another
evolution going on the software part. In particular, several simulation algorithms
were engineered, implementing in different ways the hybridisation between prob-
abilistic rules and their maximally parallel mode of application. An abstract vir-
tual ecosystem having three trophic levels (grass, herbivorous and carnivorous)
was designed, to be used as a scalable case study to perform virtual experiments
and compare the characteristics of each algorithm [24,25,29]. On the other hand,
after several ad-hoc software developments for simulation tools, including end-
user GUIs, the RGNC started to work on a general purpose solution: MeCoSim
(Membrane Computing Simulator) (see [22,39] and visit [2]).

In line with this general purpose long-term approach, a step-by-step proto-
col for building computational models was presented in [21], using Population
Dynamics P systems (PDP systems). This is a generalisation of the syntax of
previous frameworks, whose integration in pLinguaCore v3.0 was announced
together with a new simulation algorithm in [28]. A noticeable case study is
gene networks (dynamics of logical networks [49], or Arabidopsis thaliana’s reg-
ulating its circadian rhythms [48]).

4.1 Probabilistic Systems

An extension of multienvironment P systems, encompassing them, was proposed
in [16,17] with the following changes:

– Each environment contains exactly one P system. In the initial configuration,
the multisets associated with each P system is empty.

– Environments and membranes have no associated labels. Previous models
usually used exactly one label for environments and distinguished them as
different elements in the set of nodes V = {e1, . . . , enE

} of the graph G that
defines their interconnections. Since the association between membranes and
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labels is bijective, the enumeration of membranes sufficiently identifies each
membrane. In this enumeration, 0 is reserved for the skin.

– Movements of substances between environments were reduced to just one
substance and were generalised to expand its spread capacity, considering
that this capacity could also change during the process:
c : ( x )ei

ρc−→ ( y1 )ei1
. . . ( yh )eih

– Polarity was added to the set of properties of each membrane at an instant t.
Rules associated with each membrane have the ability to change this polarity:
u [ v ]αi

ρr,ej−→ u′ [ v′ ]α
′

i with α ∈ {0,+,−}.
– Constants associated with rules are changed by computable functions that,

given an instant time t, return a real number within the interval [0, 1]. For
these functions, the following restrictions are imposed:

• For each environment ei and object x, the sum of functions associated
with the rules from Rei

whose left-hand side is ( x )ej
coincides with the

constant function equal to 1. At each transition step, one of the applicable
rules is selected for application according to the “probability” assigned
by the functions.

• For each u, v ∈ Σ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, α, α′ ∈ {0,+,−}, the sum of functions
associated with the rules from Ri whose left-hand side is u [ v ]αi and their
right-hand side have polarisation α′ coincides with the constant function
equal to 1. As before, these functions determine which of them is applied.

• In order to apply several rules to the same membrane simultaneously, all
of them must have the same polarity on their right-hand side.

• If ( x )ei
is the left-hand side of a rule from Rei

then none of the rules
of R0 has a left-hand side of the form u [ v ]α0 for any u ∈ Σ∗ that has
x ∈ u.

• The initial configurations for each P system located in each environment
and the functions described above may vary between one another.

Binomial Block Based Simulation Algorithm

One of the first simulation algorithms for PDP systems was: B inomial B lock
Based algorithm (BBB) [14]. In this first approach the rules that have exactly
the same left sides are organised into a single block. The algorithm consists of
a random selection of the blocks, selecting a maximum number of applications
for each of them (according to that “common” left side). Then, for each block, a
multinomial distribution of the applications of its rules is calculated, according
to their probabilities.

Although this simulation algorithm proved to be very useful [14,15], it has
some disadvantages as it does not accurately handle the following semantic prop-
erties:

– Competition for resources: Rules with partial and not total overlap on their
left-hand sides are classified in different blocks, so common objects will not be
distributed among them, since selected blocks are executed to the maximum.

– Consistency of rules: It is up to the designer to ensure that there are no
inconsistencies.
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– The use of probabilistic functions associated with the rules. Only constant
probabilities are considered, which will not be the case in future models based
on PDP systems.

Direct Non-deterministic Distribution Algorithm with Probabilities
(DNDP)

In order to solve these difficulties, two new algorithms have been developed.
that accurately capture the dynamics they intend to emulate: the “Direct Non-
deterministic Distribution with Probabilities” algorithm (DNDP) [29] and the
“Direct distribution based on Consistent Blocks” algorithm (DCBA) [28]. DNDP
intends to make a random distribution of rule applications, but this selection
process is biased towards the rules that are most likely to be applied. DCBA was
conceived to overcome DNDP’s accuracy problem by performing a distribution
of objects along rule blocks before applying the random distribution process.
Although the accuracy achieved by the DCBA is better than that of the DNDP
algorithm, the latter is much faster.

In DNDP algorithm the selection is divided into two microphases:

1. A set of consistent applicable rules is calculated. A priori applicable rules
(those whose associated probability is greater than 0 in the current configu-
ration) are shuffled. Following this order, a random number of applications
is calculated for each rule according to its probability function using a bino-
mial distribution (taking into account, each time, the objects that will be
consumed by the applications of the previous rules and that there will be no
consistency problems).

2. The multiplicity of some of them is eventually increased to ensure maxi-
mum application, thus obtaining a multiset of maximally consistent applica-
ble rules. In order to fairly distribute the objects among the rules, they are
iterated in descendant order with respect to the probabilities. Again, each
time, one takes into account objects that will be consumed by the applica-
tions of the previous rules and consistency problems, but now adding the
maximum number of times that they are applicable.

However, the DNDP algorithm still creates some distortion in the distribution
of objects between rules with left-hand side overlap. That is, instead of selecting
the rules according to their probabilities in a uniform manner, this selection
process is biased towards those with the highest probabilities. In addition, the
probabilistic distribution of rule executions within blocks will not ultimately
follow a multinomial distribution, since competing rules from other blocks may
“consume” necessary objects in the selection process.

The DCBA Algorithm

This is where the latest algorithm comes into play. The main idea behind DCBA
is to carry out a proportional distribution of objects between consistent blocks
of rules (a concept similar, but not identical, to the blocks in BBB as they take
into account polarity change), while dealing probabilities.
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In this case, the selection stage consists of three phases: Phase 1 distributes
objects to the blocks in a certain proportional way, Phase 2 assures the maximal-
ity by checking the maximal number of applications of each block, and Phase 3
translates block applications to rule applications by calculating random numbers
using the multinomial distribution.

4.2 Probabilistic Guarded P Systems

Probabilistic Guarded P systems [27] can be considered as an evolution of Popu-
lation Dynamics P Systems specifically oriented for ecological processes. In this
context, PGP systems propose a modelling framework for ecology where incon-
sistency (that is, having two applicable rules such that they cannot be applied
simultaneously, because each of them sets a different polarisation on the right
side) is managed by the framework itself, instead of delegating to the designer
and the simulation algorithms. In addition, by replacing concepts that are for-
eign to biology (such as electrical polarizations and internal compartment hier-
archies) by state variables known as flags that are more natural to the experts,
thus simplifying communication between expert and designer.

Although PGP systems provide a simplified alternative to PDP systems,
some constraints to the supported models are imposed: only models without
object competition are allowed.

In order to assist in the definition, analysis, simulation and validation of
PDP-based models related to different real-world ecosystems, MeCoSim (a gen-
eral purpose application to model, design, simulate, analyse and verify different
types of models based on P systems), which uses pLinguaCore as its inference
engine, has then been used. Also speed-up of the implemented algorithms by
using parallel platforms based on GPUs are addressed.

5 Ongoing and Upcoming Modelling Works

We are currently engaged on the research project Bio-inspired machines on High
Performance Computing platforms: a multidisciplinary approach (TIN2017-
89842-P), funded by the Spanish Government. One of the goals is to bridge
the gap between HPC platforms architectures and the specifications of a new
type of P systems, trying to gain a significant speed-up in simulations. In par-
ticular, one of the specific goals is to investigate the invasion of zebra mussel
species in Andalusia (along the Guadalquivir river and its surrounding irriga-
tion network), starting from the model which has been already validated for
the Ribarroja reservoir [23]. This is a particularly relevant case study due to its
ecological and economic impact.

We are also engaged in the research project Modeling principles of mem-
brane computing models for giant pandas ecosystems, supported by the National
Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 61672437). We are working in
collaboration with the Giant Panda Breeding Base, in Chengdu (China), using
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the controlled environment (in captivity) as a starting point. The most challeng-
ing and exciting goal is to eventually extend the model to individuals living in
the wild.
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Abstract. This paper introduces the concept of identifiability for kernel
P systems and establishes a fundamental set of properties for identifiable
kernel P systems.

1 Introduction

Inspired by the structure and functioning of living cells, membrane computing,
the research field initiated by Păun [15], has been intensively investigated in
the last fifteen years. Its main research themes addressed so far refer to the
computational power of different variants of membrane systems (also called P
systems), hierarchies of languages or multiset classes produced by these devices,
their capability to solve hard problems, decidability and complexity aspects [16].
There have also been significant developments in using the P systems paradigm
to model various systems [2]. More recently, variants of P systems have been
introduced in connection with modelling problems in various areas, e.g., systems
and synthetic biology [5], information in biotic systems [13], synchronisation of
distributed systems [3], grid algorithms [14], parallel algorithms utilised in 3D
graphics [11].

Since P systems have been extensively used in various applications, it is a
natural question to ask whether these applications and their implementations
are correct and error-free. As testing is an essential part of software development
and in many cases consumes large percentages of project efforts and budgets
(test generation, in particular), it has been recently considered in the context of
P systems applications. Some widely used testing approaches, such as mutation
testing or transition cover have been considered [12] or adapted (rule coverage
[6]) for P systems specifications. Recently a class of generic P systems, called
identifiable P systems, have been introduced and studied in connection with
testing [9].

More recently, P systems have been used to model and simulate systems and
problems from various areas. This has led to a multitude of P system variants.
The newly introduced concept of kernel P systems (kP systems, for short) [7,8]
combines various features of P systems in a coherent manner, allowing to model
complex applications and analyse these models.
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The kP system model is supported by a modelling language, called kP-
Lingua, capable of mapping a kP system specification into a machine readable
representation. Furthermore, kP systems are supported by a software framework,
kPWorkbench [10], which integrates a set of related simulation and verification
methods and tools.

In this paper, we present the concept of identifiability for kP systems, contin-
uing the research introduced in [9]. Our contribution has the following significant
components:

– Definition of identifiable kP systems, a non-trivial extension of identifiable P
systems.

– A reformulation of some previous results regarding identifiable P systems in
the context of kP systems. In order to be self-contained some results regarding
identifiable P systems have been slightly changed and presented in this paper.
Some results are new, showing the capabilities of the kP systems.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces basic concepts related
to kP systems. Section 3 investigates the issue of identifiability in the context of
the kP system model. Section 3 presents the main results, with complete proofs
of the results introduced.

2 Preliminaries

Before proceeding, we introduce the notations used in the paper. For a finite
alphabet A = {a1, ..., ap}, A∗ denotes the set of all strings (sequences) over A.
The empty string is denoted by λ and A+ = A\{λ} denotes the set of non-empty
strings. For a string u ∈ A∗, |u|a denotes the number of occurrences of a in u,
where a ∈ A. For a subset S ⊆ A, |u|S denotes the number of occurrences of the
symbols from S in u. The length of a string u is given by

∑
ai∈A |u|ai

. The length
of the empty string is 0, i.e. |λ| = 0. A multiset over A is a mapping f : A → N.
Considering only the elements from the support of f (where f(aij ) > 0, for some

j, 1 ≤ j ≤ p), the multiset is represented as a string a
f(ai1 )
i1

. . . a
f(aip )

ip
, where

the order is not important. In the sequel multisets will be represented by such
strings.

2.1 Kernel P System Basic Definitions

We start by introducing the concept of a compartment type utilised later in
defining the compartments of a kP system.

Definition 1. A set of compartment types, t is a set T = {t1, . . . , ts}, where
ti = (Ri, σi), 1 ≤ i ≤ s, consists of a set of rules, Ri, and an execution strategy,
σi, defined over Lab(Ri), the labels of the rules of Ri.

The compartments that appear in the definition of the kP systems will be
constructed using compartment types introduced by Definition 1. A compart-
ment C, is defined by a tuple (t, w), where t ∈ T is the type of the compartment
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and w the initial multiset of it. The types of rules and the execution strategies
occurring in the compartment types will be introduced and discussed later.

Definition 2. A kP system of degree n is a tuple

kΠ = (A,μ,C1, . . . , Cn, i0),

where A is a non-empty finite set, its elements are called objects; μ defines
the initial membrane structure, which is a graph, (V,E), where V is the set of
vertices indicating compartments of the kP system, and E is the set of edges;
Ci = (ti, wi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a compartment of the kP system, as presented above;
i0, 1 ≤ i0 ≤ n, is the label of the output compartment, where the result is
obtained.

2.2 Kernel P System Rules

Each rule occurring in a kP system definition has the form r : t {g}, where r
identifies the rule, is its label, t is the rule itself and g is its guard. The part t
is also called the body of the rule, denoted also b(r).

The guards are constructed using multisets over A, as operands, and rela-
tional or Boolean operators. We start with some notations.

Let us denote Rel = {<,≤,=, �=,≥, >}, the set of relational operators, γ ∈
Rel, a relational operator, and an a multiset, consisting of n copies of a. We first
introduce an abstract relational expression.

Definition 3. If g is the abstract relational expression denoting γan and w a
multiset, then the guard g applied to w denotes the relational expression |w|aγn.

The abstract relational expression g is true for the multiset w, if |w|aγn is
true.

We consider now the following Boolean operators ¬ (negation), ∧ (conjunc-
tion) and ∨ (disjunction). An abstract Boolean expression is defined by one of
the following conditions:

– any abstract relational expression is an abstract Boolean expression;
– if g and h are abstract Boolean expressions then ¬g, g ∧ h and g ∨ h are

abstract Boolean expressions.

The concept of a guard, introduced here, is a generalisation of the promoter
and inhibitor concepts utilised by some variants of P systems.

Definition 4. If g is an abstract Boolean expression containing gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ q,
abstract relational expressions and w a multiset, then g applied to w means the
Boolean expression obtained from g by applying gi to w for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q.

As in the case of an abstract relational expression, the guard g is true with
respect to the multiset w, if the abstract Boolean expression g applied to w is
true.
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Example 1. If g is the guard defined by the abstract Boolean expression ≥ a5∧ <
b3 ∨ ¬ > c and w a multiset, then g applied to w is true if it has at least 5 a′s
and no more than 2 b′s or no more than one c.

In this paper we will use a simplified version of kP systems, called simple kP
systems, using only rewriting and communication rules. In what follows these
will be called simply kP systems.

We say that a rule r : x → y {g} is applicable to a multiset w iff x ⊆ w and
g is true for w.

Definition 5. Any rule from a compartment Cli = (tli , wli) will be a rewrit-
ing and communication rule: x → y {g}, where x ∈ A+ and y has the form
y = (a1, t1) . . . (ah, th), h ≥ 0, aj ∈ A and tj, 1 ≤ j ≤ h, indicates a compart-
ment type from T (see Definition 1) associated with a compartment linked to the
current one; tj might also indicate the type of the current compartment, Ctli

;
if a link does not exist (i.e., there is no link between the two compartments in
E) then the rule is not applied; if a target, tj, refers to a compartment type that
appears in more than one compartments connected to Cli , then one of them will
be non-deterministically chosen.

2.3 Kernel P System Execution Strategies

In kP systems the way in which rules are executed is defined for each compart-
ment type t from T – see Definition 1. As in Definition 1, Lab(R) is the set of
labels of the rules of R.

Definition 6. For a compartment type t = (R, σ) from T and r ∈ Lab(R),
r1, . . . , rs ∈ Lab(R), the execution strategy, σ, is defined by the following

– σ = λ, means no rule from the current compartment will be executed;
– σ = {r} – the rule r is executed;
– σ = {r1, . . . , rs} – one of the rules labelled r1, . . . , rs will be non-

deterministically chosen and executed; if none is applicable then nothing is
executed; this is called alternative or choice;

– σ = {r1, . . . , rs}∗ – the rules are applied an arbitrary number of times (arbi-
trary parallelism);

– σ = {r1, . . . , rs}� – the rules are executed according to the maximal paral-
lelism strategy;

– σ = σ1& . . . &σs – this means executing sequentially σ1, . . . , σs, where σi,
1 ≤ i ≤ s, describes any of the above cases; if one of σi fails to be executed
then the rest is no longer executed.

Definition 7. A configuration of a kP system, kΠ, with n compartments, is a
tuple c = (c1, . . . , cn), where ci ∈ A∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the multiset from compart-
ment i. The initial configuration is (w1, . . . , wn), where wi ∈ A∗ is the initial
multiset of the compartment i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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A transition (or computation step), introduced by the next definition, is the
process of passing from one configuration to another.

Definition 8. Given two configurations c = (c1, . . . , cn) and c′ = (c′
1, . . . , c

′
n) of

a kP system, kΠ, with n compartments, where for any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ui ∈ A∗,
and a multiset of rules Mi = r

n1,i
1,i . . . r

nki,i

ki,i
, nj,i ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, ki ≥ 0, a

transition or a computation step is the process of obtaining c′ from c by using
the multisets of rules Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, denoted by c =⇒(M1,...,Mn) c′, such that for
each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, c′

i is the multiset obtained from ci by first extracting all the
objects that are in the left-hand side of each rule of Mi from ci and then adding
all the objects a that are in the right-hand side of each rule of Mi represented
as (a, ti) and all the objects b that are in the right-hand side of each rule of
Mj, j �= i, such that b is represented as (b, ti) and an appropriate link between
compartments exists.

In the theory of kP systems, each compartment might have its own execution
strategy. In the sequel we will consider that all the compartments will use the
same execution strategy and the focus will be on three such execution strategies,
namely maximal parallelism, arbitray parallelism (also called asynchronous exe-
cution) and sequential execution. These will be denoted by max, async and seq,
respectively. When in a transition from c to c′ using (M1, . . . , Mn) we intend
to refer to a specific transition mode tm, tm ∈ {max, async, seq}, this will be
denoted by c =⇒(M1,...,Mn)

tm c′.
A computation in a kP system is a sequence of transitions (computation

steps).
A configuration is called final configuration if no rule can be applied to it. In

a final configuration the computation stops.
As usual in P systems, we only consider terminal computations, i.e., those

arriving in a final configuration and using one of the above mentioned transition
modes. We are now ready to define the result of a computation.

Definition 9. For a kP system kΠ using the transition mode tm, tm ∈
{max, async, seq}, in each compartment, we denote by Ntm(kΠ) the number
of objects appearing in the output compartment of any final configuration.

Two kP systems kΠ and kΠ ′ are called equivalent with respect to the tran-
sition mode tm, tm ∈ {max, async, seq}, if Ntm(kΠ) = Ntm(kΠ ′).

In this paper we will only deal with kP systems having one single compart-
ment as this does not affect the general method introduced here and makes the
presentation easier to follow. Indeed, limiting the investigation to one compart-
ment kP systems does not affect the generality of the results due to the fact
that there are ways of flattening an arbitrary P system, including the kP sys-
tem discussed in this paper, into a P system with one single compartment. For
details regarding the flattening of a P system we refer mainly to [4], but similar
approaches are also presented in other papers [1,17]. Such a kP system will be
denoted kΠ = (A,μ1, C1, 1), where μ1 denotes the graph with one node. On the
right-hand side of the rules there will simply be multisets over A, as in the case
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of one single compartment there is no need to indicate where objects are sent
to.

We now introduce the key concept we aim to investigate in this paper, namely
identifiability of kP systems. This concept has been studied for generic P sys-
tems and is now investigated for kP systems where some additional constraints
appear. The identifiability concept is first introduced for simple rules and then
is generalised for multisets of rules.

Definition 10. Two rules r1 : x1 → y1 {g1} and r2 : x2 → y2 {g2} from R1,
are said to be identifiable in configuration c if (i) they are applicable to c and
(ii) if c =⇒r1 c′ and c =⇒r2 c′ then b(r1) = b(r2). Otherwise the rules are said
to be non identifiable.

According to the above definition, the rules r1 and r2 are identifiable in c if
whenever the result of applying them to c is the same, their bodies, x1 → y1 and
x2 → y2, are identical.

A multiset M = rn1
1 . . . rnk

k ,M ∈ R∗
1, where ri : xi → yi {gi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,

is applicable to the multiset c iff xn1
1 . . . xnk

k ⊆ c and gi is true in c for any i,
1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Notation. Given a multiset M = rn1
1 . . . rnk

k , where ri : xi → yi {gi}, 1 ≤ i ≤
k, we denote by rM the rule xn1

1 . . . xnk

k → yn1
1 . . . ynk

k {g1 ∧ · · · ∧ gk}, i.e., the
concatenation of all the rules in M .

Definition 11. The multisets of rules M ′,M ′′ ∈ R∗
1, are said to be identifiable,

if there is a configuration c where M ′ and M ′′ are applicable and if c =⇒M ′
c′

and c =⇒M ′′
c′ then b(rM ′) = b(rM ′′).

Definition 12. We say that a kP system kΠ has identifiable rules if any two
multisets of rules, M ′,M ′′ ∈ R∗

1, are identifiable.

3 Identifiable Transitions in kP Systems

In this section we investigate the property of identifiability for kP system rules
and multisets of rules. We start by introducing a notation utilised in this section.

One can observe, based on Definition 11, that the applicability of the multiset
of rules M to a certain configuration is equivalent to the applicability of the rule
rM to that configuration. It follows that one can study first the usage of simple
rules.

Remark 1. For any two rules ri : xi → yi {gi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, when we check
whether they are identifiable or not one can write them as ri : uvi → wzi {gi},
1 ≤ i ≤ 2, where for any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of the v1 or v2, i.e., all
the common symbols on the left-hand side of the rules are in u.

We first show that the identifiability of two rules does not depend on the
configurations in which they are applicable. For the two rules introduced in
Remark 1 let us denote by cr1,r2 , the configuration uv1v2. Obviously this is the
smallest configuration in which r1 and r2 are applicable, given that g1 and g2
are true in uv1v2.
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Remark 2. If ri : xi → yi {gi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, are applicable in a configuration c and
c ⊆ c′ then they are not always applicable to c′. They are applicable to c′ when
all gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, are true in c′.

Remark 3. If the rules r1, r2 are not applicable to cr1,r2 then there must be min-
imal configurations c where the rules are applicable and they are minimal, i.e.,
there is no c1, c1 ⊂ c, where the rules are applicable. Such minimal configurations
where r1, r2 are applicable are of the form tcr1,r2 , where t ∈ A∗, t �= λ.

Lemma 1. Two rules which are identifiable in a configuration c are identifiable
in any configuration containing c in which they are applicable.

Proof. Applying the two identifiable rules, r1 : x1 → y1 {g1} and r2 : x2 →
y2 {g2}, to the configuration c, one gets c′ and c′′ and c′ �= c′′. If the rules are
applicable to another configuration c1 bigger than c, i.e., c1 = ct, then x1, x2 ⊆ c1
and g1 and g2 are true for c1. In this case the results are c′

1 = c′t and c′′
1 = c′′t

and obviously c′
1 �= c′′

1 , hence r1 and r2 are identifiable in c1.

Lemma 2. Two rules which are identifiable in a minimal configuration c are
identifiable in any other minimal configuration c′ in which they are applicable.

Proof. According to Remark 3, the configurations c, c′ can be written as c =
t1cr1,r2 and c′ = t2cr1,r2 , where t1, t2 ∈ A∗, and c �= c′ iff t1 �= t2. According to
Remark 1 the two rules can be written as ri : uvi → wzi {gi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, where for
any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of the v1 or v2. The two rules are identifiable
in t1c = t1uv1v2, i.e., t1wz1v2 �= t1wv1z2. This is true iff z1v2 �= v1z2. The rules
are applicable in c′ = t2uv1v2, i.e., uvi ⊆ c′ and gi is true in c′, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. Given
that z1v2 �= v1z2, it follows that t2wz1v2 �= t2wv1z2. This means that the two
rules are identifiable in c′ = t2uv1v2 = t2cr1,r2 .

Corollary 1. Two rules r1 and r2 identifiable in a minimal configuration
tcr1,r2 , t ∈ A∗, are identifiable in any configuration in which they are applicable.

Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2, and
Remarks 1, 2 and 3.

One can formulate a similar result for two multisets of rules.

Corollary 2. Two multisets of rules M1 and M2 identifiable in tcrM1 ,rM2
, t ∈

A∗, are identifiable in any configuration in which they are applicable.

Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1 and Notation
above.

From now on, we will always verify the identifiability (or non identifiability)
only for the smallest configurations associated with rules or multisets of rules
and will not mention these configurations anymore in the results to follow.

The applicability of two rules (multisets of rules) to a certain configuration
depends not only on the fact that their left hand sides (the concatenation of the
left hand sides) must be contained in the configuration and the guards must be
true, but takes into account the execution strategy.
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Remark 4. For the async transition mode two multisets of rules (and two rules)
applicable in a configuration are also applicable in any other bigger configuration,
when the corresponding guards are true. For the seq mode this is true only for
multisets with one single element and obviously for simple rules. In the case of
the max mode the applicability of the multisets of rules (or rules) to various
configurations depends on the contents of the configurations and other available
rules. For instance if we consider a kP system containing the rules r1 : a →
a {≥ a}; r2 : ab → abb {≤ b100}; r3 : bb → c {≥ b2} and the configuration
c = ab then in c only r1 and r2 are applicable and identifiable, but in c1 = abb,
containing c, r1 is no longer applicable, but instead we have r2 and the multiset
r1r3 applicable. In ab101 r2 and any multiset containing it are not applicable
due to the guard being false; also r1 is no longer applicable, but r1r
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3 is now

applicable, due to maximal parallelism.

Remark 5. In the following results whenever we refer to arbitrary rules or multi-
sets of rules they are always meant to be applicable with respect to the transition
mode.

We now provide a characterisation of the two rules to be (non) identifiable.

Theorem 1. The rules r1 : x1 → y1 {g1} and r2 : x2 → y2 {g2}, are not
identifiable if and only if they have the form r1 : uv1 → wv1 {g1} and r2 : uv2 →
wv2 {g2} and for any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of v1 or v2.

Proof. Let us start with this implication “=⇒”. As we have already discussed
one can use the rules as r1 : uv1 → y1 {g1} and r2 : uv2 → y2 {g2} and for
any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of v1 or v2; and one can consider one of
the smallest configurations where they are applicable, tcr1,r2 = tuv1v2, where
t ∈ A∗. Applying these rules to tcr1,r2 , the following computations are obtained:

tcr1,r2 =⇒r1 ty1v2; tcr1,r2 =⇒r2 ty2v1.

As these rules are not identifiable it turns out that the results of the two com-
putations are the same, i.e., ty1v2 = ty2v1 and this is true iff y1v2 = y2v1. Given
that for any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of v1 or v2, it follows that y1
contains v1 and y2 contains v2, i.e., y1 = w1v1 and y2 = w2v2. From the equality
of the results of the computations it follows that w1 = w2 = w and this proves
the result.

Let us consider the opposite “⇐=”. In this case the rules are r1 : uv1 →
wv1 {g1}, r2 : uv2 → wv2 {g2} and for any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of v1
or v2. We consider again one of the smallest configurations where the rules are
applicable, tcr1,r2 = uv1v2, t ∈ A∗, and apply the two rules; then one can obtain:

tcr1,r2 =⇒r1 twv1v2; tcr1,r2 =⇒r2 tv1wv2.

Hence, r1 and r2 are not identifiable.
The above proof assumes that v1 and v2 are not empty multisets. The result

remains true when one of them or both are empty. In the latter case we have
the same body of the rules, which might have the right-hand side λ.
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Based on the result provided by Theorem1 one can state when two rules are
identifiable.

Corollary 3. The rules r1 : uv1 → wz1 {g1} and r2 : uv2 → wz2 {g2}, such
that for any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of v1 or v2, are identifiable if and
only if v1 �= z1 or v2 �= z2.

With the results obtained so far one can determine, for a kP system, whether
any two rules are identifiable or not. In various transition modes utilised in kP
systems – maximal parallelism or asynchronous mode – in any computation step
either single rules or multisets of rules are involved. It is therefore important to
determine whether the identifiability of single rules can be lifted to multisets of
rules. More precisely, we want to know whether it is true that the identifiability
of any pair of simple rules is inherited by the multisets of rules. Unfortunately,
this is not true in general, as it is shown by the next example.

Example 2. Let us consider a P system with the following four rules: r1 : a →
b {≥ a}, r2 : b → a {≥ b}, r3 : c → d {≥ c}, r4 : d → c {≥ d}. According to
Corollary 3, any two rules are identifiable, but M1 = r1r2 and M2 = r3r4 are
not, as rM1 : ab → ab {≥ a ∧ ≥ b} and rM2 : cd → cd {≥ c ∧ ≥ d} are identity
rules and according to Theorem1 they are not identifiable.

However, one can show that some particular multisets of rules are identifiable
when their components are. More precisely, we have the following result.

Theorem 2. If r1 and r2 are identifiable then rn1 and rn2 are identifiable, for
any n ≥ 1.

Proof. According to Corollary 3 the rules can be written r1 : uv1 → wz1 {g1}
and r2 : uv2 → wz2 {g2}, such that for any a ∈ A, a appears in at most one of
v1 or v2, and v1 �= z1 or v2 �= z2. This implies that vn

1 �= zn1 or vn
2 �= zn2 , for any

n ≥ 1, i.e., rn1 and rn2 are identifiable.

One can show that identifiability of any two multisets of rules can be achieved
in some special circumstances. More precisely, we show that for any kP system
one can construct an equivalent kP system, in which the rules are slightly mod-
ified and an additional one introduced, and the later has any multiset of rules
identifiable (according to Definition 12).

We first make a notation based on some simple observations. Given a rule
r : x → y {g}, this is applicable in a configuration w iff x ⊆ w and g is true in
w. It follows that the rule is not applicable in w iff x � w or g is not true in w.
If x = an1

1 ...anh

h and gx denotes the abstract Boolean expression, ≥ an1
1 . . . anh

h ,
then x ⊆ w iff gx is true in w and x � w when gx is false in w.

One can now formulate a result similar with Theorems 2 and 3 in [9], but
stronger than those given the context provided by the kP systems model.

Theorem 3. For any kP system kΠ there is a kP system kΠL such that
(i) Ntm(kΠ) = Ntm(kΠL), for any of the transition modes tm, tm ∈
{max, async, seq}, and (ii) kΠL has identifiable rules.
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Proof. (i) Let us consider a kP system kΠ = (A,μ1, C1, 1), as introduced in
Definition 2. The compartment C1 = (t1, w1) consists of t1 = (R1, tm), tm ∈
{max, async, seq}.

We build the following kP system

kΠL = (A′, μ1, C
′
1, 1)

where A′ = A∪Lab(R1)∪{#}, with Lab(R1) = {r | r : x → y {g} ∈ R1} and #
a new symbol. C ′

1 = (t′1, w1) and t′1 = (R′
1, tm). In order to define R′

1 we make
a few notations.

Let us consider R1 denoting the set of rules {r1 : x1 → y1 {g1}, . . . , rp :
xp → yp {gp}}. For each rule ri : xi → yi {gi}, we consider the abstract Boolean
expression, gxi

, introduced above for the left-hand side of the rule ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
We now denote gR1 the abstract Boolean expression (gx1 ∧ g1) ∨ · · · ∨ (gxp

∧ gp).
One can observe that gR1 (¬gR1) is true (false) in a multiset w iff at least a rule
(none of the rules) of R1 is applicable to w.

The multiset R′
1 contains the following rules

(1) r′
i : xi → yiri {gi ∧ < #}, r′′

i : xi → yiri# {gi ∧ < #}, for ri : xi →
yiri {gi} ∈ R1, 1 ≤ i ≤ p.

(2) r′′′
i : ri → λ {≥ #}, 1 ≤ i ≤ p.

(3) r′
p+1 : # → λ {¬gR1}.

(4) r′
p+2 : # → # {gR1}.

In order to show that kΠ and kΠL are equivalent for the transition mode
tm, tm ∈ {max, async, seq}, one can observe that for any terminal computation
in kΠ

u0 = w1 =⇒M1
tm u1 . . . un−1 =⇒Mn

tm un

there is a terminal computation in kΠL and vice versa. Firstly, one can obtain

u′
0 = w1 =⇒M ′

1
tm u′

1 = u1Lab(M1) . . . u′
n−1 = un−1Lab(M1) . . . Lab(Mn−1)

=⇒M ′
n

tm u′
n = unLab(M1) . . . Lab(Mn−1)Lab(Mn)#h,

where Lab(M) denote the multiset of labels of rules occurring in M . M ′
i , 1 ≤

i ≤ n − 1, is obtained from Mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, by replacing each rule r ∈ R1 by
its corresponding r′ ∈ R′

1; M ′
n is obtained from Mn, with r′ rules and h r′′ rules

(h ≥ 1) introducing #h. Then we have the following cases

– tm = max, implies u′
n = unLab(M1) . . . Lab(Mn−1)Lab(Mn)#h =⇒M ′

n+1
tm

u′
n+1 = un, where the multiset of rules M ′

n+1 includes rules of type (2) that
remove the labels of the rules Lab(M1) . . . Lab(Mn) and rule (3) erasing #h.

– when tm = async, the rules of the multiset M ′
n+1 may be applied in more

than a step leading to the same result, un.
– for tm = seq, we have h = 1 and as only one rule is applied in a step, un is

obtained after a number of step given by the cardinal of M ′
n+1.
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One can observe that in any computation in kΠL in the first steps only rules
r′
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ p of type (1) are applicable. When at least a rule r′′

i , 1 ≤ i ≤ p
of type (1) is applied, a symbol # is introduced. In the next step the rules of
type (2) are applicable. The rule (3) is used only when none of the rules of type
(1) are applicable, i.e., a computation simulating a terminal computation in kΠ.
Otherwise, a rule of type (4) is applicable, leading to an infinite computation.

(ii) Let us consider two multisets of rules, M1 and M2, applicable to a con-
figuration in given transition mode. Using a notation introduced earlier, one
can obtain the rules, rM1 and rM2 , associated with the multisets of rules, and
Remark 1 for providing the following format of them:

– rMi
: uvi → wziLab(Mi) {gi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, when rules of type (1) are used; and

– rMi
: uvi → wzi {gi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, otherwise.

Obviously, vi �= ziLab(Mi), 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, in the first case, and vi �= zi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, in
the last one. According to Corollary 3 the rules are identifiable and consequently
the multisets of rules, M1 and M2, are identifiable.

4 Conclusions

This paper extends the concept of identifiability, previously introduced in the
context of cell-like P systems, to kernel P systems and establishes a fundamental
set of properties for identifiable kP systems. Future work will aim at developing
a testing approach for kernel P systems. This will be based on automata and
X-machine theory and will be able to determine that, under certain, well defined
conditions, the implementation conforms to the specification.
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Abstract. It is well-known the huge Mario’s contribution to the devel-
opment of Membrane Computing. Many researchers may relate his name
to the theory of complexity classes in P systems, the research of fron-
tiers of the tractability or the application of Membrane Computing to
model real-life situations as the Quorum Sensing System in Vibrio fis-
cheri or the Bearded Vulture ecosystem. Beyond these research areas, in
the last years Mario has presented many new research lines which can
be considered as buds in the robust Membrane Computing tree. Many of
them were the origin of new research branches, but some others are still
waiting to be developed. This paper revisits some of these buds.

1 Introduction

Mario has contributed to the development of Membrane Computing in many
research lines (see, e.g., [16,24,57]). From his early works on the formalization
of transition P systems [53] or the links between P systems and diophantine
sets [61], Mario has published dozens of papers on Membrane Computing. His
contributions cover many different areas of the P systems research, from theoret-
ical ones to real-life case studies applications, together with the development of
different simulators or the proposal of many different P systems models. Many
young researchers may relate his name to the theory of complexity classes in
P systems [51], the research of frontiers of the tractability [46] or to the appli-
cation of Membrane Computing to model real-life situations as the Quorum
Sensing System in Vibrio fischeri [59] or the Bearded Vulture ecosystem [9], but
Mario’s contributions go deeper in many other areas.

Beyond these strong branches in the robust Membrane Computing tree, there
are many other research lines in Membrane Computing where Mario also has
made a pioneer contribution. Some of these ideas were shortly developed in a
few papers and others only appear in the paper where they were presented. I call
buds these ideas. In this paper, I revisit some of these buds which are waiting for
young researchers to be studied in depth.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, some papers where Mario
explored the links between Membrane Computing and Artificial Intelligence are
revisited. They cover aspects related to sorting and searching algorithms and
machine learning. Section 3 recalls other contributions bridging P systems with

c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 142–154, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-00265-7_12
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other aspects of Computer Science, as metrics defined on configurations of P
systems, properties of Markov chains or the possibility of computing backwards.
Later, Sect. 4 revisits some papers related to the graphical representation of P
systems and Sect. 5 some other papers not included in the previous sections.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2 Artificial Intelligence

Mario is a full professor at the Department of Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence in the University of Seville, and both disciplines, Computer Science
and Artificial Intelligence, have been present in Mario’s research. We revisit some
of these contributions.

2.1 Sorting

Sorting sequences of items according to specified criteria is on the basis on many
computational processes and this is a recurrent problem in Membrane Comput-
ing (see, e.g. [1,2]). In the case of parallel algorithms, the problem is especially
interesting, since it requires an appropriate combination of computation and
communication.

In [14], two models for sorting sequences of numbers were presented. They
were based on bitonic sorting networks. The key idea is the use of bitonic merge-
sort which is a parallel algorithm for sorting introduced by Batcher [3]. The first
of the models consists on N membranes, each of them storing two numbers; one
number is an element of the sequence, and the other one is an auxiliary register
used to route values. A number is encoded as the multiplicity of a symbol a in
each membrane. Moreover, membranes are disposed on a 2D-mesh, where only
communication between neighboring membranes on the mesh is permitted. This
model uses a variant of P systems called P systems with dynamic communica-
tion graphs [11], which is closely related to the implementation of the bitonic
sort on the 2D-mesh1. The second model presented in [14] consisted of only one
membrane, where all the N numbers were encoded as occurrences of N differ-
ent symbols. Restrictions on communication were no longer imposed, as if the
underlying communication graph was the complete graph. Later, a new model
which takes ideas from both models has been presented in [15].

2.2 Searching

The design of solutions for NP-complete problems in Membrane Computing
usually trades time against space in order to solve these problems in polynomial
(even linear) time with respect to the size of the input data [51]. The cost is the

1 Such model of P systems with dynamic communication graphs is another of the many
buds which is waiting to be explored. It follows the same lines as the one presented
in [12,13].
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number of resources, mainly the number of membranes, which grows exponen-
tially. The usual idea of such brute force algorithms is to encode each feasible
solution in one membrane. The number of candidate solutions is exponential
in the input size, but the coding and checking process can be done in polyno-
mial time. In spite of the theoretical success, such approaches are far from being
applicable to real-world problems and other research lines must be explored. In
this context, Mario has also made contributions by applying into the Membrane
Computing framework some ideas from searching methods studied in Artificial
Intelligence.

In [34], the problem of solving the N-queens puzzle with P systems was
studied by considering a depth-first search strategy. Depth-first search is a well-
known algorithm for exploring tree or graph data structures. One starts at the
root (selecting some arbitrary node as the root in the case of a graph) and
explores as far as possible along each branch before backtracking. In the paper,
the authors explore the possibilities of introducing such search strategy in the
framework of Membrane Computing. The case study was the N-queens puzzle.
This is an old well-known problem. It is a generalization of the 8-queens problem
which consists of placing N chess queens on an N × N board. In [30], a first
solution to the N-queens problem in Membrane Computing had been shown,
but the solution was based on an appropriate encoding of the problem in a SAT
formula and the use of a modified solution for the SAT problem with P systems.
The same problem of N-queens also was considered in [35] where some ideas
from local search were studied in the framework of Membrane Computing. In
this paper, from an initial N×N chessboard with N queens, different movements
of the queens are performed in order to improve the position. Such improvements
are evaluated by using the notion of collision [63]: The number of collisions on a
diagonal line is one less than the number of queens on the line, if the line is not
empty, and zero if the line is empty. The sum of collisions on all diagonal lines is
the total number of collisions between queens. The target of the computation is to
move from a board to another, with the corresponding encoding, by decreasing
the number of collisions. Figure 1, borrowed from [35], illustrates the process.

2.3 Machine Learning

Mario has also made contributions by linking Membrane Computing to Machine
Learning. In this section, two of them are revisited. The first one takes ideas
form supervised learning and the second one from unsupervised learning.

Spiking neural P systems (SN P systems) were introduced in 2006 (see [42])
with the aim of incorporating in Membrane Computing ideas specific to spike-
based neural networks. Only two years later, a first model for Hebbian learning
with spiking neural P systems was presented [32]. The target of this paper was
to explore the applicability of ideas from the artificial neural networks into the
SN P systems. Artificial neural networks [40] is one of the most powerful tools in
Machine Learning and the most extended learning algorithm for such networks,
backpropagation [62], can be roughly described as the iterative refinement of
the weights associated to the synapses among neurons in order to minimize a
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Fig. 1. Starting from a configuration C0 with 4 collisions (up-left) we can reach C1

with 3 collisions (up-right) and then C2 with 2 collisions (bottom-left) and finally C3

with 0 collisions (bottom-right), which is a solution to the 5-queens problem. Figure
borrowed from [35].

loss function. Such change in the weights is inspired in Donald Hebb’s works
[41] and all the learning processes based on these principles are called Hebbian
Learning. In [32], a first approach to Hebbian learning in the framework of Mem-
brane Computing was presented. In this paper, a new feature coming from alive
neurons was added to the SN P systems: the decay. Such decay of the electric
potential inside an alive neuron along time was codified by endowing the rules
with a finite non-increasing sequence of natural numbers called the decaying
sequence. Besides these sequences, the learning model is structured in Hebbian
SN P system units, which consider weights associated to the synapses between
neurons. According to the learning process inspired by Hebb’s work, the weights
change along time according to the concept of efficacy introduced in the paper.
In this way, the efficacy of the synapses with a high contribution to reach the
spiking threshold is increased and, on the other hand, if the synapses has no
contribution (or it is low) the efficacy is decreased.

The second bud revisited in this section is related to the data clustering prob-
lem. In the paper [32] discussed above, Mario made an exploration by bridging
Membrane Computing with supervised learning. The proposal in [50] links P
systems with unsupervised learning. The clustering algorithm presented in this
paper is based on a tissue-like P system with a loop structure of cells. The objects
of the cells express the candidate cluster centers and are evolved by the evolution
rules. Based on the loop membrane structure, the communication rules realize
a local neighborhood topology, which helps the co-evolution of the objects and
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improves the diversity of objects in the system. The tissue-like P system can
effectively search for the optimal clustering partition with the help of its parallel
computing advantage. The proposed clustering algorithm is evaluated on four
artificial data sets and six real-life data sets. Experimental results show that the
proposed clustering algorithm is superior or competitive to classical k-means
algorithm and other evolutionary clustering algorithms.

3 Other Areas of Computer Science

Besides Artificial Intelligence, Mario has also contributed to bridge Membrane
Computing with many other areas in Computer Science.

As a first example, we can consider the study of metrics on configurations
presented in [19]. In this paper, two different (weak) metrics were presented.
The first one was based on the distance between regions. The distance between
two regions was defined as the cardinality of the symmetrical difference of their
associated multisets. This definition was used to measure the distance between
two occurrences of the same membrane in two different configurations and the
difference between configurations is the sum of the differences between their
regions. For the definition of the second weak metric, a new auxiliary concept
called dependency graph was defined. This concept has been widely used for
studying frontiers on complexity classes (see, e.g., [38]), but it was firstly defined
in this paper for studying the proximity between configurations. The distance
between two nodes of the dependency graph is the basis of the study of proximity
between configurations.

Other remarkable Mario’s contribution which is still a bud in the Membrane
Computing tree is related to the link between P systems and Markov chains. In
[10], the authors propose a first approach to the problem of computing the nat-
ural powers of the transition matrix of a finite and homogeneous Markov chain.
Such computation allows to estimate its limit in the case that it is convergent,
and therefore, to know the stationary distribution of the process. This subject
has been treated with other bio-inspired techniques in [7] where two algorithms
based on DNA were described. The proposed cellular computing solution pro-
vides an exact solution in a time which is linear in the order of the power and it
is independent of the number of states of the Markov chain. Such Markov chains
were also considered later in [8]. In this paper, the aperiodicity of irreducible
Markov chains was characterized by using P systems.

A different question was studied in [33], where the problem of computing
backwards with P systems was considered. The starting point for this study was
to look for the previous state of a given one in a computational model where
the time is considered in a discrete way. In this study, the authors consider a
variant of the dependency graphs [18] for introducing a representation of the
computation of a P system based on matrices. This matrix representation opens
a door for the study of algebraic properties of cell-like and tissue-like P systems
and represents one of the most promising buds waiting to be explored. Mario
has also contributed to the study of the matrix representation of spiking neural
P systems [66] which is the basis of the efficient simulation of such devices [5].
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4 Graphics

Many P system models allow to change their membrane structure by adding new
membranes (e.g., by the application of creation or division rules [52]) or removing
membranes (by the application of dissolution rules [39]). This evolution in time
of the membrane structure of a P system is the starting point for studying the
evolution of graphical structures.

The first approach for linking the computation of P systems with the evolu-
tion of graphical structures was presented in [25,26]. In these papers, P systems
were used to simulate the growth and development of living plants. This app-
roach mixes L systems [23,45] and P systems. A different approach was presented
in [60]. In this paper, the growth of branching structures was studied by using
exclusively P systems. The key idea is the use of a cell-like P system model with
evolution and creation rules. The membrane structure of a cell-like model is a
tree-like graph which is easily visualized as a branching structure. The geomet-
rical properties of the associated picture can be obtained by the association of a
meaning to the objects in the multisets in the different membranes. For example,
each membrane represents a segment in the corresponding picture and the length
of the drawn segment depends on the multiplicity of a length-unit object. These
ideas were also considered in [58], where a specific software for this graphical
representation was developed. Some examples of polygons, spirals, friezes and
plants can be found in this paper. Figure 2 shows some of them.

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of four configurations of a P system. Images borrowed
from [58].

A different approach was presented in [31]. It is also related to the graph-
ical representation of P systems, but it explores the possibility of Membrane
Computing devices for representing fractals. The starting point here is that a
fractal can be considered, roughly speaking, as a self-similar geometrical struc-
ture which can be generated by the application of (infinitely repeated) fixed
rules. In this way, the generation of fractals can be associated, on the one hand,
to the evolution of P systems by using creation rules for obtaining a new (and
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more precise) stage in the generation of the fractal and, on the other hand, to
the interpretation of the symbols inside the membranes for representing the geo-
metrical information of the fractal. The paper presents a pair of classic fractals,
the Koch curve [43,44] and the middle third Cantor set [6], in the framework of
P systems. Besides this mathematical objects, the paper also points out the pos-
sibility of using the non-determinism of P systems for studying random fractals,
which can be considered as the formal representation of many real-life objects
with fractal dimension2.

5 Other Buds

The contributions made by Mario cover many different areas, some of them
by bridging Membrane Computing with other unexpected research fields. One
of these rara avis can be found in [28] where a Membrane Computing model
for ballistic depositions was presented. The starting point in this study is the
evolution of rough interfaces between different media. The propagation of forest
fires [17] or the growth of a colony of bacteria [4] are examples showing such
interfaces, although all surfaces in Nature can be seen as rough surfaces, since
the concept of roughness is associated to the scale and all the natural surfaces
are rough at an appropriate scale. The evolution of a surface can be modelled
by the concepts of erosion, where some elements are removed, or deposition,
where new elements are placed. Ballistic Deposition was proposed by Vold [65]
and Sutherland [64] as a model where the particle follows a straight vertical
trajectory until it reaches the surface, whereupon it sticks (see Fig. 3). In [28] the
problem was modelled by a tissue-like P system model with a linear membrane
structure where each cell represents a column of the aggregate and the pieces
of information needed for encoding the growth process are encoded by means of
the multisets of objects in the cells.

A B

A′

B′

�

�

Fig. 3. Ballistic Deposition. Figure borrowed from [28].

2 These ideas were also considered in [37], but it is still one of the most promising
buds waiting to be developed.
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A further exploration looking for links between Membrane Computing and
other research areas was presented in [54]. In this case, the target was to bridge
P systems and reaction systems. Reaction systems, also known as R systems,
is a bio-inspired computation model [21,22] which shares with P systems some
features as the use of populations of reactants (molecules) which evolve by means
of reactions. This paper compares the two computation models, and further
results can be found in [56].

Another theoretical bud can be found in [36]. In this paper, the degree of
parallelism in P systems is investigated. The starting point is to study different
tools for comparing the designs of P systems able to perform the same task. Two
designs can be compared according to many different criteria. In this paper, the
authors focus the attention on the parallelism. In this way, a bad design of a
P system consists of a P system which does not exploit its parallelism, that is,
it works as a sequential machine: in each step only one object evolve in one
membrane whereas the remaining objects do not evolve. On the other hand, a
good design consists of a P system in which a huge amount of objects are evolving
simultaneously in all membranes. If both P systems perform the same task, it is
obvious that the second one is a better design than the first one.

6 Conclusions

Mario’s contribution to the development of Membrane Computing has been enor-
mous and in the last years he has been one of the pillars of the Membrane Com-
puting community3. The research lines opened by him cover all the research
fields in Membrane Computing. Many of his proposals have been studied in
depth, but some of them are still waiting for research efforts. In this paper, we
have revisited some of them but many others have not been cited in the pre-
vious sections. I encourage the young researchers to read Mario’s contributions
cited in this paper, but not only them. Many other papers not cited here con-
tain seminal ideas which are waiting for young and enthusiastic researchers who
can help these buds develop and become new strong branches in the Membrane
Computing tree.
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Abstract. The term biocomputing subsumes a growing variety of effec-
tive concepts, strategies, and algorithmic techniques adopted from facets
of biological information processing. In an highly interdisciplinary man-
ner, underlying principles succeed in getting identified, understood, and
transferred into the practice of computer science. Resulting models and
simulation systems widely differ in their level of abstraction from almost
realistic up to strongly idealised. Corresponding implementations have
been categorised into microscale, mesoscale, and macroscale, but an
interscale approach able to bridge existing gaps in between is still miss-
ing. Within an ongoing long-term project we are going to incorporate
modelling components and descriptive instruments from different scales
into a common programming workbench making the process of abstrac-
tion and concretion visible when elucidating a problem solution strategy
throughout the scales. For instance, a DNA strand might be simply cap-
tured by a name, more detailed by a sequence of bits, eventually by
its primary and secondary structure mentioning all involved nucleotides
and nucleotide pairs, and finally by its tertiary structure expressing the
spatial positions of all atoms bonded to each other. Analogously, chem-
ical reactions and physical processes can be specified at various levels
of abstraction. Our workbench has been designed as an experimental
system open for successive extension along with student’s contributions
by integration of more and more issues from biocomputing. We present
the current status of the project together with its underlying software
design concept implemented in Java. A case scenario addressing double-
stranded DNA and separation of DNA pools by length using gel elec-
trophoresis demonstrates the practicability of the workbench.

1 Introduction

Computer science and engineering sustainably benefit from principles of biologi-
cal information processing and from problem solutions found in living organisms.
Nowadays, technical implementations of neural networks outperform the world’s
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best players in chess and Go [3,19]. Cognitive systems are capable of autonomous
vehicle driving [12], smartphone computers can reliably identify persons by look-
ing at their face [25]. The shape of wings in modern airplanes resembles its bio-
logical counterpart from storks and cranes [13]. Surface structures of leaves give
an example for making outer walls of buildings resistant against pollution [21].
Spam detection for emails exhibits best results when organised like an artificial
immune system [14]. Evolutionary computing has been successively employed to
generate unconventional ideas and even entire algorithms able to solve computa-
tionally hard problems efficiently in sufficient approximation [2,9]. Molecules of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) turn out to be an excellent, compact, and durable
storage medium for data [1]. Energy consumption of biological organisms com-
monly constitutes a small fraction of those necessary for technical devices to
fulfill the same task [17]. No doubt, computer scientists and engineers can learn
a lot from biology.

Discovery and exploration of biological principles not seldom represents
a hard challenge to tackle. Exhaustive studies, endless observations, extreme
patience, experience, finest measurement equipment and last but not least a huge
portion of fortune are important prerequisites for researchers to find new empir-
ical knowledge in nature. The process of understanding comes along with the
ability of abstraction in order to detect the relevant facts and finally extract these
findings from negligible information. Building a model is the common method
of first choice to separate relevant facts and their interplay. Using a model, a
simplified description of the underlying system under study can be found keep-
ing its main properties of interest. Particularly, formal models feature by a high
expressivity which in turn enables computer-based simulations on the one hand
and continuative evaluation by means of mathematical tools on the other. It is
no surprise that formal models tend to become the most popular and highly
favourite instrument for scientists in numerous disciplines.

When witnessing the emergence of biocomputing as a research area for more
than two decades, there is some evidence for the impression that formal mod-
els in biocomputing compete by their mathematical elegance. Particularly, this
becomes apparent in formal descriptions of biological processes and chemical
reactions interpreted as operations from a theoretical perspective. Aimed by the
inspiration of mathematical elegance, the formulation of corresponding operators
often results in compact algebraic expressions with a high level of abstraction.
The more models in biocomputing get used and modified from a theoretical per-
spective, the more its level of abstraction increases. In order to employ diverse
mathematical tools and for conduction of proofs, the level of abstraction typi-
cally gets higher and higher while the relation to “real” biology diminishes. Let
us illustrate this thought by a simple example. We assume that molecules are
captured by characters like a or b. The presence of molecules within a reaction
system is expressed by a set of molecules like T = {a, b, d, e}. For the output
of a biocomputing system Π, an alphabet Σ consisting of selected characters
has been specified. For extraction of system’s output L(Π) from the rest of
molecules, the intersection is commonly used like L(Π) = T ∩Σ. Unequivocally,
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Fig. 1. JENA simulation of DNA oligonucleotide synthesis including occurring
side effects. (A) 1, 000 single stranded copies of the 20mer nucleotide sequence
5’-ACCTAGCAGGTATTCGCCAT-3’ have been desired. Around 5% of the nucleotides are
damaged because of point mutations, another 5% of nucleotides are left out due to
deletions. These side effects reduce the number of correctly synthesised strands to 906.
A total number of 94 incorrect strands persist in the test tube. They can affect fur-
ther actions. (B) Section of Java source code describing the process of oligonucleotide
synthesis with consideration of parameterised side effects. Although cumbersome and
bulky, it is close to the outcome by real chemistry.

this is elegant from a theoretical point of view but it is far away from a single
real process in biology. Although there are some molecular filters like ion chan-
nels or specific receptors, they need additional features to function. For instance,
molecules need to be transported by special transport proteins, by diffusion, or
by electrical charge to reach and to pass a filter. Moreover, biological filters
are commonly less specific than expected. Sometimes, undesired molecules are
allowed to pass while proper exemplars might get rejected. What stands out is
that a majority of models in biocomputing convinces by a high degree of math-
ematical elegance in concert with a high level of abstraction loosing the direct
relation to the real world of biology and biochemistry. For some in-silico applica-
tions this does not matter. When striving for simulations close to its archetype,
the situation becomes much more complicated.

The aforementioned scenario was the starting point to think about an alter-
native approach to cope with the implications of abstraction in models of bio-
computing. In terms of a bottom-up strategy, we begin the modelling part with
a low abstraction level close to the “real world”. Molecules and processes are
described based on empirical studies, on natural laws, and on observations like
sequences of microscopic images. Resulting models implemented in a program-
ming language like Java turn out to be cumbersome and bulky, see Fig. 1. They
contain lots of estimated parameters, much dead weight, and a certain portion of
redundancy. Now, we start to simplify the model by successive abstraction, for
instance we replace chemical structures of molecules by names or characters. In
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this stage, we can treat the input and output in a way that is common for abstract
models but the algorithmic emulation of the processes to carry out still remains
at a detailed level. So, we are able to experimentally compare the behaviour of
our model with its counterpart candidates taken from biocomputing theoretical
literature. Especially the deviance is of interest in this context since it discloses
the “costs” (loss of closeness to reality) of gaining mathematical elegance. Get-
ting a notable sensibility to that is in our opinion an important milestone for
young researchers at the beginning of their scientific career in biocomputing.

To do so, we initiated the long-term project called “Java Environment for
Nature-inspired Approaches”, JENA for short. Students attending the one-
semester master course “Molecular Algorithms” held at the Friedrich Schiller
University Jena (Germany) contribute to this project by producing a piece of
source code addressing a phenomenon or a process found in biology or bio-
chemistry. Accompanied by an exhaustive literature search, the phenomenon or
process gets described at a low level of abstraction. To this end, suitable data
structures and data types need to be created in order to capture all details of
interest. Furthermore, we make use of parameters for control of randomised or
predetermined effects that might occur. Parameters can also include probability
distributions based on empirical studies or derived from natural laws. Attention
is paid to the objective that as many effects as possible have been integrated into
the corresponding Java source code. Simultaneously, another group of students
is searching for abstract models of biocomputing reflecting the phenomenon or
process under study. So, the Java source code can be complemented by one or
more formal representations. In consequence, we successively obtain a collection
of varying implementations, all dedicated to the same phenomenon or process
but widely spread in their level of abstraction. We are aware of the fact that
our JENA system primarily serves as an experimental workbench directed to
“play” with models and implementations and to learn about their advantages
and disadvantages which facilitates an evaluation from a practical perspective.

Our JENA workbench is not intended to compete with existing software
available for simulation or analysis of biocomputing models. During the last
two decades, a variety of high-quality software has been provided like Amber
[15], CellDesigner [5], COPASI [10], MGS [22], P-Lingua [6], metaPlab [4],
NetLogo [20,23], SRSim [7], and many others. Each of these valuable tools is
highly specialised to certain aspects of modelling scale, selection of operators,
and behaviour of the configured system. The tools have in common that each
of them focuses on one modelling paradigm it is made for. We plan to keep our
workbench open for interdisciplinary use. For instance, the DNA toolbox might
be employed for a genetic algorithm in evolutionary computing.

In the following section, we familiarise the reader with the technical imple-
mentation of our JENA workbench at its current status. We introduce the hier-
archy of Java classes and their interplay. A subsequent section is dedicated to
an introductory example addressing the process of gel electrophoresis utilised
for separation of DNA double strands by length. Final conclusions summarise
achievements and challenges for future work.
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2 JENA Software Source Code Design

Object-oriented programming as a popular paradigm comes with numerous
advantages when planning large software development projects in a team. For
modelling of all constituents we need, the organisation of classes and their rela-
tions to each other offers a perfect technical infrastructure. Among the pool of
object-oriented programming languages, Java has a clear preference due to its
syntactical maturation in concert with concepts like generic data types, type
variables, and a class library which includes strong easy-to-use engines swing
and awt for generation of graphical user interfaces. Moreover, Java is indepen-
dent of platforms and operating systems since its runtime environment handles
many aspects of memory and resources management automatically. Students
enroled at the Friedrich Schiller University Jena in curricula of computer science
or bioinformatics attend a two-semester course “Introduction to Programming”
in which Java is addressed and a practical training passed. Since our JENA
project is driven by students, the decision for Java meets and refreshes their
knowledge, and last but not least they commonly enjoy becoming a part of the
project as a first step into science.

We decided to structure the software in several packages, each of them col-
lecting several classes providing data structures and methods for related topics.
In the current stage, there are eight packages available in total called Algebra,
Molecules, Processes, Membranes, Organism, Population, Simulation, and
Visualisation. Hereafter, we give a brief overview of the packages.

Package Algebra

For incorporation of biocomputing models at a high level of abstraction, we need
a toolbox of data types and operators reflecting algebraic instruments.

The class Set is able to manage a finite number of distinguishable elements of
an arbitrary type. An object might start with an empty set capable of addition
of new elements and removal of existing ones. Alternatively, sets can be speci-
fied via finite enumeration of countable elements like S = {n | n = 1, . . . , 100}
and implicitly via common properties of the elements like T = {n | (n =
1, . . . , 10) ∧ (n · n + 5 ∈ {14, 21}}. Set operations ∪, ∩, \, card, ℘ (power set),
and � with respect to a given finite basic set are defined, furthermore the tests
∈ (presence of an element), ⊂, =, and isEmpty. Technically, a set has been
managed dynamically by a list of unique entities.

Multiset is the name of a class in which each element is stored together
with the number of occurrences. A new object induces an empty multiset whose
elements might be explicitely added or removed. Multisets must be finite with
respect to both, number of unique elements and multiplicity of elements. Ele-
ments are allowed to be of an arbitrary type. When handling countable elements,
multisets can be specified by finite enumeration or implicitly by common proper-
ties of the elements. The class provides multiset operations ∪, � (multiset sum),
∩, \, supp, card, ℘ (power set) complemented by the tests ∈, ⊂, =, and isEmpty.
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A multiset object results in a dynamical list of pairs (unique element, multiplic-
ity) whereas elements with multiplicity of 0 get automatically eliminated.

For utilisation of tuples, we have introduced a collection of classes reflect-
ing relations. At the current state of implementation, there exists a variety of
classes corresponding to the arity of tuples under study. We distinguish ordered
pairs (binary relations), triples, quadruples, and quintuples, each of them form-
ing a class on their own. All classes have in common the Cartesian product
which generates all tuples from the elements of the underlying finite sets. Hence,
the number of tuples remains finite as well. A relation might also be specified
explicitly by enumeration of its elements. In addition, methods for projection
allow extraction of individual components from tuples. Relations can be com-
pared to each other with respect to = and ⊂. The ∈ operator checks whether or
not a given tuple is element of a relation. Since relations extend the class Set,
the set operations ∪, ∩, \, card, and ℘ (power set) are available for relations.
Particularly for binary relations, we offer tests for reflexivity, symmetry, anti-
symmetry, and transitivity. Implicit generation of relations by specification of
common properties among its elements is still planned for future versions.

Complementing the toolboxes for sets, multisets, and relations, dedicated
classes for handling of numbers and characters along with algebraic operators
have become a part of the Algebra package. To this end, we adopt the predefined
classes and wrappers String, Integer, and Double from the Java Standard
Edition class library. Since fractions need to be handled as well without loss
of numerical precision, we add the class Fraction together with the operations
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, and tests =, <, >. Fractions
get automatically cancelled using Euclid’s algorithm.

Package Molecules

Molecules stand for a variety of constituents acting within chemical reactions or
physical processes. The package Molecules contains a collection of hierarchically
organised classes aiming at capturing specific instruments subject to the sort of
molecules. As the most general class, we have defined Particle. A particle object
can be equipped with a name, its geometrical coordinates, and an encoding given
by an arbitrary string. Further attributes formulate properties like mass, volume,
speed vector, colour (for visualisation), and some others. Based on that, the class
Molecule refines properties of relevance in chemistry and physics like molecular
formula, electrical charge, reactivity, half-life, and others.

The DNA class exhibits a prototype of classes addressing special sorts of
molecules whose inner structure is of interest and opens a selection of methods
able to operate on these structures. In our DNA class at its current state of imple-
mentation, linear DNA single or double strands can be managed together with
strand end labels. A sequential list of nucleotides (A, C, G, T) and nucleotide
pairs (A/T, T/A, C/G, G/C) represents the structural information. Since a
DNA double strand is composed of two or more single strands annealed to each
other, each single strand component possesses two strand ends (5’ and 3’) along
with molecular labels (like phosphate, hydroxyl group, biotin, or fluorescence
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markers). Based on the DNA strand data structure, we provide a collection of
methods. Here, a DNA strand can be decomposed into its single stranded com-
ponents analogously to melting (denaturation). Another method tests whether
or not two DNA double strands can ligate (stick) to each other taking into
account the compatibility of their outer ends and labels. The equals method
checks the equality of either DNA double strands including strand end labels
taking into consideration that a DNA double strand might have different rep-
resentations. Further methods calculate the mass of the DNA strand, its length
(in base pairs), and its melting temperature. From a technical point of view,
some auxiliary methods for serialisation (conversion into a character string) and
visualisation complement the DNA class. We plan to prepare additional classes
dedicated to proteins (at the level of their binding sites), messengers (hormones),
and sugars for future versions.

Package Processes

The Processes package has been developed in order to manage molecular inter-
actions at different levels of abstraction. Here, the class GeneralReaction con-
tains all required instruments to conduct a chemical reaction in terms of replace-
ment of symbols. Each molecule needs to be identified by a name without consid-
eration of any inner structure. The major part of the class is formed by the parser
capable of analysing the reaction equation under study. The parser identifies the
multisets of substrates (educts) and products. Stoichiometric factors expressed
by positive integers are allowed. In addition, a priority value is assigned to each
reaction to cope with situations in which several reactions compete against each
other with the substrates. In a simple way, the substrate molecules get removed
and the product molecules have been added to conduct the application of a
reaction rule. Applied in an iterative manner, the effect of a reaction can be
emulated. It terminates as soon as the need of substrates fails to be satisfied.
This implementation of a reaction turns out to be rather abstract and far from
any real chemistry but it is common in some models of membrane systems.

In a more detailed approach, the class ReactionWithKinetics permits
employment of reaction kinetics in refinement of a general reaction. To this end,
each reaction comes with a kinetic function complementing the reaction equa-
tion. We equipped the class with the most popular kinetic terms (mass-action,
Michaelis-Menten, and Hill) together with corresponding parameters. Evalua-
tion of a reaction kinetics formula enables a more precise determination of the
number of molecules treated as substrates within a time step of the reaction.

Since DNA implies a specific pool of chemical reactions and physical pro-
cesses, we implemented the class DNAProcesses. Currently, this class con-
tains oligonucleotide synthesis, annealing (hybridisation), melting (denatura-
tion), strand end labelling, ligation, and gel electrophoresis among linear DNA
strands. Each process model incorporates side effect parameters based on empir-
ical data. For instance, generation of DNA single strands using oligonucleotide
synthesis induces point mutations (specified by its rate) and deletions (specified
by its rate and average length). Typically, side effect parameters characterise
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a distribution which in turn affects the execution of the corresponding process
on DNA. In addition to its primary and secondary structure, a DNA strand is
also specified by a name, so it can act in general reactions and reactions with
kinetics as well. In this way, interactions of DNA with other molecules might be
described.

We are going to make available the class BilliardModel in which the
molecules are assumed to move within a three-dimensional space having individ-
ual speed and direction of move in conformance with the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. Whenever two or more molecules collide and their kinetic energy
exceeds the required activation energy, the reaction happens if defined.

Package Membranes

Molecules and process models need to come together in order to exhibit notable
effects. Classes incorporated into the package Membranes fulfill this task. They
have been conceived for definition of a reaction space. At the moment, the class
Membrane is the only representative in this package. A membrane object com-
prises numerous attributes, most of them objects from other classes. A membrane
might contain arbitrary multisets of particles, molecules, and/or DNA strands.
Moreover, general reaction, reactions with kinetics, and/or processes on DNA
can be made available. Further attributes address the membrane volume and
auxiliary information for visualisation.

Since membranes are allowed to be arranged within a nested tree-like struc-
ture, a membrane may incorporate other (inner) membranes dynamically organ-
ised in a tree. A membrane structure implies a mechanism for molecules to enter
an inner membrane or to leave its hosting membrane. To this end, we define a
multiplicity of receptors attached to a membrane. A receptor is specified by its
unique name. This name can be utilised in reaction equations to bind a molecule
to the receptor. A reaction defined within the corresponding inner membrane
formulates release of the molecule. Ion channels can be modelled by a membrane
on their own.

The JENA workbench should be able to cope with active membranes. At
the moment, we are in the preparation process to implement this feature. It will
result in a class of processes responsible for modification of the membrane struc-
ture. So, an inner membrane might be eliminated (dissolution). A membrane
can enter a hosting membrane (endocytosis), a membrane can leave its hosting
membrane (exocytosis), and a membrane can be created together with a set of
processes. Division of a membrane still need to be implemented [16]. Please note
that the Membranes package exclusively manages a nested membrane structure.

Package Organism

We assume that an organism or tissue is composed of membranes adjacent to
each other. For this purpose, we provide a collection of classes to arrange mem-
branes in a graph-based structure forming the package Organism. Here, the
class GraphOfMembranes provides a basic functionality to dynamically create
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an undirected graph of membranes. Exchange of molecules among neighboured
membranes is done via receptors. An extension of the class GraphOfMembranes
is given by the class GraphOfMembranesWithChannels. It makes available direct
channels between adjacent membranes in a way that molecules can directly pass.
A channel is defined by its capacity (maximum number of residing molecules),
the time span necessary for passage and a filter pattern for molecules. The filter
pattern consists of a list of names to identify molecules with permission to pass.
We plan to equip this filter with wildcards and regular expressions for the future.

Package Population

Within an organism, membranes are connected to each other forming a graph.
In contrast, a population consists of a loose collection of individuals able to
move and to interact with each other or with the environment. The JENA work-
bench supports this aspect by the package Population. Its central class is called
Individuals capable of managing arbitrary collections of particles, molecules,
DNA strands, membranes, and organisms in an unordered manner. Each individ-
ual has a geometrical position within the habitat of the population. Individuals
might be enriched by a scheme of movement within the habitat. In case of col-
liding individuals, a selection of interactions is available. It ranges from “do
nothing” via “turn and escape” to “feed”. The feed action requires definition of
a predator-and-prey order. For instance, particles are fed by membranes which
in turn are fed by organisms. In addition, the feed action must be configured
regarding the exposure to the prey. When fed, the prey might simply disappear
but it can also become a part of the predator in some cases.

Packages Simulation and Visualisation

The packages Simulation and Visualisation subsume all technical compo-
nents of the software necessary for the interaction with the user via menu bars,
pop-up and dialogue windows, for the control of simulation loops corresponding
to the processes available in the system under study, and for a graphical or text-
based output. At the moment, the sequence of processes is manually controlled
by the user. As an example, let an empty membrane be initially defined. The
process “oligonucleotide synthesis” activated by the user will create a multiset of
DNA single strands. Afterwards, the user might execute the process “annealing”
to build double strands from the DNA pool. Finally, using “run reactions”, the
DNA strands will be identified by their names (without consideration of their
inner structure) and underlying reaction rules have been iteratively carried out
for a number of steps. This leads to a list of molecular abundance (multiplicity
of molecules) for each membrane after each time step. For processes on DNA,
a graphical visualisation of the outcome is available. Emergence of membrane
structures within an organism results in a corresponding bracketed text string
unless finalisation of a graphical representation. The same holds for populations.
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3 Example: Gel Electrophoresis on DNA

Electrophoresis subsumes a physical technique able to spatially separate elec-
trically charged molecules by their weights [11]. Particularly, DNA (negatively
charged) and many naturally originated proteins (twisted and folded chains of
amino acids whose electrical charge is mainly determined by outer amino acid
side chains) are beneficial candidates for widespread applications in molecular
biology and chemical analysis [24].

Mostly, electrophoresis takes place within a special physical medium like a
gel which carries and steers the molecules during the separation process. To do
so, the gel is prepared in a way to be equipped with numerous pores forming
woven channels or tunnels sufficiently sized to allow passage of charged sample
molecules. For instance, agarose is commonly used to compose a gel suitable
for electrophoresis on DNA. The fibre structure of agarose enables pores whose
diameter usually varies between 150 and 500 nanometres while a DNA strand
(in biologically prevalent B-DNA conformation) diametrally consumes merely 2
nanometres but its length can reach several hundred nanometres [8]. The ready-
made gel, typically between 10 and 30 centimetres in length or width and up to 5
millimetres thick, is embedded in a gel chamber filled up with a buffer solution in
order to adjust an appropriate pH environment. The gel chamber comes with two
electrodes, a negative one and a positive one, placed at the opposite boundaries
of the gel, see Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Sketching technical instruments and outcome of agarose gel electrophoresis.

Subsequently, the sample mixture of DNA strands to be separated becomes
injected into the gel close to the negative electrode. Now, an electrical direct-
current (DC) voltage, provided by an external power supply and mostly chosen
between 80 and 120 volts, is applied to the electrodes. Driven by the electri-
cal force, the negatively charged molecules begin to run towards the positive
electrode along a lane through the pores of the gel. In order to mobilise, each
molecule has to overcome its friction notable in both forms, with the gel on the
one hand and inherently on the other. Interestingly, the resulting velocity of
movement strongly depends on the mass (weight) of the individual molecules.
Since small and light molecules induce a low friction, they run faster than heavier
exemplars. This distinction finally effects the resulting spatial separation accord-
ing to the weights of involved charged molecules. The process of electrophoresis
is stopped by switching off the voltage shortly before the smallest molecules have
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reached the opposite end of the gel. For an easier visualisation of this process,
the molecular mixture initially becomes enriched by a weakly binding dye whose
velocity converges in compliance with the smallest sample molecules [24].

In addition, the DNA sample molecules had been stained using a fluorescence
marker like ethidium bromide [18]. This substance loosely binds to the hydrogen
bonds of double-stranded DNA and persists at the DNA during the electrophore-
sis run. Ethidium bromide attached to DNA fluoresces under ultra violet (UV)
light making the DNA visible inside the gel. Typically, the DNA after elec-
trophoresis is arranged in so-called bands (sustained bar-shaped blots) along the
underlying lane. Normally, these bands appear in light-grey up to white colours
on a dark gel background. The colours intensity gives a raw information on the
absolute number of molecules of almost the same mass accumulated within each
band. In a first and mostly sufficient approximation, gel electrophoresis can be
modelled by an obvious equation. The electrical force FE needs to overcome the
friction FR. Movement of charged molecules starts up if and only if both forces
equal to each other:

FE = FR

Now, we can resolve both forces by formulating its strength using a couple
of dedicated parameters. The electrical force is defined as the product of the
molecular electrical charge q with the electrical field E which in turn can be
expressed by the quotient of the voltage U and the distance h between the
electrodes: FE = q · E = q · U

h . In contrast, the friction in accordance with
Stokes’ law reads: FR = 6 · π · η · r · v assuming movement of a sphere where
r denotes the radius, v symbolises its velocity, and η stands for the viscosity
of the medium, mainly reflecting the average size of the pores. The velocity
can be assumed to remain almost constant after a short acceleration phase in
conjunction with switching on the electrical voltage. Putting everything together
reveals:

v =
q · E

6 · π · η · r

The only indetermined parameter is the radius r of the anticipated sphere
representing the moving charged molecule. In order to cope with that, we can
imagine that the volume Vmolecule of the charged molecule resembles the volume
Vsphere of the anticipated sphere. Having this in mind, we can write Vmolecule = m

ρ

with m denoting the mass (weight) of the molecule and ρ its density. Moreover,
Vsphere = 4

3 · π · r3. From that, we obtain:

r =
(

3
4 · π

· m

ρ

) 1
3

Let us now compose a resulting function s : R2 −→ R which describes the
distance moved by a charged molecule with mass m after an elapsed time t:
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s(m, t) = v · t

=
q · E

6 · π · η
(

3·m
4·π·ρ

) 1
3

· t

=
q

6 · π ·
(

3
4·π·ρ

) 1
3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
taken as global parameter G

·E
η

· 1
m

1
3

· t

= G · E

η
· 1
m

1
3

· t

For DNA agarose gel electrophoresis, the electrical field E frequently con-
stitutes between 400V

m and 500V
m while the viscosity commonly differs from

0.001 kg
m·s (consistency like water in large-pored gels) up to 0.02 kg

m·s in small-
meshed gels enhancing the friction along with producing heat. From empirical

studies, we fitted a constant average value of approx. 6.794 · 10−4 A·s·kg 1
3

m for G
in agarose gel electrophoresis on double-stranded non-denaturing DNA. When
employing the molecule mass m in kg along with elapsed time t in s and remem-
bering that 1VAs = 1kg·m2

s3 , the final value of the function is returned in metres.
In order to disclose the relation between mass of a DNA double strand and

its length in base pairs, we need to consider the average mass of a nucleotide.
Indeed, there are slight mass deviations between single nucleotides A (Adenine,
≈ 5.467 · 10−25kg), C (Cytosine, ≈ 5.234 · 10−25kg), G (Guanine, ≈ 5.732 ·
10−25kg), and T (Thymine, ≈ 5.301 · 10−25kg). Each nucleotide mass comprises
the chemical base together with its section of the sugar-phosphate backbone. In
average, we obtain ≈ 5.4335 · 10−25kg per nucleotide or ≈ 1.0867 · 10−24kg per
base pair. Marginal influences of dye and ethidium bromide are neglected.

Having the formalisation of gel electrophoresis in terms of a parameterised
process on a pool of DNA strands at hand, we can implement corresponding
methods to be incorporated into the class DNAProcesses complemented by a
visualisation scheme and a dialogue in order to receive all parameter values from
the user. Gel electrophoresis utilises user-defined values for the electrical field
E and viscosity η. In addition, a number of lanes and a membrane attached
to each lane have to be specified. All DNA strands residing in the underlying
membrane are involved in the gel electrophoresis simulation which successively
runs over time to see the formation of DNA bands and their movement through
the virtual gel. The simulation might be terminated at any point in time. The
intensity of DNA bands reflects the density of DNA and hence indicates the
number of DNA strands with same or similar mass, see Fig. 3, right part. As an
additional feature, a section of a lane can be marked to excise the DNA inside
this region. A new membrane gets created, and all excised DNA strands are
placed there for further examination.

When observing gel electrophoresis on DNA in practise, we witness the occur-
rence of undesired side effects resulting in misplaced DNA strands. It might
happen that short DNA strands run slower than expected due to its supercoiled
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Fig. 3. JENA simulation of gel electrophoresis on DNA within four lanes P1, . . . , P4.
Each lane processes all DNA strands from a dedicated membrane. Intensity of DNA
bands corresponds to the density of DNA inside the virtual gel and hence indicates the
number of DNA strands with same or similar mass. Side effects of gel electrophoresis
imply a slight fuzziness among masses of DNA strands.

spatial structure which increases the friction. Several DNA strands of different
mass can be spatially interwoven in a way that the electrical force used to move
the strands does not suffice to ungarble the DNA cluster. What stands out is
a certain fuzziness regarding the masses of DNA strands enriched in the same
band. We accomodate this phenomenon by introduction of a parameterised side
effect into the process model of gel electrophoresis. To do so, we fuzzificate the
individual mass of each DNA strand by addition of a randomly generated Gauss
variable. Its value represents an influence quantity to slow down a DNA strand.
We restrict ourselves to positive values since an acceleration of DNA strands in
comparison to their expected speed has not been found so far.

Our process model of gel electrophoresis on DNA has been verified by exper-
imental wetlab studies conducted with diverse DNA ladders using agarose with
varying pore size. DNA ladders comprise a mixture of double stranded DNA
with standardised lengths and mass typically obtained from cleaved plasmids.
The number of strand copies collected in a band equals to each other. So, band’s
width rawly indicates the deviation of DNA when running in the gel subject
to its desired (optimal) position which gives evidence for estimation of the side
effect parameter value.

Please note that in our JENA workbench, a DNA strand is also identified
by its name and by its encoding which can be a sequence of bits for example.
After excision of a virtual DNA band and extraction of the incorporated DNA
strands into a new membrane, we can simply shift to the abstraction level of bit
sequences. Interestingly, in many cases the influence of side effects results in some
additional undesired shorter bit sequences among the ideal pool of bitstrings
with uniform length. Here, we disclose a difference of the behaviour taking into
account an idealised abstract model of DNA computation based on bitstrings on
the one hand and the outcome derived by a more realistic process simulation with
subsequent conversion of DNA structures into bitstrings on the other. Obviously,
either process models are not confluent although using the same output encoding
of DNA strands by bitstrings. The gel electrophoresis illustrates one example for
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the employment of our JENA workbench to discover consequences of extreme
abstraction and highly idealised models in biocomputing shifting the focus back
on a more realistic perspective.

4 Conclusions

This chapter is motivated by the objective to announce our upcoming Java Envi-
ronment for Nature-inspired Approaches, JENA for short. A brief overview of
the software, its underlying main ideas and the concept as a long-term project
driven by students was given. The source code along with implemented features
successively grows but it is still away from finalisation. We are going to treat
the JENA system in terms of an open source project making all source files
available to the public after the first release. We consider the JENA project
to be a platform for students to do their first contact with scientific research
in the field of biocomputing. That’s why we emphasise an open-minded atmo-
sphere for extensions and refinement taking care that all pieces of the software
harmonise to each other. Currently, the toolset of operations on DNA has the
most significant progress. Its Java source code package is available upon request.
External honorary collaborators, constructive hints, and feedback are welcome.
From time to time we will present an information update and news about the
JENA workbench.
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Abstract. We introduce WEBRSIM, the first web-based simulator for
reaction systems. The simulator has an easy-to-use interface where the
input is a reaction system and four functionalities: the computation of
the interactive process driven by a given context sequence, the behaviour
graph of the reaction system, its conservation dependency graph, and
all its conserved sets. WEBRSIM comes with a browser-based friendly
interface and offers a fast software to support computational modeling
with reaction systems.

1 Introduction

Reaction systems, first introduced in [12], are a qualitative framework inspired
by two cellular regulation mechanisms, facilitation and inhibition, which control
the interaction between biochemical reactions. Intuitively (and on a high level of
abstraction), a biochemical reaction is enabled when all the components needed
to facilitate the reaction are present and all the components that inhibit it are
absent from the environment. Based on this intuition a reaction in the reaction
systems formalism is defined as a triplet a = (Ra, Ia, Pa) where Ra represents the
set of reactants, Ia the set of inhibitors and Pa the set of products corresponding
to reaction a. As a result of being triggered, the reaction transforms its set of
reactants into the corresponding set of products.

The two main assumptions considered in the reaction systems framework are
the following:

– Threshold assumption: an element is either abundantly present in the envi-
ronment or it is absent from it. This implies that the cardinality of elements
is either 0 or 1 in reaction systems framework.

– No permanency assumption: an element vanishes from the environment if
no reaction is triggered to produce it back. This principle is supported by
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abstract biochemical considerations that maintaining an element in the envi-
ronment is the result of an active (and energy-consuming) process. In the
absence of such an explicit mechanism to maintain it, an element disappears
from the environment.

Research done in the field of reaction systems has been very diverse, see
for example [4,6,7,9,11,13,19] for several recent contributions. The simple, yet
expressive nature of this framework has attracted researchers from both theo-
retical and practical areas of science to focus on studying and analysing reac-
tion systems. One of the main lines of such efforts focuses on modelling real
world problems through reaction systems’ framework. Such applications vary
from biological modelling to number theory to quantum computing, see for
example [4,5,8,15,19]. To study the properties of such models, especially the
bio-inspired ones, a series of studies was initiated to formalise several properties
of central interest in biomodeling and to study the computational complexity of
deciding those properties, such as mass conservation, invariants, steady states,
multistability, stationary processes, elementary fluxes, and periodicity: [1–3,5].

The dynamics of a reaction system model can be observed through interactive
processes. Intuitively, interactive processes describe the step-by-step evolution of
a reaction system’s model from one state to the next driven by external envi-
ronment interventions. Many of the above mentioned properties of a reaction
system’s model can be captured through its interactive processes. Reaction sys-
tems models corresponding to real world processes get quickly highly complex.
That is why, even though it is straightforward to write an interactive process of a
reaction system, doing this manually can very easily become tedious and highly
error-prone. In this paper we introduce a reaction system simulator, WEBRSIM
that automates the process of calculating states of a reaction system’s model
for a corresponding interactive process to overcome this issue. The simulator
also provides the conserved sets of a given reaction system’s model. The basic
simulation engine behind WEBRSIM, brsim, was discussed in passing in [2].

Other software supporting modeling with reaction system exist. The one
closest to WEBRSIM was introduced in [17] in the form of a CPU- and GPU-
based simulator for reaction systems: HERESY. The basic approach to simulating
reaction systems is similar in HERESY and WEBRSIM, with the added feature of
HERESY to parallelise the computation on Graphics Processing Units (GPU). The
comparison done in [17] between HERESY and brsim shows that the running time
in brsim is only marginally slower than the highly parallelised GPU-version of
HERESY and much faster than its CPU version. WEBRSIM is highly user friendly
as it comes with a web-based version that may be used through a standard
browser, whereas HERESY requires some knowledge of Python programming to
invoke its graphical user interface. As WEBRSIM comes with the open source code
[21] (as does HERESY), it also provides the possibility of tweaking the code to the
need of more expert users. Where both HERESY and WEBRSIM provide interactive
processes simulation for reaction systems, WEBRSIM takes one step further and
implements an algorithm to compute the behaviour graph, the conserved sets
and the dependency graph.
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Another useful software for modeling with reaction systems is introduced in
[16], that offers the possibility to do model checking of temporal properties, a
feature not offered by WEBRSIM.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall the notion of a reaction system, as well as some related
concepts. For more details we refer to [10,12].

Definition 1 ([12]). Let S be a finite set. A reaction a in S is a triplet of finite
nonempty sets a = (Ra, Ia, Pa), where Ra, Ia, Pa ⊆ S and Ra ∩ Ia = ∅. We
say that Ra, Ia, and Pa are the sets of reactants, inhibitors, and products of a,
respectively. The set of all reactions in S is denoted by rac(S).

A reaction system (in short, RS) is an ordered pair A = (S,A), where S is a
finite set of symbols (also called sometimes elements, species, or entities) and
A ⊆ rac(S). The set S is called the background (set) of A.

We use the following notations:

R =
⋃

a∈A

Ra, P =
⋃

a∈A

Pa, and supp(A) = R ∪ P.

The set supp(A) will be called the support set of A.

The following definition introduces the notion of interactive processes in reac-
tion systems.

Definition 2 ([12]). Let A = (S,A) be a reaction system, T ⊆ S, and a ∈ A.
We say that a is enabled by T , denoted by ena(T ), if Ra ⊆ T and Ia ∩ T = ∅.

(1) The result of a on T is defined as follows:

resa(T ) =
{

Pa, if ena(T ),
∅, otherwise.

(2) The result of A on T is defined as follows:

resA(T ) =
⋃

a∈A

Pa.

(3) An interactive process in A is a pair π = (γ, δ), where γ = (C0, C1, ..., Cn)
and δ = (D1,D2, ...,Dn), n ≥ 1, are sequences of subsets of S with D1 =
resA(C0) and, for each 1 < i ≤ n, Di = resA(Ci−1 ∪ Di−1).
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2.1 Running Example

The heat shock response is one of the highly conserved cellular defence mecha-
nisms among eukaryotes against environmental stressors such as high tempera-
tures, toxins, bacterial infection, etc. In this paper we consider a simplified model
of the heat shock response of [18]. This model’s set of reactions is in Table 1 and
the model was proposed in [3].

When a cell is exposed to stress, proteins misfold (reaction (7) in Table 1)
into complexes that disable certain cell functions which can eventually lead to
cell death (necrosis). To address such effects, the number of a special family of
molecular chaperones, called heat shock proteins (hsp’s), increases. These molec-
ular chaperones bind to misfolded proteins and facilitate their correct refolding
(reactions (8), (9) in Table 1).

Table 1. The molecular model of the eukaryotic heat shock response proposed in [18].

No. Reaction

(1) 3 hsf � hsf3

(2) hsf3 + hse � hsf3: hse

(3) hsf3: hse → hsf3: hse+ hsp

(4) hsp+ hsf � hsp: hsf

(5) hsp+ hsf3 → hsp: hsf +2 hsf

(6) hsp+ hsf3: hse → hsp: hsf +2 hsf + hse

(7) prot → mfp

(8) hsp+mfp � hsp:mfp

(9) hsp:mfp → hsp+ prot

A family of proteins called heat shock transcription factors (hsf’s) regulates
the expression of hsp’s. In a trimeric state (hsf3) they bind to heat shock elements
(hse’s - the hsp-encoding gene promoter regions) and activate the transcription
of hsp’s (reactions (1)–(3) in Table 1). By binding to the hsf3: hse’s, hsf3’s, and
hsf’s and breaking down the complexes, the hsp’s downregulate their expression
which leads to stopping the expression activity (reactions (4)–(6)).

We use the reaction system model corresponding to the heat shock response
model of Table 1 as the running example in this paper. This reaction system was
first introduced in [3]. The reaction system model for the heat shock response is
presented in Table 2. As discussed in [3], this RS-based model for the heat shock
response is satisfactory in that its conserved sets (see below) correspond exactly
to the mass conservation relations of the quantitative model of [18].

We now recall the definition of conserved sets for reaction systems models,
as proposed in [1].
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Table 2. Reaction system for heat shock response

No. Reaction

1 ({hsf}, {hsp}, {hsf3})

2 ({hsp, hsf}, {mfp}, {hsp: hsf})

3 ({hsf, hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsf3})

4 ({hsf3}, {hse, hsp}, {hsf})

5 ({hsp, hsf3}, {mfp}, {hsp: hsf, hsf})

6 ({hsf3, hsp,mfp}, {hse}, {hsf})

7 ({hsf3, hse}, {hsp}, {hsf3: hse})

8 ({hse, hsf3, hsp}, {mfp}, {hse})

9 ({hsf3, hse, hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsf3: hse})

10 ({hsf3: hse}, {hsp}, {hsf3: hse, hsp})

11 ({hsp, hsf3: hse}, {mfp}, {hsp: hsf, hse})

12 ({hsf3: hse, hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsf3: hse, hsp})

13 ({hse}, {hsf3}, {hse})

14 ({hsp: hsf, stress}, {nostress}, {hsp, hsf})

15 ({hsp: hsf, nostress}, {stress}, {hsp: hsf})

16 ({prot, stress}, {nostress}, {prot,mfp})

17 ({prot, nostress}, {stress}, {prot})

18 ({hsp,mfp}, {dI}, {hsp:mfp})

19 ({mfp}, {hsp}, {mfp})

20 ({hsp:mfp}, {dI}, {hsp, prot})

Definition 3 (Conserved sets, [1]). Let A = (S,A) be a reaction system. We
say that a set M ⊆ supp(A) is conserved if for any W ⊆ supp(A), M ∩ W �= ∅

if and only if M ∩ resA(W ) �= ∅.

For our running example, a conserved set is M = {hse, hsf3: hse}. For an
arbitrary set W ⊆ supp(A), let us suppose hse ∈ W ∩M . We claim that at least
one of the reactions (7), (8), (9), or (13) is enabled by W :

– if hsf3 �∈ W , then reaction (13) is enabled,
– if hsf3 ∈ W and hsp �∈ W , then reaction (7) is enabled,
– if {hsf3, hsp} ⊆ W and mfp �∈ W , then reaction (8) is enabled, and
– if {hsf3, hsp,mfp} ⊆ W , then reaction (9) is enabled.

The product sets of these reactions contain either hse or hsf3: hse, so resA(W ) ∩
M �= ∅. Similarly we can argue that if hsf3: hse ∈ W ∩ M , then either of the
reactions (10), (11), and (12) are enabled and therefore resA(W )∩M �= ∅ as well.
As a result we can conclude that whenever resA(W )∩M �= ∅, then W ∩M �= ∅.
Consequently, W ∩M �= ∅ if and only if resA(W )∩M �= ∅, i.e., M is a conserved
set.
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3 The Back-End of WEBRSIM

In this section we will recall the algorithms behind WEBRSIM, briefly discuss its
design and Haskell-based implementation brsim, and show an example of how
a concrete reaction system can be analysed with brsim.

3.1 Direct Simulation

The principal goal of brsim is automating the execution of reaction systems
to avoid error-prone manual analysis. Due to the fact that, technically, reaction
systems are a particular case of set rewriting, their simulation is straightforward.
The worst-case time complexity of the simulation can be bounded in the following
way:

1. Checking that a reaction a = (Ra, Ia, Pa) is enabled on a set W can be done
in O(m log |W |), where m = max(|Ra|, |Ia|) (e.g., see the documentation of
the module Data.Set [20] for details and sharper bounds).

2. Filtering a set of reactions A to only keep the ones enabled on the set W can be
done in O(|A| · m log |W |), where m = max{|Ra|, |Ia| : a = (Ra, Ia, Pa) ∈ A}
(extension of the definition from the previous paragraph).

3. Applying a set of enabled reactions A to a set W essentially consists in putting
together all the product sets in A; the complexity of this operation does not
depend on the size of W . Taking the union of all product sets in A can be
done in O(|A| · k log k), where k = max{|Pa| : a = (Ra, Ia, Pa) ∈ A} is the
maximal size of a product set in A.

4. Finally, running the whole set of reactions A for t steps can be done in O
(
t|A|·

(m log |S| + k log k)
)
, where k and m are defined as in points 2 and 3, and S

is the universe of species.

Thus, a rougher but easier to read upper bound on the worst-case complexity
of a t-step simulation of a reaction system (S,A) is O

(
t|A| · |S| log |S|).

3.2 Mass Conservation Analysis

Besides directly simulating reaction systems, brsim can also list all conserved
sets. As mentioned in [1], deciding whether a set M is conserved in a given
reaction system is coNP-complete. It turns out that, in case one needs to enu-
merate all sets conserved by a given reaction system, it is possible to do better
than just going through every possible set of species and checking whether it is
conserved [2].

We will now briefly recall the central ideas of the algorithm for listing all
conserved sets, presented in detail in [2]. The main steps are as follows:

1. Build the behaviour graph Gb: The behaviour graph of a reaction system (S,A)
is the graph whose nodes are all subsets of S and which contains the edge
(W,W ′) iff resA(W ) = W ′.
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2. Build the conservation dependency graph Gcd: The conservation dependency
graph of a reaction system (S,A) is a graph whose vertices are species from
S, and which contains the edge (x, y) if y appears in at least one of the sets
of the connected component of Gb which also contains the singleton set {x}.
The graph Gcd has an important property: if it contains the edge (x, y), then
every conserved set that contains y must also contain x.

3. Build the condensation G̃cd of Gcd: The condensation of a directed graph is
the directed acyclic graph of its strongly connected components.

4. Enumerate the source sets of G̃cd: Given a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E),
a subset of its nodes X ⊆ V is a source set if all edges in E involving a node
x ∈ X have x as the source node.

5. Check which source sets are also conserved sets: As shown in [2, Proposi-
tion 3.3], any set conserved by a given reaction system must be a source set
of G̃cd. The reverse implication is not necessarily true, meaning that one still
needs to check conservation directly, but for a reduced number of candidates.

Subsection 4.2 of [2] showcases the performance of this algorithm on multiple
examples, showing situations in which the number of candidates is considerably
reduced, as well as situations in which all subsets of species must eventually be
analysed.

Our simulator brsim includes an exact implementation of the algorithm,
including the optimisations further reducing the number of candidates. More-
over, brsim can output the behaviour graph and the conservation dependency
graph of a given reaction system.

3.3 Overview of the Implementation

brsim is written in Haskell and is distributed under GPLv3 [14]. The source
code is freely available in an online Git repository [21].

brsim is a stand-alone command line application. It is principally intended to
be run in batch mode, in which it reads the description of a reaction system and
the context sequence from a file and outputs the sequence of states the reaction
system traverses (the result sequence). brsim can be also run in interactive mode,
in which it prompts the user to input the next context at every simulation step.
Finally, brsim can be told to output the behaviour graph or the conservation
dependency graph of the reaction system. Further technical details can be found
on the project page [21], as well as by running brsim help.

Haskell was chosen as the implementation language for brsim mainly because
it is a strictly typed, functional programming language, implying easy transposi-
tion of formal definitions into runnable code, as well as verifying some properties
of the software at compile time via type checking. Moreover, Haskell has a rich
ecosystem including libraries for graph manipulation and quick development of
user interfaces. Finally, an overwhelming majority of Haskell’s ecosystem is dis-
tributed under free or open-source software licences, meaning that brsim can be
freely reused (provided the terms of the license are respected).
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Table 3. The input file example.rs describing the reaction system from the running
example.

hsf , hsp , hs f3
h s f hsp mfp , dI , h s f3
hsf3 , hse hsp , h s f
hs f3 hsp mfp , hse , h s f
hs f3 hse , hsp , hs f3 : hse
hs f3 hse hsp mfp , dI , h s f3 : hse
hse , hsf3 , hse
hse hs f3 hsp , mfp , hse
hs f3 : hse , hsp , hs f3 : hse hsp
hs f3 : hse hsp mfp , dI , h s f3 : hse hsp

hsp hsf , mfp , hsp : h s f
hsp : h s f s t r e s s , no s t r e s s , hsp hs f
hsp : h s f no s t r e s s , s t r e s s , hsp : h s f
hsp hsf3 , mfp , hsp : h s f
hsp hs f3 : hse , mfp , hsp : h s f hse
prot s t r e s s , no s t r e s s , prot mfp
prot nos t r e s s , s t r e s s , prot
hsp mfp , dI , hsp : mfp
mfp , hsp , mfp
hsp :mfp , dI , hsp prot

3.4 Example of Usage

In this section we will briefly show how brsim can be used to analyse the reaction
system from our running example.

To run a reaction system, brsim needs its list of reactions. The input format
is very close to the typical way in which reactions are written. For example, the
reaction ({a, b}, {e, f}, {c, d}) will be transcribed as follows: a b, e f, c d.
Table 3 shows how to transcribe the reaction system from the running example.

A similar syntax is used to supply brsim with a context sequence to drive
the activity of the reaction system. Table 4 shows how do transcribe the context
sequence from the running example.

Table 4. The input file example.ctx describing the context sequence from the running
example.

hs f prot hse no s t r e s s
n o s t r e s s
n o s t r e s s
n o s t r e s s
n o s t r e s s
n o s t r e s s
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We can now run the simulator using the following command:
brsim run example.rs --context=example.ctx

The output of this command is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The output of brsim run example.rs --context=example.ctx.

hse hs f3 prot
hs f3 : hse prot
hs f3 : hse hsp prot
hse hsp : h s f prot
hse hsp : h s f prot
hse hsp : h s f prot

To see which sets are conserved by the reaction system from the running
example, the following command should be issued to brsim:

brsim show conserved-sets example.rs
The output produced for the reaction system from the running example is

.
hse hs f3 : hse

The dot in the first line of the listing stands for the empty set (which is always
trivially conserved).

Finally, brsim can be told to show the behaviour graph and the conservation
dependency graph of the reaction system from the running example using the
following respective commands:

brsim show behaviour-graph example.rs
brsim show cons-dep-graph example.rs

Figure 1 shows the conservation dependency graph of the reaction system from
the running example as output by brsim and rendered using a circular layout
filter. We do not show the behaviour graph here for reasons of space: it contains
2048 nodes (since the reaction system has 11 species).

4 The Web-Service

From the very beginning, we developed brsim with portability and ease of use
in mind. To improve user experience even further, we decided to also deploy
an online version, which is freely available here [22]. This page includes two
examples giving some typical usage patterns.

The online version of brsim covers an essential subset of the func-
tionality: simulating reaction systems, enumerating all conserved sets, and
showing the behaviour and the conservation dependency graphs. As before,
reactions are described in a format close to how they are usually writ-
ten. For example, hse hsf3 hsp, mfp, hse would stand for the reaction
({hse, hsf3, hsp}, {mfp}, {hse}). To run a simulation, the reactions and the con-
text sequence should be given in the two text fields available on the page. The
context sequence is not required for enumerating the conserved sets or for show-
ing the conservation dependency graph. Obviously, since the behaviour graph’s
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Fig. 1. The conservation dependency graph of the reaction system from the running
example as constructed by brsim and rendered using a circular layout filter.

size is exponential in the size of the background set, its calculation is only pos-
sible for modest-sized models.

The implementation of the online instance of the simulator is straightforward:
when the user clicks on one of the four buttons “Simulate”, “Behaviour graph”,
“Conservation dependency graph”, or “Conserved sets”, the web server executes
the corresponding command of brsim. The result, when ready, is rendered on
the page. The online interface was mainly written in basic PHP and JavaScript.

5 Discussion

Reaction systems is the latest addition to the burgeoning field of computational
modelling frameworks for complex systems. It is a binary framework focusing
on the cause-effects of various events in a given system: a reaction can only
be triggered once its reactants were produced (by other reactions) and none of
its inhibitors are present in the environment. In particular, it gives the mod-
eller the ability to trace explicitly why a certain event (reaction) was even-
tually triggered. Its two main principles, the non-permanency assumption and
the threshold assumption, distinguish it from other modelling frameworks (e.g.,
ODE-based, or Petri net-based, Boolean networks). In our experience, see [3–5],
the modeller is forced in reaction systems to be explicit about the nature of all
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interactions in the system, rather than rely on the interplay between numeri-
cal parameters of the system, which necessarily brings a plus of clarity in the
model’s assumptions.

Having an easy-to-use computer support for reaction systems is a crucial
ingredient in developing the research on this topic, both the theoretical line
exploring their mathematical properties, as well as the applied one exploring
their modelling expressivity in various domains. This is exactly where WEBRSIM
contributes, by offering a user-friendly, browser-based software for reaction sys-
tems. The software takes a simple textual input and it gives a simple output
directly in the browser. It hides from the user the technical details of the imple-
mentation through its web-based service. At the same time, the source code of
the back-end engine is openly available at [21] for developers to experiment with.

WEBRSIM is highly efficient, even with its current hosting on a standard web
server. For example, we ran the simulation for the reaction system model of the
Erbb signalling as the benchmark of [17]. This model comprised 6720 reactions
and the simulation in WEBRSIM was successfully performed in less than three
seconds. Detailed experiments done in [17] show that in fact WEBRSIM’s com-
putational efficiency is only marginally less than that of a highly parallelised
version of HERESY [17], running on a dedicated GPU hardware with thousands
of processors. WEBRSIM thus gives access to the standard user to a highly efficient
simulation and analysis platform for reaction systems.
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Abstract. We present some high-level open problems in the complexity
theory of membrane systems, related to the actual computing power
of confluence vs determinism, semi-uniformity vs uniformity, deep vs
shallow membrane structures, membrane division vs internal evolution
of membranes. For each of these problems we present some reasonable
approaches that are, however, unable to be employed “as-is” to provide
a complete solution. This will hopefully sparkle new ideas that will allow
tackling these open problems.

1 Introduction

It is common in most of the literature, not only of P systems but of science
in general, to highlight the successful approaches, not only the ones that gave
positive results, but also the ones that were successful in proving the negative
ones. It is considerably rarer to write about the unsuccessful ideas, the roads
that, while initially promising, were unable to give a full and satisfactory answer
to a research question under examination. Unfortunately, this leads multiple
people to follow the same path multiple times without the insight that might
have been gained by sharing previous failed attempts. Here we want to take the
opportunity to share some problems that we consider of particular interest for
the membrane computing community but, since they are still open problems,
we are not able to share a solution to them. What we want to share is, instead,
a collection of promising attempts that were ultimately unsuccessful in solving
these open problems. While unsuccessful, those attempts were far from useless:
we were able to gain a deeper understanding of the problems and to solve some
special cases. We think that, by sharing our non-working approaches we might
be able to help the community in gaining a better understanding of these open
problems and, hopefully, produce inspiration on how to solve them.

2 Confluence vs Determinism

P systems solving decision problems (recogniser P systems [16]) are usually
required to be confluent [16] rather than strictly deterministic. That is, they
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
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are allowed to result in multiple computations, as long as all of them agree on
the final result, which is acceptance or rejection.

This sometimes simplifies the presentation of some algorithms. For instance, a
classic membrane computing technique [14,22] consists in generating all 2n truth
assignments of n variables by using membrane division rules of the form [xi]h →
[ti]h [fi]h, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The membrane division is triggered separately in each
membrane with label h by one of the objects xi, nondeterministically chosen
at each computation step. Irrespective of all such nondeterministic choices, the
final result is invariably a set of 2n membranes, each containing a different truth
assignment.

Notice, however, that this kind of nondeterminism can be completely avoided
by serialising the generation of truth assignments for each variable: first all
instances of x1 trigger the division, then all instances of x2, and so on. This
can be achieved by adding an extra subscript to each object, which counts down
to zero and only then starts the division process.

It is often the case that confluent nondeterminism can be avoided in a simi-
lar way, although this is usually proved by exhibiting a deterministic algorithm,
rather than showing how to remove the nondeterminism from existing algo-
rithms. It is then natural to ask whether this is indeed always the case, or if
there exists a variant of P systems where confluent nondeterminism is strictly
stronger than determinism.

For powerful enough P systems (e.g., able to efficiently simulate determin-
istic Turing machines, or stronger than that) we feel that the existence of such
a variant would be very surprising, although there do exist confluent nonde-
terministic algorithms with no known deterministic version. For instance, the
currently known proof of efficient universality (i.e., the ability to simulate any
Turing machine with a polynomial slowdown) of P systems with active mem-
branes using elementary membrane division [1] relies on a massive amount of
nondeterministic choices performed at each simulated step; these are due to the
fact that send-in communication rules cannot differentiate among membranes
having the same label and electrical charges.

2.1 Simulation of Priorities

To better examine the problem given by nondeterminism, even in the case of
confluence, we will use a simple example. Consider the following two rules:

[a]+h → [ ]0h b (1)

[a → w′]+h (2)

When an instance of an object a is present inside a membrane with label h
and positive charge, both rule (1) and rule (2) are applicable and, in a nonde-
terministic system, a nondeterministic choice is performed. If the P system is
confluent, then the actual outcome of this choice is immaterial. However, if we
know that the P system is a deterministic one then we can also infer a stronger
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condition: there will never be any instance of objects of type a inside any mem-
brane with label h with charge + in the only computation starting from the
initial configuration. Otherwise, there would be two different computations gen-
erated by the presence of a, contradicting the assumption that the P system is
deterministic.

If we want to simulate a confluent system by means of a deterministic one
in a somewhat direct way, then we must take care of situations like the one
above. How can we simulate a situation that a deterministic P system cannot
even reach? One such approach is the introduction of rule priorities. As shown
in [10], for P systems with active membranes with charges the introduction of
rule priorities does not change the computational power of confluent systems
when the bound on computation time is at least polynomial.

Why It Might Work. Rule priorities provide a way of addressing the problem
of the example above and the more general problem of conflicts among rules.
Suppose that in the previous example rule (1) has higher priority than rule (2).
Then, there is no conflict between the two rules: the first one will always be
applied if no other blocking rule with higher priority has already been applied,
and the second one will be applied to all remaining copies of a. In fact, once
a total ordering has been provided among all rules then no further conflict can
happen: among two rules one will always have higher priority than the other.
Therefore, now in a deterministic system we can have objects of type a inside a
membrane with label h and positive charge, since their presence will not generate
two distinct computations anymore.

Why It Does Not Work. If with rule priorities it is never possible to obtain two
distinct computations due to a conflict between rules, since there are no conflicts
anymore, then have we found a way to have one single computation starting
from the initial configuration? Have we found a way to obtain determinism from
confluence? The answer is, unfortunately, negative. The main problem is given
by send-in communication rules. Consider, for example, the following rule:

a [ ]+h → [b]−h (3)

Furthermore, suppose that there are two membranes with label h and positive
charge inside the membrane where a is located. If there is a single instance of a
then rule (3) can send in a in either of the two membranes in a nondeterministic
way. If the contents of the two membranes differ, then two computations are
actually generated. In a confluent system this is not a problem, but for a deter-
ministic system the application of a send-in rule is valid in only two situations:

– There are enough instances of object a to be sent-in inside all the membranes
where rule (3) was applicable;

– The contents of all the membranes where rule (3) is applicable were actually
the same.

This problem cannot be solved by rule priorities; in fact, there is no rule con-
flict in the example that we just presented. This is the main difference between
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the nondeterminism introduced by send-in rules and the one introduced by rule
conflicts. This remains the main obstacle in showing that confluence and deter-
minism give, for powerful enough systems, the same computational power.

3 Semi-uniformity vs Uniformity

Recogniser P systems usually appear in families Π = {Πx : x ∈ Σ�}, where
each member of the family is associated to a string x and accepts if and only
if x belongs to a given language.

A family of P systems is usually required to be at least semi-uniform, that
is, to have an associated Turing machine M with some suitable resource bound
(usually, polynomial time) such that M on input x outputs a suitable encoding
of Πx [11,16].

A more restrictive condition on families of P systems is full-fledged unifor-
mity [11,16]: there exist two Turing machines F and E (again, usually with
polynomial runtime) such that F on input n = |x| constructs a P system “skele-
ton” Πn, valid for all strings of length n, and E on input x produces a multiset w
encoding x, which is then placed inside the input region of Πn, giving the P sys-
tem Πx that computes the answer.

It is known [12] that, for restrictive enough resource bounds, uniformity
is weaker than semi-uniformity. However, when polynomial-time semi-uniform
solutions to problems sometimes appear in the literature first, polynomial-time
uniform solutions usually follow.

We conjecture that polynomial-time uniformity and semi-uniformity do
indeed coincide for powerful enough P systems, such as standard P systems
with active membranes [14]. The idea here is that a semi-uniform family could
be made uniform by simulating the “semi-uniform portion” of the construction,
depending on the actual symbols of x ∈ Σn, with the P system constructed for
all strings of length n.

3.1 Building and Filling the Membrane Structure at Runtime

Given a semi-uniform family of P systems Π constructed by a machine M we
want to build two machines E and F that define a uniform family of P systems
that solves the same problems that are solved by the systems in Π.

One of the possible ideas to prove the equivalence of uniformity and semi-
uniformity, at least for powerful enough kinds of P systems, is to capture the
power of machine E of the uniformity condition, i.e., the one that has access to
the entire input and not only to its length. While that machine does not have
the ability to construct the membrane structure of the P system or even to put
objects inside membranes different from the input ones, it can perform the same
operations of machine M of the semi-uniformity condition, therefore obtaining
a “copy” of the initial membrane structure of the P system. Can we make use of
such knowledge to overcome the limitation of uniformity and show that we can,
in fact, simulate semi-uniformity?
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Why It Might Work. With the knowledge of the initial membrane structure and
the content it is quite easy to build, for each object type a new types of objects
of the form ap where p is a path inside the membrane structure. It is usually not
hard to write rules “consuming” the path p while moving the objects around
following the directions stored in p. Therefore, in polynomial time it is possible
to move objects around the membrane structure. Since the objects in the initial
system built by M on input x might depend on the input, we can delegate the
creation of all the initial objects to machine E. The multiset produced as output
of E on input x will contain all the objects present in the initial membrane
structure built by M . However, that objects will be subscripted by a path as
shown before. In this way they will be able to reach the correct position before
starting to act like the objects in the system built by M .

Why It Does Not Work. A larger problem than the one tackled above is the fact
that there is no assurance that the membrane structure generated by machine M
will be the same on two different inputs x and y even when they are of the same
length. We might think that machine F of the uniformity condition might be
able to build a membrane structure that is the “sum” of all possible membrane
structures that machine M can generate for inputs of a certain length. By looking
at the literature it is possible to observe that this is an effective method to
convert semi-uniform families to uniform ones. This method, however, will not
work in general. A combinatorial analysis shows that the membrane structures
that can be generated by machine M are too many to obtain a polynomially-
sized membrane structure that contains all of them as substructures. The sharp
contrast between the efficacy of this method in practice and its viability as a
formal tool to prove the equivalence of uniformity and semi-uniformity leaves us
with the following question: is a super-polynomial number of different membrane
structures for inputs of the same length actually useful? Can we prove that this
is never the case?

4 Membrane Division vs Internal Evolution

The computing power of a single membrane (for cell-like P systems) or cell (for
tissue-like P systems) working in polynomial time usually has a P upper bound,
as already proved by the “Milano theorem” [22]; the only way to exceed this
bound would be to include really overly powerful rules (e.g., rules able to perform
an NP-complete task in a single step). The P upper bound can actually be
achieved by having cooperative rewriting rules (even minimal cooperation [20,21]
suffices) or rules able to simulate them indirectly (e.g., active membrane rules
with membrane charges [10]). Several techniques for simulating polynomial-time
Turing machines using a single membrane are known [9].

Any additional power beyond P of models presented in the literature is due
to membrane division, first exploited in order to solve NP-complete problems
in polynomial time [14]. Membrane division enables us to create exponentially
many processing units working in parallel; by using communication rules, these
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can synchronise and exchange information (this is the famous space-for-time
trade-off in membrane computing).

It is reasonable to expect that P system variants where the power of a single
membrane working in polynomial time coincides with P can be standardised in
a “Turing machine normal form”: each membrane performs a Turing machine
simulation1, and the communication and division rules implement a network,
whose shape can be exploited to simulate nondeterminism, alternation, or oracle
queries [9].

Notice that what previously described does not necessarily carry over to
variants of P systems with weaker rules internal to the membranes, such as
“P conjecture systems” [15, Problem F] (active membranes without charges),
which do not seem able to simulate cooperation [2], or with communication
restricted to a single direction, either send-out [6,7,19] or send-in only [18].

4.1 Putting a Turing Machine Inside a Membrane

One approach that is at first glance promising to solve the problem of charac-
terising the computational power of a single membrane is to simply substitute
the content of a membrane with a Turing machine simulated by that membrane,
that makes its behaviour indistinguishable from the one of the original mem-
brane. For an example, we will use P systems with more than three charges, like
the ones in [10].

Let M be a Turing machine with set of states Q, alphabet Σ, transition func-
tion δ, and working in space n. Then it can be simulated by a single membrane
Mh with the following kinds of rules:

[ai → bi rd]
qi
Mh

for q, r ∈ Q, a, b ∈ Σ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and δ(q, a) = (r, b, d)

[rd]
qi
Mh

→ [ ]ri+d

Mh
# for q, r ∈ Q, r ∈ {−1, 1}, and 1 ≤ i ≤ n

The main idea is that in the objects inside the membrane it is possible to store
the tape of the machine and the state and position of the tape head are stored
in the charge of Mh. By alternating evolution rules (to rewrite the tape) and
send-outs (to update the state and position of the tape head) it is possible to
simulate an entire Turing machine inside a single membrane. How can we use
this to replace the entire inner working of a membrane?

Why It Might Work. If we consider an isolated membrane and we investigate
its behaviour from the outside we are only interested in what is sent out and
what is sent in. That is, if we are unable to distinguish a membrane h and
a membrane simulating machine M that simulates h then the computational
power of a single membrane cannot be greater than the one of machine M and,
if M is a deterministic machine working in polynomial time then all the power
of a P system comprised of such membranes must reside in the ability of the

1 This can be trivially implemented by having each membrane simulate a Turing
machine which, in turn, simulates the original membrane via the Milano theorem.
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membranes to divide. Since most variants of P systems when limited to a single
membrane are subjected to the Milano theorem, we can think that, with a careful
enough “interfacing” with the objects sent in from the environment (which, when
they enter, are not part of the machine tape and must be “incorporated” into it
by other rules) we might be able to replicate (with a polynomial slowdown) the
entire behaviour of a membrane h with the machine M simulated inside another
membrane. And, in fact we can. So, why this does not prove that we can replace
all the “inner working” of a membrane with a Turing machine?

Why It Does Not Work. When considering a membrane in isolation we can easily
replace it with a Turing machine - and we can replace the Turing machine with
a membrane simulating it. There is, however, one major problem. Consider the
following membrane structure:

[[ ]k · · · [ ]k
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n

]h

If we replace the “inner working” of membrane h with the simulation performed
by a Turing machine, then at the moment when the membranes with label k
send out – all at the same time – 2n instances of the same object a then the
simulation inside h is not sufficient anymore. It is not possible to write all the
objects (either one at time or all together) on the Turing machine tape for
reasons either of space (the tape is not long enough) or time (writing them
one at a time requires exponentially many time steps). We would like to write,
instead, the number of objects of type a that have entered membrane h by send-
out. This, however, requires the power to count or, more precisely, the power to
convert from unary to binary the number of objects. While this is possible with
cooperative rewriting rules, it is unclear if for P systems with charges this is a
task feasible for a single membrane.

5 Deep vs Shallow Membrane Structures

Let us now consider cell-like P systems with membrane division, for instance
P systems with active membranes [14]. It has already been shown that the nesting
depth of membranes (more specifically, the nesting depth of membranes with
associated division rules, which we might call division depth) is one of the most
influential variables when establishing the efficiency of these P systems.

Indeed, P systems without membrane division (i.e., with division depth 0)
are known to characterise the complexity class P in polynomial time [22]. At the
other end of the spectrum, we have P systems with active membranes with ele-
mentary and non-elementary division rules (i.e., with polynomial division depth),
which characterise PSPACE in polynomial time.

When only elementary membrane division is allowed (i.e., division depth 1),
then the intermediate complexity class P#P is characterised in polynomial
time [3,7]. This class contains all decision problems solved by deterministic
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polynomial-time Turing machines with oracles for counting problems in the
class #P [13].

It has been proved that moving from any constant division depth d to division
depth d+1 allows the P systems to simulate Turing machines with more powerful
oracles [4]. We conjecture that this is in fact a proper hierarchy. This result would
require proving the upper bounds corresponding to the known lower bounds.

It also remains open to characterise the computing power of polynomial-time
P systems with other division depths, such as O(log n).

More Profound Reasons for the Split. The reason for this split between shallow
and deep membrane structures seems to be related to the way confluent systems
perform a “simulation” of non-determinism by means of parallel computations
inside different membranes. Shallow membrane structures can perform exponen-
tially many computations (and each computation can perform the same work of
a polynomial-time Turing machine) inside exponentially many elementary mem-
branes; the results of the different computations are then collected inside the
outermost membrane. P systems with a deep membrane structure can also per-
form the same number of computations, but the main difference is that they can
combine the results in a more structured way: the results are, in some sense,
organized hierarchically. When non-confluence is allowed, the importance of the
membrane structure seems to fade away: it is known that shallow membrane
structures are able to achieve the full power of PSPACE [8]. It is therefore
natural to ask what is the relation between the power granted by non-confluence
and the one obtained by having a deep membrane structure.

It seems that the problem of the computational power that depth gives to
P systems is a more profound question related to the computational power that
automata (or limited-resources Turing machines) can gain with different com-
munication topologies. For example, with a polynomial time limit, automata on
a grid are usually limited to the power of a deterministic Turing machine work-
ing in polynomial time. Similar results also hold for tissue P systems embedded
in the Euclidean space [5], showing another point of contact with the more gen-
eral problem. This approach linking complexity and communication topologies is
quite new [17] and we think that it might be able to give us a better understand-
ing of the link between membrane depth and computational power in P systems.
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Abstract. In this note a computation is considered as a special dynam-
ics in a space of events (sets of possible states). In this perspective, it
turns out that computations are anti-entropic processes. This point of
view is compared with well-known results about the energetic aspects of
computations, by discussing perspectives that could be of interest and
relevance in many models of natural computing.

1 Shannon’s Entropy and Thermodynamic Entropy

Shannon founded Information Theory [10,13,27] on the notion of Information
Source, that is, a pair (X, pX) of a variable X and a probability distribution pX
assigning to every value of X its probability of occurring. In this framework he
defined a measure of information quantity to the event X = a (X assumes the
value a):

Inf(X = a) = − lg2 pX(a).

The intuitive motivation for the equation above is due to the fact that the
information quantity associated to an event is inversely proportional to the prob-
ability of the event, and moreover, the information quantity has to be additive
for pair of independent events (for which p(a1, a2) = p(a1)p(a2)):

Inf(E1, E2) = Inf(E1) + Inf(E2).

On the basis of Inf definition, if ̂X denotes the range of variable X, the
entropy of the information source (X, pX) is defined by:

H(X, pX) =
∑

a∈ ̂X

pX(a)Inf(X = a) = −
∑

a∈ ̂X

pX(a) lg2 pX(a).

Therefore, the entropy of an information source is the mean (in probabilistic
sense) of the information quantity of the events generated by the information
source (X, pX).

One crucial result about entropy is the Equipartition Property (proved
by Shannon in an appendix to its paper): in the class of information sources over
the same variable X, entropy reaches its maximum value for a source (X, qX)
where qX is the uniform probability distribution (all the values of variable X
are assumed with the same probability).
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This notion of entropy is strongly related to the thermodynamic entropy
S that emerged in physics since Carnot analysis of heat-work conversion [11]
and was named by Clausius “entropy” (from a Greek root “en-tropos” meaning
“internal verse”). Entropy is subjected to a famous inequality stating the second
principle of Thermodynamics for isolated systems (systems that do not exchange
energy with their environment), where ΔS = St′ − St, t

′ > t:

ΔS ≥ 0.

In years 1870’s, Ludvig Boltzmann started a rigorous mathematical analysis
of a thermodynamic system consisting of an ideal gas within a volume, aimed
at explaining the apparent contradiction of the inequality above with respect
to the equations of Newtonian mechanics underlying the microscopic reality on
which heat phenomena are based on. Boltzmann question was: “From where the
inequality comes from, if molecules colliding in a gas follow mechanics equational
laws with no intrinsic time arrow?”

Boltzmann introduced, in a systematic way, a probability perspective in the
analysis of physical phenomena that for its importance transcends the partic-
ular field of his investigation. In fact, after Boltzmann probability [8,14,15,31]
became a crucial aspect of any theory in modern physics. He defined a function
H, which in discrete terms can be expressed by:

H =
∑

i=1,m

ni lg2 ni

where ni are the number of gas molecules having velocities in the i-class of
velocities (velocities are partitioned in m disjoint classes).

By simple algebraic passages it turns out that H function coincides, apart a
multiplicative positive constant, and the negative sign, with Shannon’s entropy
(Shannon quotes Boltzmann’s work). On the basis of H function Boltzmann
proved the microscopic representation of Clausius entropy S [19]:

S = k loge W (1)

where W is the number of distinguishable micro-states associated to the thermo-
dynamic macro-state of the system, and k is the so-called Boltzmann constant
(two micro-states are associated to the same macro-state if they have the same
velocity distribution, even if realized by different velocities of single molecules).

However, despite this remarkable result, Boltzmann was not able to deduce
that ΔS ≥ 0, by using H function. The so-called Theorem H stating Ht+1 ≤
Ht, or ΔH ≤ 0, was never proved by him in a satisfactory way (from ΔH ≤
0 inequality ΔS ≥ 0 follows as an easy consequence of the above equation,
where the opposite verses of inequalities are related to the different sign between
Boltzmann’s H and Shannon’s H) [6,9,11,22,29,30].

Let us shortly outline, mainly in discrete terms, the argument underlying
Boltzmann’s microscopic representation of thermodynamic entropy. In an ideal
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gas the volume ×pressure product equals the product of gas constant R, absolute
temperature and the number of gas moles:

PV = NRT. (2)

If we replace the number N of gas moles by n/A where n is the number of
molecules and A is the Avogadro constant, we get an equivalent formulation,
where k = R/A is called the Boltzmann constant:

PV = nkT. (3)

If the gas expands from a volume V1 to a volume V , by taking a heat quantity
Q and leaving unchanged the value of T , we have:

Q =
∫ V

V1

Pdv (4)

and, according to Eq. (2), we get:

Q =
∫ V

V1

nkT/V dv = nkT

∫ V

V1

1/V dv = nkT (ln V − ln V1). (5)

Finally, assuming V1 = 1, we obtain:

Q/T = nk ln V (6)

but the ratio Q/T , is by definition the difference of the gas entropy in passing
from V1 to V , therefore:

S = nk ln V (7)

that is:
S = k ln V n (8)

where V n represents the number of possible arrangements of n molecules in V
volume cells. The gas is spatially homogeneously distributed and molecules with
the same speed are indiscernible. Let us discretize speed values in m intervals:
v1 ± Δ, v2 ± Δ, . . . , vm ± Δ therefore, the possible allocations of molecules in
the volume is, apart multiplicative constants, the number W of different ways in
which n molecules can be distributed into m different velocity classes, where W
corresponds to number of micro-states associated to the thermodynamic macro-
state. Whence, the famous Boltzmann’s equation follows:

S = k ln W. (9)

but the number W is given by the following multinomial expression (Boltzmann’s
“Wahrscheinlichkeit” Principle):

W =
n!

n1!n2! . . . nm!
(10)
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therefore:
S = k ln

n!
n1!n2! . . . nm!

(11)

from which, by assuming asymptotically lnn! = n ln n, as a consequence of
Stirling approximation n! ≈ √

2πn nn/en [14], we can derive:

S = kn ln n − k(n1 ln n1 + n2 ln n2 + . . . nm ln nm)

if, for i = 1, . . . m, we express ni by means of pi = ni/n, that is, ni = npi, then
we get (p1 + p2 + . . . + pm = 1):

S = kn ln n − k(np1 ln np1 + np2 ln np2 + . . . + npm ln npm)

S = kn ln n − kn[p1(ln n + ln p1) + p2(ln n + ln p2) + . . . + pm(ln n + ln pm)]

S = kn ln n−kn ln n[p1+p2−+ . . .+pm]−kn(p1 ln p1+p2 ln p2+. . .+pm ln pm)

S = −kn
∑m

i=1 pi ln pi (Shannon Entropy apart fron the constant kn).

The microscopic interpretation of thermodynamic entropy given by Boltz-
mann has a very general nature and it essentially provides a proof of the follow-
ing principle ECP (Entropy Circularity Principle) that expresses Boltzmann’s
“Wahrscheinlichkeit” Principle in terms of Shannon information sources. In other
words, the entropy of a source (X, p) is proportional to the logarithm of the num-
ber W of different sources over X with the same probabilities {p(x)|x ∈ ̂X}, that
is, the entropy of a given source is proportional to the number of sources having
that entropy.

Entropy Circularity Principle (ECP)

H(X, pX) = c lg2 |X|

for some constant c, where:

X = {(X, q) | {q(x)|x ∈ ̂X} = {p(x)|x ∈ ̂X}}.

From this principle emerges an interesting link between probabilistic and
digital aspects of information. In fact, it can be proved that lg2 n corresponds
essentially to the minimum average number of binary digits necessary for encod-
ing n different values (the exact value digit2(n) is bounded by: (�lg2(n)� − 2) <
digit2(n) < n(�lg2(n)�)). Therefore, entropy corresponds (apart multiplicative
constants) to the average length of codewords encoding all the sources with the
same entropy. This digital reading of the entropy relates also to the First Shan-
non Theorem stating that H(X, pX) is a lower bound for the (probabilistic)
mean of yes-no questions necessary to guess a value a ∈ ̂X by asking a ≤ b?, for
suitable b in ̂X. This explains in a very intuitive manner the meaning of H(X, p)
as average uncertainty of the source.
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ECP principle points out a subtle aspect of entropy. It is, at same time,
the average uncertainty of the events generated by a source, and the average
uncertainty to identify the source in the class of those with the same probabilities,
that is, the uncertainty of its internal space of events, but also the uncertainty
of its external space.

Coming back to Boltzmann’s analysis, information sources (X, p) correspond
to the micro-states of the given gas volume (p is the velocity distribution nor-
malized as probability distribution), whereas a macro-state of the considered
thermodynamic system is completely identified by the pressure, volume and
temperature of the gas. In this perspective, the ECP principle unveils the intrin-
sic circularity of entropy, because H(X, pX) is completely determined by pX
but, at same time, corresponds to the (logarithm of the) number of ways the
probabilities of pX can be distributed among the values of X.

The reason of Boltzmann failure in correctly proving H theorem is due to the
fact that this theorem is, in its essence, an information Theory theorem (see [19,
22] for proofs of H theorem). In fact, in simple words, the irreversible increasing
of entropy in time, results from a collective effect of a huge number of reversible
elementary events, according to the large number of molecules and to the casual
nature of their collisions. Molecules that collide, exchanging information, produce
in time an increasing uniformity of molecule velocities. The global energy does
not change (collision are elastic), but differences between velocities decrease, in
the average, and this provides, in time, a greater value of the entropy, according
to the entropy equipartition property.

2 Entropy and Computation

Shannon’s Entropy entropy is related to physics and time is related to physical
entropy. In computation the informational and physical components are inter-
wined, because any computational device is based on a physical process, where
states, symbols, or configurations are transformed along a dynamics that starts
by some initial configurations ending eventually, if computation reaches a result,
with a final configuration (the initial one encodes some input data, the final one
encodes the corresponding output data).

A computation is a trajectory in space of events, where events can be con-
ceived as suitable sets of states (according to micro-state/macro-state Boltz-
mann’s distinction, events are macro-states each of them consisting of a collection
of micro-states). In this perspective, the entropy of a computation configuration
is given by the number of different states belonging to the configuration. On the
other side, if computation is a process intended to acquire information, this rep-
resentation suggests that the configurations along a computation have to reduce
the number of internal micro-states. In fact, the uncertainty of a configuration
corresponds with the number of states it contains, and a computation tends
to reduce the initial uncertainty by reaching certain configurations satisfying
the constraints of a given problem. In terms of entropy, if the number of states
of configurations reduce along a computation, consequently, the entropy lg W
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(W number of states) reduce along computation. In conclusion, a computation
results to be an anti-entropic process. For this reason, from a physical point
of view, a computation is a dissipative process releasing energy (heat) in the
environment. A computational device is comparable with a living organism who
increases the environment entropy for keeping its functions (maintaining his low
internal entropy) [30], whereas a computational device increases the environ-
ment entropy for proceeding in the computation and for providing a final result
(reaching a lower entropy for computation configurations).

A very intuitive way for realizing that “information is physical” is a simple
device called Centrifugal Governor, invented by James Watt in 1788 for con-
trolling his steam engine. The principle on which it is based is that of “conical
pendulum”. The axis of a rotating engine is supplied with an attached rigid
arm terminating with a mass that can assume an angle with respect to the axis
(two symmetrical arms in Watt’s formulation, the masses at arms are negligi-
ble). When the axis is rotating, in proportion with the rotation speed, the mass
at end of the arm is subjected to a centrifugal force rising the arm (see Fig. 1).
This rising opens a valve, in proportion to the vertical rising of the arm, that
diminishes a physical parameter related to the speed (a pressure in the case of a
steam engine), and consequently, decreases the rotation speed. This phenomenon
is a negative feedback that, according to the length of the arm, stabilizes the
rotation speed to a fixed velocity (negative means that control acts in the oppo-
site verse of the controlled action). It realizes a kind homeostasis (keeping some
variables within a fixed sub-range of variability), a property that is crucial for
any complex systems and thus is typical of living organisms.

The term “cybernetics” introduced by Wiener [35] comes from a Greek root
expressing the action of guiding or controlling, and is essentially based on the
image of Centrifugal Governor, where the arm length encodes the information
capable of controlling the rotation speed (Wiener’s book title is: Cybernetics,
or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine). Information
directs processes, but it is realized by a physical process too. And in the cen-
trifugal governor mgh is the energetic cost of the control exerted by the arm
on the rotation (see Fig. 1: m is the mass at the end of the arm, g the gravity
acceleration, and h is the vertical rising of the arm with respect to its lowest posi-
tion). We remark that from equation mv2/2 = mgh (kinetic energy = potential
energy) it follows that rising h = v2/2g does not depend on the value of the
mass, but only on the speed (if the mass is negligible in affecting the speed), and
on the arm length. The value of the mass needs to be only sufficient to exert a
centrifugal force.

The investigation about the relationship between information and physics has
a long history, going back to the famous Maxwell demon, where the great physi-
cist posed the problem of how an intelligent agent can interfere with physical
principles (his demon was apparently violating the second principle of thermo-
dynamics, by his ability of getting information about the molecules velocity).
A very intensive and active line a research was developed in this regard (see
[3] for a historical account of these researches) and continues to be developed
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Fig. 1. The schema of the centrifugal governor.

even in recent years, especially under the pressure of the new results in quantum
information and in quantum computing that show how much the informational
perspective is essential for a deep analysis of quantum phenomena [25].

It is becoming always more evident that any mathematical model of physical
phenomena is based on the acquisition of data coming from information sources
generated by measurement processes. This fact is not of secondary relevance with
respect to the construction of the model, especially when the data acquisition
processes are very sophisticated and cannot ingenuously be considered as mirrors
of reality, rather, the only reality on which reconstructions can be based on are
just the information sources resulting from the interactions between the observer
and the observed phenomena.

In a celebrated paper [16] Landauer asserts the Erasure Principle, according
to which the erasure of a bit during a computation has an energetic cost of kT ln 2
(k Boltzmann constant, T absolute temperature) [5,17,18]. This means that, if
the computation entropy diminishes (for the reduction of computation configu-
ration states), then the environment entropy has to compensate this decrease by
increasing at least of an amount S and a corresponding quantity of energy ST
has to be released in the environment, if T is its Kelvin temperature. The logic
of this argument follows from our previous analysis of a computation process,
when also the environment is considered and the second principle of thermody-
namic is applied. The erasure principle is nothing else than a direct derivation
of Boltzmann Eq. 1 when from two possible state one of them is chosen, by
passing from W = 2 to W = 1. It is a lower bound, implicitly assuming that
physical states that do not correspond to data do not change in number. How-
ever, it is important to remark that “erasing” has to be considered in the wide
sense of decreasing states of a computation configuration, as indicated in Fig. 2
(the term erasure could be misleading, because it means erasing information,
as uncertainty, that could correspond to writing a symbol on a Turing machine
tape).

A continuation of Landauer’s research has been developed by Bennet et al. [1–
4] (in [3] a historical account of the theory of reversible computation is given).
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Fig. 2. Landauer’s minimal erasure as a compression of the state space: in (a) the ball
can be located in any of the two parts 0, 1 of the volume; in (b) it is confined in part 1,
therefore in (b) the state space is reduced from two possibilities to only one of them.

Computation steps can be reversible and irreversible. The first kind of steps
arise when information is not lost after the step and it is possible go back by
returning to the data previously available. The irreversible steps are those that
do not satisfy the condition of reversibility, because some data are lost after the
step. In this framework it is shown that any computation can be performed in a
reversible way, by using suitable strategies, where all the steps of a computation
ending in a given configurations are copied in a suitable zone of a memory such
that from the final state it is possible to go back in the reverse way. Of course,
in this way computation is reversible, but I am perplexed about the effective
meaning of this result. In fact, if information is gained by reducing the set of
states of the initial configuration, then in the case of a reversible computation
no new information is obtained at end of computation. This would require a
different way of considering computations, where the evaluation of the amount
of the gained information at the end of computation has to be defined in terms
of some other mechanism of evaluation. Otherwise, if a computation does not
generates information, for what reason it is performed? What is the advantage
of obtaining a result when computation halts? If a result is not new information,
what means result? The theory of reversible computation, even if correct, is
surely incomplete, as far as it does not answer these open natural questions that
it raises.

Any data configuration corresponds to a physical configuration, but the oppo-
site is not true, therefore a data anti-entropic process does not necessarily imply
a physical anti-entropic process. This means that data-reversible operations do
not necessarily correspond to physically reversible transformations. In particu-
lar, copying operations are surely data-reversible, but this cannot always imply
that the corresponding physical process of copying are reversible. In fact, con-
sider a copy of a prefix of the tape content of a Turing machine [24]. This copy
is realized at the opposite end of the tape (on the right of which only blank
symbols are written). In this case, firstly the head of machine has to move along
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all the non-blank content of the tape, and at end some blank symbol are replaced
by the prefix to be copied, but any replacement of a blank by a non-blank, in
a Turing machine with many non-blank symbols, is an erasure in Landauer’s
sense.

Physical states representing data are a proper subset of all physical states of
a system. Those that represent data are selected by the observer of the system
who is using it for computing, but computation is not only a physical activity, it
is mainly a coding-decoding activity according to a code chosen by a processor
(another system) coupled with the computation memory device according to a
mechanism that is not only in the memory, but is also internal to the processor.
This means that in any computation we need to distinguish a passive and an
active component. Forgetting this coupling and analyzing computations only on
the side of the operations applied to the memory can be useful, but does not tell
the whole story of the computing process. This partiality is, in my opinion, the
source of some wrong conclusions drawn in the theory of reversible computation.
If even all the logical gates are reversible, the internal states of the processor
where the “interpreter” of the rules of computation process are located (which
operation activate at each step) could require forgetting some information along
the computation. Of course, this can be simulated by a new program where a
trace of erased information is saved, but then the problem is only moved to the
new interpreter. I am not sure about the continuation of this story, but is not so
obvious that you can always get rid of erasing operations, when also the memory
of the process and not only data transformations are taken into account. In any
case I think that a general proof of it is so far missing.

In 1956 [28] Shannon found a universal Turing machine [24,32] working with
only two symbols, say 1, B (the symbol B for blank). In this case during com-
putation symbol 1 can be replaced by symbol B, and viceversa, then we can
deduce that any computation can be performed without Landauer’s erasing,
because replacing one symbol with the other one does not necessarily change
the number of states of the computation configurations. This would imply that
Shannon computations could escape from the Landauer’s bound. Of course, this
fact puts in evidence a subtle point in physical analysis of computation, according
to which Landauer’s bound evaluation needs to be integrated with other impor-
tant aspects enlarging the computation states in order to include other physical
parameter inherent to the internal state of the computation agent. Otherwise,
Shannon’s universal computations would suffer the same criticism addressed
above to reversible computations, that is, the possibility of computations giving
results with no gain of information.

The hidden trap, in analyzing an irreversible computation that is transformed
into a reversible one, is that, even if the reversible computation steps do not
change the entropy of data, the “program” managing the transformation has
to be memorized at beginning of the computation. This means that, in the
obtained data-reversible computation, the “internal” states of the computation
agent executing the program surely changes and no reason can exclude that the
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related dynamics is irreversible. In any case, it has to be taken into account in
the entropic/energetic evaluation of the computation.

In reversible computation theory a recurrent comparison is presented with
the RNA Polymerase transcription from DNA to RNA, by arguing that this
copy phenomenon is reversible, but in this comparison no mention is done about
the anti-entropic character of RNA Polymerase that in order to be maintained
“alive” requires some corresponding anti-entropic processes.

In conclusion, the theory of reversible computation is surely of a great interest
for the new perspectives introduced in the analysis of computations, by disclosing
subtle relations among time, space, and energy in computation [3], however, even
if this theory is well-founded about the “logical reversibility”, its extension to
“physical reversibility” presents, in my opinion, several controversial aspects that
need further clarifications and experiments.

3 Conclusions

Wheeler, a famous physicist of the last century coined the expression [34]: “It
from bit”, for expressing the fundamental role that information plays in Physics.
The recent developments in quantum information and quantum physics seem to
confirm this viewpoint [25] and clearly suggest the necessity of more general
frameworks where informational concepts will be the main part of new physical
theories. Natural computing, in a wider sense, could provide contexts suitable for
developing specific analyses about entropy and computation (see, for example
[7,12,19–21,23,26,33]). In a sense, models of reversible computation (brown-
ian, billiard, electro-mechanical, nano-mechanical, enzymatic) are computation
models in the field of natural computing, because they are mainly based on pro-
cesses occurring in natural contexts and at different levels of complexity and
miniaturization. Therefore, integrated perspectives of computation where phys-
ical informational aspects are jointly evaluated in their dynamical interplay are
surely the most “natural” way of considering natural computing.
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Abstract. We overview the current state of cP systems and illustrate it
with a series of old and new examples, intentionally simple, but funda-
mental in their areas. cP systems – i.e. P systems with compound terms
– share the fundamental features of traditional cell-like (tree-based) and
tissue (graph-based) P systems: unlimited space and computing power,
cells, nested cells, multisets, messages, rewriting rules, possibly running
in maximal parallel modes. In contrast to traditional P systems, inner
nested cells do not have their own rulesets. However, this restriction
is usually more than compensated by their significant extensions: com-
pound Prolog-like terms, high-level rules, control on incoming messages.
Additionally, the same rulesets can run in either synchronous or asyn-
chronous mode, without any syntactic change. cP systems have been
successfully used to model quite a few fundamental and real-life prob-
lems, e.g. in NP complexity, data structures, graph theory, distributed
algorithms, image processing. As trademark, cP models use fixed sized
alphabets and crisp rulesets, independent of the problem size. The sam-
ples cover a wide variety of areas, such as arithmetic, list structures, sum-
mary statistics and sorting, asynchronous communications, μ-recursive
functions.

1 Introduction

As noted in Cooper and Nicolescu [1], cP systems share the fundamental features
of traditional cell-like (tree-based) and tissue (graph-based) P systems [10,11]:
unlimited space and computing power, top-cells are organised in graph/digraph
networks, top-cells contain nested (and labelled) sub-cells, the evolution is gov-
erned by multiset rewriting rules, possibly running in maximal parallel modes.
Top-cell represent nodes in a distributed computation, and interact by mes-
sages (aka inter-cell parallelism). Subcells represent local data that can be pro-
cessed either sequentially or in the max-parallel mode (aka intra-cell parallelism).
Although not strictly necessary – but also shared with other versions of the tra-
ditional P systems – our typical rulesets are state based and run in a weak
priority mode.

cP systems are based on five fundamental innovations, one restriction and
four extensions: (0) no rules for inner (nested) subcells, which are just labelled
nested multisets; (1) compound terms, similar to Prolog compound terms, but
based on multisets; (2) high-level rewriting rules, that work on nested multisets;
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 204–227, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-00265-7_17
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(3) Actor-like control on incoming messages; (4) no syntactic difference between
synchronous and asynchronous communication models.

First, unlike in traditional cell-like P systems, sub-cells do NOT have their
own rules. Basically, sub-cells are just nested passive repositories of other sub-
cells or atomic symbols; briefly, these are labelled nested multisets.

This sounds like a severe limitation. However, it is more than compensated by
the provision of higher level rules, which extend the classical multiset rewriting
rules with concepts borrowed from logic programming, namely Prolog unifica-
tion, with optional constraints, introduced by promoters and inhibitors. In other
words, cP systems may also be seen as evolving the classical Prolog unification
from structured terms to multiset-based terms – which again is a novel feature.

However, unlike traditional Prolog, where rules are applied in a backward-
chaining mode, with possible backtracks, cP rules work in a forward mode, like
all known P system rules. This seems to allow better parallelism capabilities
than the past and actual parallel versions of concurrent Prolog – but this topic
will not be further followed here.

Outgoing messages are terms that appear in right-hand-side of the rules and
are suffixed by the ‘!’ symbol. Acceptable incoming messages are terms that
appear in the left-hand-side of the rules and are suffixed by the ‘?’ symbol. Syn-
tactically, this notation is inspired by process calculi, but here has an Actor
model semantics [2,3]. Roughly, the ‘?’ symbol correspond to Receive and Scan
operations used in F#, or receive and stash operations used in Akka. Thus, like
in Actor models, each top-level cell can control its incoming messages, by decid-
ing when to accept incoming data and of what format. Not yet accepted messages
remain in implicit message queues, without affecting the cell’s behaviour.

Additionally, the same rulesets can run in either synchronous or asynchronous
mode, without any syntactic change. Obviously, the results are generally differ-
ent, but the choice between these two modes only affects the evolution, thus
it can be delayed as a “runtime” decision. Essentially, a synchronous cP evolu-
tion will look as expected in traditional P systems. However, the asynchronous
evolution is based on a different base, in fact it closely matches the classical
asynchronous model in the field of distributed algorithms [6,12].

To the best of our knowledge, this is the only P system version that uses an
asynchronicity definition aligned to the definition used in distributed algorithms.
This may have a significant effect on the modelling capacity or related concepts
such as fairness.

The net result is a powerful system that can crisply and efficiently solve
many complex problems, with small fixed-size alphabets and small, fast fixed-size
rulesets. In particular, cP systems enable a reasonably straightforward creation
and manipulation of high-level data structures typical of high-level languages,
such as: numbers, lists, trees, relations (graphs), associative arrays, strings.

In this sense, cP systems have been successfully used to develop parallel and
distributed models in a large variety of domains, such as NP complete prob-
lems, data structures, graph theory, distributed algorithms, image processing
(e.g. see [1]).
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In this paper, we overview the current state of cP systems and we showcase
their features on a wide range of fundamental tasks, such as arithmetic, list pro-
cessing, efficient sorting and summary statistics, asynchronous communications,
μ-recursivity. The first sections, from Sect. 2 to Sect. 4, are revised versions of
definitions which have appeared in our earlier papers, such as [1], with one major
addition: provision for Actor-like input control. Readers may digest the sections
in the given order; but can also temporary skip the more arid definitions and
start with the examples, e.g. Sect. 5, referring to the definitions as needed. Unless
otherwise specified, samples assume one single top-level cell.

2 P Systems with Compound Terms

As suggested by Fig. 1, P systems with compound terms, – cP systems for brief
– share and extend some of the fundamental features of both traditional cell-like
(tree-based) and tissue (graph-based) P systems:

• Top-level cells are organised in digraph networks and are usually differentiated
by unique IDs. Top-level cells represent nodes in a distributed computation
(aka inter-cell parallelism).

• Each arc represents an unidirectional communication channel and has two
labels: one label at the source cell and another at the target cell (these two
labels may, but need not, be different). Where graphs are used, each edge is
considered a pair of opposite arcs.

• Top-level cells contain nested (and labelled) sub-cells. Subcells represent local
data that can be processed either sequentially or in the max-parallel mode
(aka intra-cell parallelism).

• The evolution is governed by multiset rewriting+communication rules, run-
ning in exactly-once or max-parallel modes.

• Only top-level cells have evolution rules – nested subcells are just passive
data repositories. This seems a severe limitation; however, it is more than
compensated by the provision of powerful higher-level rules.

• In a synchronous evolution, each internal step takes zero time units (sic!), and
each message takes exactly one time unit to transit from source to target. This
model is equivalent to the traditional model, where internal steps take one
time unit and messages are instantaneous.

2

1
1

3

3 2

ι(1)

ι(2) ι(3)

Fig. 1. Bird’s eye view of a sample cP system, with top-level cells and subcells.
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• In an asynchronous evolution, each message may take any finite real time
(in R≥0) to transit from source to target. This model closely matches the
standard runtime model of asynchronous distributed algorithms, and includes
the synchronous model as a particular case.

• Top-level cells send messages – via the right-hand-side of rewriting rules, using
symbol ‘!’ – over outgoing arcs, to their structural neighbours.

• Top-level cells receive messages – via the left-hand-side of rewriting rules,
using symbol ‘?’ – over incoming arcs, from their structural neighbours.

• Messages which arrive at the target cell are not immediately inserted among
the target’s contents; instead, these messages are conceptually “enqueued”
and there is one message “queue” – read “multiset” – for each incoming arc.

• Receiving cells have full control over the time and format of messages accepted
from the message “queues”. This model matches similar facilities of Actor
models, such as Receive/Scan (F#) and receive/stash (Akka).

• Messages not yet accepted remain in their message “queues”.

Note: although not strictly necessary – but also shared with other versions
of the traditional P systems – our typical rulesets are state based and run in a
weak priority mode.

Note: subcells – aka compound terms – play the roles of cellular micro-
compartments or substructures, such as organelles, vesicles or cytoophidium
assemblies (“snakes”), which are embedded in cells or travel between cells, but
without having the full processing power of a complete cell. In our proposal, sub-
cells represent nested labelled data compartments which have no own processing
power: they are acted upon by the rules of their enclosing cells.

3 cP Terms Grammar and Unification

Our basic vocabulary consists of atoms and variables, collectively known as
simple terms, plus a dedicated symbol, ‘1 ’, and a few delimiters: ‘(’, ‘)’, ‘[’, ‘]’,
‘|’.

Compound terms are similar to Prolog-like first-order terms, but recursively
built from multisets of atoms and variables. Roughly, our compound terms play
the role of hierarchically nested subcells in traditional P systems. Numbers and
lists are now explicit in this new extended grammar, although they are ad-hoc
derivable as compound terms, by the other rules (as also shown below).

Together, simple terms, compound terms, numbers, and lists are collectively
called terms and can be defined by the formal grammar in Fig. 2, where ‘...’
denote arbitrary multiset repetitions, including zero times.

Symbol λ is an emphatic designation of the empty multiset. Numbers are
represented in base 1, with 1 as unity symbol. Atoms are typically denoted by
lower case letters, such as a, b, c. Variables are typically denoted by uppercase
letters, such as X, Y , Z. If useful, atoms and variables may include subscripts
or primes. Functors are subcell labels, not necessarily distinct; here functors can
only be atoms (not variables).
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<term> : := <s imple−term> | <compound−term>
| <number> | < l i s t >

<s imple−term> : := <atom> | <var i ab l e>
<compound−term> : := <functor> ’ ( ’ <argument> ’ ) ’
<functor> : := <atom>
<argument> : := <term > . . .
<number> : := 1 . . .
< l i s t > : := ’ [ ] ’ | ’ [ ’ <head> ’ | ’ < l i s t > ’ ] ’
<head> : := <term > . . .

Fig. 2. Term grammar

For improved readability, we also consider anonymous variables, which are
denoted by underscores (‘ ’). Each underscore occurrence represents a new
unnamed variable and indicates that something, in which we are not interested,
must fill that slot.

Terms that do not contain variables are called ground, e.g.:

• Ground terms: a, a() = a(λ), a(b), a(bc), a(b2c), a(b(c)), a(bc(λ)), a(b(c)d(e)),
a(b(c)d(e)), a(b(c)d(e(λ))), a(bc2d).

• Terms which are not ground: X, a(X), a(bX), a(b(X)), a(XY ), a(X2),
a(XdY ), a(Xc()), a(b(X)d(e)), a(b(c)d(Y )), a(b(X2)d(e(Xf2))); also, using
anonymous variables: , a(b ), a(X ), a(b(X)d(e( ))).

• This term-like construct which starts with a variable is not a term (this
grammar defines first-order terms only): X(aY ).

In concrete models, cells may contain ground terms only (no variables). Rules
may however contain any kind of terms, atoms, variables and terms (whether
ground and not).

Unification. All terms which appear in rules (ground or not) can be (asym-
metrically) matched against ground terms, using an ad-hoc version of pattern
matching, more precisely, a one-way first-order syntactic unification (one-way,
because cells may not contain variables). An atom can only match another copy
of itself, but a variable can match any multiset of ground terms (including λ).
This may create a combinatorial non-determinism, when a combination of two or
more variables are matched against the same multiset, in which case an arbitrary
matching is chosen. For example:

• Matching a(b(X)fY ) = a(b(cd(e))f2g) deterministically creates a single set
of unifiers: X,Y = cd(e), fg.

• Matching a(XY 2) = a(de2f) deterministically creates a single set of unifiers:
X,Y = df, e.

• Matching a(b(X)c(1X)) = a(b(1 2)c(1 3)) deterministically creates one single
unifier: X = 1 2.
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• Matching a(b(X)c(1X)) = a(b(1 2)c(1 2)) fails.
• Matching a(XY ) = a(df) non-deterministically creates one of the following

four sets of unifiers: X,Y = λ, df ; X,Y = df, λ; X,Y = d, f ; X,Y = f, d.

Performance Note. If the rules avoid any matching non-determinism, then
this proposal should not affect the performance of P simulators running on
existing machines. Assuming that multisets are efficiently represented, e.g. via
hash-tables, our proposed unification probably adds an almost linear factor. Let
us recall that, in similar contexts (no occurs check needed), Prolog unification
algorithms can run in O(ng(n)) steps, where g is the inverse Ackermann func-
tion. Our conjecture must be proven though, as the novel presence of multisets
may affect the performance.

4 cP Rules Grammar

Typically, our rewriting rules use states and are applied top-down, in the so-
called weak priority order.

Pattern Matching. Rewriting rules are matched against cell contents using
the above discussed pattern matching, which involves the rule’s left-hand side,
promoters and inhibitors. Generally, variables have global rule scope; these are
assumed to be introduced by existential quantifiers preceding the rule – with the
exception of inhibitors, which may introduce local variables, as further discussed
below.

Intuitively, the matching is valid only if, after substituting variables by their
values, the rule’s right-hand side contains ground terms only (so no free variables
are injected in the cell or sent to its neighbours), as illustrated by the following
sample scenario:

• The cell’s current content includes the ground term:
n(aφ(b φ(c)ψ(d))ψ(e))

• The following (state-less) rewriting rule fragment is considered:
n(X φ(Y φ(Y1)ψ(Y2))ψ(Z)) → v(X) n(Y φ(Y2)ψ(Y1)) v(Z)

• Our pattern matching determines the following unifiers:
X = a, Y = b, Y1 = c, Y2 = d, Z = e.

• This is a valid matching and, after substitutions, the rule’s right-hand side
gives the new content :
v(a) n(b φ(d)ψ(c)) v(e)

Generic Rules Format. More precisely, the rewriting rules are defined by
the formal grammar in Fig. 3, where ‘. . . ’ denote arbitrary repetitions (including
zero times). We call this format generic, because it actually defines templates
involving variables.

The rewriting rule is unified according to the following rules; ensuring that
all states and cell contents are ground:
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<ru le> : := <lhs> →α <rhs> <promoters> < i n h i b i t o r s >
<lhs> : := <s ta te> (< loc−term> | {<in−term>}? ) . . .
<rhs> : := <s ta te> (< loc−term> | {<out−term>}! ) . . .
<s ta te> : := <compound−term>
<promoters> : := ( | <term−or−eq>). . .
< i n h i b i t o r s > : := (¬ <term−or−eq>). . .
<s ta te> : := <atom> | <compound−term>
<loc−term> : := <term> // local term
<in−term> : := <term> // input term
<out−term> : := <term> // output term
<term−or−eq> : := <loc−term>

| ’( ’< loc−term> ’= ’ <loc−term > ’) ’

Fig. 3. Rule grammar (Here we use the standard abbreviations: lhs = left-hand-side,
rhs = right-hand-side.)

• Lhs local terms must be unifyable to the cell’s ground contents.
• Promoter local terms must be unifyable to the cell’s ground contents; but

inhibitors must not be unifyable to the cell’s ground contents; see also note
below.

• Lhs local terms are consumed as in traditional P systems.
• Lhs input terms designated by the receive symbol, ‘?δ’, are received over

incoming arcs (from cell’s structural neighbours):
• δ is the label of an incoming arc, a set of such labels, or a variable (includ-

ing the ‘ ’ wildcard).
• (a)?i indicates that a is received over incoming arc i;
• (a)?i,j indicates that a is received over incoming arc i or j;
• (a)!X indicates that a is received over an arbitrary incoming arc, whose

label will be unified with X;
• Any queued messages that do not match the template ‘a’ are not accepted

in the cell, but kept in the corresponding queue.
• Rhs must contain only ground terms!
• Rhs local terms become available after the end of the current step only, as in

traditional P systems (we can also imagine that these are sent via an ad-hoc
fast loopback arc).

• Rhs output terms designated by the send symbol, ‘!δ’, are sent over outgoing
arcs (to cell’s structural neighbours):

• δ is the label of an outgoing arc, a set of such labels, a variable, or the
special symbol ∀.

• (a)!i indicates that a is sent over outgoing arc i (unicast);
• (a)!i,j indicates that a is sent over outgoing arcs i and j (multicast);
• (a)!∀ indicates that a is sent over all outgoing arcs (broadcast).

• Application mode α ∈ {1, +}, indicates the exactly-once (aka min) or max-
parallel mode, as further discussed below.
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• All terms sent out to the same destination and in the same step form one single
message and travel together as one single block (regardless of the application
modes used).

Application Modes: Exactly-Once and Max-Parallel. To explain our two
rule application modes, exactly-once and max-parallel, let us consider a cell, σ,
containing three counter-like compound terms, c(1 2), c(1 2), c(1 3), and the two
possible application modes of the following high-level “decrementing” rule:

S1 c(1 X) →α S2 c(X),where α ∈ {1,+}. (ρα)

The left-hand side of rule ρα, c(1 X), can be unified in three different ways,
to each one of the three c terms extant in cell σ. Conceptually, we instantiate
this rule in three different ways, each one tied and applicable to a distinct term:

S1 c(1 2) → S2 c(1 ), (ρ1)
S1 c(1 2) → S2 c(1 ), (ρ2)
S1 c(1 3) → S2 c(1 2). (ρ3)

1. If α = 1, rule ρ1 non-deterministically selects and applies exactly one of these
virtual rules ρ1, ρ2, ρ3. Using ρ1 or ρ2, cell σ ends with counters c(1 ), c(1 2),
c(1 3). Using ρ3, cell σ ends with counters c(1 2), c(1 2), c(1 2).

2. If α = +, rule ρ+ applies all these virtual rules ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, in max-parallel
mode. Cell σ ends with counters c(1 ), c(1 ), c(1 2).

Semantically, the max-parallel mode is equivalent to a virtual sequential
“while” loop around the same rule in the exactly-once mode, which would be
then repeated until it is no more applicable.

Special Cases. Simple scenarios involving generic rules are sometimes seman-
tically equivalent to sets of non-generic rules defined via bounded loops. For
example, consider the rule

S1 a(x(I) y(J)) →+ S2 b(I) c(J),

where the cell’s contents guarantee that I and J only match integers in ranges
[1, n] and [1,m], respectively. Under these assumptions, this rule is essentially
equivalent to the following set of n × m non-generic rules:

S1 ai,j → S2 bi cj , ∀i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1, m].

However, unification is a much more powerful concept, which cannot be gen-
erally reduced to simple bounded loops.
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Promoters and Inhibitors. To expressively define additional useful match-
ings, our promoters and inhibitors may also use virtual “equality” terms, writ-
ten in infix format, with the ‘=’ operator. For example, including the term
(ab = XY ) indicates the following additional matching constraints on variables
X and Y : either X,Y = ab, λ; or X,Y = a, b; or X,Y = b, a; or X,Y = λ, ab.

To usefully define inhibitors as full logical negations, variables which only
appear in the scope of an inhibitor are assumed to have local scope. These vari-
ables are assumed to be defined by existential quantifiers, immediately after the
negation. Semantically, this is equivalent as introducing these variables at the
global rule level, but by universal quantifiers, after all other global variables,
which are introduced by existential quantifiers.

As an illustration, consider a cell containing two terms, a(1 ) a(111 ), and
contrast the following two sample rule fragments (for brevity, other rule details
are here omitted).

. . . | a(1XY ) ¬ a(X) (1)

. . . | a(1Z) ¬ (Z = XY ) | a(X) (2)

These two rules appear quite similar and their inhibitor tests seem to model
the same intuitive expression: no a(X) must be present in the cell. In fact, these
rule fragments could be explicited with the following quantifiers:

∃X, Y : . . . | a(1XY ) , ¬a(X) (1)
∃Z : . . . | a(1Z) , ¬(∃X, Y , (Z = XY ) , a(X)) (2)
∃Z, ∀X, Y : . . . | a(1Z) , (Z = XY ) ⇒ ¬a(X) (2’)

Rule (1) uses two global variables, X and Y , that can be matched in four
different ways: (i) X,Y = λ, λ; (ii) X,Y = 11 , λ; (iii) X,Y = λ, 11 ; (iv)
X,Y = 1 , 1 . The first three unifications, (i-iii), pass the inhibitor test, as there
are no terms a(), a(11 ), a(), respectively. However, unification (iv) fails the
inhibitor test, because there is one cell term a(1 ).

Rules (2, 2’) use one global variable, Z, and two local inhibitor variables, X
and Y . Variable Z can be matched in two different ways: (i) Z = λ; (ii) Z = 11 .
Unification (i) passes the inhibitor test, because it only checks one unification,
X,Y = λ, λ, and there is no cell term a(). However, unification (ii) fails the
inhibitor test, because it checks three local unifications: X,Y = 11 , λ; X,Y =
λ, 11 ; X,Y = 1 , 1 ; and the last check fails, because of extant term a(1 ).

The pattern of rule (2) has been further used, in [1], to define a one-step
minimum finding ruleset.

Benefits. This type of generic rules allow algorithm descriptions with fixed-size
alphabets and fixed-sized rulesets, independent of the size of the problem and
number of cells in the system (often impossible with only atomic terms).

5 cP Numbers

Natural numbers can be represented via multisets containing repeated occur-
rences of the same atom. The extended cP terms grammar has a built-in
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symbol, 1 , for the unary digit. Thus, the following compound terms can be
used to describe the contents of an integer container a: (i) a() = a(λ) ≡ the
value of a is 0; (ii) a(1 3) ≡ the value of a is 3.

For concise expressions, we may alias multisets of 1 by their corresponding
multiplicity, e.g. a() ≡ a(0), b(1 3) ≡ b(3). Nicolescu et al. [9] show how the basic
arithmetic operations can be efficiently modelled by P systems with compound
terms.

Figure 4 shows a few simple arithmetic assignments, expressions, and com-
parisons. Note that “strictly less than” (<) requires the extra 1, because Y can
match on λ. Figure 5 shows a simple multiplication by repeated additions and
Fig. 6 shows a simple division by repeated subtractions. In this approach, multi-
plication and division are performed sequentially. Multiplications and divisions
could also run in parallel, by allowing a restricted reuse of symbols generated in
the same step, but we do not discuss such possible extensions here.

x = 0 ≡ x(λ)
x = 1 ≡ x(1 )
x = 2 ≡ x(11 )
x = n ≡ x(1n)

x := y + z ≡ y(Y ) z(Z) →1 x(Y Z) destructive add

x := y + z ≡ →1 x(Y Z) | y(Y ) z(Z) preserving add
x := y − z ≡ →1 x(X) | y(XZ) z(Z) preserving subtract, if y ≥ z

x = y ≡ x(X) y(X) equality
x ≤ y ≡ x(X) y(XY ) less than or equal to
x < y ≡ x(X) y(XY 1 ) strictly less than

x%2 = 0 ≡ x(XX) even
x%2 = 1 ≡ x(XX1 ) odd

x := max(0, y − z) ≡ preserving subtract (two rules)
→1 x(X) | y(XZ) z(Z)
→1 x() | y(Y ) z(Y Z)

Fig. 4. Numbers: simple assignments, expressions, and comparisons

x := y × z ≡ S0 →1 S2 x() | z()
S0 →1 S1 x() y′(Y ) | y(Y )
S1 x(X) y′() →1 S2 x(X)
S1 x(X) y′(Y 1 ) →1 S1 x(XZ) y′(Y ) | z(Z)

Fig. 5. Numbers: multiplication by repeated addition
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x := y ÷ z ≡ S0 →1 S2 x(∞) | z()
S0 →1 S1 x() y′(Y ) | y(Y )
S1 x(X) y′(Y ) →1 S2 x(X) | z(Y Z1 )
S1 x(X) y′(Y Z) →1 S1 x(X1 ) y′(Y ) | z(Z)

Fig. 6. Numbers: division by repeated subtraction

6 cP Lists

Consider the list y, containing the following sequence of values: [u, v, w] (using a
standard programming notation). List [u, v, w] can be represented as a compound
term: .(u .(v .(w .()))), where the ad-hoc functor ‘.’ represents the standard list
constructor cons and ‘.()’ the empty list. However, to avoid ambiguities, different
lists may need to use different cons functors.

To simplify list processing, the new extended grammar has an unambiguous
built-in list, starting with the empty list ‘[ ]’, and using operator | to separate
the head and the tail of a non-empty list.

Thus, list .(u .(v .(w .()))) can now be represented as [u | [ v | [w | [ ] ] ] ]. As a
notational convenience, we can also use the standard list notation, [u, v, w]. Our
named list y can be now be represented as a compound term, y([u, v, w]), and,
as the round parentheses are now redundant, directly as y[u, v, w].

Our lists work as lists in functional programming, i.e. essentially as stacks.
Figure 7 shows rule fragments for a few simple list/stack operations.

→1 y[ ] creating empty list y
a y[Y ] →1 y[a | Y ] pushing a on list y
a(X) y[Y ] →1 y[X | Y ] pushing contents of a on list y
y[X | Y ] →1 b(X) y[Y ] popping the top of list y to contents of b

Fig. 7. Lists: stack operations

Operations that require a complete list traversal are possible, but are per-
formed sequentially. Also, resulting list appear in reverse order, so a reversal
function may be required. Figure 8 shows rule fragments for a few typical list
monad operations. These operations destroy the initial list, so copies need to be
made if this is not desired. Associative arrays, cf. Sect. 7, may be a better choice
when fast parallel operations are required.

A pair of lists/stacks, say x and y, can efficiently emulate a queue, using
known functional programming “tricks”. In the simplest scenario, enqueue means
push on stack x and dequeue means pop from stack y; popping from an empty y
will first trigger a reversal of x onto y. Despite some appearances, this construct
has an dequeue complexity O(1).
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unit:: y := L i s t . un i t a
S0 a →1 S1 y[a]

reverse:: y := L i s t . r e v e r s e x
S0 →1 S1 y[ ]
S1 x[ ] →1 S2

S1 x[H|X] y[Y ] →1 S1 x[X] y[H|Y ]

map:: y := L i s t .map (h → hh) x
S0 →1 S1 y[ ]
S1 x[ ] →1 S2

S1 x[H|X] y[Y ] →1 S1 x[X] y[HH|Y ]
if order is important, then y needs now to be reversed

sum:: y := L i s t . sum x
S0 →1 S1 y()
S1 x[ ] →1 S2

S1 x[H|X] y(Y ) →1 S1 x[X] y(HY )

Fig. 8. Lists: a few basic monad operations

7 cP Associative arrays

Consider the associative array y, containing the following key/value pairs:
[a → 1, b → 3, c → 5]. Essentially, an associative array is a fast computable map-
ping from keys to values (e.g. a hash-based structure). To maintain the fast access
and ensure that it is parallelisable, an associative array can be represented as a
multiset of similarly shaped key value pairs. For example, the above associative
array y can be represented as the multiset y(κ(a) ν(1)) y(κ(a) ν(3)) y(κ(c) ν(5)).
If functors κ and ν are assumed, then we can also use the more intuitive list-like
notation y[a → 1, b → 3, c → 5].

Figure 9 shows rule fragments for a few monad operations, in the distructive
mode. Note that map-like operations are highly parallelisable.

unit:: y := Array . un i t ( a → t )
S0 a′(T ) →1 S1 y[a → T ]

map:: y := Array .map ( t → t t ) x
S0 →1 S1 y[ ]
S1 x[ ] →1 S2

S1 x[K → V |X] y[Y ] →+ S1 x[X] y[K → V V |Y ]

Fig. 9. Associative arrays: a few basic monad operations
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8 cP Asynchronous Evaluation

In our models, we do not make any syntactic difference between the synchronous
and asynchronous scenarios; this is strictly a runtime behaviour [7]. Any model
is able to run on both the synchronous and asynchronous runtime “engines”,
albeit the results may differ.

To the best of our knowledge, in all other P systems versions, asynchronicity
appears from the internal evaluation of the rulesets, not from the communication.
For example, such a discrete internal asynchronicity could be introduced when a
rule, which is n times applicable, is applied m times only, where m is an arbitrary
number in the integer interval [1, n].

Such approaches reverse the standard definition used in distributed algo-
rithms [6,12], where all internal processes take very small or even negligible real
time, and the message transit times make the main or even the only contribu-
tion to the runtime complexity. This may create modelling issues, by the need
for additional asynchronous/delaying artifacts. Also, this may preclude or make
more difficult theoretical considerations on runtime complexity and fairness.

Our asynchronous model matches closely the standard definition for asyn-
chronicity used in distributed algorithms, which considers that any internal step
takes zero time, while messages may take any real time to transit, but are nev-
ertheless guaranteed to arrive. To get more useful figures, transit times are nor-
malised, to [0, 1], by the dividing them to the longest transit time.

Then the runtime complexity (worst-case) of a distributed algorithm is the
supremum over all possible normalised executions [12]. If a finer estimation is
required, we can of course add a transit time between internal states, i.e. for
internal processing [6]), but this should be small compared with actual message
transit times – probably au par with the smallest message transit time. Fol-
lowing examples will illustrate this; for simplicity, here we ignore the possible
contribution of the internal evaluation steps.

8.1 Distributed Echo Algorithm – Synchronous vs. Asynchrnous

Echo [12] is a simple but fundamental algorithm in distributed computing, which
serves as the base for several other more complex and useful algorithms. Echo
creates a spanning tree over the reachable network; it is a diffuse algorithm,
starting from a single initiator and gradually encompassing the whole network.

The basic algorithm starts when the initiator sends a broadcast (fan-out) token
to all its neighbours. The initiator then waits until its receives convergecast (fan-
in) confirmation tokens from all its neighbours. This will complete the algorithm.

Each receiver starts by waiting to receive a token. Once it receives the first
token, the receiver marks that sender as its spanning tree parent. Then it further
sends the broadcast token to all its neighbours, minus its accepted parent. The
receiver then waits until it receives tokens from all its neighbours, minus its
accepted parent; these tokens can be either broadcast tokens or convergecast
tokens. When this occurs, the receiver sends its own confirmation token back to
its parent.
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As an illustration, let’s run the given rulesets on exactly the same network, in
two scenarios: (1) synchronously and (2) asynchronously. Figure 10 summarises a
completed synchronous run, while Fig. 11 summarises a completed asynchronous
run. The thick arrows indicate the resulting spanning tree. The numbers besides
the short arrows indicate transit times. Ignoring internal state transitions, the
runtime complexities of the two scenarios are different:

• The synchronous case. Here, time = 4 = 2D time units, where D is the graph
diameter. However, asymptotically, the time complexity is O(D).

• The asynchronous case. Here, time ≈ 3 = N − 1, where N is the number
or nodes in graph. However, asymptotically, the time complexity is O(N)
(i.e. usually larger or much larger).
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Fig. 10. Echo sync – possible end con-
figuration. Total messaging time = 4 =
2D = O(D) time units.
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Fig. 11. Echo async – possible end con-
figuration. Total messaging time ≈ 3 =
N − 1 = O(N) time units. Here ε is
very small number.

Generally, the synchronous case, when all messages travel in exactly one time
unit, is just one of the possible cases in the asynchronous scenario, when each
message travels independently and arbitrarily in any time in the interval [0, 1]
(normalised case). Thus, the asymptotic synchronous time complexity is always
less or equal to the asymptotic asynchronous time complexity.

This shows that, even if there are no syntactical differences, networks may
perform widely different in the two scenarios, synchronous vs. asynchronous.
In fact, many important synchronous algorithms will not work at all in asyn-
chronous networks, or only after substantial changes.

Figures 12 and 13 show the cP rulesets of the Echo initiator top-cell and
of an Echo receiver top-cell, respectively. We assume that each cell contains a
multiset with functor π̄ that identifies its neighbours. As result of the algorithm,
each receiver cell will contain a term with functor ρ, indicating its determined
spanning tree parent; the initiator cell starts with an already included empty
ρ term, indicating that it is the root. Figure 14 shows the initial states of our
sample four cells; Figs. 15 and 16 show their final states, in the synchronous and
asynchronous scenarios, respectively.
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S0 →+ S1 !X{θ} π(X) | π̄(X) (0)
S1 ?Y {θ} π(Y ) →+ S1 (1)
S1 →1 S2 ¬ π(X) (2)

Fig. 12. Echo initiator ruleset.

S0 ?Z{θ} →1 S1 ρ(Z )0()
S1 →+ S2 !X{θ} π(X) | π̄(X) ¬ ρ(X) (1)
S2 ?Y {θ} π(Y ) →+ S2 (2)
S2 →1 S3 !Z{θ} | ρ(Z) ¬ π(X) (3)

Fig. 13. Echo receiver ruleset.

Node State Cell contents
1 S0 ρ() π̄(2) π̄(4) μ̄(1)
2 S0 π̄(1) π̄(3) μ̄(2)
3 S0 π̄(2) π̄(4) μ̄(3)
4 S0 π̄(1) π̄(3) μ̄(4)

Fig. 14. Echo initial state – synchronous and asynchronous

Node State Cell contents
1 S2 ρ() π̄(2) π̄(4) μ̄(1)
2 S3 ρ(1) π̄(1) π̄(3) μ̄(2)
3 S3 ρ(2) π̄(2) π̄(4) μ̄(3)
4 S3 ρ(1) π̄(1) π̄(3) μ̄(4)

Fig. 15. Echo final state – possible synchronous scenario

Node State Cell contents
1 S2 ρ() π̄(2) π̄(4) μ̄(1)
2 S3 ρ(1) π̄(1) π̄(3) μ̄(2)
3 S3 ρ(2) π̄(2) π̄(4) μ̄(3)
4 S3 ρ(3) π̄(1) π̄(3) μ̄(4)

Fig. 16. Echo final state – possible asynchronous scenario
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8.2 Fairness and Unbounded Non-determinism

As a brief illustration, consider a network consisting of two interconnected top-
cells, #0 and #1. Cell #1 represents a counter actor, which loops by sending
self-addressed messages and incrementing an internal counter, ι. Cell #0 repre-
sents a main actor, which sends a query token message to #1, expecting back a
natural number. The expectations are quite high and strict: cell #1 should be
able to return any natural number and its response should be deterministically
guaranteed to arrive. A probability one will NOT be enough in this case; the
whole process must deterministically terminate.

Running this two cell system asynchronously will satisfy all these constraints.
The query message from #0 to #1 may take any arbitrary time, but is guaranteed
to arrive. By the time it is accepted, #1’s counter ι could have incremented to
any natural number, which will be sent back to #0.

This scenario illustrates the problem of unbounded non-determinism [2], also
closely related to the concept of fairness in distributed computations [6,12]. This
behaviour is possible in the theoretical actor model, and – as far as we know –
cP systems seems to be the first P system version which supports this. Figures 17
and 18 show the cP rules of such counter and main actors, respectively.

S0 →1 S0 !1{1} ι() ¬ ι(X) (0)
S0 ?1{1} ι(X) →1 S0 !1{1} ι(X1 ) (1)
S0 ?0{1} ι(X) →1 S1 !0{X} (2)

Fig. 17. Cell #1, the counter actor.

S0 →1 S1 !1{1} (0)
S1 ?1{X} →1 S2 ... (1)

Fig. 18. Cell #0, the main actor

9 cP Miscellanea

9.1 Efficient Summary Statistics

This section is reproduced from Cooper and Nicolescu [1]. Consider an unstruc-
tured multiset A ⊆ N of size n. It is well known that (1) any sequential algorithm
that finds its minimum needs at least n steps, and (2) any parallel algorithm
that finds its minimum needs at least log n parallel steps.

Without loss of generality, consider a cP system cell, in state S1, where
multiset A is given via functor a; e.g., multiset A = {1, 2, 2, 5} is represented
as a(1) a(2) a(2) a(5). The following rulesets implement various versions of a
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cP system minimum finding algorithm. All these rulesets transit to state S2 and
construct a term with functor b, containing minA. Some of these are destruc-
tive processes; if otherwise desired, one could first make a copy of the initial
multiset A.

The following destructive ruleset is an emulation of the classical sequential
minimum finding algorithm, which takes n steps:

S1 a(X) →1 S2 b(X)
S2 a(XY ) b(X) →1 S2 b(X) a ≥ b
S2 a(X) b(XY 1 ) →1 S2 b(X) a < b

The following destructive ruleset is an emulation of the classical parallel
minimum finding algorithm, which takes log n steps. As long as there are more
than one term a, the ruleset loops in state S1, keeping minima between pairs.
When only one a remains (containing the minimum value), the ruleset transits
to state S2 and tags the minimum.

S1 a(XY ) a(X) →+ S1 a(X)
S1 a(X) →1 S2 b(X)

However, using the full associative power of cP systems, we can find a non-
destructive version with two rules, which works in just two steps (regardless of
the set cardinality). This is a substantial improvement over existing classical
algorithms (both sequential and parallel). It starts by making a full copy of a as
b, in one max-parallel step, and then deletes all non-minimal b values in another
max-parallel step.

S1 →+ S′
1 b(X) | a(X)

S′
1 b(XY 1 ) →+ S2 | a(X)

Note that, if the minimum value appears several times in multiset A, then we
will end with the same multiplicity of b’s, each one containing the same value,
min A. If this is required, there are several ways to select only one copy and
delete the rest – but we do not further deal with this issue here.

Moreover, using the full power of cP inhibitors (as logical negations, with
local variables), we can even non-destructively solve the problem in just one
single step, with one or two rules. This version is implemented by the following
ruleset:

S1 →1 S2 b() | a()
S1 →1 S2 b(Z1 ) | a(Z1 ) ¬ (Z = XY ) a(X)

If A contains zero, then there is a term a(), and: (1) the first rule applies, con-
structing b(); (2) the second rule is not applicable. Otherwise (if there is no zero
in A): (1) the first rule is not applicable; (2) the second rule constructs b(Z1 ),
a value which exists among a’s, as a(Z1 ), but there is NO other a containing a
strictly lesser value, such as a(X), where X is a sub-multiset of Z, X ⊆ Z. In
the end, the newly constructed b will contain one copy of the minimum value of
multiset A.
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If multiset A does not contain zero values, i.e. A ⊆ N
+, then the first rule

can be safely omitted (as it will never be applicable).
The above rules are non-deterministic, but confluent. Similar rulesets can be

devised for finding other summary statistics, such as the maximum of a given
set of natural numbers.

9.2 Efficient Sorting

This section is based on ideas presented in Nicolescu [8]. In cP systems, like
in most P systems, the basic data structure is the unordered multiset; more
complex cP data structures are recursively built by nesting labellel multisets.
In this scenario, we need to start by first defining what we mean by sorting a
given multiset. There are two rather starightforward options: (1) create a list (cf.
Sect. 6) containing ordered values; or (2) output ordered values via a designated
output arc. Note that, regardless which option we chose, (1) or (2), arranging or
sending values in order are sequential processes.

In this section, we take the second approach. We propose and use a dynamic
version of the classical pigeonhole algorithm, where – metaphorically – pigeon-
holes are only opened one at a time, instantly attracting objects with matching
values.

Consider a top-level cell containing a multiset of numbers, defined by functor
a (cf. Sect. 5), e.g. a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1). Functor b defines our pigeonhole. The
ruleset of Fig. 19 sends an ordered sequence of a’s via arc 1. Figure 20 traces the
contents of the considered cell. In the worst case scenario, when all elements are
distinct, this ruleset needs O(N) steps, where N is the size of the multiset, here
N = 4.

S0 →1 S2 b() | a() (1)
S0 →1 S1 b() (2)

S1 b(X) →1 S3 ¬ a(XY 1 ) (3)
S1 b(X) →1 S2 b(XY 1 ) | a(XY 1 ) ¬ (Y = ZZ′) a(XZ) (4)

S2 →+ S1 {a(X)}!1 | b(X) (5)

Fig. 19. Sorting ruleset.

10 cP µ-recursion

In this section we provide a straightforward cP construction for μ-recursive func-
tions, defined here in Figs. 24 and 25. Being an extension of more traditional
P systems [10,11], cP systems are automatically Turing complete, so this con-
struction does not prove anything new on this issue. However, it is – to the
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S0 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) rule (2)
S1 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) b() rule (4)
S2 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) b(1) rule (5) sends a(1)
S1 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) b(1) rule (4)
S2 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) b(2) rule (5) sends a(2) a(2)
S1 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) b(2) rule (4)
S2 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) b(4) rule (5) sends a(4)
S1 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) b(4) rule (3)
S3 a(2) a(4) a(2) a(1) final idle state

Fig. 20. Sorting trace.

best of our knowledge – the first effective construction which directly models the
construction of μ-recursive functions. As such, it could enable us to effectively
construct an universal function for a family of P systems; again, to the best of
our knowledge, no such construction was yet presented.

Our construction follows the standard Kleene definition for μ-recursive func-
tions [4,5]. Here, we build a network of top-level cells. However, a mirror con-
struction is possible using one single top-level cell and subcells.

In our cP systems, we can use lists, such as [x1, x2, . . . , xn], to represent
vectors, such as x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). As shown in the shaded cells of Fig. 21,
our basic building block is a top-level cell with: (i) one incoming arc #1;
(ii) one outgoing arc #2; (iii) one incoming arc #3; (iv) one outgoing arc #4.
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The function arguments are given via a list of n numbers, expected on the incom-
ing arc #1. The function result is sent, when available, on the outgoing arc #4.

If needed, the outgoing arc #2 is used to send arguments to previously built
auxiliary functions and their result is expected to come on input arc #3. The
rulesets start on state S0 and return to a clean state S0 after the result is sent
out.

The rules corresponding to the basic μ functions are straightforward, see
Fig. 26.

Figure 21 illustrates the composition, f = h◦g, and Fig. 27 shows its rulesets.
We use two generic auxiliary cells: fork(m) and join(m). Fork(m) takes one list
of m values, on input arc 0, and broadcasts it, on m output arcs, 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Join(m) takes m separate values, on input arcs, 1, 2, . . . , m, and outputs a list
composed of these elements, on output arc 0.

Constant function

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = k

Successor function

S(x1) = x1 + 1

Projection function

P n
i (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = xi

Fig. 24. Basic μ-recursive functions.

Composition operator ◦: f = h ◦ g

f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = h(g1(x1, x2, . . . , xn), . . . , gm(x1, x2, . . . , xn))

Primitive recursion operator ρ: f = ρ(g, h)

f(0, x1, x2, . . . , xn) = g(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
f(y + 1, x1, x2, . . . , xn) = h(y, f(y, x1, x2, . . . , xn), x1, x2, . . . , xn)

Minimisation operator μ: f ′ = μ(f)

μ(f)(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = z ⇐⇒
f(z, x1, x2, . . . , xn) = 0
f(y, x1, x2, . . . , xn) 
= 0, ∀y ∈ [0, z − 1]

Fig. 25. Operators for constructing μ-recursive functions.
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Constant function: f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = k

S0 {X}?1 →1 S0 {k}!4 | κ(k)

The cell is configured with an immutable term κ(k), containing the out value.

Successor function: S(x1) = x1 + 1

S0 {[X]}?1 →1 S0 {X1}!4

Receives a singleton list and sends out the incremented value.

Projection function: P n
i (x1, x2, . . . , xn) = xi

S0 {X}?1 →1 S1 π(X) ξ(I) | ι(I1 )
S1 π[X|Y ] ξ(0) →1 S0 {X}!4
S1 π[X|Y ] ξ(I1 ) →1 S1 π(Y ) ξ(I)

The cell is configured with an immutable term ι(i). The received list is succes-
sively popped until the element at the required index i comes on top and then
is sent out.

Fig. 26. Rules for the basic μ functions.

Figure 22 illustrates the μ-minimisation, f ′ = μ(f), and Fig. 28 shows its
ruleset.

Figure 23 illustrates the primitive recursion, f = ρ(g, h), where the main top-
cell uses two ad-hoc helper cells: (i) γ, a wrapper for g; and (ii) χ, a wrapper for
h. The three rulesets are shown in Fig. 29.

11 Evaluations and Conclusions

We have overviewed the current state of cP systems and illustrated it with a series
of old and new examples, intentionally simple, but fundamental in their areas.
The current definitions have been gradually evolved bottom-up, by attempting
to apply more traditional P systems to a wider range of applications.

We have included here two previous samples for efficient sorting and summary
statistics, and highlighted several fundamental issues surrounding asynchronous
communications, unbounded non-determinism, and fairness.

Also, we have proved that cP systems are Turing complete via a novel high-
level “textbook” construction, in the spirit of Kleene’s definition for μ-recursive
functions. All rulesets have been small, with up to four rules; no inhibitors have
been used, and promoters have been used for convenience only.
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Composition – main cell

S0 {X}?1 →1 S1 {X}!2
S1 {Y }?3 →1 S0 {Y }!4

The received list x is forked to cells gm, gm−1, . . . , g1. Their results are collected
into a list sent to cell h, which returns the result of composition f .

Composition – helper cell fork(m)

S0 {X}?0 →1 S1 π(X) ξ(M) | ι(M)
S1 ξ(M) →1 S1 {X}!M ξ(M ′) | π(X) | (M = M ′1 )
S1 ξ(0) π(X) →1 S0

The cell starts configured with an immutable term ι(m). The received value is
successively sent over arcs m, m−1, . . . , 1.

Composition – helper cell join(m)

S0 →1 S1 π[ ] ξ(M) | ι(M)
S1 {X}?M ξ(M) π(Y ) →1 S1 π[X|Y ] ξ(M ′) | (M = M ′1 )
S1 ξ(0) π(X) →1 S0 {X}!0

The cell starts configured with an immutable term ι(m). The requested list is
built by successively stacking values received from arcs m, m−1, . . . , 1.

Fig. 27. Rules for composition, cf. Fig. 21.

μ-minimisation

S0 {X}?1 →1 S1 {[0|X]}!2 z(0) π(X)
S1 {Y }?3 →1 S2 y(Y )
S2 z(Z) y(0) π(X) →1 S0 {Z}!4
S2 z(Z) y(Y ) →1 S1 {[Z1 |X]}!2 z(Z1 ) | π(X)

Receives list x. Then, extended lists [z|x] are successively sent to cell f , in
increasing order of z = 0, 1, 2, . . . , until f returns a value y = 0 (possibly never).
When this ever happens, the last z becomes the result of the minimisation.

Fig. 28. Rules for μ-minimisation, cf. Fig. 22.
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Primitive recursion – main cell

S0 {[Y |X]}?1 →1 S1 {[Y |X]}!2
S1 {W}?3 →1 S0 {W}!4

Sends received [y,x] to helper cell γ, which wraps g, and outputs value w
received from helper cell χ, which wraps h.

Primitive recursion – helper cell γ

S0 {[Y |X]}?1 →1 S1 {X}!2 y(Y ) π(X)
S1 {V }?3 y(Y ) π(X) →1 S0 {[Y, V |X]}!4

Receives [y,x], sends x to wrapped cell g, picks its result v, and outputs [y, v|x].

Primitive recursion – helper cell χ

S0 {[Y, V |X]}?1 →1 S1 {[0, V |X]}!2 z(0) π(X) y(Y )
S1 {W}?3 →1 S2 h(W )
S2 z(Y ) h(W ) π(X) y(Y ) →1 S0 {W}4

S2 z(Z) h(W ) →1 S1 {[Z1 , W |X]}!2 z(Z1 ) | π(X)

Receives [y, v|x], then sends, to wrapped cell h, the sequence [z, w|x], z =
0, 1, 2, . . . , y, where first w = v and each other successive w is the result of h
on the preceding item. The output value w is the result of the last sent item.

Fig. 29. Rules for primitive recursion, cf. Fig. 23.

This novel construction suggests further theoretical work, such as: (i) extend-
ing this construction to cover the Gödel-Herbrand definitions of recursive func-
tions (more closely related to recursive functions in programming); (ii) construct-
ing universal cP systems and universal reversible cP systems; and (iii) studying
the rule hierarchy defined by an alternation of promoters and inhibitors.

More generally, future research should also consider (i) cP systems specific
verification tools, and (ii) efficient algorithms for our multiset-based unification
with optional constraints – this could pave the way for practical interpreters or
compilers.
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Abstract. We present the known results pertaining to the recently
introduced spiking neural P Systems with communication on request
(SNQ P Systems). Aside from showing the properties of these systems
working with multiple types of spikes (as defined originally) we also give
the results obtained by our group in the area of SNQ P Systems using
only one type of spikes. All the results are given from the perspective
of descriptional complexity, taking into account the number of neurons
needed in the universal systems. Several open problems and ideas for
improvements of the results are also presented.

Keywords: P Systems · Universality · Descriptional complexity
Register machines · Spiking neural networks

1 Introduction

Neural networks are extensively researched due to their capacity to learn and
compute various problems in the area of artificial intelligence, like pattern recog-
nition, computer vision, game theory, machine learning etc. But capacity to learn
is not the only drive for research on neural networks. The computational power
and potential of solving combinatorial problems is another important direction
of investigation for neural networks.

Spiking neural P Systems [6] (in short SN P Systems) incorporate the idea of
spiking neural networks in the field of membrane computing. A SN P System can
be imagined as a directed graph, where the nodes represent the neurons and the
edges represent the synapses. The neurons send electrical signals, called spikes,
along the synapses through spiking rules, which are of the form E/ac → a, where
E is a regular expression, c is the number of spikes consumed by the rule. A rule
is applied only if the content of the neuron, denoted by the number n of spikes in
the neuron, is “covered” by the regular expression E (formally, an ∈ L(E), where
L(E) is the language generated by E). SN P Systems were intensely studied by
researchers, such as M.J. Pérez-Jiménez and his followers, from two perspective:
universal computational devices [2,3,7,12,18,21,24] and NP-complete problem
solving [9,17,23].
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In this paper, we focus our attention on spiking neural P Systems with
communication on request [11] (in short SNQ P Systems). The main difference
between SNQ P Systems and SN P Systems is the spike exchange pattern. In SN
P Systems the communication is done by command, in the sense that the emit-
ting neuron has the initiative of the communication. SNQ P Systems work in a
request pattern, meaning that the receiving neuron is making a query to request
spikes from one or more neighboring neurons. The request communication pat-
tern is inspired by the request-response communication between components in
parallel-cooperating grammar systems [4,16].

SNQ P Systems, while still recently introduced, have evolved pretty fast
since the introduction paper from the perspective of descriptional complexity.
Hence, the main talking point of this work is the descriptional complexity of
SNQ P Systems. Specifically, we will analyze the existing literature for these
devices and discuss some further research ideas, that may or may not improve
the descriptional complexity of SNQ P Systems.

The reminder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we present SNQ
P Systems so that the reader understands the model discussed. In Sect. 3 we go
over existing results on SNQ P Systems and analyze what aspects were improved.
In Sect. 4 we describe some research ideas that may produce improvements over
the current results. Finally, in Sect. 5 we present some conclusions of the current
work.

2 SNQ P Systems - Definitions and Generalities

In this section we present the definition of SNQ P Systems [11] and rule seman-
tics. The reader is assumed to be familiar with notions from formal language and
automata theory, especially regular expressions, and membrane computing. For
details about formal language and automata theory and membrane computing
we refer the reader to [15,19].

2.1 SNQ P Systems

A SNQ P Systems is a tuple

Π = (O, σ1, . . . , σm, ai0 , out)

where:

– O = {a1, a2, . . . , ak} is an alphabet (ai is called a type of spike), k ≥ 1.
– σ1, . . . , σm are neurons, of the form σi = (an1

1 an2
2 . . . ank

k , Ri), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
nt ≥ 0, 1 ≤ t ≤ k, where:
1. nt is the initial number of spikes of type at, contained by σi

2. Ri is a finite set of rule of form E/Qw, being E a regular expression over
O and w a finite non-empty list of queries;

– ai0 , 1 ≤ i0 ≤ k is the output spike and out ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} indicates the
output neuron.
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As seen in the definition, the neurons of a SNQ P Systems are denoted by
using σl, where l is the label of the neuron. If the context allows it, we may refer
to neuron σl by its label (i.e. neuron l).

Let σi and σj denote two neurons and let r = E/Qw be a rule of σi. The
queries present in w have two possible forms: 1. (ap

t , j) and 2. (a∞
t , j). In the first

case, the query (ap
t , j) is interpreted as requesting p spikes neurons of type at

from neuron σj . We call a query of this type satisfiable if neuron σj can satisfy
the query (i.e. σj has at least p spikes of type at). The second type of query
refers to a degenerative case, in which σi asks for all spikes of type at from σj .
This type of queries are always satisfiable.

If one or more neurons ask for the same amount p of spike at from σj , then
neuron j will lose only p spikes of type at and will multiply the requested spikes
as many times as necessary to satisfy all queries (e.g. if 3 neurons request x
spikes at from σj , then σj loses x spikes at, multiply the removed spikes by 3
and sends the spikes to each neuron which made a query). On the contrary, two
queries (ap, j) and (aq, j) are conflicting queries if p �= q. In this scenario only
one query is satisfied, nondeterministically chosen.

A rule, of the form E/Qw, can be applied if and only if: (i) the content
of the querying neuron is a word in the language generated the by the regular
expression E and (ii) all queries specified in w are satisfiable. If one of the
previous conditions is not met, then the rule is not applicable. Another case
when a rule is not applicable is when two or more queries are in conflict with
each other.

It is possible to have two or more rules that are enabled at the same time.
Like in the case of conflicting queries, only one rule is applied, chosen in a
nondeterministic manner.

Starting from the initial configuration, denoted by the number of spikes in
each neuron, a SNQ P System begins the computation by applying at each step
the available rule in each neuron. A computation ends when no rule is applicable.
The result of a computation is represented by the number of spikes of type ai0

from output neuron out.
SNQ P Systems are massively parallel computational devices, meaning that,

at each computational step, all neurons that can apply a rule, will apply rules in
parallel. For more details about SNQ P Systems, the reader is referred to [11].

2.2 Register Machines

In this subsection we will provide a short description of register machines. While
there are not parts that rely heavily on register machines and their characteris-
tics, we will mention them a few times. It is worth to note that register machines
play a heavy part into proving the universality of a SN P System.

Informally speaking, a register machine consists of a specified number of
registers (counters) which can hold any natural number, and which are handled
according to a program consisting of labeled instructions; the registers can be
increased or decreased by 1 – the decreasing being possible only if a register
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holds a number greater than or equal to 1 (we say that it is non-empty) –, and
checked whether they are non-empty.

Formally, a (non-deterministic) register machine is a device M of the form
M = (m,B, l0, lh, R), where m ≥ 1 is the number of counters, B is the (finite)
set of instruction labels, l0 is the initial label, lh is the halting label, and R is
the finite set of instructions labeled (hence uniquely identified) by elements from
B (R is also called the program of the machine). The labeled instructions are of
the following forms:

– li : (ADD(r), lj , lk), 1 ≤ r ≤ m (add 1 to register r and go nondeterministically
to one of the instructions with labels lj , lk),

– li : (SUB(r), lj , lk), 1 ≤ r ≤ m (if register r is not empty, then subtract 1
from it and go to the instruction with label lj , otherwise go to the instruction
with label lk),

– lh : HALT (the halt instruction, which can only have the label lh).

A register machine generates a natural number in the following manner: we
start computing with all m registers being empty, with the instruction labeled by
l0; if the computation reaches the instruction lh : HALT (we say that it halts), then
the value of register 1 is the number generated by the computation. The set of
numbers computed by M in this way is denoted by N(M). It is known (see [10])
that non-deterministic register machines as defined above generate exactly the
family NRE , of Turing computable sets of numbers. Further, register machines
with only three registers, one of them being non-decreasing, are universal.

We refer the interested reader to [10] for the universality proof of the register
machines and to [20] p. 2 as well as [10] pp. 170–174 for the universality of
register machines with 3 registers.

3 The State of the Art for SNQ P Systems

In the current section we will analyze the current literature on SNQ P Systems
and we will discuss the complexity aspects. We will not present full proofs,
but will present key aspects that made each proof correct. The results are not
presented in chronological order – we group the results by correlating the aspects
addressed in them.

3.1 SNQ P Systems with Two Spikes

When introduced in [11], the SNQ P Systems were able to achieve Turing uni-
versality, but not without a great toll. Only SNQ P Systems with two types of
spikes were proven to be equivalent to Turing Machines. The universality was
achieved by simulating a register machine. For each instruction of the register
machine, the SNQ P System had a “module” (a group of neurons) which, by
cleverly moving the spikes around the neurons composing the module, was able
to simulate each instruction in 2 or 3 computational steps.
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Each counter of the register machine was simulated by neuron, which was
storing the value as spikes – n spikes for value n in a the counter. The two
types of spikes, a and b, were necessary to be able to simulate the operations on
register (type a), but at the same time to keep inactive the neurons that were
not components of the module that was simulating the current instruction (type
b). The spikes needed for ADD instructions were generated by a group of three
neurons.

The SNQ P System from [11] halts when the register machine reaches the
HALT instruction. At that time the result of the computation is present in
the neuron simulating the first counter of the register machine, denoted by the
number of spikes of type a.

l0 : (SUB(1), l1, l2); l1 : (ADD(7), l0);

l2 : (ADD(6), l3); l3 : (SUB(5), l2, l4);

l4 : (SUB(6), l5, l3); l5 : (ADD(5), l6);

l6 : (SUB(7), l7, l8); l7 : (ADD(1), l4);

l8 : (SUB(6), l9, l0); l9 : (ADD(6), l10);

l10 : (SUB(4), l0, l11); l11 : (SUB(5), l12, l13);

l12 : (SUB(5), l14, l15); l13 : (SUB(2), l18, l19);

l14 : (SUB(5), l16, l17); l15 : (SUB(3), l18, l20);

l16 : (ADD(4), l11); l17 : (ADD(2), l21);

l18 : (SUB(4), l0, lh); l19 : (SUB(0), l0, l18);

l20 : (ADD(0), l0) l21 : (ADD(2), l18);

lh : HALT

Fig. 1. The M23 register machine from [8].

Besides first universality proof for SNQ P Systems, in [11] was present an
upper bound of the numbers of neurons needed to achieve universality for func-
tion computation. The SNQ P System had 49 neurons and was built by simu-
lating the M23 register machine from [8], Fig. 1.

Despite the fact that a neuron working with two types of spikes is not bio-
logically motivated, the SNQ P Systems used to compute functions had further
reductions on the number of neurons needed to achieve universality. In [13] a
new universal spiking system was presented. It had only 14 neurons and it was
able to simulate the register machine M23 in a quite ingenious way.

Instead of constructing a module to simulate each instruction, only two neu-
rons were used to simulate all instructions. By moving spikes between these two
neurons, the right instruction was simulating at the right time. Eight more neu-
rons were used to simulate the counters and four additional neurons were used
to generate spikes used to increment the number of spikes in neurons during
simulation of ADD instructions.
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The SNQ P System from [13] has a tiny problem: it does not stop when the
simulation of the register machine stops. This issue is created by the four neurons
that generate spikes. Since they need to work all to type to provide spikes for the
ADD instructions, the halting simulation should also stop these neurons from
working. This is not a massive error that is making the proof wrong, and the
correction can be achieve easily achieved.

For further details on these results we refer the reader to [11,13].

3.2 SNQ P Systems with only One Type of Spikes

As mentioned in previously, SNQ P Systems with two types of spikes are not
biologically motivated. That is because spikes are identical electrical impulses.
Hence, in order to lay the ground for a practical implementation of such devices,
the number of types of spikes needed to achieve universality should be reduced
to 1. There are three proofs for this result.

First proof of universality for SNQ P Systems with one type of spikes was pre-
sented in [1], but with small change in the semantic of rules: instead of demanding
that all queries of a rule to be satisfied, in order to apply it, it is applicable if
at least one query is satisfied. This change is not as restrictive as the original
semantic [11] and might prove more practical, as far as the implementation of
this devices go.

Like the universal SNQ P System from [11], in [1] the proof is done by
simulating register machines in the same way: construct a module that will
simulate the instruction li and simulate each register with a neuron. The problem
solved by having two spikes was solved by encoding each operation in a number
of spikes. The neurons were simulating the registers by holding 4(n + 1) spikes,
where n is the number from the simulated register; 4n + 3 encodes the ADD
operation on the register and 4n+2 encodes the SUB operations on the register.

To properly simulate the register machine, a decode phase was necessary
after the simulation reached the HALT instruction. That is because the values
in the neurons simulating register was encoded. Here, like in [11,13], new spikes
needed were added by a three neurons group.

As function computer, the construction from [1] results into a SNQ P System
with 61 neurons, by simulating the register machine M23.

The second proof of universality [14] was made on SNQ P Systems which
work within the original rule semantic (i.e. all queries must be satisfied in order
to make the rule applicable). The proof idea follows the same direction from
[1]. The main change is on modules that simulates SUB operations, where an
additional neuron is required to check if the operation is applied correctly. Here,
the universal SNQ P System that computes functions requires 74 neurons.

The third proof of universality [22] for SNQ P Systems with one type of spikes
is done in a different direction. No spike encodings are required here. Instead, the
accent is put on query satisfiability: neurons are not kept inactive because the
regular expression of a rule does match the neuron content, but rather because
queries are not satisfiable. Also, instead of loading neurons with rules, enabled by
distinct regular expressions, each neuron has at most 3 rules (except the neuron
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used to collect “waste” spikes). This change is best captured into the number
of neurons needed to create a universal SNQ P System that computes function:
181.

In [22] is also discussed the number of unbounded neurons (neurons for which
the number of spikes is unbounded) needed to achieve universality. Here, the
lowest number is 4 for SNQ P Systems working in generating mode and 9 for
SNQ P Systems that compute functions.

These three proofs capture one important aspect of the complexity of com-
putational devices: the tradeoff between the number of components and the
complexity of each component. For more details on these proofs we refer the
reader to [1,14,22].

4 Further Improvements Ideas on SNQ P Systems

In this section we discuss some ideas that may result in improvements on SNQ
P Systems, from the perspective of descriptional complexity. As far as we know,
the following ideas are yet to be discussed in any paper.

If we compare the SN P Systems with the SNQ P Systems, despite the evident
communication pattern difference, the rule of a SNQ P System do not consume
any spikes from the neuron, when applied, and do not have delays. Furthermore,
the SNQ P Systems do not have forgetting rule. The only way a SNQ P System
will “lose” spikes is by responding to a query. It will be interesting to see if any
of these modeling changes will result into simplified SNQ P Systems that are still
universal. Another important aspect is if adding delays, forgetting rules and/or
spike consuming will make spiking neural P Systems with communication on
request to lose the Turing equivalence.

Another idea worth exploring is to find how small a universal SNQ P System
can get. The smallest SNQ P Systems have 14 neurons for 2 types of spikes
and 61 neurons for one type of spikes. We believe the current numbers could be
reduced.

One way to reduce the number of neurons is to increase the number of types
of spikes used. In this way, we make some processing with spikes instead of
neurons. Our investigation is making us to believe that with 5 neurons we can
obtain a universal SNQ P Systems (the number of spikes needed depends on the
register machine simulated). While this yields impressive potential results, it is
not a biologically motivated. It is more of an exploratory quest to find what can
be done when there are no restrictions.

Another way to reduce the number of spikes is to efficiently use the available
neurons. If we take a closer look at the register machine M23, it is easy to see
that some instructions are always executed in the same order (e.g. l7 is always
executed after the subtraction from l6 is successful). By aggregating instructions
into groups, we can build modules that simulate two or more instructions. We
believe that an approach similar to this one may yield at least from a 10% to a
15% of reduction in number of neurons needed to build the SNQ P System.

A similar approach to [13] on SNQ P Systems with one type of spikes is
also worth considering. If successful, it may result in a greater reduction of
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the number of neurons than the overspecialization on the format of a register
machine. Our assumption is that it has very few chances to work.

One last idea we believe that has great potential is how SNQ P Systems
change when they are working into a sequential manner. Despite the fact that
spiking systems are massively parallel, in reality things are not working like this.
From a group of neurons that may be able to spike at a given moment, usually
only one of them spikes. That neuron is the one that “dominates” the group.
The ideas of sequential SN P System based on min and max spiking from [5] may
work on SNQ P Systems too. Intuitively, the min spiking seems to be compatible
with SNQ P Systems, because of spike losing effect of satisfying queries.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we put in retrospective the current literature on spiking neural P
Systems with communication on request. We discuss each important result and
detail some insights on how each result was achieved.

We have seen how universal SNQ P Systems with two types of spikes evolved
into universal SNQ P Systems with one type of spikes. In this evolution we
observed how variations into rule complexity result into huge differences in num-
ber of neurons needed to build the system.

We have also given in Sect. 4 several open problems and ideas for improving
and continuing the work in this area. The most promising ones are the M23 and
the max-spiking ones.

We believe that the SNQ P Systems are one of the most interesting SN P Sys-
tems variations and are worth further study due to their features and properties
that differentiate them from the other such biologically-inspired computational
models.
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Abstract. Many variants of P systems have the ability to generate an
exponential number of membranes in linear time. This feature has been
exploited to elaborate (theoretical) efficient solutions to NP-complete, or
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1 Introduction

All of us have seen ourselves, at one time or another of our lives, in the need to
solve a “hard problem”, whatever this may mean. Computational complexity is a
branch of the theory of computation that makes this concept precise by defining
in mathematical terms the notions of (decision) problems and of the amount of
resources required for any mechanical procedure (algorithm) to solve them. For
example, NP-complete problems are most of the time regarded to be hard (at
least, for those who believe that P �= NP). A historical review of many of the
ideas from this theory can be found in [1].

Membrane computing is a branch of the natural computing field aiming to
abstract computing models, called P systems, from the structure and the func-
tioning of the living cell. It was initiated by Gh. Păun in 1998 [2] and it has
quickly become a vigorous scientific discipline, as [3,4] testify.

P systems provide highly parallel and distributed devices. As NP-complete
problems are intuitively those problems for which checking, but not finding, a
solution can be done in feasible time, it was soon realized that (theoretical)
efficient solutions to them could be accomplished by several variants of P sys-
tems [5]. The main feature of these variants is their ability to construct an
exponential space in linear time. This is usually exploited to implement a brute
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 237–255, 2018.
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force search in which first all possible solutions to the problem are generated,
and then all of them are verified in parallel at the same time.

The flourish of efficient solutions to NP-complete, or even harder, problems
has led to the development of a rich computational complexity theory for mem-
brane computing [6,7]. The purpose of this theory is to rigorously define what
a solution to a decision problem is in the membrane computing domain, how to
measure the resources spent by those solutions and when they can be said to be
efficient.

In this theory the following key concepts are defined:

1. Solutions are families of recognizer P systems. These are systems verifying
the following properties: there are two special objects, yes and no, in the
working alphabet; all the computations must supply their result by sending
out to the output region only one of these two objects; at the precise moment
that this happens, the computation must stop.

2. The solutions can be uniform or semi-uniform. In the former case, the systems
of the family own an input membrane, and each of them is able to solve all the
instances of the problem of a specific “size” (as determined by a polynomial-
time computable function s) when an encoding of the instance (computed
by a polynomial-time computable function cod) is introduced in its input
membrane. In the latter case, each instance of the problem is associated with
a system of the family, that solves it without requiring additional information
because the instance is directly encoded within its objects and rules.

3. A decision problem is said to be solvable in polynomial time by a family of
recognizer P systems if the family: can be constructed in polynomial time
(by a Turing machine); is polynomially bounded, meaning that there exists
a polynomial on the size of the instances of the problem that bounds the
number of steps performed by any computation of any of the systems of the
family; is sound and complete with respect to the problem, meaning that for
each instance of the problem an object yes is provided as the result of a
computation if and only if the answer to the instance is positive.

The task of setting up an efficient solution to a hard problem is not an easy
one. A judicious way to tackle it is to base ourselves on what others have already
proved to work. In fact, in software engineering it is recommended practice to
make use of the so-called design patterns to improve and speed up software
development. Quoting Wikipedia:1

A software design pattern is a general, reusable solution to a commonly
occurring problem within a given context in software design. It is not a
finished design that can be transformed directly into source or machine
code. It is a description or template for how to solve a problem that can
be used in many different situations. Design patterns are formalized best
practices that the programmer can use to solve common problems when
designing an application or system.

1 Software design pattern, https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Software
design pattern\&oldid=834346932 (last visited May 10, 2018).

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Software_design_pattern\&oldid=834346932
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Software_design_pattern\&oldid=834346932
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A detailed analysis of many existent efficient solutions to hard problems
that can be found in the membrane computing literature shows indeed that
similar techniques and constructions have been utilized. This paper is devoted
to describe some of those common patterns, with the aim of serving as a starting
point for the non-experts to develope their own solutions.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 some design patterns for mem-
brane computing are described, namely the exponential space (Subsect. 2.1), the
all present (Subsect. 2.2) and the no if not yes (Subsect. 2.3) patterns. It is
also demonstrated how to implement them with different ingredients. Section 3
exemplifies the use of these design patterns by constructing distinct solutions to
the SAT problem, namely one using polarizations and membrane division (Sub-
sect. 3.1), one using dissolution and membrane creation (Subsect. 3.2), one using
polarizations and membrane separation (Subsect. 3.3) and one using membrane
division and minimal cooperation (Subsect. 3.4). The paper ends with some con-
cluding remarks.

2 Design Patterns for Membrane Computing

One of the peculiarities of many of the variants of P systems considered so far
in the literature is their ability to trade time for space. By this we mean that
they are able to build an exponential space in polynomial, often linear, time.
Although for objects it is pretty obvious, since a simple rewriting rule of the
form a → a2 allows to double the number of objects a in one step, we are more
interested in obtaining an exponential number of membranes. Exploiting this
feature and the inherent parallelism of P systems, many NP-complete problems
have been solved in polynomial time following a brute force approach: first,
generate an exponential number of membranes each one containing a bunch of
objects representing a potential solution to the problem; next, check in a parallel
way if any of those is indeed a real solution; finally, provide an answer according
to the results obtained.

The analysis of this scheme for the solutions discovers the use of these three
patterns: the exponential space pattern, to generate an exponential number of
membranes; the all present pattern, to test if all of the objects from a specific set
are present in a membrane; and the no if not yes pattern, to be able to provide
a negative answer when only the positive one can be checked.

In the next subsections, we describe each of these design patterns and show
how to implement them with several features that can be found in P systems
with active membranes. We will make use of the following types of rules:

1. Evolution rules [a → u]cl , for changing the object a into the multiset u in a
membrane with label l and, optionally, a charge c.

2. Communication rules a1[ ]c1l → [a2]c2l and [a1]c1l → [ ]c2l a2, to send an object
a1 into or out from a membrane with label l. The object is rewritten to a2

and the possible charge c1 of the membrane changed to c2.
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3. Dissolution rules [a1]cl → a2, to dissolve a membrane with label l that contains
an object a1 and, optionally, has a charge c. All the objects of the membrane
goes to its parent membrane, object a1 rewritten to a2.

4. Membrane division rules [a1]c1l → [a2]c2l [a3]c3l , to divide a membrane with
label l and that contains an object a1 and, optionally, has a charge c1. The
membrane divides in two new membranes each of them containing a copy of
all its objects, with a1 rewritten to a2 and a3, respectively, and the charge
changed to c2 and c3, respectively.

5. Membrane creation rules [a → [u]c2l2 ]c1l1 , to create a membrane with label l2,
contents u and possible charge c2 from an object a in a membrane with label
l1 and possible charge c1. The objects from the latter membrane are not
replicated into the membrane being created. To simplify the description of
the patterns, we will omit the surrounding brackets when the membrane they
are referring to is clear from the context.

6. Membrane separation rules [a]c1l → [Γ0]c2l [Γ1]c3l , to separate in two a mem-
brane with label l and possible charge c1. This separation is triggered by
object a and sends all the other objects to one of the new membranes if they
belong to Γ0 and to the other membrane if they belong to Γ1 (Γ0 and Γ1 must
be a partition of the working alphabet). The new membranes have, optionally,
charges c2 and c3, respectively.

2.1 The Exponential Space Pattern

The exponential space pattern allows to generate an exponential number of mem-
branes in a linear number of steps. If we focus specifically on P systems with
active membranes, the usual mechanism is to make use of a collection of objects,
each of them triggering a rule that duplicates a membrane. If we arrange those
objects in such a way that they appear sequentially in the membranes being cre-
ated, the number of those membranes is doubled in each step. The final result
is that after n steps we get 2n membranes.

The Exponential Space Pattern with Membrane Division. To implement
the exponential space pattern for P systems with active membranes we will make
use of a sequence of objects to repeatedly divide the membranes in two. Each
time that any of these objects has performed its task, it is changed into the next
object in the sequence and put within both new membranes.

In order to write the pattern rules in an homogeneous way, it is custom-
ary to identify with subscripts the objects in the sequence. Thus, using objects
a0, . . . , an, we can produce 2n membranes with label l in n steps as follows:

Initial setup: [a0]l
Rules: [ai]l → [ai+1]l[ai+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

It is important to note that the semantics itself of the division rule imposes
that all the objects other than the one triggering the rule have to be replicated
into the new membranes. This eases the design of the subsequent operations,
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which are usually required to be performed in parallel within each membrane.
Compare it with the pattern for membrane separation, where we do not have
this facility.

On the other hand, the fact that rules of the rewriting type are allowed to
be run alongside division rules enables us to intercalate other operations with
that of constructing the exponential space. This can even be boosted with the
use of polarizations for the membranes, since they provide a mechanism to hold
up the divisions of the membranes until the intercalated task has finished.

The Exponential Space Pattern with Membrane Creation. When deal-
ing with P systems with membrane creation, in order to obtain an exponential
space in linear time we face with the difficulty of being able to create only one
membrane from the object triggering the rule. To circumvent this obstacle an
exponential number of objects from which to create the membranes could be
generated (for example, by rewriting rules of the form a → a2). But this solu-
tion has the disadvantage of making harder to set up the scenarios for other
operations.

A better alternative is to exploit the semantics of membrane creation rules.
Since when creating a membrane any number of objects can be placed within it,
the number of objects can be doubled and distributed at the same time. Thus,
with the help of objects a0, a

′
0, . . . , an, a′

n, we can create 2n membranes with
label l in n steps as follows:

Initial setup: a0a
′
0

Rules: ai → [ai+1a
′
i+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

a′
i → [ai+1a

′
i+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

Note that the result of the previous pattern is the creation, inside of the wrap-
ping membrane that contains the initial setup, of a nested membrane structure
whose depth is increased and whose number of most inner membranes is doubled
with each application of the rules. If we are allowed to dissolve membranes, it is
possible to obtain a flat membrane structure in the following manner:

Initial setup: a0a
′
0

Rules: ai → [ai+1a
′
i+1d]l, 0 ≤ i < n − 1

a′
i → [ai+1a

′
i+1d]l, 0 ≤ i < n − 1

[d]l → λ

an−1 → [ana′
n]l

a′
n−1 → [ana′

n]l

Again, by means of rewriting rules other operations can be performed at the
same time as the exponential space is created. Also, the creation of the new
membranes can be delayed with the aid of different techniques, such as the use
of charges or the rotation of objects (for example, ai,0 → ai,1 → · · · → ai,m →
[ai+1,0a

′
i+1,0]l).
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Finally, the objects required by the succeeding operations to be within the
membranes with label l can be effortlessly put inside them by the last creation
rules applied (the pattern above puts the objects an and a′

n, but this is only for
simplicity of the description).

The Exponential Space Pattern with Membrane Separation. Separation
rules, like division rules, provide two membranes from an initial one. This is the
essential property allowing an efficient exponential space generation. However,
the key difference is that, unlike with division rules, with separation rules no new
objects are created, but the already existing ones are distributed into the new
membranes. This means that the number of membranes that could be obtained
is limited by the number of objects present in the P system at the beginning.

To overcome this restriction, membrane separation has to be combined with
another mechanism, such as evolution rules, providing a way to generate an
exponential number of objects in linear time. Also, to accommodate the separa-
tion, the pattern uses pairs of objects with identical role. Thus, we need objects
a0, a

′
0, ã0, ã

′
0, . . . , an, a′

n, ãn, ã′
n to create 2n membranes with label l in n steps:

Initial setup: [a0ã0]l
Rules: [ãi → ai+1a

′
i+1ãi+1ã

′
i+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

[ã′
i → ai+1a

′
i+1ãi+1ã

′
i+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

[ai]l → [Γ0]l[Γ1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

[a′
i]l → [Γ0]l[Γ1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

where ai, ãi ∈ Γ0 and a′
i, ã

′
i ∈ Γ1.

If we would like a specific object, say for example b, to remain within all the
created membranes, the same duplication technique as for objects ai could be
employed:

Initial setup: [a0ã0b]l
Rules: [ãi → ai+1a

′
i+1ãi+1ã

′
i+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

[ã′
i → ai+1a

′
i+1ãi+1ã

′
i+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

[b → bb′]l
[b′ → bb′]l
[ai]l → [Γ0]l[Γ1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

[a′
i]l → [Γ0]l[Γ1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

where ai, ãi, b ∈ Γ0 and a′
i, ã

′
i, b

′ ∈ Γ1.

2.2 The All Present Pattern

Almost all of the efficient solutions to hard problems found in the membrane
computing bibliography follow a brute force approach. They first generate all
the possible solutions to the problem and then check if any of them is indeed a
solution. For this it is usually demanded that certain requirements are met.
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The all present pattern arises in this context to confirm the fulfillment of all
of these requirements. For that it assumes that the accomplishment of the i-th
requirement is signaled by the presence of an object ri in a certain membrane.
It then takes care of verifying that for all of the requirements there is at least
one associated object in that membrane.

The All Present Pattern with Polarizations. Let us suppose that we want
to confirm if in a certain membrane with label l there is at least one copy of all
the objects r1, . . . , rn. When membrane charges are available, the alternation of
two of them provides a control mechanism to iterate a two step process: when
the membrane is, for example, positively charged, the presence of the object r1
is checked; conversely, when the membrane is negatively charged, the subscripts
of the objects ri are decreased by one and a certain counter is increased by one.
The absence of the object r1 prevents the charge of the membrane to change to
negative and so the counter gets stalled.

By representing the counter by the objects c0, . . . , cn, the pattern takes the
following form:

Initial setup: [c0ri1 . . . rik ]+l
Rules: [r1]+l → [ ]−l r1

[ri → ri−1]−l , 1 ≤ i ≤ n

[ci → ci+1]−l , 0 ≤ i < n

r1[ ]−l → [r0]+l
[cn]+l → [ ]+l yes

Just as it is described above, the pattern sends out of the membrane an
object yes to acknowledge the presence of all the objects ri. This answer can be
obviously changed to another one more suitable for the purpose of the P system
being designed.

The All Present Pattern with Membrane Creation. When working with
polarizationless P systems it is necessary to look for another mechanisms allowing
the two step process of checking for the presence of the objects and increasing
the counter when they are detected. Membrane creation provides one of them,
given place to the following pattern:

Initial setup: [c0ri1 . . . rik ]l
Rules: ri → [ ]i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

ci−1[ ]i → [ci]i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

[ci]i → [ ]ici, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

[cn]l → [ ]lyes

This pattern acknowledges the presence of an object ri by creating a mem-
brane with label i. The counter traverses these membranes in order, simply by
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entering and immediately exiting them. If any object ri is missing, no membrane
with label i is created and the counter gets stalled.

Again the final answer yes when all the objects are present is arbitrary and
can be changed to another more suitable one.

The All Present Pattern with Cooperation. When objects can cooperate
in evolution rules, verifying that all objects ri are within the target membrane
is a triviality.

Initial setup: [c0ri1 . . . rik ]l
Rules: [c0 r1 . . . rn → cn]l

[cn]l → [ ]lyes

Since complete cooperation is so powerful, we often restrict to minimal coop-
eration, where the left-hand side of an evolution rule is restricted to length at
most two. In this case it is also easy to build an all present pattern:

Initial setup: [c0ri1 . . . rik ]l
Rules: [ciri+1 → ci+1]l, 0 ≤ i < n

[cn]l → [ ]lyes

2.3 The No If Not Yes Pattern

To solve a decision problem means to provide, for any of its instances, either the
answer yes or the answer no. When designing a solution to a hard problem by
means of a brute force search, it usually happens that the P system is able to
signal the true solutions from the candidate ones that have been produced. Thus,
since those signals can be effortlessly detected, it is easy to manage the positive
instances of the problem. The difficulty arises with the negative instances, for
which we have to guarantee that no signal will be generated, meaning that all
candidate solutions have been discarded.

The no if not yes pattern comes to the rescue. The idea is very simple: we
assume that the exact computation step when the signal would be detected can
be figured out, what is almost always true. The pattern handles a counter that is
increased at each step of the computation. If a signal is detected, the object yes
is sent out to the environment and the computation is halted, which includes,
of course, stopping the counter. Otherwise, the counter will go beyond the step
where the signals should have been detected, so we can safely send the object
no out to the environment and halt the computation.

The No If Not Yes Pattern with Polarizations. To provide a plain imple-
mentation of this pattern in P systems with polarizations, we will presuppose
that the signal objects are collected within the skin membrane and that the
charge of this membrane is initially neutral.

Initial setup: [c0]0skin
signal objects s appear in the skin at step n
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Rules: [ci → ci+1]0skin, 0 ≤ i ≤ n

[s]0skin → [ ]+skinyes

[cn+1]0skin → [ ]0skinno

Therefore, the computation is supposed to stop after step n+2. Any solution
to the instance of the problem makes an object s to enter the skin membrane
at step n. This, in turn, makes the skin membrane to send an object yes out to
the environment and to become positively polarized, what blocks the counter.
In the case that the instance has no solution, the skin membrane remains neu-
trally polarized, and with the aid of the counter an object no is sent out to the
environment.

The No If Not Yes Pattern with Dissolution. When instead of polariza-
tions it is dissolution what is available, the impossibility of dissolving the skin
membrane compels us to work in an ancillary membrane within it. The pat-
tern is simply translated as follows: the appearance of a signal object s at step
n dissolves that membrane, preventing the counter to keep on advancing, and
releasing an object yes into the skin; if the above does not happen, the counter
dissolves the membrane at step n + 1, releasing an object no into the skin; the
latter just has to send out whichever of the answer objects is received, and the
computation then stops.

Initial setup: [[c0]l]skin
signal objects s appear in membrane l at step n

Rules: [ci → ci+1]l, 0 ≤ i ≤ n

[s]l → yes

[cn+1]l → no

[yes]skin → [ ]skinyes
[no]skin → [ ]skinno

The No If Not Yes Pattern with Cooperation. With (minimal) coopera-
tion as the control mechanism, the pattern can be implemented by combining an
auxiliary object able to react with the signal objects and a counter to account
for their absence. The appearance of any of the signal objects at step n removes
the auxiliary object, releasing an object yes into the skin. Otherwise it remains
in the system and cooperate with the counter to release an object no into the
skin. Whichever the answer object received is sent out to the environment by
the skin and the computation then stops.

Initial setup: [c0 c]skin
signal objects s appear in the skin at step n

Rules: [ci → ci+1]skin, 0 ≤ i < n + 1
[cs → yes]skin
[cn+1c → no]skin
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[yes]skin → [ ]skinyes
[no]skin → [ ]skinno

3 Practical Examples

To illustrate the use of the design patterns previously described, in this section
we elaborate some solutions to a hard problem, namely the propositional satisfia-
bility problem. The SAT problem was the first one proved to be NP-complete [8],
and can be stated as follows: given a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form
(CNF), determine whether or not it is satisfiable, that is, whether there exists
an assignment to its variables on which it evaluates to true.

There are already numerous efficient solutions to SAT in the membrane
computing literature, devised in different frameworks, for example, the ones in
[6,7,9–12] and many more. Taking inspiration from these solutions, in the sub-
sections coming next we exhibit three new solutions to SAT, with the focus on
making apparent how they integrate the design patterns.

These new solutions will be provided within the framework of P systems
with active membranes, first introduced by Păun [5] as a type of P systems that,
abstracting the process of cell mitosis, provide rules for making the membranes
to divide. Along with this kind of operations, these systems can also: make an
object evolve within a membrane; send an object into or out of a membrane;
dissolve a membrane. Besides, each of the membranes has an associated charge
–positive, negative or neutral– subject to changes by the applications of the rules.
Finally, rules are triggered by a unique object, disallowing their cooperation.

Since the computational power of this model has been shown to be as high
as to be able to efficiently solve hard problems, several variants have been con-
sidered in an attempt to determine what borderlines in efficiency provides each
of its ingredients. Thus, with respect to the mechanism generating exponential
space, membrane creation (abstracting cell autopoiesis) and membrane separa-
tion (abstracting cell meiosis) have been studied. The role of polarization, disso-
lution and cooperation, and even of membrane labels, have also been analyzed.
A survey of diverse results that have been obtained can be found in [7]. Our
solutions will differ in the ingredients utilized, to show how the design patterns
are able to adapt to distinct conditions.

For a better understanding of the solutions, we refer to [7] for the seman-
tics of the variants with membrane division and creation and to [13] for the
semantics of the variant with membrane separation. Some details to take into
account: the working mode is maximal parallelism, meaning that the rules are
applied to all objects and all membranes at the same time in parallel; for active
membranes with division or separation rules, the semantics states that each
membrane can be affected by at most one rule of the send in, send out, dissolu-
tion and division/separation type (all types but evolution); when creation rules
are used, the standard semantics is polarizationless and, besides, it only restricts
the simultaneous application of dissolution rules; it is assumed that to perform
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a computation step, the system applies first the evolution rules and then all the
others.

The solutions presented here are uniform: for every m ≥ 1 and every n ≥ 1
they construct a P system Π(m,n) for dealing with any Boolean formula in
CNF with m clauses and n variables. The input alphabet of this P system will
always be

Σ(m,n) = {xi,j , x̄i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
Given a Boolean formula ϕ = C1 ∧· · ·∧Cm, before starting a computation of

Π(m,n) an object xi,j (respectively, x̄i,j) has to be put inside its input membrane
for any clause Ci and any variable xj such that xj is in Ci (respectively, ¬xj is
in Ci). The computation will then carry out these operations:

– Generate all the possible assignments for ϕ: the exponential space pattern
will be useful here.

– Compute for each of the assignments which clauses take a true value: this can
be done after the previous operation ends, but usually also at the same time,
as we will see.

– Check for every assignment, in parallel, if all the clauses take a true value:
the all present pattern is clearly suitable for this task.

– Decide if the formula ϕ is satisfiable or not: the no if not yes pattern will be
needed for this.

3.1 Solution to SAT Using Polarizations and Membrane Division

Given ϕ a Boolean formula in CNF with m clauses and n variables, the recog-
nizer P system Π(m,n) of the solution that decides if ϕ is satisfiable or not is
constructed in polynomial time from:

– A working alphabet:

Σ(m,n) ∪ {di | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n}
∪ {ri,j | 0 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}
∪ {ci | 0 ≤ i ≤ 3n + 2m + 3}
∪ {d, yes, no}

– A set {1, 2} of labels for the membranes.
– An initial membrane structure and contents of the membranes [c0[d d0]02]

0
1

(the input membrane is the one labelled 2).
– A set of rules GenerateCompute ∪ Sync ∪ Check ∪ Decide where:

• The rules in GenerateCompute are:

1. [di]02 → [di+1]+2 [di+1]−2 0 ≤ i < n

2. [xi,1 → ri,1]+2 , [x̄i,1 → λ]+2
[xi,1 → λ]−2 , [x̄i,1 → ri,1]−2

1 ≤ i ≤ m
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3. [xi,j → xi,j−1]+2 , [x̄i,j → x̄i,j−1]+2
[xi,j → xi,j−1]−2 , [x̄i,j → x̄i,j−1]−2

1 ≤ i ≤ m, 2 ≤ j ≤ n

4. [d → d2]02
[d]+2 → [ ]02d, [d]−2 → [ ]02d

• The rules in Sync are:

5. [ri,j → ri,j+1]02 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j < n + 1
6. [di → di+1]02 n ≤ i < 2n − 1
7. [d2n−1 → d2nc0]02
8. [d2n]02 → [ ]+2 d2n

• The rules in Check are:

9. [r1,n+1]+2 → [ ]−2 r1,n+1

10. [ri,n+1 → ri−1,n+1]−2 1 ≤ i ≤ m
11. [ci → ci+1]−2 0 ≤ i < m
12. r1,n+1[ ]−2 → [r0,n+1]+2
13. [cm]+2 → [ ]+2 yes

• The rules in Decide are:

14. [ci → ci+1]01 0 ≤ i < 3n + 2m + 3
15. [yes]01 → [ ]+1 yes
16. [c3n+2m+3]01 → [ ]01no

In this P system rules number 1 implement the exponential space pattern,
with the membranes dividing when neutrally charged. Charges + and − are
used to sequentially track the different values assigned to the variables. This
way, rules number 2–3 are able to determine, along the process of generating
the 2n membranes representing the different assignments, which clauses are tak-
ing the true value. Both membrane division and clause value determination are
intercalated by means of rules number 4.

Since only three charges are available and both the exponential space and
the all present pattern make use of them, we need a mechanism preventing the
patterns to interfere. A regular technique is to append subscripts to the common
objects, allowing them to differentiate. For Π(m,n), although all objects ri,j
represent that the i-th clause is true, the generation/computation stage works
with those with 0 ≤ j ≤ n, whereas the checking stage works with those with
j = n + 1. One caveat is that we have to assure that all the objects are the
correct ones before letting the checking stage start, and that is the duty of rules
number 5–8.

Next, rules number 9–13 carry out the all present pattern in each of the 2n

internal membranes, to verify if for their associated assignments all the clauses
take the true value and send out a yes object to the skin membrane if so. Finally,
rules number 14–16 provide the definitive answer by means of a no if not yes
pattern.
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3.2 Solution to SAT Using Dissolution and Membrane Creation

Given ϕ a Boolean formula in CNF with m clauses and n variables, the recog-
nizer P system Π(m,n) of the solution that decides if ϕ is satisfiable or not is
constructed in polynomial time from:

– A working alphabet:

Σ(m,n) ∪ {xi,j,l, x̄i,j,l | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, l = t, f}
∪ {di,t, di,f | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {ri, ri,l | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, l = t, f}
∪ {ci | 0 ≤ i ≤ 3n + 2m + 5}
∪ {yes, no}

– A set {a, b, c, t, f, 1, . . . ,m} of labels for the membranes.
– An initial membrane structure and contents of the membranes [[c0d0,td0,f ]b]a

(the input membrane is the one labelled b).
– A set of rules GenerateCompute ∪ Link ∪ Check ∪ Decide where:

• The rules in GenerateCompute are:

1. [d0,t → [d1,td1,f ]t]b
[d0,f → [d1,td1,f ]f ]b

2. [di,t → [di+1,tdi+1,f ]t]l
[di,f → [di+1,tdi+1,f ]f ]l

1 ≤ i < n, l = t, f

3. xi,1[ ]t → [ri]t, x̄i,1[ ]f → [ri]f 1 ≤ i ≤ m

4. [xi,j → xi,j,txi,j,f ]l
[x̄i,j → x̄i,j,tx̄i,j,f ]l
xi,j,l[ ]l → [xi,j−1]l
x̄i,j,l[ ]l → [x̄i,j−1]l

1 ≤ i ≤ m, 2 ≤ j ≤ n, l = t, f

5. [ri → ri,tri,f ]l
ri,l[ ]l → [ri]l

1 ≤ i ≤ m, l = t, f

• The rules in Link are:

6. [dn,t → [c0]c]l l = t, f
7. ri,t[ ]c → [ri]c 1 ≤ i < m

• The rules in Check are:

8. [ri → [ ]i]c 1 ≤ i ≤ m
9. ci−1[ ]i → [ci]i 1 ≤ i ≤ m

10. [ci]i → [ ]ici 1 ≤ i ≤ m
11. [cm]c → [ ]cyes
12. [yes]l → [ ]lyes l = t, f

• The rules in Decide are:

13. [ci → ci+1]b 0 ≤ i < 3n + 2m + 5
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14. [yes]b → yes
15. [c3n+2m+5]b → no
16. [yes]a → [ ]ayes
17. [no]a → [ ]ano

In this P system rules number 1–2 implement the exponential space pattern
to create a nested membrane structure, each of whose inner membranes stands
for a different assignment to the variables of ϕ. As this membrane structure is
created, but at a slower pace, the objects xi,j that represent this formula traverse
it, computing at the same time which of the clauses makes true, which is signified
by the objects ri. Rules number 3–5 are in charge of this, including the use of
the object duplication technique to be able to transmit a copy of the objects
from each membrane to both of the membranes created inside it.

Rules number 6–7 link the generation/computation stage with the checking
one, preventing the latter to start until the whole nested membrane structure
has been constructed. They then create inside each of the internal membranes
a new membrane where the all present pattern, implemented by rules number
8–11, is used to verify if all the clauses are true. Note, however, that objects ri
arrive at different times, but this does not affect the pattern performance. Also,
the affirmative answers traverse, by means of rule number 12, the membrane
structure back until arriving to membrane b.

Finally, rules number 13–17 use the no if not yes pattern to provide the
definitive answer. Here, the time needed by the objects xi,j and ri to travel for-
ward and by the objects yes to travel backward through the membrane structure
has been taken into account before concluding that the formula is unsatisfiable.

3.3 Solution to SAT Using Polarizations and Membrane Separation

Given ϕ a Boolean formula in CNF with m clauses and n variables, the recog-
nizer P system Π(m,n) of the solution that decides if ϕ is satisfiable or not is
constructed in polynomial time from:

– A working alphabet Γ1 ∪ Γ2 with:

Γ1 ={xi,j , x̄i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}
∪ {di | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 1}
∪ {d̃i | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {ri,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}
∪ {ci | 0 ≤ i ≤ 3n + 2m + 4}
∪ {d, yes, no}

and

Γ2 ={x′
i,j , x̄

′
i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}

∪ {d′
i | 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 1}
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∪ {d̃′
i | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}

∪ {r′
i,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1}

∪ {d′}

– A set {1, 2} of labels for the membranes.
– An initial membrane structure and contents of the membranes [c0[d0d̃0d]02]

0
1

(the input membrane is the one labelled 2).
– A set of rules GenerateCompute ∪ Sync ∪ Check ∪ Decide where:

• The rules in GenerateCompute are:

1. [di]02 → [Γ0]+2 [Γ1]−2
[d′

i]
0
2 → [Γ0]+2 [Γ1]−2

0 ≤ i < n

2. [d̃i → di+1d
′
i+1d̃i+1d̃

′
i+1]

0
2

[d̃′
i → di+1d

′
i+1d̃i+1d̃

′
i+1]

0
2

0 ≤ i < n

3. [xi,j → xi,jx
′
i,j ]

0
2, [x′

i,j → xi,jx
′
i,j ]

0
2

[x̄i,j → x̄i,j x̄
′
i,j ]

0
2, [x̄′

i,j → x̄i,j x̄
′
i,j ]

0
2

[ri,j → ri,j+1r
′
i,j+1]

0
2, [r′

i,j → ri,j+1r
′
i,j+1]

0
2

1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n

4. [d → d2d′2]02, [d′ → d2d′2]02

5. [xi,1 → ri,1]+2 , [x̄i,1 → λ]+2
[x′

i,1 → ri,1]+2 , [x̄′
i,1 → λ]+2

[xi,1 → λ]−2 , [x̄i,1 → ri,1]−2
[x′

i,1 → λ]−2 , [x̄′
i,1 → ri,1]−2

1 ≤ i ≤ m

6. [xi,j → xi,j−1]+2 , [x̄i,j → x̄i,j−1]+2
[x′

i,j → x′
i,j−1]

+
2 , [x̄′

i,j → x̄′
i,j−1]

+
2

[xi,j → xi,j−1]−2 , [x̄i,j → x̄i,j−1]−2
[x′

i,j → x′
i,j−1]

−
2 , [x̄′

i,j → x̄′
i,j−1]

−
2

1 ≤ i ≤ m, 2 ≤ j ≤ n

7. [d]+2 → [ ]02d, [d]−2 → [ ]02d

[d′]+2 → [ ]02d
′, [d′]−2 → [ ]02d

′

• The rules in Sync are:

8. [ri,j → ri,j+1]02, [r′
i,j → r′

i,j+1]
0
2 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j < n + 1

9. [r′
i,n+1 → ri,n+1]02 1 ≤ i ≤ m

10. [di → di+1]02, [d′
i → d′

i+1]
0
2 n ≤ i < 2n

11. [d2n → d2n+1c0]02, [d′
2n → d′

2n+1c0]
0
2

12. [d2n+1]02 → [ ]+2 d2n+1, [d′
2n+1]

0
2 → [ ]+2 d′

2n+1

• The rules in Check are:

13. [r1,n+1]+2 → [ ]−2 r1,n+1

14. [ri,n+1 → ri−1,n+1]−2 1 ≤ i ≤ m
15. [ci → ci+1]−2 0 ≤ i < m
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16. r1,n+1[ ]−2 → [r0,n+1]+2
17. [cm]+2 → [ ]+2 yes

• The rules in Decide are:

18. [ci → ci+1]01 0 ≤ i < 3n + 2m + 4
19. [yes]01 → [ ]+1 yes
20. [c3n+2m+4]01 → [ ]01no

In this P system rules number 1–2 implement the exponential space pattern
for membrane separation, whereas rules number 3–4 include the standard object
duplication technique to preserve the objects when separating the membranes.
For the rest, the behaviour of the system is analogous to the one from the solution
with polarizations and membrane division in Subsect. 3.1. Just only rule number
9 is added to get rid of the prime objects, so that we do not have to duplicate
the rules for the subsequent operations.

3.4 Solution to SAT Using Minimal Cooperation (with Minimal
Production) and Membrane Division

Given ϕ a Boolean formula in CNF with m clauses and n variables, the recog-
nizer P system Π(m,n) of the solution that decides if ϕ is satisfiable or not is
constructed in polynomial time from:

– A working alphabet:

Σ∗(m,n) ∪ {ai,k | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ i}
∪ {ti,k, fi,k | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i ≤ k ≤ n + p + 1}
∪ {βk | 0 ≤ k ≤ n + 2p + 2}
∪ {cj | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {dj | 0 ≤ j ≤ m}
∪ {Ti, Fi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}
∪ {xi,j,k, x̄i,j,k, x

∗
i,j,k | 0 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ n + p}

∪ {α, no, yes}

– A set {1, 2} of labels for the membranes.
– An initial membrane structure and contents of the membranes [α β0[d0

ai,1 T p
i F p

i ]2]1 (the input membrane is the one labelled 2).
– A set of rules Generate ∪ Remove ∪ Compute ∪ Check ∪ Decide where:

• The rules in Generate are:

1. [ai,i]2 → [ti,i]2[fi,i]2 1 ≤ i ≤ n
2. [ai,k → ai,k+1]2 2 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ i − 1
3. [ti,k → ti,k+1]2

[fi,k → fi,k+1]2
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, i ≤ k ≤ n − 1
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• The rules in Remove are:

4. [ti,k Fi → ti,k+1]2
[fi,k Ti → fi,k+1]2

1 ≤ i ≤ n, n ≤ k ≤ n + p − 1

• The rules in Compute are:

5. [xi,j,k → xi,j,k+1]2
[x̄i,j,k → x̄i,j,k+1]2
[x∗

i,j,k → x∗
i,j,k+1]2

1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ p, 0 ≤ k ≤ n + p − 1

6. [Ti xi,j,n+p → cj ]2
[Ti x̄i,j,n+p → #]2
[Ti x

∗
i,j,n+p → #]2

[Ti xi,j,n+p → #]2
[Ti x̄i,j,n+p → cj ]2
[Ti x

∗
i,j,n+p → #]2

1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ p

• The rules in Check are:
7. [di ci+1 → di+1]2 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1

• The rules in Decide are:
8. [βi → βi+1]2 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 2p + 1
9. [dm]2 → [ ]2dm

10. [α dm → yes]2
11. [βn+2p+2 α → no]2
12. [yes]1 → [ ]1yes
13. [no]1 → [ ]1no

Note that for this solution a different input alphabet is needed:

Σ∗(m,n) = {xi,j,0, x̄i,j,0, x
∗
i,j,0 | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}

Then, given a Boolean formula ϕ = C1∧· · ·∧Cm, before starting a computation of
Π(m,n) an object xi,j (respectively, x̄i,j) has to be put inside its input membrane
for any clause Cj and any variable xi such that xi is in Cj (respectively, ¬xi is
in Cj). If neither xi nor ¬xi appear in Cj , then an object x∗

i,j,0 has to be put
inside its input membrane.

In this P system rules number 1–2 implement the exponential space pattern
with division rules. This way, rules number 3 are able to synchronize objects ti,k
and fi,k for the next stage. Rules number 4 remove the wrong “truth assignment
objects” to keep only the objects that represent the real truth assignment of
such a membrane. Rules number 5–6 synchronize cod(ϕ) with the rest of the
system and compute the clauses that are satisfied by the corresponding truth
assignment.

Rules number 7 implement the all present pattern with minimal cooperation,
and finally rules number 8–10 return the answer by means of the no if not yes
pattern.
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4 Conclusions

Many variants of P systems are powerful enough as to permit the existence
of (theoretical) efficient solutions to hard problems. Indeed, a plethora of such
solutions to NP-complete, PP-complete, PSPACE-complete problems and the
like can be found in the membrane computing literature.

A careful analysis of those solutions reveals that a number of techniques and
constructions are repeatedly applied. Following what is recommended practice
in software engineering, it is advisable to devise abstractions of those techniques
and constructions. These design patterns may speed up the elaboration of solu-
tions to new problems and increase the confidence in their correct functioning.

This paper aims to promote the developing of design patterns for solutions to
hard problems within membrane computing. As a starting point, three of them
are introduced, namely: the exponential space pattern, to create an exponential
number of membranes in linear time; the all present pattern, to check if all of a
number of objects are present in a membrane; and the no if not yes pattern, to
supply the no object when the yes object has not appeared in a membrane at a
specific computation step.

To highlight the advantages attained from the utilization of design patterns,
several solutions to the SAT problem are given. Although the variants of P
systems considered work with different features, the proposed design patterns
can be implemented in all of them, what we exploit to use the same structure
for each of the solutions.

There are three clear lines for future work:

– Provide implementations of the design patterns in variants of P systems other
than P systems with active membranes, for example, P systems with sym-
port/antiport rules or tissue P systems.

– Abstract more design patterns from existent or new solutions. In particular, a
review of the solutions to PP-complete and PSPACE-complete problems that
can be found in the literature (for example [14–18]) shows that other types
of patterns are required. Namely, for the former, the ability to “count” is
needed, whereas for the latter a hierarchical separation of the space is usually
performed.

– Apply the design patterns to obtain efficient solutions to new hard problems.
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Abstract. Spiking neural P systems, namely SN P systems, are a class
of distributed and parallel neural-like computation models, inspired from
the way neurons communicate by means of spikes. It has been shown
that SN P systems have powerful computation capability and signifi-
cant potential in real-life applications, and they have received more and
more attraction from the scientific community. This paper firstly intro-
duces the formal definition of standard SN P systems and some notions
which are often used in this field. Then, the theoretical results about the
computation power and efficiency of SN P systems are surveyed. The
applications of SN P systems are recalled by summarizing the literature
about the real-life applications of SN P systems. Finally, some hot topics
and further research lines on SN P systems are provided.

1 Introduction

Natural computing is the computational version of the process of extracting
ideas from nature to develop computation systems, or using natural materials
(e.g., molecules) to perform computation. Typical examples of natural computing
include well-known neural computing inspired by the functioning of the brain,
evolution computing inspired by Darwinian evolution of species, swarm intelli-
gence inspired by the collective behavior of groups of organisms, and so on.

Membrane computing is a new branch of natural computing, which was ini-
tiated by Gh. Păun in 1998. The area of membrane computing aims to abstract
computing ideas from the structure and the functioning of the living cell as
well as from the cooperation of cells in tissues, organs, and other populations
of cells [38], e.g., constructing computation models and designing algorithms
for optimization. The abstracted parallel and distributed computation models
in the area of membrane computing are called membrane systems, also called
P systems. Since P systems have powerful capability in parallel processing and
significant potential in various applications, this area has attracted more and
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more people’s interest. The area of membrane computing was listed by Thomp-
son Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) as an emerging research front in
computer science in 2003.

According to the membrane structure, membrane systems fall into three main
categories: (1) cell-like P systems which have a hierarchical arrangement of mem-
branes as in a cell; (2) tissue-like P systems which have several one-membrane
cells as in a tissue; (3) neural-like P systems which have several neurons as in a
neural net.

This paper will survey a kind of neural-like P systems, called spiking neural
P systems (SN P systems, for short), which emphasize on a specific type of cell,
i.e. the neuron.

The human brain is a complex information processing system, where more
than a trillion neurons work in a cooperation manner to perform various tasks.
Therefore, the human brain structure and functioning, from neurons, astrocytes,
and other components to complex networks, is a gold mine for inspiring efficient
computing devices. Inspired by the neurophysiological behavior of neurons send-
ing electrical impulses (spikes) along axons from presynaptic neurons to postsy-
naptic neurons in a distributed and parallel manner, Ionescu et al. proposed SN
P systems in 2006 [19]. SN P systems have become an attractive and promis-
ing research direction in the community of membrane computing [61]. Since the
introduction of SN P systems, much attention has been paid to various topics,
such as the establishment of SN P systems variants from different biological
inspirations, computation power, computation efficiency, and applications.

In the past twelve years, there are lots of theoretical results and applications
published in journals or conference proceedings. However, a few papers ([35]
is one of them in Chinese) focused on the survey of the main results of SN
P systems in theory and applications. This paper is to briefly summarize the
development and main results achieved in computation models, computing power
and efficiency of SN P systems, and the applications in fault diagnosis of electric
power systems, combinatorial and engineering optimization, signal classification,
etc.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the standard SN
P system and its various variants. Section 3 summarizes the theoretical results
of SN P systems reported in literature. Main applications of SN P systems are
presented in Sect. 4. Future research lines are listed in Sect. 5.

2 Spiking Neural P Systems and Variants

A standard spiking neural P system (shortly, SN P system), of degree m ≥ 1, is
a construct of the form

Π = (O, σ1, . . . , σm, syn, out),

where:

– O = {a} is the singleton alphabet (a is called spike);
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– σ1, . . . , σm are neurons, of the form

σi = (ni, Ri), 1 ≤ i ≤ m,

where:
(a) ni ≥ 0 is the initial number of spikes contained in the neuron;
(b) Ri is a finite set of rules of the following two forms:

(i) E/ac → a; d, where E is a regular expression over {a}, c ≥ 1, and
d ≥ 0 is the delay time, that is, the interval between applying the rule
and releasing the spike;

(ii) as → λ, for some s ≥ 1, with the restriction that as /∈ L(E) for any
rule E/ac → a; d of type i) from Ri;

– syn ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}×{1, 2, . . . ,m} are synapses between neurons, with (i, i) /∈
syn for 1 ≤ i ≤ m;

– in, out ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} indicate the input and output neurons, respectively.

The rules of type are called spiking rules (also called firing rules). A spiking
rule E/ac → a; d in neuron σi is eanbeld if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) the content of neuron σi is described by the regular expression E associated
with the rule, e.g., if neuron σi contains k spikes, then ak ∈ L(E); (2) the number
of spikes in neuron σi is not less than the number of spikes consumed by the rule,
i.e., k ≥ c. The application of this rule means that neuron σi consumes c spikes,
and produces one spike after a delay of d steps. If d = 0, then the produced one
spike emitted by neuron σi is replicated and sent immediately to all neurons σj

such that (i, j) ∈ syn. If d ≥ 1, assume that the rule is applied at step t, then
at steps t, t + 1, . . . , t + d − 1, the neuron is closed, so that it cannot receive new
spikes from neurons which have synapses to the closed neuron (if any of these
neurons tries to send a spike to the closed neuron, then the particular spike is
lost). At step t + d, the neuron fires and becomes open again, so that it can
receive spikes (which can be used at step t + d + 1, when the neuron can apply
rules again).

The rules of type (ii) are called forgetting rules. A forgetting rule as → λ in
neuron σi is eanbeld only if the neuron contains exactly s spikes. The application
of such a rule means that neuron σi removes all s spikes, but produces no spike.

If a rule E/ac → a; d has E = ac, then it can be written in the simplified
form ac → a; d.

If a rule E/ac → a; d has d = 0, then it can be written in the simplified form
E/ac → a.

In standard SN P systems, only one spike can be produced by a spiking rule
in one time, which is always called a standard spiking rule. With the goal of
simplifying the results about universality of SN P systems, Chen et al. proposed
extended SN P systems [9], where several spikes can simultaneously be produced
by a spiking rule in one time, which is called an extended rule. Specifically,
extended rules are of the form E/ac → ap; d, where E is a regular expression
over {a}, c ≥ 1, and p, d ≥ 0, with the restriction c ≥ p. The meaning of such
a rule is that if the content of the neuron is described by the regular expression
E, then c spikes are consumed and p spikes are produced. Because p can be 0
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or greater than 0, extended rules are a generalization of both standard spiking
and forgetting rules.

It is assumed that a global clock exists in an SN P system, marking the time
for the whole system (for all neurons of the system). In each time unit, if a
neuron σi have enabled rules, then it must apply (at most) one of the enabled
rules. In this way, a situation may appear: neuron σi contains two enabled rules
E1/ac1 → a; d1 and E2/ac2 → a; d2, and these two rules have E1 ∩ E2 �= ∅. If
so, one of them is nondeterministically chosen to be applied. Thus, the rules are
used in a sequential manner at the level of each neuron, but neurons function in
parallel with each other.

The state of an SN P system at a given time is described by the number
of spikes present in each neuron and the number of steps to count down until
it becomes open (this number is zero if the neuron is already open). That is,
the configuration of system Π is of the form 〈r1/t1, . . . , rm/tm〉 for ri ≥ 0 and
ti ≥ 0, where ri indicates that neuron σi contains ri spikes, and it will become
open after ti steps, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m. With this notation, the initial configuration of
system Π is 〈n1/0, . . . , nm/0〉. By using the rules as described above, one can get
a sequence of consecutive configurations. Each passage from a configuration C1

to a successor configuration C2 is called a transition and denoted by C1 =⇒ C2.
Any sequence of transitions starting from the initial configuration constitutes a
computation. A computation halts if it reaches a configuration where all neurons
are open and no rule is enabled. With any computation, halting or not, one
associates a spike train, that is, a binary sequence with occurrences of digit 1
(resp., 0) indicating that the output neuron sends one spike (resp., no spike) out
of the system.

When an SN P system works as a number generator, the result of a compu-
tation can be defined in several ways. With any spike train containing at least
two spikes, the time interval between the first two being emitted is considered
as the computation result [19]. This way of defining the result of a computation
has been extended in [37]: generalizing to the first the time intervals between
the first k spikes of a spike train, or the time intervals between all consecutive
spikes, or only alternately the time intervals between all consecutive spikes, etc.

The way of defining the result of a computation in membrane computing can
also be introduced in SN P systems. That is, one can also consider the result of
a computation as the total number of spikes sent into the environment by the
output neuron when the computation halts [6].

An SN P system can also work as a number acceptor [19]. In general, a
number is introduced in the form of the time interval between two spikes entering
the system. If the computation eventually halts, then this number is said to be
accepted by the system.

Moreover, the result of a computation can be also defined as the spike train
itself [7]. In this way, an SN P system is used as a binary string language generator
defined on the binary alphabet {0, 1}.
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3 Theoretical Results of Spiking Neural P Systems

These results mainly concern two aspects: computation power and computation
efficiency. We start by briefly presenting some results of the first type.

For standard SN P systems, Ionescu et al. proved that these systems are
Turing universal (also say computationally complete), that is, equivalent with
Turing machines, when they are used as number generators or number acceptors
[19]. Moreover, if a bound is given on the number of spikes present in any neuron
along a computation, then a characterization of semilinear sets of numbers is
obtained; and a characterization of finite sets can be obtained by standard SN
P systems with one neuron.

From both mathematical and computer science points of view, it is always
desirable to make the construction of SN P systems as simple as possible without
the loss of computing power, i.e. a normal form. Ibarra et al. first investigated
the influence of some ingredients of SN P systems on the computation power of
these systems, such as the regular expressions used in spiking rules, the delay
in spiking rules, and forgetting rules [18]. It was proved that in the case of
removing the delay in spiking rules or forgetting rules, standard SN P systems
are Turing universal. Afterwards, Pan et al. improved these results and proved
that standard SN P systems are still Turing universal with the restrictions: (1)
the delay in spiking rules and forgetting rules are not used, (2) each neuron
contains at most two rules, and (3) the rules in the neurons using two rules have
the same regular expression which controls their firing [28].

The resource (here, in terms of the number of neurons) needed for construct-
ing universal computing devices of various types has been heavily investigated
in computer science, e.g., Siegelmann et al. constructed a universal recurrent
neural network by using 886 neurons [44]. This issue was also considered in SN
P systems. Gh. Păun et al. constructed a universal SN P system having 49 neu-
rons in the case of using extended rules and having 84 neurons in the case of
using standard rules for SN P systems used as a device of computing functions;
as a number generator, a universal SN P system with standard rules having
76 neurons, and one with extended rules having 50 neurons were obtained [36].
The comparison result shows that SN P systems have a “desired” computation
power while using less resource. Following the research line of small universal
computing devices, some bio-inspired features and mathematical strategies have
been introduced into universal SN P systems for computing natural numbers
and functions, in order to reduce the number of neurons. Some known results
are shown in Table 1.

Besides used as number generators/acceptors and function computing
devices, SN P systems can also be used as language generators. In a standard
SN P system, the output neuron sends at most one spike into the environment
in one time, thus the time instances when one spike exits the output neuron are
marked with the digit 1, and the time instances when no spike is emitted by the
output neuron are marked with the digit 0. In this way, the system can gener-
ate the binary string languages defined on the binary alphabet {0, 1}. In this
definition, it was proved that the generative capacity of standard SN P systems
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Table 1. The known results of Turing universal SN P systems with small numbers of
neurons.

Number of neurons
for computing
functions

Number of neurons
for computing
natural numbers

Type of rules

Bio-inspired features

Weighted synapses [34] 38 36 Standard

Rules on synapses [47] 30 - Extended

39 - Standard

Rules on synapses
with high capacity
neurons [50]

- 6 Extended

Request rules [46] 28 4 Extended

Colored spikes [49] - 3 Extended

Mathematical strategies

Combined modules [65] 41 41 Extended

67 63 Standard

Cooperating rules 59 [25] - Standard

- 8 [45] Extended

High capacity neurons - 10 [32] Extended

“Super” neurons
with an infinite
number of rules [26]

- 4 Extended

is rather restricted, even some finite languages cannot be generated by these
systems. However, by using morphism and projection, standard SN P systems
can generate recursively enumerable languages [7].

For extended SN P systems, because several spikes can exit at the same time,
the time instances when the output neuron emits i spikes are marked with the
symbol bi. In this way, extended SN P systems can generate any language defined
on an arbitrary alphabet. It was proved that extended SN P systems can directly
generate recursively enumerable languages [9].

In standard SN P systems, all neurons function in parallel at the level of the
system (i.e., the system works in the synchronous manner), while at most one rule
can be applied at the level of each neuron (i.e., the system works sequentially)
[19]. Inspired by computer science theories, SN P systems working in different
modes were investigated, such as non-synchronized (i.e., asynchronous) mode
[6], that is, a neuron can apply or not apply its rules in any step; sequential
mode: at each step of a computation, one (resp. all) of the neurons with the
maximum/minimum number of spikes among the neurons that are active will
fire [17,22]; exhaustive mode: whenever a rule is enabled in a neuron, it is used
as many times as possible for the number of spikes from that neuron [20,33].

With the inspirations of different biological phenomena, various new types
of SN P systems were proposed. For example, inspired by the functioning of
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inhibitory impulses among biological neurons, Pan et al. introduced anti-spikes
and inhibitory synapses into SN P systems, and proved a series of normal forms
of SN P systems with anti-spikes [27,48]. Inspired by the fact that astrocytes
play an important role in the functioning and interaction of neurons, and astro-
cytes have excitatory and inhibitory influence on synapses, Hoogeboom et al.
proposed SN P systems with astrocytes [31]. It was proved that SN P systems
with astrocytes using simple neurons (all neurons have the same rule, one per
neuron, of a very simple form) can achieve Turing universality. With the goal of
identifying an easy way to determine the applicability of rules, Wang et al. pro-
posed SN P systems with weights, which are inspired by the fact that a biological
neuron can fire only when its membrane potential reaches or exceeds its thresh-
old potential [51]. It was proved that SN P systems with weights are universal.
Motivated by the excitatory or inhibitory nature of Ranvier nodes in biological
neurons, Chen et al. constructed axon P systems [10]. Afterwards, Zhang et al.
proved that four nodes (respectively, nine nodes) are enough for axon P systems
to achieve Turing universality as number generators (respectively, function com-
puting devices) [64]. Based on such a neurobiological fact that in the chemical
synapse transmitting, there are multiple ion channels in a synapse, Peng et al.
proposed SN P systems with multiple channels, and proved that such systems
are universal [41].

Moreover, with mathematical and computer science motivations, many new
types of SN P systems were also proposed. Based on the self-organizing and self-
adaptive feature of artificial neural networks, Cabarle et al. introduced structural
plasticity into the framework of SN P systems [4]. SN P systems with structural
plasticity were proved to be universal. Afterwards, Song et al. proved that SN
P systems with structural plasticity without any synapse at the beginning of a
computation can also achieve Turing universality [57]. Incorporating ideas from
nonstatic (i.e. dynamic) graphs and networks, Cabarle et al. proposed SN P
systems with scheduled synapses, where synapses in such systems are available
only at a specific schedule or duration [3]. SN P systems with scheduled synapses
were proved to be universal. With mathematical motivation, Wu et al. consider
a combination of basic features of cell-like P systems and of SN P systems, that
is, consider cell-like P systems with only one kind of objects and spiking rules
as those in SN P systems, called cell-like SN P systems [59]. It was proved that
cell-like SN P systems with four membranes can achieve Turing universality. In
order to simplify the integration-and-fire conditions of SN P systems, Wu et
al. exploited polarizations +, 0,− to control the application of rules instead of
regular expressions [58]. It was proved that SN P systems with three kinds of
polarizations are universal. Inspired by the way that components communicate
with each other by a request-response pattern in parallel-cooperating grammar
systems, Pan et al. proposed SN P systems with communication on request [30].
It was proved that SN P systems with communication on request are universal
when two types of spikes are used.

Another topic on SN P systems is to study their computation efficiency, that
is, to study whether SN P systems can solve computationally hard problems in
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a feasible time. Under the assumption that P �= NP , Leporati et al. proved that
a deterministic SN P system of a polynomial size cannot solve an NP-complete
problem in a polynomial time, i.e., Milano theorem for SN P systems [14]. Hence,
some features need to be introduced into SN P systems in order to enhance the
efficiency of such systems. Generally, there are three kinds of features introduced
into SN P systems to solve computationally hard problems as follows.

(1) Pre-computed resources (here, in terms of exponential number of neurons):
Chen et al. first exploited SN P systems with pre-computed resources to
solve in a constant time the NP-complete problem SAT in a semi-uniform
way [8]. Leporati et al. provided semi-uniform and uniform solutions to
the numerical NP-complete problem Subset Sum by using SN P systems
with exponential size pre-computed resources [23]. Afterwards, Ishdorj et al.
shown that the two PSPACE-complete problems QSAT and Q3SAT can be
solved in a polynomial time by SN P systems with pre-computed resources
in a uniform way. All the systems constructed above work in a deterministic
way [21].

(2) Nondeterminism: Leporati et al. provided the solutions to SAT problem and
Subset Sum problem in a semi-uniform or uniform way by using nondeter-
ministic SN P systems but without pre-computed resources [14]. In [13],
standard SN P systems without the delay feature and having a uniform
construction were obtained.

(3) Neuron division and neuron budding: inspired by neural stem cell division,
Pan et al. introduced the features of neuron division and neuron budding into
the framework of SN P systems, which can generate exponential workspace
in linear time. It was shown that SN P systems with neuron division and neu-
ron budding solve computationally hard problems by means of a space-time
tradeoff in a polynomial time, which is illustrated with an efficient solution
to SAT problem [29]. Afterwards, Wang et al. exploited SN P systems only
with neuron division to provide a uniform solution to SAT problem in a
polynomial time [52].

4 Applications of Spiking Neural P Systems

This section presents an overview of SN P systems from the perspective of real-
life applications with respect to engineering optimization, fault diagnosis of elec-
tric power systems, image processing, and signal identification.

The design of optimization algorithms can build a bridge between SN P
systems and real-life applications. In [62], an extended SN P system (ESNPS)
was proposed by introducing the probabilistic selection of evolution rules and
multi-neurons output and a family of ESNPS, called optimization SN P system
(OSNPS), were further designed through using a guider to adaptively adjust
rule probabilities to approximately solve combinatorial optimization problems.
In [54], OSNPS was used to solve the fault section estimation problem in an
electric power system by formulating it into an optimization problem. Thus,
OSNPS can search output fault sections in an automatic way when the status
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information of protective relays and circuit breakers coming from a supervisory
control and data acquisition system is considered as the input. Several types
of fault cases consisting of a single fault, multiple faults and multiple faults
with incomplete and uncertain information in an electric power system can be
accurately diagnosed in the simulation experiments.

The application for diagnosing the faults in an electric power system is an
attractive research direction and is well investigated in the past years through
introducing an algebraic fuzzy reasoning approach into SN P systems called
fuzzy reasoning SN P systems (FRSNPS) [39,55]. The most attractive aspect
of FRSNPS is that they can offer an intuitive illustration based on a strictly
mathematical expression, a good fault-tolerant capacity due to its handling of
incomplete and uncertain messages in a parallel manner, a good description for
the relationships between protective devices and faults, and an understandable
diagnosis model-building process [56]. Until now, FRSNPS have been successfully
used to diagnose the faults existing in transformers [39], power transmission net-
works [40,56], traction power supply systems of high-speed railways [53], metro
traction power systems [16], fault classification of power transmission lines [43]
and fault lines detection in a small current grounding system [42].

As many problems in the processing of digital images have features which
make it suitable for techniques inspired by nature, in [12], a novel link between
SN P systems and Digital Imagery was presented, by providing an implemen-
tation of the parallel Guo and Hall algorithm in SN P systems to solve the
skeletonization problem.

The learning ability for SN P systems is the fundamentals to be used for
classification. In [15], the first attempt was made by using the framework of
SN P systems to implement Hebbian learning. In [11], SN P systems were used
to identify nuclear export signals and the promising experimental result with
accurate rate 74.18 % was obtained.

Software for experimental simulations have been developed for SN P systems
and their variants, as in [1,2,5,24,60].

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Research Lines

By introducing some further biologically-inspired features into SN P systems,
it is worth developing new computation models which are “more realistic”to
get closer to the brain. Moreover, to bring enough further biologically-inspired
features to SN P systems may possibly model and simulate processes taking
place in the “real” brain.

Most of the aforementioned SN P systems were proved to be Turing universal.
In the area of SN P systems, a challenging and interesting problem is to look
for classes of SN P systems which are not equivalent with Turing machines, but
also not computing only semilinear sets of numbers. From the point of view of
theory, such classes of systems are rather significant, because of the possibility
of finding classes of systems with decidable properties. Moreover, from the point
of view of applications, these classes of systems are also attractive, because
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of the possibility of finding properties of the modeled processes by analytical,
algorithmic means.

The computation efficiency of SN P systems deserves further efforts. It is
interesting to introduce new ingredients in the area of SN P systems to generate
an exponential workspace in polynomial time, by trading space for time in solving
NP-complete problem and PSPACE-complete problem.

There are many ingredients of usual P systems which were not considered
for SN P systems, e.g., promoters, inhibitors, membrane creation. Thus, with
mathematical motivation, considering these ingredients in the framework of SN
P systems might also make sense.

Future application work on SNP systems could be focused on the killer real
applications [63]. There are many possibilities like fault diagnosis with FRSNPS,
OSNPS for engineering optimization and classification with the SNP systems
with learning ability. Several important topics on FRSNPS were listed in [56].
The extension of OSNPS to numerical optimization problems is an ongoing task.
How to develop a learning network with SNP systems is also a challenging topic.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a new computational model
inspired by the processes involved in cell fusion – a biological mecha-
nism that allows cells to combine into one cell. We are interested in
the early stages of the cell fusion when a fusion pore is opened between
two adjacent cells, which allows the passing of biochemicals between
the cells involved. The process is reversible as the pore may close in
certain circumstances, performing in this way an “incomplete” fusion.
However, during the short existence of the pore we may assume the exis-
tence of three regions: one that contains the “shared” biochemicals that
pass through the pore (they comply to the rules and conditions from
both interacting cells) and other two corresponding to the remaining
of biochemicals in the interacting cells (they comply to the correspond-
ing original rules and conditions of the interacting cells). We investigate
the computational power of the model when non-cooperative multiset
rewriting rules are used.

1 Introduction

Biological membranes delimit the cells, allowing the separation between the
inside and the outside of an organism, cell or organelle. In this way, by using
a selective permeability, they are able to control which substances enter and/or
leave. In general, membranes consist of a bilayer of lipid molecules and other
elements as proteins and sugars. Membrane proteins play an important role by
maintaining the structural integrity of the membrane and by mediating the flow
of substances through membranes.

An important cellular process that aggregates uninuclear cells to form a mult-
inuclear cell is the cell fusion. Of a significant importance in this process is the
existence of specific proteins on the surface of cells which mediate the merg-
ing of the cell membranes. According with the lineage of the cells involved in a
fusion there are known homotypic and heterotypic cell fusions. Cell fusion can
be achieved by using a pulsed voltage which causes the cells’ membranes which
are in contact to permeate, or by using polyethylene glycol as dehydrating agent
which determines the destabilization of the membranes, or even by using a virus.
Destabilized cell membranes allow the merging of the lipid bilayers of membranes
being in close contact and consequently of their cytoplasms.
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A fusion pore is the first aqueous connection between two membranes. Fusion
pore usually opens suddenly and gradually expands; however, in certain cases,
the initial opening is reversible. In general, the size and expansion rate of the
pore are regulated by some membrane proteins concentrated at the sites of inter-
cellular interaction. The fusion pore allows the passing of biochemicals in both
directions, hence they will be the subject of the conditions corresponding to both
cells interacting.

Inspired by the structure, the functioning and interactions (like cell fusion)
of biological cells, in this paper we introduce a novel computational model. In
this respect, we define a complex of multiset rewriting systems whose function-
ing captures some of the features described above. More precisely, a complex of
multiset rewriting systems (a CMRS, for short) is composed by several parallel
multiset rewriting systems which can perform computations as follows: at each
step, in a non-deterministic manner, a multiset rewriting system may evolve
independently (as common in the membrane system field) or it may aggregate
with another one and evolve. The aggregation of two multiset rewriting systems
Π1 and Π2 means that they will share some objects and rules; this can be mod-
eled as a tuple of three multiset rewriting systems where the “middle” one has as
support for computation some shared objects from Π1 and Π2 and employs the
rules from both systems, while the other two act on the non-shared objects of Π1

and Π2 with their corresponding rules. Once such step is performed the tuple is
disaggregated into two multiset rewriting systems by non-deterministically split-
ting the resulting shared objects. The computation of the complex of multiset
rewriting systems continues step by step as described above and it will be con-
sidered successful if it reaches a configuration C in which no rule can be applied
in any component multiset rewriting system, no matter if it attempts to evolve
independently or in aggregation with other one. The result of the computation
is the number (vector of numbers) of objects present in C.

It is worth mentioning that a CMRS exhibits a highly non-deterministic
behavior as non-determinism is involved both at the level of rule application
and at the level of multiset rewriting interaction. Moreover, upon the disaggrega-
tion the shared objects are split non-deterministically between the participating
multiset rewriting systems.

Attempts to model similar phenomena have been done in [1,2,4,7]. However,
in this paper the semantics of performing the computation is slightly different.
Moreover, because the computation of a CMRS implies an infinite run (because
at each step the multiset rewriting systems may aggregate in any possible pair),
then in order to define a successful computation and collect the results, we have
used a condition which resemble adult halting.

In this exploratory paper we only present some relations (in terms of com-
putational power) of the introduced model with the “classical” Lindenmayer
systems.
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1.1 Preliminaries

We assume the reader is familiar with the theory of formal languages and mem-
brane systems. However, we recall some definitions and known results. An alpha-
bet O is a finite set of symbols. A string over O is a finite sequence of symbols
from O. The empty string is denoted by λ. The set of all strings over O is denoted
by O∗. The length of w ∈ O∗ is denoted by |w|. In particular, |λ| = 0. The num-
ber of occurrences of the symbol a ∈ O in the string w is denoted by |w|a. A
language L ⊆ O∗ is a set of strings.

Let O = {a1, a2, . . . , an} and w ∈ O∗. Then, the Parikh vector associated
with w is ΨO(w) = (|w|a1 , . . . , |w|an

). For a language L ⊆ O∗, the Parikh image
of L is denoted by ΨO(L) = {ΨO(w) | w ∈ L}. Given a family of languages FL,
we denote by NFL (PsFL) the family of length sets (Parikh images) of the
languages from FL.

Lindenmayer Systems
An ET0L system is a tuple H = (V, T, ω,Σ), where V is an alphabet, T =
{T1, . . . , Tm}, m ≥ 1, such that Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are finite complete tables of
non-cooperative rules over V , ω ∈ V ∗ is the axiom, and Σ ⊆ V is the terminal
alphabet. In a derivation step, all the symbols present in the current sentential
form are rewritten using one (non-deterministically chosen) table. The language
generated by H consists of all the strings over Σ which can be generated in
this way, starting from ω. If H uses only non-erasing rules then H is said to be
propagating.

By ET0L we denote the family of all ET0L languages. It is known that each
language from ET0L can be generated by an ET0L system with only two tables.

The families of finite, regular, context-free, ETOL, and recursive enumerable
languages are denoted by FIN , REG, CF , ETOL and RE, respectively. It is
known that NFIN ⊂ NREG = NCF ⊂ NETOL ⊂ NRE and PsFIN ⊂
PsREG = PsCF ⊂ PsETOL ⊂ PsRE (see [6]). It is known that {2n | n ≥
0} ∈ NETOL \ NCF .

Multisets and Parallel Multiset Rewriting Systems
A multiset M over an alphabet O is a mapping M : O → IN . Given a ∈ O, by
M(a) we denote the multiplicity of a in M . A multiset can be represented as
the string a

M(a1)
1 a

M(a2)
2 . . . a

M(an)
n and moreover, all permutations of this string

precisely identify the same multiset.
Let M1 = a

M1(a1)
1 . . . a

M1(an)
n and M2 = a

M2(a1)
1 . . . a

M2(an)
n be two multisets

over O; then M2 is a sub-multiset of M1, denoted as M2 ⊆ M1, if M2(ai) ≤
M1(ai), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We say that M1 = M2 if M1 ⊆ M2 and M2 ⊆ M1.

One can also define the following operations on multisets:

– M1 + M2 = a
M1(a1)+M2(a1)
1 . . . a

M1(an)+M2(an)
n ;

– M1 − M2 = a
max{M1(a1)−M2(a1),0}
1 . . . a

max{M1(an)−M2(an),0}
n ;

– M1 ∩ M2 = a
min{M1(a1),M2(a1)}
1 . . . a

min{M1(an),M2(an)}
n .

A multiset rewriting rule is a pair (u, v) where u and v are multisets over O,
|u| ≥ 1. The rules may also be labeled in order to uniquely identify them in a
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set of rules; a common notation for the labeled rule l : (u, v), where l ∈ IN is
the label, is l : u → v and denotes that multiset u is rewritten by the multiset
v. For a multiset rewriting rule l : u → v, let left(l : u → v) = u and right(l :
u → v) = v. A rule of the form r : a → α, where a ∈ O, α ∈ O∗, is called
non-cooperative.

A labeled parallel multiset rewriting system (in short, an MRS) is a tuple
Πl = (O,R, w0), where l ∈ INk is a label, O is an alphabet of symbol-objects, R
is a set of multiset rewriting rules, and w0 ∈ O∗ is the initial multiset of objects.

A rule r ∈ R is applicable to a multiset w ∈ O∗ if left(r) ⊆ w. A multi-
set of rules ρ ∈ R∗ is applicable to a multiset of objects w ∈ O∗ if there are
enough objects in w to perform all the rules from ρ with their corresponding
multiplicity. More formally, if ρ = rn1

1 rn2
2 . . . rnk

k , then ρ is applicable to w if

ΨO(w) −
n∑

i=1

niΨO(left(ri)) ∈ IN card(O). The applicable multiset of rules ρ is

maximal if there is no applicable multiset of rules ρ′ ∈ R∗ to w and such that
ρ ⊂ ρ′ (in the (multi)set sense).

The system Πl performs a computation as follows. Starting from the initial
multiset of objects w0 (the initial configuration) and applying iteratively on
the current multiset (configuration) a maximal applicable multiset of rules (the
rules and their multiplicities are chosen in a non-deterministic manner) one gets
a sequence of consecutive configurations. The passage in the sequence from one
configuration Ci to the successor configuration Ci+1 is called a transition and is
denoted by Ci =⇒ Ci+1. A computation of Πl is a finite or infinite sequence of
transitions between configurations.

A configuration is a halting configuration if there is no applicable rule to
it. A computation is successful if it halts, that is, the last configuration in the
sequence is a halting configuration. If the multiset Ch represents the halting
configuration, then ΨO(Ch) is said to be computed by the system by means of
that computation. The set of all vectors of numbers computed by Πl is denoted
by Ps(Πl). It is also common to count the number of objects in the halting
configuration of a successful computation; in this case, Πl computes N(Πl).

It is known (see [3,5]) that the family of all sets of vectors of numbers (or
sets of numbers) computed by parallel multiset rewriting systems using non-
cooperative rules is equal with PsREG (or NREG, respectively).

2 Aggregating Multiset Rewriting Systems

In this section we introduce a new computational model inspired by the processes
involved in cell fusion. In particular we are interested in the phenomena that
occur when “incomplete” fusions are taking place between the participating cells.

Given two MRSs Π1 = (O1,R1, w1) and Π2 = (O2,R2, w2), the aggregation
of Π1 with Π2 represents a tuple of labeled multiset rewriting systems (referred
as an AMRS)

ΠΠ1∩Π2 = (Π1,Π(1,2),Π2)
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where Π1 = (O1,R1, w1 − w′
1), Π2 = (O2,R2, w2 − w′

2), Π(1,2) = (O1 ∪
O2,R1 ∪ R2, w

′
1 + w′

2) for some w′
1 ⊆ w1 and w′

2 ⊆ w2. The AMRS ΠΠ1·Π2 =
(Π1,Π(1,2),Π2) can also disaggregate into two parts Π1 = (O1,R1, w1 +α) and
Π2 = (O2,R2, w2 + β) such that α + β = w.

A complex of parallel multiset rewriting systems (in short, a CMRS) is a tuple
Δ = (Π1, . . . , Πk) where Πi = (Oi,Ri, w(i,0)), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are labeled multiset
rewriting systems (the labels uniquely identify the MRSs in the complex).

A configuration of the CMRS Δ is a tuple of multisets C = (w1, . . . , wk)
which are present in the corresponding multiset rewriting systems at a certain
moment. The initial configuration is the tuple C0 = (w(1,0), . . . , w(k,0)).

Given a configuration C = (w1, . . . , wk), the CMRS Δ performs a transition
to the next configuration as follows. In a non-deterministic manner, the compo-
nent MRSs perform either independent transitions (as defined above for MRSs)
and/or aggregate as AMRSs. In case of AMRSs, Δ performs a transition for each
MRS in the corresponding tuples and finally, disaggregates all AMRSs. The next
configuration is C ′ = (w′

1, . . . , w
′
k) where w′

i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is the content of the
corresponding MRS Πi. An additional requirement states that once an MRS
Π is involved into an AMRS in a given transition, then in the next transition
Π has to perform independently. A computation of Δ is an infinite sequence of
transitions between configurations, starting from the initial one.

A computation is considered to be successful if in the sequence of configura-
tions there exists one, say C = (w1, . . . , wk), such that no rule can be applied by
any component MRS or by any AMRS that can be constructed by aggregating

two MRSs; the result (output) of a successful computation of Δ is
k∑

i=1

Ψ(wi) (or,

if we count only the number of objects,
k∑

i=1

|wi|). The set of such vectors (or

numbers) computed in this way by Δ for any successful computation is denoted
by Ps(Δ) (or by N(Δ)).

Example 1. Let us consider the following complex of multiset rewriting systems
Δ = (Π1,Π2,Π3) where:

Π1 = (O1,R1, w(1,0)) Π2 = (O2,R2, w(2,0)) Π3 = (O3,R3, w(3,0))

O1 = {a, b, c,#}; O2 = {a, b, c,#}; O3 = {a, b, c, c′,#};

R1 = {a → bb, R2 = {b → a, R3 = {# → #,
b → #, b → c, a → c,
# → #, a → #, b → #,
c → #}; c → #, c → c′};

# → #}
w(1,0) = a. w(2,0) = λ. w(3,0) = λ.

The system Δ performs its computation as follows. The initial configuration
of Δ is C0 = (a, λ, λ) hence Δ has several possible transitions to perform as
described below:
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1. Π1 performs a transition independently, hence by applying the rule a → bb it
produces the multiset bb. Because the systems Π2 and Π3 do not contain any
object, in this computational step, they will not execute any rule hence they
will not perform a transition independently. Moreover, if Π1 and Π2 aggregate
and form the AMRS ΠΠ2·Π3 , then also in this case no rule from Π2 or Π3 will
be executed. Consequently, the next configuration will be C(1,0) = (bb, λ, λ).
In what follows, Π1 can evolve independently or aggregate with Π2 or Π3.
If Π1 evolves independently or if it aggregates with Π3 then the rule b → #
is executed. Consequently, the object # will be generated and because the
rule # → # is present in each MRS (hence it will always be applied in the
subsequent transitions), the computation will not be successful. However, Π1

may also aggregate with Π2 and the computation may follow again different
branches (the computation is similar as below).

2. Π1 aggregates with Π2 (it may also aggregate with Π3 but the computation
will be similar as below) and form the tuple ΠΠ1·Π2 = (Π1,Π(1,2),Π2), where
Π1 = (O1,R1, w1 − w′

1), Π2 = (O2,R2, w2 − w′
2), Π(1,2) = (O1 ∪ O2,R1 ∪

R2, w
′
1 + w′

2). The following sub-cases are possible:
(a) w1 − w′

1 = a, w2 − w′
2 = λ, and w′

1 + w′
2 = λ. In this case Π1 will

execute the rule a → bb while Π2 and Π(1,2) will not execute any rule
(because there are no objects). It follows that upon disaggregation, Π1

will contain the multiset bb while Π2 the multiset λ. Consequently, the
next configuration will be C(1,1) = (bb, λ, λ). In the next step, Π1 has to
perform independently, hence the rule b → # will be executed and the
computation will not be successful.

(b) w1 − w′
1 = λ, w2 − w′

2 = λ, and w′
1 + w′

2 = a. In this case Π(1,2) will non-
deterministically select for application one of the rules a → bb or a → #.
If the rule a → # is applied then the object # will be generated; because
the rule # → # is present in each MRS (hence it will always be applied
in the subsequent transitions), the computation will not be successful.
However, if the rule a → bb is applied instead, then it follows that upon
disaggregation of Π(1,2) there will be again several possible outcomes:

– the next configuration will be C(1,2) = (bb, λ, λ). In this case, because
Π1 was involved into an AMRS, in the next transition it has to make
a transition independently. Consequently, the rule b → # will be
applied and the computation will not be successful.

– the next configuration will be C(1,4) = (b, b, λ). This case produces
also an unsuccessful computation since the rule b → # will be applied
by Π1 in the next transition.

– the next configuration will be C(1,3) = (λ, bb, λ). In this case, in
the next transition Π2 will perform independently and will exe-
cute the rule b → a; it follows that the next configuration will be
C(2,3) = (λ, aa, λ).
However, in the next transition Π2 may aggregate with Π3. In this
case, if there exists an object a that is not rewritten by the rule a → c,
then the object # will appear. However, in case that all the objects a
are rewritten into objects c, then it means that we have a successful
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computation and Δ computes the number 2. Coming back to configu-
ration C(2,3), it may also happen that Π2 aggregates with Π1. Then it
follows that one possible outcome is the configuration (λ, b4, λ); from
this configuration Π2 will perform independently and consequently,
the next configuration of Δ will be (λ, a4, λ). Repeating the same cycle
for k times the resulting configuration will be (λ, a2k , λ). Finally, by
aggregating Π2 with Π3 as above, it follows that Δ computes the
number 2k.

Consequently, the set of numbers computed by Δ is N(Δ) = {2n | n ≥ 0}.

The following result shows that the computation of an arbitrary ET0L system
can be simulated by a complex of multiset rewriting systems whose component
MRSs uses only non-cooperative multiset rewriting rules.

Proposition 1. The length set of any language from ET0L can be generated
by a CMRS system Δ = (Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4) where Πi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, are multiset
rewriting systems using only non-cooperative multiset rewriting rules.

Proof. It is known that any ETOL language can be generated by an ETOL
system with only two tables (see [6]). Without any loss of generality let L ∈
ET0L and H = (V, T, ω,Σ) be an ET0L system such that T = {T1, T2} and
L(H) = L.

Let V = {a | a ∈ V } and V = {a | a ∈ V } and the morphisms

– h : V → V , such that h(a) = a,
– h : V → V , such that h(a) = a.

Starting from the definition of H we construct a complex of multiset rewriting
systems Δ = (Π1,Π2,Π3,Π4) such that Ψ(Δ) = Ψ(H) as follows:
Π1 = (O1,R1, w(1,0)) where

O1 = V ∪ V ∪ V ∪ {#, d1, d2},
R1 = {a → h(α) | a → α ∈ T1, α �= λ} ∪ {a → h(α) | a → α ∈ T2, α �= λ}

∪ {a → d1 | a → λ ∈ T1} ∪ {a → d2 | a → λ ∈ T2}
∪ {h(a) → # | a ∈ V } ∪ {h(a) → # | a ∈ V } ∪ {d1 → #, d2 → #}
∪ {# → #},

w(1,0) = ω;

Π2 = (O2,R2, w(2,0)) where
O2 = O1,
R2 = {h(a) → a | a ∈ V } ∪ {a → # | a ∈ V } ∪ {h(a) → # | a ∈ V }

∪ {d1 → λ, d2 → #},
w(2,0) = λ;

Π3 = (O3,R3, w(3,0)) where
O3 = O1,
R3 = {h(a) → a | a ∈ V } ∪ {a → # | a ∈ V } ∪ {h(a) → # | a ∈ V }
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∪ {d1 → #, d2 → λ},
w(3,0) = λ;

Π4 = (O4,R4, w(4,0)) where
O4 = O1 ∪ {a′ | a ∈ Σ},
R4 = {a → a′ | a ∈ Σ} ∪ {a → # | V \ Σ}

∪ {h(a) → # | a ∈ V } ∪ {h(a) → a | a ∈ V }
∪ {# → #} ∪ {d1 → λ, d2 → λ}

w(4,0) = λ.
The system Δ simulates the computation of H as described below. The sys-

tem Π1 contains three types of rules: rules which correspond to table T1 of H
(which “paint” the objects via the morphism h); rules which correspond to table
T2 of H (which “paint” the objects via morphism h); rules that are responsible
of generating the # object (which determine an unsuccessful computation) if
independent computation of Π1 is performed several steps in a row. The system
Π2 (and similarly, Π3) contains rules that paint back the objects from V into
their corresponding counterparts from V and rules that produce the object # if
a “wrong” aggregation is performed. The system Π4 contains the rules needed
to finish the simulation of H.

At the beginning of computation, assuming that w(1,0) = ω �= λ, Π1 can
proceed non-deterministically either individually or in aggregation with Π2, Π3,
or Π4.

In case Π1 evolves in the first step individually then there are several possi-
bilities:

– all objects from w(1,0) are rewritten by rules of type a → h(α) or a → h(α). It
follows that the resulting multiset of Π1, say w(1,1), will contain objects from

V ∪V . Next, if Π1 evolves again independently then the object # is produced
(a rule of type h(a) → # or h(a) → # is applied) and the computation
becomes unsuccessful. Consequently, in order to get a successful computation
Π1 has to aggregate with another MRS. There are several possibilities:
1. Π1 aggregates with Π2.

In this case w(1,1) is divided into two multisets w(1,1) = u + v such that
u is the subject of the rules R1 and v is the subject of the rules R1 ∪ R2.
If u �= λ then again the object # is generated (a rule of type h(a) → #
or h(a) → # is applied) and the computation becomes unsuccessful. The
same outcome is also achieved if v contains objects from V . However, if
u = λ and v ∈ V

∗
, it may happen that all the objects from v are rewritten

by the rules of type h(a) → a. Upon the disaggregation of this AMRS,
the resulting multiset (which contains only objects from V ) is again split
between Π1 and Π2; however, if an object from V remains in Π2 then,
because in the next step Π2 has to perform individually, it follows that
# is generated (hence the computation becomes unsuccessful). In case all
the objects arrive in Π1 then they will be the subject of the rules of type
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a → h(α) or a → h(α). Moreover, in the next step Π1 has to evolve indi-
vidually, hence the computation may follow a path as the one described
above. In this way Δ simulates an application (or several applications) of
table T1 by the ETOL system H.

2. Π1 aggregates with Π3.
This case is similar to the one described above but it corresponds to
the simulation of H when table T2 is applied. It is worth to mention
that because Π1 may aggregate non-deterministically with Π2 or with Π3

then all possible computations of the ET0L system H (i.e., any possible
applications of tables T1 and T2) can be simulated.

3. Π1 aggregates with Π4.
If Π1 initially contains a multiset w ∈ Σ∗, then upon the aggregation
with Π4, the multiset w is split into u and v (that is w = u + v) and
such that on u there are acting the rules from R1 and on v the rules from
R1 ∪ R4. There are several possible computational paths:

• if u = λ then the objects from v trigger the rules of type a → h(α),
a → h(α), and a → a′. In case there are applied only the rules of type
a → a′, then the computation of Δ becomes successful. Consequently,
Δ computes Ψ(w). In case there are applied some rules of type a →
h(α) or a → h(α), then this will lead to an unsuccessful computation
because in the next step, after the disaggregation of the AMRS, either
Π1 or Π4 will generate object # (recall that in the next step they
will have to perform individually, hence a rule of type h(a) → # or
h(a) → # will be applied, generating the trap object #).

It is also worth to mention that in case of simulating the applications of the
erasing rules from T1 (or from T2) by Π1, then the objects d1 are created (or
d2, respectively). The computation follows a similar pattern as described above
also in the case of these objects. More precisely, if Π1 evolves independently two
times in a row, then the # object is generated and the computation becomes
unsuccessful. However, if in a step Π1 generates both symbols d1 and d2, and
then aggregates with Π2 then again the object # is generated (the same outcome
is obtained if Π1 aggregates with Π3).

The only case when the object # is not generated is when Π1 performs a
cycle by applying either the rules corresponding to T1 (or the ones corresponding
to T2), then aggregating with Π2 (or with Π3, respectively). Finally, if Π1 con-
tains a multiset over Σ and aggregates with Π4 then the computation becomes
successful.

We also conjecture that the following result is true.

Proposition 2. Let Δ be an arbitrary complex of multiset rewriting systems
using non-cooperative multiset rewriting rules. Then there exists an ET0L system
H = (V, T, ω,Σ) such that N(H) = N(Δ).

Such a result may be proved by simulating an arbitrary CMRS Δ = (Π1, . . . , Πk)
where Πi = (Oi,Ri, w(i,0)), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, with an ET0L system with several tables
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defined such that each of them contains all the rules that can be applied during
a possible transition of Δ (recall that, in a step, each MRS can evolve indepen-
dently or aggregate with other one and evolve). Accordingly, each table corre-
sponds to a possible setup of independent MRSs and aggregated ones. Moreover,
taking into account that the family of ET0L languages is a full-AFL then, intu-
itively, one has more arguments (and formal “tools” to use) in the favor of the
above assertion.

3 Conclusion

A complex of multiset rewriting systems represents a biological inspired compu-
tational system consisting of several parallel multiset rewriting systems which
can evolve in a non-deterministic manner independently or aggregating with oth-
ers. In this respect, if two multiset rewriting systems Π1 = (O1,R1, w(1,0)) and
Π2 = (O2,R2, w(2,0)) aggregate, then some of the existing objects from both
systems (the “shared” objects) are the subject of the rules from R1 ∪ R2 and
the remaining objects are the subject of the corresponding sets of rules (i.e.,
R1 and R2); after applying the rules, the participating systems disaggregate
by non-deterministically splitting the resulting shared objects. The computation
continues as mentioned before and it will be considered successful if it reaches a
configuration in which no rule can be applied in any component MRS.

We studied the computational power of complexes of multiset rewriting rules
which use only non-cooperative rules. We proved that one can construct a CMRS
being able to simulate the computation of any given ET0L system. Consequently,
we proved that the family of sets of numbers generated by CMRSs includes
NET0L. We also conjectured that the converse inclusion is true.
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Abstract. Matrix insertion-deletion systems are a class of insertion-
deletion systems, where insertion and deletion rules are grouped in
sequences, and it is known that such systems with two symbols context-
free insertion and deletion rules are not computationally complete. In this
work, matrix insertion-deletion systems with exo-operations (MIDEs, in
short) are proposed, where insertion and deletion operations are applied
only at the ends of a string (called exo-operations). The computation
power of context-free MIDEs as language generators is investigated. We
prove that context-free MIDEs of matrices size two with one symbol
insertion and two symbols deletion are computationally complete, and
so are systems with two symbols insertion and one symbol deletion. More-
over, if the size of matrices is three, the computational completeness can
also be reached by context-free MIDEs with one symbol insertion and
one symbol deletion. These results show that the computational power of
MIDEs is strictly increased by introducing the exo-operations of insertion
and deletion.

1 Introduction

Insertion and deletion systems are an active research branch in both DNA com-
puting and membrane computing, which are based on two elementary operations:
insertion and deletion of substrings in a string. There are two inspirations for
insertion and deletion operations: one comes from the linguistics motivation and
the related formal language investigations can be found in [8,9,13,15]; the other
motivation comes from the field of molecular biology: a mismatched annealing of
DNA sequences [16]; moreover, insertion and deletion operations are also present
in the evolution processes as point mutations as well as in RNA editing (see [3–
6]). In general, an insertion operation means adding a substring to a given string
in a specified (left and right) context, while a deletion operation means removing
a substring of a given string from a specified (left and right) context.

The computation power of insertion-deletion systems had already been inves-
tigated widely, several results about computational completeness were obtained
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 279–290, 2018.
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by simulating various normal forms of type-0 grammars; we refer to [10,16] for
details and see [24] for the developments on insertion-deletion systems. There
are several variants of insertion-deletion systems. In [14], context-free insertion-
deletion systems were proposed, where insertion and deletion operations do not
depend on any context (when using an insertion rule or a deletion rule, the left
and right context are empty). It was shown that if the length of the inserted
strings is three and that of the deleted strings is two, context-free insertion-
deletion systems characterize the recursively enumerable languages, as well as
the systems where the length of the inserted strings two and that of the deleted
strings three [14]. If the length of the inserted or deleted strings is less than or
equal to two, then such systems generate a subset of the family of context-free
languages [23]. Insertion-deletion systems with one-sided contexts were also con-
sidered in [11], where the context of such systems is asymmetric and is present
only from the left or only from the right side of all insertion and deletion rules.
It was shown that non-completeness results were obtained for such systems of
size (1, 1, 0; 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0; 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0; 2, 0, 0) and (2, 0, 0; 1, 1, 0) [11], where
the first three numbers represent the maximal size of the inserted string, the
maximal size of the left and right contexts, respectively; while the last three
numbers represent the same information, but for deletion rules.

P systems are a class of parallel and distributed computation models inspired
by the structure and the functioning of a living cell [17], and their study has
been developed fast in both theoretical [21,22] and practical aspects [18,25].
In [11], the framework of P systems was introduced into insertion-deletion sys-
tems. With the framework of P systems, the computation power was strictly
increased and the computational completeness was reached for insertion-deletion
systems of size (1, 1, 0; 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0; 1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0; 2, 0, 0) and (2, 0, 0; 1, 1, 0).
Similar results can also be obtained for the case of graph-controlled insertion-
deletion systems [7]. Matrix insertion-deletion systems were considered in [19],
where insertion and deletion rules are grouped in sequences (called matrices),
and either the whole sequence is used consecutively, or no rule is used. It was
shown that matrix insertion-deletion systems with insertion and deletion rules
of size (1, 1, 0; 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0; 1, 0, 1) and matrices of size three are computa-
tionally complete, and so are the systems with insertion and deletion rules of
size (1, 1, 0; 2, 0, 0), (2, 0, 0; 1, 1, 0) and matrices of size two. However, insertion-
deletion systems having rules of size (2, 0, 0; 2, 0, 0) are not computationally com-
plete even in the framework of P systems, graph-controlled or matrix-controlled
manners.

P systems with exo-insertion and exo-deletion without contexts were consid-
ered in [1], where insertion and deletion operations are used only at the ends of
a string (also called exo-operations of insertion and deletion). It was shown that
P systems with exo-insertion and exo-deletion using insertion of one symbol and
deletion of two symbols and systems with insertion of two symbols and deletion
of one symbol are computationally complete [1]. If insertion and deletion rules
using one symbol are considered, the computational completeness also holds for
such P systems, but with priority of deletion rules over insertion rules [2]. These
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results showed that the computation power of insertion-deletion P systems is
increased by applying the insertion and deletion operations at the ends of a
string.

In this work, we use matrix-controlled instead of P systems as a frame-
work, and a variant of matrix insertion-deletion systems, called matrix insertion-
deletion systems with exo-operations (MIDEs, in short), is proposed. The com-
putation power of context-free MIDEs as language generators is investigated.
We prove that context-free MIDEs of matrices size two with one symbol inser-
tion and two symbols deletion are computationally complete, and so are systems
with two symbols insertion and one symbol deletion. Moreover, computational
completeness can also be reached for context-free MIDEs with one symbol inser-
tion and one symbol deletion, but using matrices of size three. These results
show that the computation power of MIDEs is also increased by introducing the
exo-operations of insertion and deletion.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall the notions of Circular Post Machines, insertion-deletion
systems and matrix insertion-deletion systems; for general information of formal
languages we refer to [20].

2.1 Circular Post Machines

Circular Post Machines (CPMs, for short) were introduced in [12], here we only
give the definition of Circular Post Machines of type 5, for the notions of CPMs
(CPM0-CPM4), one can refer to [2].

Definition 1. A Circular Post Machine of type 5 (CPM5, for short) is a quin-
tuple (Σ,Q, q1, qf , R), where

– Σ is a finite alphabet, 0 ∈ Σ is the blank;
– Q is a finite set of states;
– q1 and qf are initial state and final state, respectively;
– R is a finite set of instructions with all instructions having one of the forms:

• px → q, where x ∈ Σ and p, q ∈ Q, p �= qf . The corresponding computa-
tional step is pxW

px→q
====⇒ qW , W ∈ Σ∗.

• p → yq, where y ∈ Σ and p, q ∈ Q, p �= qf . The corresponding computa-
tional step is pW

p→yq
====⇒ qWy, W ∈ Σ∗.

From Table 1, we can see that the difference between CPMk (0 ≤ k ≤ 4) is
only in the way the lengthening instruction works; that is, whether it introduces
one of the two new symbols after the state, whether it applies to any symbol or
only to the blank and whether one of the new symbols equals the one read. It is
shown that all variants of CPMs (CPM0-CPM5) are computationally complete
[2].
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Table 1. Variants of circular post machines

CPM0 CPM1 CPM2 CPM3 CPM4 CPM5

px → q px → q px → q px → q px → q px → q

px → yq px → yq px → yq px → yq px → yq

p0 → yq0 px → xq0 px → yq0 px → yzq px → yxq p → yq

2.2 Insertion-Deletion Systems

An insertion-deletion system is a construct ID = (V, T,A, I,D), where:

– V is an alphabet;
– T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet (the symbols from V \ T are called non-

terminals);
– A ⊆ V ∗ is the set of axioms;
– I,D are finite sets of triples of the form (u, α, v), where u, α(α �= λ) and v

are strings over V .

The triples in I are insertion rules, and those in D are deletion rules. An inser-
tion rule (u, α, v) ∈ I indicates that the string α can be inserted between u and v
(corresponding to rewriting rule uv → uαv), while a deletion rule (u, α, v) ∈ D
indicates that α can be removed from between the context u and v (corre-
sponding to rewriting rule uαv → uv). We denote by ⇒ins the relation defined
by an insertion rule and by ⇒del the relation defined by a deletion rule. By
⇒r (r ∈ I ∪ D) we denote the union of the relations ⇒ins, ⇒del, and by ⇒∗

r

(r ∈ I ∪ D) the reflexive and transitive closure of ⇒r.
The language generated by ID = (V, T,A, I,D) is defined by
L(ID) = {w ∈ T ∗ | x ⇒∗ w for some x ∈ A}.
The complexity of an insertion-deletion system ID = (V, T,A, I,D) is

described by the vector (n,m,m′; p, q, q′) called size, where
n = max{|α| | (u, α, v) ∈ I}, p = max{|α| | (u, α, v) ∈ D},
m = max{|u| | (u, α, v) ∈ I}, q = max{|u| | (u, α, v) ∈ D},
m′ = max{|v| | (u, α, v) ∈ I}, q′ = max{|v| | (u, α, v) ∈ D}.
The families of languages generated by insertion-deletion systems having the

size at most (n,m,m′; p, q, q′) are denoted by INSm,m′
n DELq,q′

p .
If one of the parameters n,m,m′; p, q, q′ is not specified, then instead we

write the symbol ∗. In particular, INS0,0
∗ DEL0,0

∗ denotes the family of languages
generated by context-free insertion-deletion systems.

In this work, we use insertion and deletion exo-operations in context-free
manner, so we can write these operations as follows: insα(x) and delα(x), where
insα(x) is an insertion rule applying at the left (right) end of a string, and
delα(x) is a deletion rule applying at the left (right) end of a string (if α = l or
α = r accordingly).
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2.3 Matrix Insertion-Deletion Systems

In this subsection, we give the definition of matrix insertion-deletion systems,
which was proposed in [19].

A matrix insertion-deletion system is a construct
Π = (V, T,A, P ), where:

– V is a finite alphabet;
– T ⊆ V is the terminal alphabet;
– A ⊆ V ∗ is a finite set of axioms;
– P = {r1, . . . , rt}, t ≥ 1 is a finite set of sequences of rules, called matrices,

of the form ri = [ri1, . . . , riki
], where ki ≥ 1, rij is an insertion or a deletion

rule over V , 1 ≤ i ≤ t and 1 ≤ j ≤ ki.

Sentential forms (also called configurations) of Π are represented as strings
w ∈ V ∗. For ri = [ri1, . . . , riki

] , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, a transition w ⇒ri
w′ is performed if

there exist words w1, . . . , wki+1 ∈ V ∗ such that wj ⇒rij
wj+1, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, with

w = w1 and w′ = wki+1. We denote by w ⇒ w′ if there exists ri ∈ P such that
w ⇒ri

w′. A sequence of transitions between configurations of a given matrix
insertion-deletion system Π, starting from the initial configuration, is called a
computation with respect to Π. The language generated by Π is defined by

L(Π) = {w ∈ T ∗ | x ⇒∗ w for some x ∈ A}.
We say that system Π has matrices of size k, where k = max1≤i≤tki. We

denote by MatkINSm,m′
n DELq,q′

p (k > 1) the families of languages generated
by matrix insertion-deletion systems having the size at most (n,m,m′; p, q, q′)
and matrices of size at most k. By Matk(e − insm,m′

n , e − delq,q′
p ) we denote

the class of matrix insertion-deletion systems with insertion and deletion exo-
operations having the size (n,m,m′; p, q, q′) and matrices of size k (k > 1). In
this work, we consider only context-free insertion and deletion rules, that is,
m = m′ = q = q′ = 0.

3 Computational Completeness

It is known that matrix insertion-deletion systems of size (2, 0, 0; 2, 0, 0) for matri-
ces of any size cannot achieve computational completeness (see [19]). In this
section, we show that matrix insertion-deletion systems with exo-operations of
both size (2, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0) and (1, 0, 0; 2, 0, 0) for matrices of size 2 are computa-
tionally complete, and so are systems of size (1, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0), but for matrices of
size 3.

Theorem 1. The class of Mat2(e − ins0,0
2 , e − del0,0

1 ) is computationally com-
plete.

Proof. In order to prove the results of computational completeness, it suffices
to show that any CPM5 can be simulated by a matrix insertion-deletion system
with exo-operations. We consider a CPM5 M = (Σ,Q, q1, qf , R), where Σ =
{aj | 0 ≤ j ≤ n} is a set of symbols (a0 = 0 is the blank symbol); Q = {qi |
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1 ≤ i ≤ f} is a set of states; q1 is the initial state and qf is the only terminal
state; let Q′ = Q\{qf}. Suppose that rules in R are labelled, and denoted by
Lab(R) ⊆ ({rij | 1 ≤ i ≤ f − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ f − 1}), the set of
labels corresponding to the rules R of the forms qiaj → ql, qi → akql.

We construct the matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π =
(V, T, {$q1ajW}, P ), where V = Σ ∪ Q ∪ V ′, V ′ = {Xk

ij | qiaj → ql ∈ R, 1 ≤ k ≤
5} ∪ {Xk

i | qi → akql ∈ R, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3}.
Initially, a CPM5 M starts a computation from a configuration q1ajW , and

the corresponding matrix insertion-deletion system Π starts computation from
a string $q1ajW . We remark that a configuration qiajW of CPM5 M describes
that M is in state qi ∈ Q having symbol aj ∈ Σ at the left end of W ∈ Σ∗. In
what follows, we describe how Π simulates the two types of instruction forms of
CPM5 M .

(A) For rule rij : qiaj → ql, with qi ∈ Q′, ql ∈ Q, aj ∈ Σ, we add the following
matrix to P :

r1ij : [dell($), insr(X1
ijX

2
ij)];

r2ij : [dell(qi), delr(X2
ij)];

r3ij : [delr(X1
ij), insr(X3

ijX
4
ij)];

r4ij : [delr(X4
ij), dell(aj)];

r5ij : [delr(X3
ij), insl(X5

ijql)];
r6ij : [dell(X5

ij), insl($)].

Let qiajW
qiaj→ql=====⇒ qlW be a computation step in M , that is, by applying

rule qiaj → ql, configuration qiajW is changed to qlW (W ∈ Σ∗). The
simulation is clear. We start with the string $qiajW , matrices r1ij − r6ij are
applied in order. Note that matrix r1ij must be applied first, otherwise no
matrix can be used, that is, we must delete the symbol $ at the beginning
of simulation. For the other two cases of rules, we use the same method to
start the simulation. The evolution process is described as follows:
$qiajW ⇒r1

ij
qiajWX1

ijX
2
ij ⇒r2

ij
ajWX1

ij ⇒r3
ij

ajWX3
ijX

4
ij ⇒r4

ij
WX3

ij

⇒r5
ij

X5
ijqlW ⇒r6

ij
$qlW .

Thus, matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π correctly sim-
ulates rule qiaj → ql of CPM5 M .

(B) For rule ri : qi → akql, with qi ∈ Q′, ql ∈ Q, ak ∈ Σ. We add the following
matrix to P :

r1i : [dell($), insr(X1
i X2

i )];
r2i : [delr(X2

i ), dell(qi)];
r3i : [delr(X1

i ), insr(akX3
i )];

r4i : [delr(X3
i ), insl($ql)].

Let qiW
qi→akql=====⇒ qlWak be a computation step in M , that is, by applying

rule qi → akql, configuration qiW is changed to qlWak (W ∈ Σ∗). Suppose
that we start with the string $qiW , and by applying the matrices from
r1i to r4i in order, matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π
correctly simulates rule qi → akql of CPM5 M .
$qiW ⇒r1

i
qiWX1

i X2
i ⇒r2

i
WX1

i ⇒r3
i

WakX3
i ⇒r4

i
$qlWak.
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So the constructed matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π
correctly simulates any derivation of CPM5 M . If qfW is the final configuration
of M , correspondingly, string $qfW will be generated by Π. At the end of the
computation, we add the matrix [dell($), dell(qf )] to P and string W is obtained
by matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π and this concludes
the proof. ��
Theorem 2. The class of Mat2(e − ins0,0

1 , e − del0,0
2 ) is computationally com-

plete.

Proof. In order to prove the results of computational completeness, it suffices
to show that any CPM5 can be simulated by a matrix insertion-deletion system
with exo-operations. We consider a CPM5 M = (Σ,Q, q1, qf , R), where Σ =
{aj | 0 ≤ j ≤ n} is a set of symbols (a0 = 0 is the blank symbol); Q = {qi |
1 ≤ i ≤ f} is a set of states; q1 is the initial state and qf is the only terminal
state; let Q′ = Q\{qf}. Suppose that rules in R are labelled, and denoted by
Lab(R) ⊆ ({rij | 1 ≤ i ≤ f − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ f − 1}), the set of
labels corresponding to the rules R of the forms qiaj → ql, qi → akql.

We construct the matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π =
(V, T, {$q1ajW}, P ), where V = Σ ∪ Q ∪ V ′, V ′ = {Xk

ij | qiaj → ql ∈ R, 1 ≤ k ≤
3} ∪ {Xk

i | qi → akql ∈ R, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5}.
Initially, a CPM5 M starts a computation from a configuration q1ajW , and

the corresponding matrix insertion-deletion system Π starts computation from
a string $q1ajW . We remark that a configuration qiajW of CPM5 M describes
that M is in state qi ∈ Q having symbol aj ∈ Σ at the left end of W ∈ Σ∗. In
what follows, we describe how Π simulates the two types of instruction forms of
CPM5 M .

(A) For rule rij : qiaj → ql, with qi ∈ Q′, ql ∈ Q, aj ∈ Σ, we add the following
matrix to P :

r1ij : [dell($qi), insl(X1
ij)];

r2ij : [dell(X1
ijaj), insr(X2

ij)];
r3ij : [insl(ql), insr(X3

ij)];
r4ij : [delr(X2

ijX
3
ij), insl($)].

Let qiajW
qiaj→ql=====⇒ qlW be a computation step in M . We start with the

string $qiajW , by using matrices r1ij − r4ij in order, rule qiaj → ql is sim-
ulated correctly by matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations
Π.
$qiajW ⇒r1

ij
X1

ijajW ⇒r2
ij

WX2
ij ⇒r3

ij
qlWX2

ijX
3
ij ⇒r4

ij
$qlW .

Note that rule qiaj → ql can be simulated correctly only by applying the
matrices from r1ij to r4ij one by one. If matrix r3ij is applied first, additional
symbol X3

ij is added at the right end of the string and it cannot be elimi-
nated. Thus, matrix r1ij must be applied first, if matrix r3ij is applied after
matrix r1ij , additional symbols X1

ij ,X
3
ij are added in the string and they

cannot be eliminated. Matrix r2ij can be applied once after r1ij . After the
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application of matrix r2ij , only matrix r3ij can be applied, while the applica-
tion of matrix r4ij requires a previous application of matrices r2ij , r

3
ij . On the

other hand, in order to simulate rule qiaj → ql correctly, each matrix must
be applied exactly once. Since there is only one copy of symbol $, matrix
r1ij will be applied only once, and one copy of symbol X1

ij is produced,
hence matrix r2ij should be applied only once. If matrix r3ij is used for more
than once, there are at least two copies of symbol X3

ij at the right end of
the string, in this case, symbols X2

ij ,X
3
ij cannot be eliminated. So matrix

r3ij is applied only once, this implies only one copy of symbols X2
ij ,X

3
ij ,

respectively. Thus, matrix r4ij is executed only once.
(B) For rule ri : qi → akql, with qi ∈ Q′, ql ∈ Q, ak ∈ Σ, we add the following

matrix to P :
r1i : [dell($qi), insl(X1

i )];
r2i : [dell(X1

i ), insr(X2
i )];

r3i : [insl(ql), insr(X3
i )];

r4i : [delr(X2
i X3

i ), insl(X4
i )];

r5i : [insl(X5
i ), insr(ak)];

r6i : [dell(X5
i X4

i ), insl($)].
Let qiW

qi→akql=====⇒ qlWak be a computation step in M . Suppose that at
the beginning of evolution, we have string $qiW . It is easy to check that
the rule ri : qi → akql can be simulated correctly by applying the matrices
r1i − r6i in order.
$qiW ⇒r1

i
X1

i W ⇒r2
i

WX2
i ⇒r3

i
qlWX2

i X3
i ⇒r4

i
X4

i qlW ⇒r5
i

X5
i X4

i qlWak

⇒r6
i

$qlWak.
We remark that only by using the matrices from r1i to r6i in order, rule
qi → akql can be simulated correctly. If matrix r3i is applied first, additional
symbol X3

i is added in the string and it cannot be eliminated, so are the
case for matrix r5i applying first. If matrix r3i is applied after r1i , additional
symbol X3

i is added in the string and it cannot be eliminated. In the same
way, if matrix r5i is applied before r3i or r4i , additional symbols X2

i ,X5
i

cannot be eliminated in the string. Matrix r4i involves symbols introduced
by matrices r2i , r3i , so it it cannot be applied before these matrices. Similarly,
matrix r6i cannot be used before matrices r4i , r5i .
We also remark that each matrix must be applied exactly once. Since there
is only one copy of $, so matrix r1i can be applied only once. This indicates
that only one copy of symbol X1

i is introduced in the string, thus, matrix
r2i can be applied only once. If matrix r3i is used for more than once, at
least two copies of symbol X3

i are added at the right end of the string, and
symbols X2

i ,X3
i cannot be deleted by matrix r4i , which demands that only

one copy of X3
i appears at the right end of the string. This implies that

there is only one copy of symbols X2
i and X3

i in the string, respectively.
Hence matrix r4i will be applied only once. If matrix r5i is used for more
than once, there will be at least two copies of X5

i added at the left end
of the string, this will lead to additional symbols X4

i ,X5
i , which cannot be

deleted. Thus, matrix r6i is executed only once.
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So the constructed matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π
correctly simulates any derivation of CPM5 M . If qfW is the final configuration
of M , correspondingly, string $qfW will be generated by Π. At the end of
the computation, we add the matrix [dell($), dell(qf )] to P and string W is
obtained by matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π (note that
Π correctly simulates M if no additional symbols are introduced in the string)
and this concludes the proof. ��
Theorem 3. The class of Mat3(e − ins0,0

1 , e − del0,0
1 ) is computationally com-

plete.

Proof. In order to prove the results of computational completeness, it suffices
to show that any CPM5 can be simulated by a matrix insertion-deletion system
with exo-operations. We consider a CPM5 M = (Σ,Q, q1, qf , R), where Σ =
{aj | 0 ≤ j ≤ n} is a set of symbols (a0 = 0 is the blank symbol); Q = {qi |
1 ≤ i ≤ f} is a set of states; q1 is the initial state and qf is the only terminal
state; let Q′ = Q\{qf}. Suppose that rules in R are labelled, and denoted by
Lab(R) ⊆ ({rij | 1 ≤ i ≤ f − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪ {ri | 1 ≤ i ≤ f − 1}), the set of
labels corresponding to the rules R of the forms qiaj → ql, qi → akql.

We construct the matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π =
(V, T, {$q1ajW}, P ), where V = Σ ∪ Q ∪ V ′, V ′ = {Xk

ij | qiaj → ql ∈ R, 1 ≤ k ≤
2} ∪ {Xk

i | qi → akql ∈ R, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2}.
We construct the matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π =

(V, T, {$q1ajW}, P ), where V = Σ ∪ Q ∪ V ′, V ′ = {X1
ij ,X

2
ij | qiaj → ql ∈

R} ∪ {X1
i ,X2

i | qi → akql ∈ R}.
Initially, a CPM5 M starts a computation from a configuration q1ajW , and

the corresponding matrix insertion-deletion system Π starts computation from
a string $q1ajW . We remark that a configuration qiajW of CPM5 M describes
that M is in state qi ∈ Q having symbol aj ∈ Σ at the left end of W ∈ Σ∗. In
what follows, we describe how Π simulates the two types of instruction forms of
CPM5 M .

(A) For rule rij : qiaj → ql, with qi ∈ Q′, ql ∈ Q, aj ∈ Σ, we add the following
matrix to P :

r1ij : [dell($), insr(X1
ij), insr(X2

ij)];
r2ij : [delr(X2

ij), dell(qi), dell(aj)];
r3ij : [delr(X1

ij), insl(ql), insl($)].

Let qiajW
qiaj→ql=====⇒ qlW be a computation step in M . We start with the

string $qiajW , rules of type qiaj → ql are simulated by consecutively using
matrices r1ij , r

2
ij , r

3
ij . Since there is only one copy of $ in the string, matrix

r1ij can be applied only once. This indicates that only one copy of X1
ij and

one copy of X2
ij are introduced in the string. Hence matrix r2ij and matrix

r3ij will be applied only once and matrix r3ij cannot be applied before matrix
r2ij .
$qiajW ⇒r1

ij
qiajWX1

ijX
2
ij ⇒r2

ij
WX1

ij ⇒r3
ij

$qlW .
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(B) For rule ri : qi → akql, with qi ∈ Q′, ql ∈ Q, ak ∈ Σ. Rule ri is simulated as
follows. We add the following matrix to P :

r1i : [dell($), insr(X1
i ), insr(X2

i )];
r2i : [delr(X2

i ), dell(qi), insl(ql)];
r3i : [delr(X1

i ), insr(ak), insl($)].
Let qiW

qi→akql=====⇒ qlWak be a computation step in M . Suppose that we
start with the string $qiW . It is easy to check that rule qi → akql can
be simulated correctly by using matrices r1i , r2i , r3i consecutively, and each
matrix must be applied exactly once.
$qiW ⇒r1

i
qiWX1

i X2
i ⇒r2

i
qlWX1

i ⇒r3
i

$qlWak.

Consequently, the constructed matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-
operations Π correctly simulates any derivation of CPM5 M . If qfW is the final
configuration of M , correspondingly, string $qfW will be generated by Π. At
the end of the computation, we add the matrix [dell($), dell(qf )] to P and string
W is obtained by matrix insertion-deletion system with exo-operations Π and
this concludes the proof. ��

4 Conclusions and Discussions

In this work, we have investigated the languages generated by matrix insertion-
deletion systems with exo-operations. It has been shown that the computation
power of MIDEs strictly increases in the exo-operations of insertion and deletion
framework. Specifically, we have proved that MIDEs of matrices size two with one
symbol insertion and two symbols deletion are computationally complete, and
so are systems with two symbols insertion and one symbol deletion. Moreover,
computational completeness also holds with one symbol insertion and one symbol
deletion by such systems, but using matrices of size three.

In Theorem 3, MIDEs having the size (1, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0) and matrices of size
three are computationally complete. It remains open whether computational
completeness can be obtained in the case that the size of the matrix decreases
to two. If the answer is negative, it is interesting to investigate the computation
power of MIDEs with priority of exo-deletion (with priority of deletion rules over
insertion rules) as in [2].

The matrix insertion-deletion systems with exo-operations constructed in this
work allow insertion and deletion operations to happen on left and right sides.
It is of interest to investigate whether matrix insertion-deletion systems with
exo-operations can reach computational completeness if insertion and deletion
operations allow only on left side or only on right side.
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Abstract. P system simulators are of high importance in Membrane
Computing, since they provide tools to assist on model validation and
verification. Keeping a balance between generality and flexibility, on the
one side, and efficiency, on the other hand, is always challenging, but it
is worth the effort. Besides, in order to prove the feasibility of P system
models as practical tools for solving problems and aid in decision making,
it is essential to provide functional mechanisms to have all the elements
required at disposal of the potential users smoothly integrated in a robust
workflow. The aim of this paper is to describe the main components and
connections within the approach followed in this pipeline.

1 Introduction

Since the early days of Membrane Computing two decades ago [17], the in-depth
study of different types and variants of its computational devices, the so-called
P systems, in terms of their computational power and complexity, has come
along with the interest in the development of simulation tools to explore their
properties and explode some of their most promising features, as extensively
described in [21].

While the full potential and practical ability of P systems could only be
exploited so far through the real implementation of some variants of these
machine-oriented computing devices, the development of software simulators has
always being considered worth exploring [4]. The main uses of these tools have
ranged from pedagogical to research assistants to help studying properties of
the computing devices and the solutions they aim to solve at both theoreti-
cal and practical levels, playing a crucial role in the design and verification of
such solutions. Additionally, they have been successfully applied to aid in the
decision-making process to manage real-world situations in ecological and indus-
trial systems, providing useful predictive insights when virtually experimenting
with potential scenarios making use of simulators for the corresponding models
based on P systems.
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
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Within this overall scenario, the approach followed from our research group
has been the coverage of a wide range of membrane computing devices. Not only
the range of applications where we have applied simulators has been as broad as
we could, but also the tools developed tried from the beginning to be as general,
flexible, reusable and extensible as we could achieve. It was not the short-term
publication that leaded our research and development efforts, but it was the
intention of providing something the community could take advantage of, both
for theoretical studies and practical applications. In this sense, the main lines
explored have been directed towards three main ideas:

(1) generality, with the design of a standard language to specify P systems
(P-Lingua), along with parsing, debugging and simulation tools within
P-Lingua framework [5,19];

(2) practical use, through the development of more user-oriented tools to man-
age the models for both designers with a higher-level interface and additional
exploration tools, and end users using custom applications based on MeCoSim
[18,20] as black boxes; and

(3) efficiency, looking for appropriate architectures and designs in the devel-
opment of software tools, that could (at least partially) benefit from the
inherent parallelism in the essence of P systems through high performance
platforms, as pursued by PMCGPU project [10,24].

The work presented here intends to put together all the achievements accom-
plished by these three main lines introduced above, and clarify the potential users
about the main features and guidelines to use effectively the tools developed,
hence providing new results presenting a good balance in terms of compromise
between generality and efficiency, always bearing in mind practicality. In order to
achieve these goals, a simulation workflow is proposed, starting from the design
of a model and a customized application and finishing with the simulation in
high performance platforms, as we will explain later.

The rest of the paper is distributed as follows. After this section where the
general intention has been declared, Sect. 2 introduces the main features of the
essential elements involved in the process just outlined. Then, in Sect. 3 the
simulation workflow will be described in detail, clarifying the crucial points of
the proposal and the connection among all the different ingredients taking part
on this recipe. Finally, Sect. 4 summarises the most relevant achievements of
this work, with some conclusions shedding some light upon the benefits, use and
possible applications where this approach may help in future works.

2 Simulation Software for P Systems

This section introduces the roles played by the main elements of the workflow
proposed in this work, highlighting the most important features of the tools
provided by each project and some practical aspects of their use.
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2.1 The Visual Environment MeCoSim

As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, one of the main aspects of the
simulation in membrane computing has always been the practical application of
the designs for relevant theoretical and real-life problems. This involves, in addi-
tion to solid foundations (given by the study of the computing devices in terms of
computational power and complexity), the development of simulation tools aim-
ing not only to allow technical people to develop solutions based on P systems,
but also making their life easier when dealing with them, and also enabling end
users to take advantage of those solutions as black boxes. This way, P-system
based models for solving real-world problems could play a relevant role for this
end users, assisting them in their decisions, permitting the experimentation with
their scenarios of interest without further knowledge about the internal details.
Regarding P systems designers, they should be able to have at their disposal
some tools to handle their designs in a friendly way, with facilities to: check the
correctness of their models, both from a lexical-syntactic and semantic view;
populate different instances of the P systems designed; visualize properly the
structure and contents of the elements created during the initialization and the
step-by-step run of the simulations, and in general provide useful options helping
in the tough tasks of design and verification of solutions based on P systems.

From the very beginning in 2009–2010 [18], MeCoSim was designed with the
two-fold intention expressed above, to help P systems designers with the mod-
elling and verification, and also allowing end users to have solutions in mem-
brane computing. For the first goal, this software was always supported by the
parsing, debugging and simulation engine given by P-Lingua, while the latter
objective required further development to provide some mechanism where P sys-
tems designers could easily prepare end-user applications by a relatively simple
configuration. Thus, MeCoSim was initially designed to enable the user defined
customized interfaces, with inputs, outputs, charts, etc., adapted to each model
or solution given by a family of P systems, expressed in MeCoSim language. This
enables the users to enter their data for different initial conditions, instantiating
the desired P systems within the family.

Apart from the initial goals, this software environment had from its concep-
tion two essential objectives: the flexibility required for the definition of any kind
of custom applications and variety of P systems accepted, and the extensibility
to increase its initial functionalities through the development using its plugins
architecture and the integration with external packages. Thus, the seminal ver-
sion of the software was enriched by the integration with different tools for the
property extraction and verification of P systems [6,9] and the development of
plugins for graph-based problems, definition of propositional formulas, exten-
sions of the language accepted by the generation of parameters, connection with
external simulators based on Spin [7] and several other new features for design-
ers and end users. Extensive documentation, case studies, explicative videos, etc.
about everything related with MeCoSim can be found at [22].
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2.2 P-Lingua, and the pLinguaCore Library

In the heart of our proposal is P-Lingua framework [5,23], the undeniable cor-
nerstone of the approach. It was conceived from the beginning as an ambitious
open source project within the area of Membrane computing, aiming to provide
general-purpose tools for its research community, rather than focusing on specific
short-term results.

Among its main goals, this project included a standard language, P-Lingua,
for the specification/definition of P systems, for a variety if types and variants
of such systems, through a unifying set of operators. As extensively described in
[19], this language is modular, favouring structured programming, and provides
a syntax very close to the format employed in the description of P systems we can
find in research. In addition to the language and the tools developed to process
its plain text files (with .pli extension), a whole framework was surrounding
this core with debugging tools, some sp-called input and output parsers, and a
complete set of simulators for the variants supported by the different versions of
pLinguaCore library, the main software product including the crucial part of the
framework. Some independent programs allow the compilation and run of models
and solutions based on the library, starting with some useful command-line tools
and finishing with MeCoSim.

Furthermore, inside the framework there is a parser that performs lexical and
syntactical analysis to text files describing models in P-Lingua [5]. This is used
to initialize internal structures that can serve later for the simulator in pLin-
guaCore or to generate an output file, in a different format, describing the same
model. So far, XML exportation is supported for the majority of models. For
the ones supported by PMCGPU, an specific ad-hoc binary format is generated,
which aims at being a communication language between P-Lingua and the par-
allel standalone simulators. Moreover, a straightforward semantics processing is
carried out after the syntactical analysis, in the sense that the P system features
correspond to the model specified.

pLinguaCore is a framework that makes use of software design patterns to
make the development of new simulators easier [5,19]. Modularity and flexibil-
ity are the key aspects of it. Written in Java, and together with the parser,
this framework provides a complete generic environment for P system simula-
tions, from their specification, parsing, simulation and output. For each P sys-
tem model, it is possible to implement different engines. We should note that the
objective of pLinguaCore is not efficiency, so it might happen that the simulation
of some models should take a considerable time.

2.3 PMCGPU for Accelerated Simulations

Parallel simulation of P systems is becoming a hot topic within Membrane Com-
puting. The need of efficient simulators, along with the interest of implement-
ing bio-inspired parallelism using High Performance Computing, has increased
the interest on it. Latest attempts to parallelize simulations have been based
on GPU computing [10,11]. The multiprocessors of graphics cards provide a
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parallel architecture that is being harnessed as enabling technologies for many
applications.

Since the introduction of CUDA in 2007 [8], parallel simulators on GPUs
have been developed. The main project that covers these developments is PMCGPU
(Parallel simulators for Membrane Computing on the GPU) [10,24]. Within this
open-source project, one can find simulators for P systems with active mem-
branes (codenamed PCUDA) [2,11] and for Population Dynamics P systems
(ABCDGPU) [11–13,16]. There are also two specific simulators for two solu-
tions to SAT problem, one based on P systems with active membranes (PCU-
DASAT) [3,11] and other on tissue–like P systems with cell division (TSPCU-
DASAT) [11,14]. Finally, simulators for spiking neural P systems have been
recently attached to the project (cuSNP) as external developments.

Concerning PCUDA and ABCDGPU, both simulators receive as input a P
system description, and return as output either a description in plain text of
each transition step, or a CSV (comma–separated–values) with the information
of the whole simulation (this last mode is available only in ABCDGPU [12]). The
description of the P system to be simulated in both cases is based on an specific
binary file. Further information about the structure of the input binary files is
available in [10]. In order to ease the workflow, the binary files can be generated
using pLinguaCore from a P-Lingua file, as described in the simulation workflow
in Sect. 3.

In the following sub-sections, an overview of PCUDA and ABCDGPU is
provided, together with general instructions for their installation, and also a
short introduction to core concepts of GPU computing.

GPU Computing. Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have evolve in the past
15 years in such a way that, today, they serve as a massively parallel co-processor
for heterogeneous computing [8]. In 2007, NVIDIA introduced a new program-
ming model that abstracts the underlying architecture of GPUs, so programmers
only need to think in threads and in a memory hierarchy. Parallel programming
on a GPU is like a game in which the amount of threads has to be balanced
(the more the better, but doing effective work) and the access to memory has
to be done by maximizing the usage of registers and cache, plus implementing
coalesced access to data (contiguous threads loading consecutive positions in
memory).

Threads are executed hierarchically, being arranged into synchronizing and
cooperating blocks. Thread blocks also include a small but fast memory, called
shared memory, that is used to efficiently store frequently used data. Current
GPUs provide thousands of cores grouped in multiprocessors, and a dozen of
Gigabytes of memory. The CUDA scheduler automatically assign blocks to mul-
tiprocessors, and groups of 32 threads, called warp, are launched simultaneously
to the cores. All threads execute the same code, which is a function called kernel.
The CPU is the one in charge of launching kernels, and of sending and retrieving
data from the GPU [8].
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Best design practices are to launch as much threads as possible, from 128
to 512 threads per block, making use of a reasonable amount of shared mem-
ory, let contiguous threads access contiguous portions of data, and avoid thread
divergence (i.e. threads within a warp executing different instructions).

PCUDA: Parallel Simulation of P Systems with Active Membranes.
The first simulator for P systems on CUDA was PCUDA [2]. In this work, the
two-level parallel nature of P systems is mapped to the two-level parallelism
on GPUs: membranes are assigned to thread blocks, and rules are processed
by threads. Since the simulated model has no cooperation (only one object in
the LHS), threads are effectively processing objects. In order to ease this work
assignation, several assumptions from the input P system are taken:

(1) models are confluent, so that all computation halt and lead to the same
result;

(2) only two levels in the membrane hierarchy is supported; that is, only a skin
membrane and elementary membranes; and

(3) the amount of objects defined in the alphabet must be multiple of a number
below 512.

The two last conditions are more technical issues, but that we plan to solve
in future releases. The first condition is an important restriction for the design
of the simulator: if the P system is confluent, then the computation path does
not matter, and the simulator can choose to take the “cheapest” one (in terms
of amount of membranes generated and evolution rules applied).

When simulating this P system, the major performance attribute is related to
the object density [11]: the GPU simulator runs faster as long as more different
objects appear in the regions of the P systems. If the amount of different objects
is small, then the majority of threads will be idle. This can be seen from the
two benchmarks executed with the simulator in [10]: a toy example designed
to stress the simulator (up to 7x of speedup with a Tesla C1060), and a linear
solution to SAT (up to 1.67x of acceleration).

The simulator iteratively carries out the transitions of the model until a
stop configuration is reached. Moreover, it is optional to retrieve just the last
configuration or the whole computation reproduced by the simulator. The input
of the simulator is given by a specific binary format which is coupled to the way
the internal data structures of the simulator are created. In this way, reading the
file and creating the membrane and rule representations are efficiently carried
out. The latest version (to date) of the binary format is available in [10].

There are two ways of generating a binary file for this simulator: manually
creating a binary file (not recommended), or using pLinguaCore to create a
binary file from a P-Lingua file (recommended). A version of pLinguaCore is
redistributed along with PCUDA, including some examples and guiding files.
The specific command to create a binary file can be seen in Sect. 3.2. Finally, 3
versions of this simulator is included in PCUDA: a slow but general sequential,
slow but restricted fast and a parallel GPU but restricted simulator. The term
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restricted means that the last two assumptions of the three aforementioned are
taken.

The source code is available in [24], and it can be installed by following the
next instructions:

1. Install a CUDA Toolkit version 3.X - 4.X in the computer, and install locally
the CUDA SDK. Set the PATH and LD LIBRARY PATH environment variables
accordingly.

2. Install the counterslib package: extract the file counterslib.tar.gz inside
the common folder of the CUDA SDK, go inside the folder and type
./compile.sh..

3. Unzip the file pcuda-1.0.tar.gz into the CUDA SDK folder C/src. Go inside
the folder and type make. You should see the executable file inside the folder,
or in ../../bin/linux/release.

ABCDGPU: Parallel Simulation of Population Dynamics P Systems.
Simulating PDP systems [1] in parallel is becoming critical, given that some
models require to handle such amount of elements that sequential simulators do
not give a result in an acceptable time. Although workarounds have been done
to tune models and escape from performance pitfalls, parallel simulators might
enable the simulation of large models with accurate algorithms such as DCBA
[15]. In [13], a parallel implementation of DCBA was carried out for multicore
processors, and in [16], for GPUs. Best performance was achieved with the latter,
and yet using old GPU architectures. The simulator was experimentally validated
with a model of the Bearded Vulture at the Catalan Pyrinean in [12].

The GPU design for ABCDGPU is parallelized by simulations (assuming that
the user wants to make an statistical study from the probabilistic model) and
environments. Given that rules have cooperation (more than one object appear-
ing in the left-hand side), even between two membranes (the active membrane
and its parent), the parallelization of membrane processing is voided. In turn,
threads iterate over the rule blocks in tiles (groups of N = 256), and in each
total iteration the threads execute a step of the DCBA over them. In DCBA, a
distribution table is employed, but given that this table can be sparse, the sim-
ulator uses a virtual table which is based only on the rule information and two
extra arrays (for row additions and column minimum calculation) [13]. Phase 1
to 3 of DCBA follows this distribution, while phase 4 parallelize rules instead of
rule blocks along threads [10].

The performance of this simulator also depends on the object density, given
that the membrane representation assumes that all different objects might
appear at certain point [11]. For random number generation, a new library
called CURNG BINOMIAL was implemented [16]. Although this library cre-
ates unfortunately a high thread divergence, the performance is enough for most
models. When the ratio of rule blocks competition is high (blocks having differ-
ent but overlapping left hand sides), phase 2 becomes a bottleneck. In any case, a
sequential, a multicore and a GPU simulator are available within ABCDGPU, so
researchers can choose a version depending on the resources available. Reported
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speedups are up to 7x with stressing experiments [16], and up to 5x with a real
but small ecosystem [12].

Latest version of ABCDGPU supports the generation of a CSV formatted
file with the whole information of the simulator [12], so it might be possible to
load it in other tools for its analysis (e.g. Excel/Calc, R, SQL, MeCoSim, etc.).
As in PCUDA, in order to speedup the initialization of the simulator, a binary
format is employed for the input [10]. It is coupled to the way the internal data
structures are created, so there is no need of buffering information or doing
extra loops, because the required information for the next item to be allocated
is always available in the traversing of the file. In order to avoid the generation
of binary files manually, pLinguaCore was extended with a binary generator for
PDP systems. Hence, a P-Lingua file can be used as an input. A redistributable
version of pLinguaCore with this binary module comes along with ABCDGPU,
and the corresponding command line is described in Sect. 3.2.

The source code can be downloaded from [24], and the installation can be
made by following the next instructions:

1. Install a CUDA Toolkit version 5.X or later, and install locally the CUDA
SDK (to date, up to version 9.1 has been tested). Set the PATH and
LD LIBRARY PATH environment variables accordingly.

2. Install the GNU Scientific Library (GSL) and Electric Fence.
3. Inside the folder of CUDA SDK samples, create a new folder named 8 pmcgpu.
4. Extract the contents of abcd-gpu-1.0b.tar.gz and counterslib.tar.gz files into

a new folder 8 pmcgpu/ abdcd-gpu.
5. Go to folder abcd-gpu, and type make. You should see the executable file inside

the folder.

3 A Complete Workflow

This section describes in detail the main components of the pipeline proposed
in this work, along with the connections between them.

3.1 Model Personalization with MeCoSim

As part of the workflow described in this paper, given a certain problem we
aim to solve, the role played by MeCoSim is the end-point where the end user will
interact with the P systems designed and the simulation tools behind the scene.
On the one hand, it will provide the mechanism to configure a custom application
to handle the solution to the problem under study, where the designer will be
able to debug its model and, once it is validated, the end users will run their
simulations.

Thus, for a given design of a family of P system solving a certain problem, P
systems designer provide a configuration file defining the custom app (in .xls or
.json format), along with a P-Lingua file with the design based on the type and
variant of membrane computing device chosen. This elements will be loaded in
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MeCoSim, so that the end user can open the app and start running experiments.
In the regular use of the application by these end users, whenever they introduce
a new scenario through visual input tables in their custom interface, the data
introduced is processed to generate parameters involved in the instantiation of
the specific P system within the family of P systems specified in MeCoSim.

Given the specific P system instantiated, depending on the simulator selected,
the system will run inside MeCoSim framework or will call some external simula-
tor configured to run with MeCoSim. All simulators implemented within MeCoSim
framework provide a step method that is called by MeCoSim consecutively until a
halting condition is reached or until the given number of simulations, cycles and
steps have finished. However, we cannot guarantee that every external simulator
will provide the same mechanism or if this repetitive call will compromise the
efficiency of the simulation. Therefore, the connection with the external simula-
tors is based on the independent run of those simulation engines and the setting
of protocols to generate the results of the simulation in some agreed format that
can be later loaded in MeCoSim, thus populating the output tables and charts
configured in the custom applications based on MeCoSim, remaining independent
on the simulation engines ultimately used to run the simulations and their inter-
nal details, and focused instead on the user view of the information returned by
the solution designed.

When the external simulators are not completely integrated (in terms of
automation) with the framework provided by P-Lingua and MeCoSim, which
is currently the case in many projects, we can still take advantage of the dif-
ferent capabilities of MecoSim to define the custom end-user application and
run the models. Thus, once the P-Lingua specification for our problem is
loaded in MeCoSim and the data about the scenario under interest is intro-
duced by the end user in the visual input tables, the syntactic and semantic
correctness of the file and input data is checked the specific instance of the
problem (with the corresponding P system of the family behind) is created.
Then, inside MeCoSim folder (mecosim-rgnc, in our home directory), a new file
(modelname-parameters.pli) is automatically generated (in userfiles sub-
folder). Then, the specific P system can be defined as the pair consisting of the
original modelname.pli representing the whole family providing the solution,
plus the modelname-parameters.pli providing the accompanying parameters
for the specific scenario introduced by the user. Th junction of both files will be
ready to be used in th following steps of our workflow.

3.2 Simulation with PMCGPU Through P-Lingua

As discussed in Sect. 2.3, PMCGPU incorporates simulators for two P system mod-
els: active membranes and Population Dynamics. The other simulators are ad-
hoc for specific solutions to SAT. Therefore, the workflow has two paths, depend-
ing on the P system model to be simulated.

P Systems with Active Membranes. In order to simulate a P system with
active membranes with PCUDA, first, a P-Lingua file describing the model is
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required. In the previous step of this workflow, it is explained how a P-Lingua
file can be generated with MeCoSim, which includes all required parameters. This
generated file has to be copied to the computer where PCUDA has been installed,
inside the folder pcuda/plingua. The binary file can be created out of the P-
Lingua one by executing the following instruction (please replace “inputFile” by
the name of the corresponding P-Lingua file):

java -jar pparser.jar inputFile.pli inputFile.bin
Once a binary file has been generated without errors (in pcuda/plingua/?

inputFile.bin, if the last instruction was executed literally), it is time to take the
next step and use the simulator. In the current version of PCUDA, we have to
provide some help to the simulator and define:

– #membranes: Number of membranes that the model will generate (an upper
bound)

– #objects: Number of objects defined in the alphabet
– #threadPerBlock: Number of threads per block, defined as T such that T ∗n =

#objects and 0 < T ≤ 512.

Having at hand all of this information, we can then launch the simulator by
one of the following instructions (depending on the version to run):

– The sequential simulation: ./pcuda -s -i inputFile.bin
– The fast sequential simulation: ./pcuda -f -i inputFile.bin -m
#membranes -o #objects -b #threadPerBlock -t 1

– The parallel simulation on the GPU: ./pcuda -p -i file.bin -m
#membranes -o #objects -b #threadPerBlock -t 1

If the computer has more than one GPU, it is possible to choose which one
will run the simulator, by setting up the environment variable by typing export
DEFAULT DEVICE=x, where x is the id of the GPU to use for the simulation.
This id can be consulted by using the tool nvidia-smi or the SDK example
deviceQuery). A limit to the number of transition steps can be imposed using
the parameter “-l”. In order to store the whole output of the simulator, just
use the standard output forwarding as > outputFile.txt. Finally, one can choose
to show all transition steps or just the final one with the verbosity parameter
“-v 2” or “-v 1”, respectively. The format uses a similar syntax than the output
given by pLinguaCore. For more information, show the help dialogue by typing
./pcuda -h.

Population Dynamics P Systems. Once a complete P-Lingua file (including
all parameter definitions) has been generated with MeCoSim, we have all at hand
to carry out the simulation with ABCDGPU. Next step is to copy the desired
P-Lingua file into the computer where the GPU simulator has been installed,
and place it in the folder abcd-gpu/plingua. In order to generate the binary file
with pLinguaCore, the next command has to be executed (replace “inputFile”
with the corresponding file name):
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java -jar pLinguaCore.jar plingua inputFile.pli -bin
inputFile.bin

If the binary has been generated without errors, the following parameters
have to be chosen:

– #simulations: Number of simulations to run (around 25–100).
– #steps: Number of transitions steps to run.
– #cycles: Number of transitions that conform a cycle. The simulator will out-

put information only after every cycle.
– #cores: Only if the multicore simulator is used, select the amount of cores to

use in the system.

Once the parameters have been set, it is time to execute the simulator. Use
one of the following instructions to run one version:

– The sequential simulator: ./abcdgpu -f plingua/inputFile.bin -s
#simulations -t #steps -v 1 -c #cycles -O 0

– The multicore simulator: export OMP NUM THREADS=#cores; ./abcdgpu -f
plingua/inputFile.bin -s #simulations -t #steps -v 1 -c #cycles
-O 0

– The GPU simulator: ./abcdgpu -f plingua/inputFile.bin -I 1 -s
#simulations -t #steps -v 1 -c #cycles -O 0

In all cases, a CSV file is generated with the information at every end of a
cycle (set #cycle = 1 to output at every transition step). The name of the out-
put file is equal to the input file but with .csv extension. This CSV file can be
processed by any platform supporting this format: R, Python, C, Excel/Calc,
etc. In the near future, this output file can be reincorporated into MeCoSim, so
similar analysis can be performed than when using only pLinguaCore within
the simulation framework. Finally, the CSV file contains the following columns:
SIMULATION, STEP, ENVIRONMENT, MEMBRANE, OBJECT, MULTI-
PLICITY. When deleting the parameter “-O 0”, the output will be a plain text
file describing every transition, as made in PCUDA. The format uses a similar
syntax than the output given by pLinguaCore.

4 Conclusions and Perspectives

Simulation tools are indispensable in Membrane Computing. In this concern,
software developments within the Research Group on Natural Computing at the
University of Seville have led to three main projects with different aims: MeCoSim
(for applications of Membrane Computing), P-Lingua (for flexible description
and simulation of P systems), and PMCGPU (for accelerating P system simulations
with GPUs and parallel platforms).

In this paper, we have shown a workflow to interconnect all of them in order
to perform fast simulations of P systems (for either with active membranes and
PDP systems). It goes from the top level, at the applications and end users with-
out P system expertise, to the bottom level, executing simulations on parallel
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hardware. P-Lingua acts as a wrapper to communicate both sides. Future work
involves further developments and implementations of models, more applications
and an automatic integration of all the tools, so that the whole pipeline can run
efficiently and transparently to end users.
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Abstract. In recent years, the popularity of natural computing has been
on the increase. Recently, it has inspired a novel biological computational
model, called virus machine, which incorporates concepts from virol-
ogy and theoretical computer science. The virus machine computational
paradigm is based on the manner in which viruses replicate and trans-
mit from one host cell to another. It is represented as a heterogeneous
network consisting of three subnetworks: a virus transmission network,
an instruction transfer network, and an instruction-channel control net-
work. In this paper, elementary arithmetic operation systems are built
based on virus machine. Specifically, adder, subtractor, multiplier, and
divider are constructed using virus machines. This work can be viewed
as a first step towards a “CPU” in wet.

1 Introduction

Combining computation theory with biological systems has resulted in fresh
ideas and novel computing systems. This is evidenced by the numerous natural
computing methods, such as DNA computing [2,24], membrane computing [17,
20,21], permutation machines [3], and multicell bacterial computing [14,15].

Over the years, these computing systems have been widely used to solve
mathematical problems, particularly NP-hard problems, by taking full advan-
tage of parallel computing. For example, Adleman developed a system that
solved the seven-point Hamiltonian path problem using DNA computation in
1994 [1]. Subsequently, Braich et al. solved a 20-variable instance of the NP-
complete three-satisfiability (3-SAT) problem on a simple DNA computer in
2002 [6]. Prior to that, the maximal clique problem was also solved by means of
DNA molecules followed by a series of selection processes [19]. More recently, Xu
et al. developed a new unenumerative DNA computing model for a graph vertex
coloring problem with 12 vertices without triangles [23], and Chang described
a DNA-based algorithm for solving quadratic congruence and factoring integers
[8]. In addition, it has been shown that DNA computers can be used to construct
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 304–317, 2018.
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various Turing machines [5,16]. In the field of Membrane Computing, a time-free
tissue P system solved the Maximum Clique Problem and the Hamilton Path
Problem in polynomial time [18]. Further, the spiking neural P system, one of
the P systems well known in membrane systems, was proven to be universal
[7,22].

Logical operations and arithmetic operations, especially addition and sub-
traction, are the most fundamental operations in computing systems. Recently,
DNA algorithms that perform eight relational algebra (calculus) operations-
specifically, Cartesian product, union, set difference, selection, projection, inter-
section, join, and division-on biomolecular relational databases have been pro-
posed [9]. Further, the arithmetical operations of complex vectors have been
implemented by means of DNA-based algorithms [10]. Full addition and sub-
traction using strands of DNA have also been demonstrated [8]. Spiking neural
P systems have also been used to perform four basic arithmetic operations [25],
and individual studies on multipliers based on spiking neural P systems are also
being conducted [12,13]. Regarding the arithmetic operations performed in sim-
ple P systems, it is worth mentioning the membrane systems implementing the
arithmetic operations by using various encodings leading to a low complexity for
each of these operations [4].

Virus machine [11] has been proved to be Turing complete in its computing
mode without restrictions. This paper presents several basic arithmetic opera-
tions conducted using virus machine. Because virus machine is a new compu-
tational model, its body of research is limited. However, elementary arithmetic
is not only the most important part in computing systems, but can also be a
breakthrough point for virus machine research.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents pre-
liminaries that will be used in the remainder of this paper, including the formal
definition of virus machine. Section 3 outlines the construction of the arithmetic
operating models of virus machine and graphically illustrates the structure of
each model: a model for addition [11] is presented in Sect. 3.1, a subtractor
in Sect. 3.2, a multiplier in Sect. 3.3, and a divider in Sect. 3.4. Finally, Sect. 4
presents conclusions and outlines future research.

2 Virus Machine

Virus machine operates based on the transmissions and replications of viruses. It
is a heterogeneous network consisting of three subnetworks: a virus transmission
network, an instruction transfer network, and an instruction-channel control
network, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The processing units in virus machine, called
hosts, are placed in the nodes of the virus transmission network, which is a
weighted directed graph (DH in Fig. 1). The arcs of the graph represent the
transmission channels of the viruses. The weight of the arc indicates the number
of viruses that will be added to the tail host of the channel after one round of
transmission and replication. The instruction transfer network is also a weighted
directed graph (DI in Fig. 1), wherein nodes represent control instruction units.
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Each arc of the graph represents an optional instruction transfer path, and the
weight of the arc relates to the option. The instruction-channel control network
is an undirected graph (GC in Fig. 1), wherein each edge represents the control
relationship from an instruction to a channel situated between two hosts (or
between a host and the environment).

Fig. 1. Structure of a virus machine.

The basic rules of a virus machine are as follows. For the virus transmission
network, each channel is closed by default. The channel is opened only when
the instruction associated with it through the instruction-channel control net-
work is activated. In this case, the head host of the channel will send one virus
(only one), and the tail host will receive n viruses (where n is the weight of
the opened channel). However, if the number of viruses in the head host of the
channel is zero, there is no transmission of viruses. For the instruction transfer
network, instructions are activated in sequence. When two instruction transfer
paths exist for one instruction, if the instruction is not attached to a channel, the
instruction path is selected in a nondeterministic manner. On the other hand,
when the instruction is attached to a channel, if the number of viruses in the
head host of the channel is more than one, the instruction transfer path with
the highest weight is selected; if the number is zero, the path with the lowest
weight is selected; if both weights are equal, the path is selected in a nondeter-
ministic manner. Note that each instruction is attached to at most one channel
in the virus transmission network. The virus machine starts from an initial con-
figuration and generates a result only in the halting configuration, called the
computing mode.

Chen et al. proved the universality of the virus machine in the computing
mode by simulating register machines [11]. However, it has a limit because the
number of viruses present in any host has an upper bound during computations.

The formal definition of a virus machine of degree (p, q), p ≥ 1, q ≥ 1 is a
tuple [11]:

Π = (Γ,H, I,DH ,DI , GC , n1, . . . , np, i1, hout)
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where,

– Γ = {v} is the singleton alphabet;
– H = {h1, . . . , hp} and I = {i1, . . . , iq} are ordered sets such that v /∈ H ∪ I

and H ∩ I = ∅;
– DH = (H ∪ {hout}, EH , wH) is a weighted directed graph, where EH ⊆ H ×

(H ∪ {hout}), (h, h) /∈ EH for each h ∈ H, out-degree (hout) = 0, and wH is
a mapping from EH onto N \ {0} (the set of positive integer numbers);

– DI = (I, EI , wI) is a weighted directed graph, where EI ⊆ I × I, wI is a
mapping from EI onto N \ {0} and, for each vertex ij ∈ I, the out-degree of
ij is less than or equal to two;

– GC = (VC , EC) is an undirected bipartite graph, where VC = I ∪ EH , and
{I, EH} is the partition associated with it (i.e., all edges go between the two
sets I and EH). In addition, for each vertex ij ∈ I, the degree of ij is less
than or equal to one;

– nj ∈ N(1 ≤ j ≤ p) is the initial number of viruses in the input host hj ;
– i1 is the start of instructions; and
– hout /∈ I ∪ {v} and hout is denoted by h0 in the case where hout /∈ H.

A virus machine of degree (p, q) as defined above is constructed using an
ordered set of p hosts labelled with h1, . . . , hp and an ordered set of q control
instruction units labelled with i1, . . . , iq. The symbol hout(hout ∈ H) represents
the output region of the system, but hout = h0 if the region refers to the environ-
ment. Further, the output region can receive viruses from the system but cannot
send viruses to the system.

A virus machine of degree (2, 3) is illustrated Fig. 1. It has two hosts and three
control instructions; each host is depicted as a rectangle and each instruction
is depicted as a circle. In the virus transmission network and the instruction
transfer network, each arrow with a positive integral weight (weight = 1 is not
marked) represents a transfer path. The instruction-channel control network’s
edge is depicted as dotted lines.

A computation of a virus machine Π is a sequence of configurations: (a) the
first term is the initial configuration of the system; (b) for each n ≥ 2, the n-th
term of the sequence is obtained from the previous term in one transition step;
(c) if the sequence is finite, called halting computation, then the last term is a
halting configuration (no instruction will be activated).

3 Solving Four Basic Arithmetic Operations with a Virus
Machine

3.1 A Virus Machine for Addition

A virus machine that adds two natural numbers is presented in this section. In
[11] there are virus machines with input, while here they are not.

The virus machine is constructed with the form:

Π = (Γ,H, I,DH ,DI , GC , n1, n2, i1, hout)
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where,

– Γ = {v};
– H = {h1, h2}, hout = h0;
– I = {i1, i2, i3};
– DH = ({h0, h1, h2}, EH , wH),

where EH = {(h1, h0), (h2, h0)}
and wH(h1, h0) = wH(h2, h0) = 1;

– DI = (I, EI , wI),
where EI = {(i1, i1), (i1, i2), (i2, i2), (i2, i3)}
and wI(i1, i1) = wI(i2, i2) = 2, wI(i1, i2) = wI(i2, i3) = 1;

– GC = (I ∪ EH , EC),
where EC = {{i1, (h1, h0)}, {i2, (h2, h0)}};

– n1, n2 are the initial numbers of viruses in the input hosts h1, h2;
– i1 is the start of instructions; and
– hout has zero viruses initially.

The virus machine defined above is illustrated in Fig. 2. It can compute the
addition of two natural numbers n1 and n2.

The system carries out computation as follows, with inputs n1, n2 in hosts
h1, h2:

In the first step, instruction i1 is activated, causing the channel h1 → h0 to
open. Then, h1 sends one virus to the environment. After the transmission, the
environment has one virus because the weight of the channel is one. Then, the
instruction transfer path with the highest weight will be selected, that is i1 → i1,
if the number of viruses in h1 is n1 − 1, which is greater than zero. At step 2,
instruction i1 is then activated n1 − 1 times, resulting in the transmission of all
n1 viruses from h1 to the environment. At step 3, instruction i1 is activated,
but the number of viruses in h1 is zero. Thus, the instruction transfer path
with the lowest weight is selected, that is i1 → i2. At step 4, instruction i2 is
activated and causes the channel h2 → h0 to open. Thus, h2 sends one virus to
the environment. After the transmission, the environment has n1 + 1 viruses.
Similarly, instruction i2 is activated n2 −1 times, making all n2 viruses transmit
from h2 to the environment. At step 5, instruction i2 is activated, but the number
of viruses in h2 is now zero. Thus, the instruction transfer path with the lowest
weight is selected, that is i2 → i3. At step 6, instruction i3 is activated. Because
this instruction is not attached to a channel, there is no virus transmission. There
is also no subsequent instruction, so this is also a halting configuration.

At this point, the number of viruses in the environment is n1 + n2; that is,
the output of the system is n1 + n2, which is the sum of n1 and n2.

3.2 A Virus Machine for Subtraction

A virus machine that subtracts two natural numbers is described in this section.
The virus machine is constructed with the following form:

Π = (Γ,H, I,DH ,DI , GC , n1, n2, i1, hout), n1 ≥ n2
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Fig. 2. A virus machine for addition.

where,

– Γ = {v};
– H = {h1, h2, h3}, hout = h0;
– I = {i1, i2, i3, i4};
– DH = ({h0, h1, h2}, EH , wH),

where EH = {(h1, h0), (h1, h3), (h2, h3)}
and wH(h1, h0) = wH(h1, h3) = wH(h2, h3) = 1;

– DI = (I, EI , wI),
where EI = {(i1, i2), (i2, i1), (i2, i3), (i3, i3), (i3, i4)}
and wI(i2, i1) = wI(i3, i3) = 2, wI(i1, i2) = wI(i2, i3) = wI(i3, i4) = 1;

– GC = (I ∪ EH , EC),
where EC = {{i1, (h1, h3)}, {i2, (h2, h3)}, {i3, (h1, h0)}};

– n1, n2 are the initial numbers of viruses in the input hosts h1, h2;
– i1 is the start of instructions; and
– hout has zero viruses initially.

The virus machine defined above is illustrated in Fig. 3. It can compute the
subtraction of two natural numbers n1 and n2.

The system computes as follows with inputs n1, n2 in hosts h1, h2:
In the first step, instruction i1 is activated, causing channel h1 → h3 to open.

Thus, h1 sends one virus to h3. Then, the instruction transfer path is i1 → i2.
At step 2, instruction i2 is activated, causing channel h2 → h3 to open. Thus,
h2 sends one virus to h3. Then, the instruction transfer path with the highest
weight will be selected, that is i2 → i1, if the number of viruses in h2 is n2 − 1,
which is greater than zero. At step 3, instructions i1 and i2 are activated in
turn n2 − 1 times, causing altogether n2 viruses to transmit from h1 to h3,
as well as causing all n2 viruses to transmit from h2 to h3. This results in h1
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Fig. 3. A virus machine for subtraction.

having n1 −n2 viruses and h2 having zero. At step 4, instruction i2 is activated.
However, because the number of viruses in h2 is zero, the instruction transfer
path with the lowest weight is selected, that is, i2 → i3. At step 5, instruction i3
is activated, causing channel h1 → h0 to open. In addition, h1 sends one virus to
the environment. After the transmission, the environment has one virus. Then,
the instruction transfer path with the highest weight will be selected, that is
i3 → i3, if the number of viruses in h1 is greater than zero. At step 6, instruction
i3 is activated n1−n2−1 times, causing all n1−n2 viruses to transmit from h1 to
the environment. Then, instruction i3 is activated. However, because the number
of viruses in h1 is zero, the instruction transfer path with the lowest weight is
selected, that is, i3 → i4. Finally, instruction i4 is activated. However, because
the instruction is not attached to a channel, there is no virus transmission.
Further, as there is no next instruction, this is also a halting configuration.

At this point, the number of viruses in the environment is n1 − n2; that is,
the output of the system is n1 − n2. Table 1 presents the computation outlined
above.

Host hs of the system contains exactly as,t viruses at instant t. The control
instruction unit ut is activated at step t+1 (otherwise, if ut = #, then no instruc-
tion is activated). et denotes the number of viruses sent to the environment up to
instant t. These declarations also apply to Tables 2 and 3.

3.3 A Virus Machine for Multiplication

A virus machine that multiplies two natural numbers is described in this section.
The virus machine constructed as the following form:

Π = (Γ,H, I,DH ,DI , GC , n1, n2, i1, hout)
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Table 1. The computation process in the virus machine subtractor.

Instruction a1,t a2,t a3,t ut et

n1 n2 0 i1 0

i1 n1 − 1 n2 1 i2 0

i2 n1 − 1 n2 − 1 2 i1 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i1 n1 − n2 1 2 × n2 − 1 i2 0

i2 n1 − n2 0 2 × n2 i3 0

i3 n1 − n2 − 1 0 2 × n2 i3 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i3 0 0 2 × n2 i4 n1 − n2

i4 0 0 2 × n2 # n1 − n2

where,

– Γ = {v};
– H = {h1, h2, h3, h4}, hout = h0;
– I = {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5};
– DH = ({h0, h1, h2, h3, h4}, EH , wH),

where EH = {(h1, h3), (h2, h4), (h4, h2), (h4, h0)}
and wH(h1, h3) = wH(h4, h2) = wH(h4, h0) = 1, wH(h2, h4) = 2;

– DI = (I, EI , wI),
where EI = {(i1, i1), (i1, i3), (i3, i4), (i4, i3), (i4, i2), (i2, i1), (i2, i5)}
and wI(i1, i1) = wI(i2, i1) = wI(i4, i3) = 2, wI(i1, i3) = wI(i3, i4) =
wI(i4, i2) = wI(i2, i5) = 1;

– GC = (I ∪ EH , EC),
where EC = {{i1, (h2, h4)}, {i2, (h1, h3)}, {i3, (h4, h2)}, {i4, (h4, h0)}};

– n1, n2 are the initial numbers of viruses in the input hosts h1, h2;
– i1 is the start of instructions; and
– hout has zero viruses initially.

The virus machine defined above is illustrated in Fig. 4. It can compute the
multiplication of two natural numbers n1 and n2.

The system computes as follows with inputs n1, n2 in hosts h1, h2:
In the first step, instruction i1 is activated, causing channel h2 → h4 to open.

Thus, h2 sends one virus to h4. After the transmission, h4 has two viruses because
the weight of the channel is two. Then, the instruction transfer path with the
highest weight will be selected, that is, i1 → i1, if the number of viruses in h2 is
n2 − 1, which is greater than zero. At step 2, instruction i1 is activated n2 − 1
times, causing all n2 viruses to transmit from h2 to h4. This results in h4 having
2 × n2 viruses and h2 having zero. At step 3, instruction i3 is activated, causing
channel h4 → h2 to open. This results in h4 sending one virus to h2. After the
transmission, h2 has one virus. At step 4, instruction i4 is activated, causing
channel h4 → h0 to open. Thus, h4 sends one virus to the environment. After
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Fig. 4. A virus machine for multiplication.

the transmission, h4 has 2 × n2 − 2 viruses, and the environment has one virus.
Then, the instruction transfer path with the highest weight will be selected,
that is i4 → i3, if the number of viruses in h4 is greater than zero. At step 5,
instructions i3 and i4 are activated in turn 2×n2−2 times, causing n2−1 viruses
to transmit from h4 to h2, and another n2 −1 viruses to transmit from h4 to h0.
This results in h2 having n2 viruses and the environment having n2 viruses. At
step 6, instruction i2 is activated. However, because the number of viruses in h4

is zero, the instruction transfer path with the lowest weight is selected, that is,
i4 → i2. Channel h1 → h3 is then opened, and h1 sends one virus to h3. After
the transmission, h3 has one virus. Then, the instruction transfer path with the
highest weight will be selected, that is i2 → i1, if the number of viruses in h1

is greater than zero. The system will perform the above procedure until h1 has
no virus. Finally, instruction i5 is activated. However, because the instruction is
not attached to a channel, there is no virus transmission. Further, as there is no
next instruction, this is also a halting configuration.

At this point, the number of viruses in the environment is n1 × n2; that is,
the output of the system is n1 ×n2. Table 2 presents the computation procedure
outlined above.

3.4 A Virus Machine for Division

A virus machine that divides two natural numbers is described in this section.
The virus machine constructed as the following form:

Π = (Γ,H, I,DH ,DI , GC , n1, n2, i1, hout)
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Table 2. The computation process in the virus machine multiplier.

Instruction a1,t a2,t a3,t a4,t ut et

n1 n2 0 0 i1 0

i1 n1 n2 − 1 0 2 i1 0

i1 n1 n2 − 2 0 4 i1 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i1 n1 0 0 2 × n2 i3 0

i3 n1 1 0 2 × n2 − 1 i4 0

i4 n1 1 0 2 × n2 − 2 i3 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i3 n1 n2 0 1 i4 n2 − 1

i4 n1 n2 0 0 i2 n2

i2 n1 − 1 n2 1 0 i1 n2

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i4 1 n2 n1 − 1 0 i2 n1 × n2

i2 0 n2 n1 0 i5 n1 × n2

i5 0 n2 n1 0 # n1 × n2

where,

– Γ = {v};
– H = {h1, h2, h3, h4, h5}, hout = h0;
– I = {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6};
– DH = ({h0, h1, h2, h3, h4, h5}, EH , wH),

where EH = {(h1, h0), (h1, h3), (h3, h5), (h2, h4), (h4, h2)} and wH(h1, h0) =
wH(h1, h3) = wH(h3, h5) = wH(h2, h4) = wH(h4, h2) = 1;

– DI = (I, EI , wI),
where EI = {(i1, i2), (i1, i3), (i2, i1), (i2, i6), (i3, i3), (i3, i4), (i4, i4), (i4, i5),
(i5, i1)} and wI(i1, i2) = wI(i2, i1) = wI(i3, i3) = wI(i4, i4) = 2, wI(i1, i3) =
wI(i2, i6) = wI(i3, i4) = wI(i4, i5) = wI(i5, i1) = 1;

– GC = (I ∪ EH , EC),
where EC = {{i1, (h2, h4)}, {i2, (h1, h3)}, {i3, (h4, h2)}, {i4, (h3, h5)},
{i5, (h1, h0)}};

– n1, n2 are the initial numbers of viruses in the input hosts h1, h2;
– i1 is the start of instructions; and
– hout has zero viruses initially.

The virus machine defined above is illustrated in Fig. 5. It can compute the
division of two natural numbers n1 and n2.

The system computes as follows with inputs n1, n2 in hosts h1, h2:
In the first step, instruction i1 is activated, causing channel h2 → h4 to open.

This results in h2 sending one virus to h4. After the transmission, h4 has one
virus because the weight of the channel is one. Then, the instruction transfer
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Fig. 5. A virus machine for division.

Table 3. The computation process in the virus machine divider.

Instruction a1,t a2,t a3,t a4,t a5,t ut et

n1 n2 0 0 0 i1 0

i1 n1 n2 − 1 0 1 0 i2 0

i2 n1 − 1 n2 − 1 1 1 0 i1 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i1 n1 − n2 + 1 0 n2 − 1 n2 0 i3 0

i3 n1 − n2 + 1 1 n2 − 1 n2 − 1 0 i3 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i3 n1 − n2 + 1 n2 n2 − 1 0 0 i4 0

i4 n1 − n2 + 1 n2 n2 − 1 0 1 i4 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i4 n1 − n2 + 1 n2 0 0 n2 − 1 i5 0

i5 n1 − n2 n2 0 0 n2 − 1 i1 1

i1 n1 − n2 n2 − 1 0 1 n2 − 1 i2 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i2 0 n1 − n1%n2 n1%n2 n1%n2 n1 − n1/n2 − n1%n2 i6 n1/n2

i2 0 n1 − n1%n2 n1%n2 n1%n2 n1 − n1/n2 − n1%n2 # n1/n2

path with the highest weight is selected, that is i1 → i2, if the number of viruses
in h2 is n2 − 1, which is greater than zero. At step 2, instruction i2 is activated,
causing channel h1 → h3 to open. This results in h1 sending one virus to h3.
After the transmission, h3 has one virus. Then, the instruction transfer path
with the highest weight is selected, that is i2 → i1, if the number of viruses in
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h1 is n1 − 1, which is greater than zero. At step 3, instructions i1 and i2 are
activated in turn n2 − 1 times, causing all n2 viruses to transmit from h2 to
h4. This results in h1 having n1 − n2 + 1 viruses, h2 having zero, h3 having
n2 − 1, and h4 having n2 viruses. At step 4, instruction i1 is activated. However,
because the number of viruses in h2 is zero, the instruction transfer path with the
lowest weight is selected, that is, i1 → i3. At step 5, instruction i3 is activated,
causing channel h4 → h2 to open. This results in, h4 sending one virus to h2.
After the transmission, h2 has one virus. Then, the instruction transfer path
with the highest weight will be selected, that is i3 → i3, if the number of viruses
in h4 is greater than zero. At step 6, instruction i3 is activated n2 − 1 times,
causing all n2 viruses to return to h2. At step 7, instruction i3 is activated.
However, because the number of viruses in h4 is zero, the instruction transfer
path with the lowest weight is selected, that is, i3 → i4. At step 8, instruction
i4 is activated n2 − 1 times, causing all viruses to transmit from h3 to h5. At
step 9, instruction i4 is activated. However, because the number of viruses in h3

is zero, the instruction transfer path with the lowest weight is selected, that is,
i4 → i5. At step 10, instruction i5 is activated, causing channel h1 → h0 to open.
This results in h1 sending one virus to the environment. After the transmission,
h1 has n1 − n2 viruses, and the environment has one virus. The instruction
transfer path is then i5 → i1. At this point, the first round is complete. h1 now
has n1 − n2 viruses, h2 has n2, and h3 and h4 both have zero. The procedure
outlined above is repeated until h1 has no virus. Then, instruction i2 is activated.
However, because the number of viruses in h1 is zero, the instruction transfer
path with the lowest weight is selected, that is, i2 → i6. Finally, instruction i6 is
activated. However, as the instruction is not attached to a channel, there is no
virus transmission. Further, because there is no ensuing instruction, this is also
a halting configuration.

Division in fact relies on subtraction. At this point, the number of viruses in
the environment is n1/n2; that is, the output of the system is n1/n2. In addition,
the number of viruses in h3 is n1%n2; that is, the remainder. Table 3 presents
the computation outlined above.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Virus Machine is a new biological computing model inspired by the manner
in which viruses are transmitted and replicated. The model comprises three
subnetworks: a virus transmission network, an instruction transfer network, and
an instruction-channel control network.

This paper designed four virus machine systems that respectively imple-
ment elementary arithmetic operations: an adder comprising two hosts and three
instructions, a subtractor comprising three hosts and four instructions, a multi-
plier comprising four hosts and five instructions, and a divider comprising five
hosts and six instructions. The details of the computation procedures were also
presented in tables.

The elementary arithmetic virus machine solutions presented here can be
implemented in various other forms-designing even simpler systems for these
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elementary arithmetic operations would be an interesting challenge. It is impor-
tant to determine if the upper bound of the virus machine has any impact on
the elementary arithmetic system. Further, designing virus machine systems for
more difficult problems, such as factoring of integers and NP-hard problems, is
being considered for future work.
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Abstract. The existing membrane clustering algorithms may fail to
handle the data sets with non-spherical cluster boundaries. To overcome
the shortcoming, this paper introduces kernel methods into membrane
clustering algorithms and proposes a kernel-based membrane cluster-
ing algorithm, KMCA. By using non-linear kernel function, samples in
original data space are mapped to data points in a high-dimension fea-
ture space, and the data points are clustered by membrane clustering
algorithms. Therefore, a data clustering problem is formalized as a ker-
nel clustering problem. In KMCA algorithm, a tissue-like P system is
designed to determine the optimal cluster centers for the kernel cluster-
ing problem. Due to the use of non-linear kernel function, the proposed
KMCA algorithm can well deal with the data sets with non-spherical
cluster boundaries. The proposed KMCA algorithm is evaluated on nine
benchmark data sets and is compared with four existing clustering algo-
rithms.

1 Introduction

Membrane computing, introduced by Pǎun [1], was inspired by the structure and
functioning of living cells and their cooperation in tissues, organs, and biological
neural networks [2]. Membrane computing is a class of distributed parallel com-
puting models, known as P systems or membrane systems. In the past, a variety
of variants of P systems have been proposed [3–11], and they have been applied to
real-world problems, for example, robots [12,13], image processing [14–17], signal
processing [18–20], fault diagnosis [21–25], ecology and system biology [26–28].

Clustering is a class of machine learning techniques, which is the task of find-
ing natural partitioning within a data set such that patterns within the same
cluster are more similar than those within different clusters. Membrane cluster-
ing algorithms (MCA) are a kind of partitioning clustering algorithms realized in
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
C. Graciani et al. (Eds.): Pérez-Jiménez Festschrift, LNCS 11270, pp. 318–329, 2018.
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the framework of membrane computing. In recent years, a number of membrane
clustering algorithms have been developed. Zhao et al. [29] discussed an improved
clustering algorithm that used a cell-like membrane system to realize classical k-
medoids algorithm. In Peng et al. [30], an evolution-communication membrane
system has been used to propose a fuzzy cluster approach, called Fuzzy-MC.
Two automatic membrane clustering algorithms were discussed [31,32], where
an object representation with control bits and a membrane system with active
membranes, respectively, were used to realize the corresponding automatic clus-
tering mechanisms. Peng et al. [33] presented a multiobjective fuzzy clustering
approach based on tissue-like membrane systems. The experimental results on a
lot of benchmark datasets have shown that compared to the existing clustering
algorithms, membrane clustering algorithms offer a more competitive approach
due to three advantages: good clustering performance, better convergence and
stronger robustness. However, the existing membrane clustering algorithms have
a shortcoming: their cluster boundaries are spherical. Therefore, these membrane
clustering algorithms may suffer a low clustering quality for the data sets with
non-spherical cluster boundaries.

To overcome the critical shortcoming, this paper introduces kernel methods
[34] into membrane clustering algorithms and proposes a kernel-based membrane
clustering algorithm, called KMCA. Based on the principle of kernel methods,
data samples are mapped to a high-dimensional feature space by a non-linear
kernel function, and then KMCA algorithm is realized in the high-dimensional
feature space. Due to the use of nonlinear kernel function, KMCA algorithms
have a non-spherical cluster boundary. Meanwhile, KMCA algorithms can hold
the advantages of membrane clustering algorithms, for example, good clustering
performance, better convergence and stronger robustness, even if for the data
sets with non-spherical cluster boundaries.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses in
detail the proposed kernel-based membrane clustering algorithm. Experimental
results are provided in Sect. 3. Conclusions are given in Sect. 4.

2 KMCA Algorithms

2.1 Kernel Clustering Problems

Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a data set of n data points in Rd, where xi =
(xi1, xi2, . . . , xid), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The data set X is partitioned into k clusters,
C1, C2, . . . , Ck. Denote by z1, z2, . . . , zk the centers of the k clusters, respectively.
In classical k-means algorithm, the objective function to be optimized is as fol-
lows:

Jm(z1, z2, . . . , zk) =
k∑

i=1

∑

xj∈Ci

||xj − zi||2 (1)

Based on the principle of kernel methods, data set X is mapped
into a high-dimension feature space by a nonlinear function φ(x).
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Let Y = {φ(x1), φ(x2), . . . , φ(xn)} be the mapped data set. In the feature space,
the distance between φ(xi) and φ(xj) can be computed as follows:

d(φ(xi), φ(xj)) = ||φ(xi) − φ(xj)|| =
√

K(xi, xi) − 2K(xi, xj) + K(xj , xj) (2)

where K(xi, xj) is called kernel function. The widely used kernel functions are:
linear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, Gaussian kernel function and
sigmoid kernel function. Gaussian kernel function is defined by

K(xi, xj) = exp
(

− ||xi − xj ||2
2σ2

)
(3)

where σ > 0 is the width of Gaussian kernel. Therefore, kernel clustering problem
can be viewed as the following optimization problem:

min
z1,z2,...,zk

J(z1, z2, . . . , zk) =
k∑

i=1

∑

xj∈Ci

(
K(xj , xj) − 2K(xj , zi) + K(zi, zi)

)
(4)

Fig. 1. (a) MCA algorithm; (b) Proposed KMCA algorithm

2.2 Basic Idea

Figure 1(a) shows the principle of the existing membrane clustering algorithms
(MCA), where an object in P systems is used to denote a set of candidate
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cluster centers. Based on the objective function (1), a P system is considered
to determine the optimal cluster centers. However, a shortcoming that MCA
algorithm suffers from is that it may fail to deal with the data sets with non-
spherical cluster boundaries.

To overcome the shortcoming, this paper presents a kernel-based membrane
clustering algorithm, KMCA. In KMCA, data set X in original data space is
mapped to a high-dimension feature space by a non-linear map φ, shown in
Fig. 1(b). Assume that Y is the mapped data set in the feature space, i.e., Y =
{φ(x1), φ(x2), . . . , φ(xn)}. KMCA algorithm will design a tissue-like P system to
solve the kernel clustering problem (3), i.e., determining an optimal set of cluster
centers. Although cluster boundaries obtained by tissue-like P system are still
spherical in the feature space, KMCA algorithm can well handle the data sets
with non-spherical cluster boundaries due to using nonlinear mapping φ that is
expressed implicitly by kernel function.

2.3 Algorithm Implementation

The proposed KMCA algorithm is based on a tissue-like P system, which is
designed to solve the kernel clustering problem (3). The tissue-like P system
consists of q cells, and is defined as follows

Π = (O,w1, . . . , wq, R1, . . . , Rq, R
′, i0) (5)

where

(1) O is a finite non-empty alphabet (of objects);
(2) wi(1 ≤ i ≤ q) is finite set of objects initially present in cell i;
(3) Ri(1 ≤ i ≤ q) is finite set of evolution rules in cell i;
(4) R′ is finite set of communication rules of the form (i, u/v, 0), which denotes

communication rule between cell i and the environment, i = 1, 2, . . . , q;
(5) i0 indicates the output region of the system.

In what follows, we describe in detail several components of the tissue-like P
system.

(1) Object presentation

The role of the designed tissue-like P system is to search the optimal cluster
centers, so its each object is used to express a group of candidate cluster centers.
Let Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zk} is a set of candidate cluster centers, and each center zi
is a d-dimension vector, zi = (zi1, zi2, . . . , zid) ∈ Rd, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Thus, each
object in cells can be formally expressed by

Z = (z11, z12, . . . , z1d, z21, z22, . . . , z2d, . . . , zk1, zk2, . . . , zkd) (6)

In the designed tissue-like P system, each cell has a best object, and denote
by Zi

best the best object in ith cell, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. There is an object in the
environment, Zbest, which is the best object in entire system.
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(2) Evaluation mechanism

In the designed tissue-like P system, an improved velocity-position model is
used to evolve the objects in cells. The improved velocity-position model can be
described as follows.

{
Vi = w · Zi + c1r1(Pi − Zi) + c2r2(Zi

best − Zi) + c3r3(Zbest − Zi)
Zi = Zi + Vi

(7)

where Pi is the best position of object Zi found so far, w is inertia weight,
c1, c2, c3 are learning factors, and r1, r2, r3 are three random real numbers in
[0,1]. In the implementation, the following decreasing strategy of inertia weight
is used:

w = wmax − (wmax − wmin)t/tmax (8)

where wmax = 0.9, wmin = 0.4, and tmax is maximum computing step number
(or maximum iteration number).

(3) Communication mechanism

The tissue-like P system uses communication mechanism to achieve the exchange
and sharing of objects between each cell and the environment. The communica-
tion mechanism usually is provided by communication rules. In the tissue-like P
system, the used communication rule is described as follows:

< i, Zi
best/Zbest, 0 >, i = 1, 2, . . . , q (9)

The communication rule indicates that Zi
best in cell i is transported into the envi-

ronment to update its best object, and Zbest in the environment is transported
into cell i for object evolution at next step.

(4) Halting and output

The designed tissue-like P system adopts a simple halting condition, namely,
maximum computing step number. The tissue-like P system will continue to
execute until the halting condition is reached, thus, the system halts. When the
system halts, the best object stored in the environment (i0 = 0) is regarded as
final computing result, namely, the determined optimal cluster centers.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Data Sets

In order to evaluate the proposed KMCA algorithm, nine widely used benchmark
data sets from UCI [35] machine learning repository were used in experiments,
shown in Table 1. Simulation experiment is implemented in python [36] on a
Microsoft Window computer.
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Table 1. The data sets used in experiments

Data set Number of
data points (n)

Data
dimension (d)

Number of clusters (k)

Wine 178 13 3

Lung cancer 32 56 3

Seeds 210 7 3

Lenses 24 4 3

Hayes-roth 132 5 3

Dermatology 366 33 6

Iris 150 4 3

Leuk 72 40 3

Zoo 101 16 7

3.2 The Compared Methods

In experiments, the proposed KMCA algorithm was compared with four existing
clustering algorithms, which are illustrated as follows.

(1) K-means (KM): a classical k-means algorithm.
(2) K-means+PSO (KM+PSO) [37]: a k-means algorithm optimized by particle

swarm optimization (PSO).
(3) Kernel k-means (KKM) [38]: a kernel-based k-means algorithm.
(4) Kernel k-means+PSO (KKM+PSO) [39]: a kernel-based k-means algorithm

optimized by particle swarm optimization (PSO).

3.3 Parameter Setting

For the proposed KMCA algorithm, parameters of tissue P system are assigned:
the number of cells q = 3, the number of objects in each cell m = 100, and
maximum number of iterations is 100. In KM+PSO and KKM+PSO, population
size is m = 100, maximum number of iterations is 100, and c1 = c2 = 2.0, w = 1.
In KMCA, KKM and KKM+PSO, Gaussian function is used as kernel function,
and the same parameter δ is used for each data set, but the different parameters
δ are used in the different data sets: δ = 0.5 for Wine, δ = 2.5 for Lung cancer
and Leuk, δ = 0.07 for Iris, δ = 9 for Zoo, δ = 0.13 for Seeds, δ = 1 for Lenses
and Dermatology, and δ = 0.1 for Hayes-roth.

3.4 Performance Measures

To measure the clustering quality of these clustering algorithms, two internal
indexes and three external indexes were used in experiments. Internal index is
used to indicate the clustering effect of data, while external index illustrates the
accuracy of data clustering. In external index, nij denotes the number of samples
that are actually in jth class but are classified into i class. ni+ =

∑
j nij denotes

the number of samples that are classified into i class in experiment. n+j =
∑

i nij

denotes the number of samples that are classified into j class in the actual
situation. The five indexes are as follows.
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(1) Silhouette index (SI) [40]
Suppose that a denotes the average kernelized distance between a point and
other points from the same cluster, and b is minimum average kernelized
distance between a point and the points from other clusters. SI ∈ [−1, 1]
is the average of Silhouette widths of all samples. Generally, the higher SI
means the better clustering quality. The Silhouette widths is defined by
SI = b−a

max{a,b} .
(2) CS measure [41]

CS measure can effectively measure the clusters with different densities and
sizes. Generally, the smaller CS has the better clustering partition, i.e.,
better clustering effect. using a Gaussian Kernelized distance measure and
transforming to the high dimensional feature space, CS measure is defined
as follows.

CS =

∑k
i=1[

1
ni

∑
xi∈Ci

maxxq∈Ci
{2(1 − K(xi − xq))}]

∑k
i=1 minj∈{1,...,k},j �=i {2(1 − K(mi − mj))}

(10)

where mi =
∑

xj∈Cj

xj

nj
.

(3) Accuracy [42]
The clustering accuracy is defined by p =

∑
i nii

n .
(4) Adjusted rand index (ARI) [43]

ARI ∈ [−1, 1]. Generally, larger ARI value means that the clustering result
is the more consistent with the actual situation. ARI index is defined by

ARI =

∑
i,j

(
nij

2

)
−

[∑
i

(
ni+

2

)
· ∑

j

(
n+j

2

)]
/

(
n
2

)

1
2

[∑
i

(
ni+

2

)
+

∑
j

(
n+j

2

)]
−

[∑
i

(
ni+

2

)
· ∑

j

(
n+j

2

)]
/

(
n
2

)

(11)
(5) Adjusted mutual index (AMI) [44]

Adjusted mutual index is defined by

AMI =
MI − E(MI)

max(H(U),H(V )) − E(MI)
(12)

where MI(U, V ) =
∑|U |

i=1

∑|V |
j=1 p(i, j) log( p(i,j)

p(i)p′ (j)
), p(i, j) = |Ui∩Vj |

N ,

H(U) =
∑|U |

i=1 p(i) log p(i), p(i) = |Ui|
N and H(V ) =

∑|V |
j=1 p

′
(j) log p

′
(j),

p
′
(j) = |Vj |

N .

3.5 Experimental Results

In the experiments, the proposed KMCA algorithm and four compared algo-
rithms were executed on nine data sets. Since these clustering algorithms con-
tain some stochastic/random factors, they have been independently executed 20
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times on each data set. For each performance measure and each data set, aver-
ages and standard deviations of the results obtained by these algorithms were
computed, respectively. The average value indicates the average performance of
each algorithm, while standard deviation reflects the robustness of the algorithm.

Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 give the averages and standard deviations of 20 times for
the five algorithms in terms of five performance measures, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison results of the proposed and compared algorithms in terms of SI
and CS indexes

Data sets Internal index KKM KKM+PSO KMCA

Wine SI 0.2808(0.0008) 0.2826(0.0005) 0.2827(0.0003)

CS 1.3376(0.0047) 1.288(0.0044) 1.2842(0.0018)

Lung cancer SI 0.0662(0.0478) 0.1059(0.0132) 0.1156(0.0005)

CS 3.0802(0.9787) 2.743(0.1793) 2.5796(0.0901)

Seeds SI 0.0685(0.0047) 0.069(0.0001) 0.06928(0.0001)

CS 0.9834(0.0726) 1.0(2.4e-05) 1.0(1.1e-05)

Lense SI 0.3536(0.0338) 0.3924(0.0) 0.3924(0.0)

CS 1.151(0.102) 1.1337(0.0) 1.1337(0.0)

Hayes-roth SI 0.0112(0.0009) 0.0103(0.002) 0.0107(0.0008)

CS 1.0(0.0) 0.9373(0.1364) 1.0(3e-06)

Dermatology SI 0.1927(0.031) 0.2233(0.0073) 0.2245(0.0087)

CS 1.5852(0.4746) 1.2882(0.0769) 1.3109(0.0942)

Iris SI 0.0610(0.0064) 0.0655(0.0016) 0.0656(0.0004)

CS 0.8833(0.1590) 1.0001(4e-05) 1.0(0.0)

Leuk SI 0.0715(0.0118) 0.0791(0.0002) 0.0792(0.0001)

CS 1.0286(0.1728) 1.0375(0.0026) 1.0373(0.0025)

Zoo SI 0.4498(0.0662) 0.4787(0.0277) 0.5029(0.0256)

CS 1.5972(0.3879) 1.4062(0.1259) 1.3673(0.1183)

Table 2 shows comparison results of the five clustering algorithms in terms
of SI and CS indexes on nine data sets. For SI index, apart from Hayes-roth,
KMCA can achieve the best performance on each of eight data sets. Meanwhile,
compared with KKM and KKM+PSO, KMCA has the smallest standard devia-
tions on eight data sets except Dermatology. For CS index, KMCA has the best
performance on Wine, Lung cancer, Lense and Zoo, and achieves the smallest
standard deviations on seven sets except Hayes-roth and Dermatology. The com-
parison results indicate that KMCA has the better performance compared with
KKM and KKM+PSO, however, the advantage is not obvious based on results
on CS index.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 provide the comparison results of five clustering algorithms
on nine data sets in terms of three external indexes, including clustering accuracy,
adjusted rand index and adjusted mutual index. It can be obviously observed
from Tables 3, 4 and 5 that compared with other four clustering algorithms,
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Table 3. Comparison results of the proposed and compared algorithms in terms of
clustering accuracy

Data sets KM KM+PSO KKM KKM+PSO KMCA

Wine 0.8533(0.1706) 0.9648(0.0039) 0.9477(0.0073) 0.9654(0.0036) 0.9657(0.0016)

Lung cancer 0.4781(0.0648) 0.5625(0.0453) 0.4984(0.0659) 0.5641(0.0413) 0.5828(0.0247)

Seeds 0.8021(0.1461) 0.886(0.004) 0.8762(0.0503) 0.895(0.0046) 0.8967(0.0034)

Lense 0.5833(0.152) 0.5375(0.107) 0.5896(0.1105) 0.8063(0.0622) 0.8312(0.0596)

Hayes-roth 0.4492(0.0585) 0.4095(0.0692) 0.4564(0.0807) 0.4966(0.0618) 0.5087(0.0525)

Dermatology 0.6396(0.1521) 0.7963(0.071) 0.6334(0.1573) 0.8004(0.0748) 0.8344(0.082)

Iris 0.7977(0.1153) 0.88(0.0) 0.7993(0.1100) 0.8907(0.0129) 0.894(0.0029)

Leuk 0.9153(0.1094) 0.9583(0.0) 0.8708(0.1394) 0.9708(0.0041) 0.9715(0.0030)

Zoo 0.7475(0.076) 0.7401(0.0769) 0.7223(0.0988) 0.7554(0.0717) 0.7728(0.065)

Table 4. Comparison results of the proposed and compared algorithms in terms of
adjusted rand index (ARI)

Data sets KM KM+PSO KKM KKM+PSO KMCA

Wine 0.7102(0.2504) 0.8946(0.0122) 0.8462(0.0206) 0.8962(0.0112) 0.8972(0.0051)

Lungcancer 0.0682(0.0870) 0.1193(0.0458) 0.0822(0.0765) 0.1187(0.0454) 0.1282(0.0176)

Seeds 0.6092(0.1673) 0.694(0.0125) 0.6873(0.0478) 0.7142(0.0105) 0.7181(0.0079)

Lenses 0.1953(0.2004) 0.1059(0.15) 0.1513(0.13) 0.5415(0.0674) 0.5686(0.0646)

Hayes-roth 0.0539(0.0422) 0.0073(0.0642) 0.078(0.0803) 0.103(0.0711) 0.1258(0.056)

Dermatology 0.5742(0.2084) 0.7617(0.0713) 0.5759(0.1821) 0.7695(0.0737) 0.7975(0.0846)

Iris 0.6331(0.0968) 0.7021(0.0) 0.6302(0.0956) 0.7205(0.0279) 0.7291(0.0064)

Leuk 0.8232(0.1505) 0.8803(0.0) 0.7661(0.1823) 0.9148(0.0115) 0.9167(0.0083)

Zoo 0.7211(0.1017) 0.5864(0.1186) 0.6972(0.1284) 0.6994(0.0744) 0.73(0.0696)

Table 5. Comparison results of the proposed and compared algorithms in terms of
adjusted mutual index (AMI)

Data sets KM KM+PSO KKM KKM+PSO KMCA

Wine 0.6990(0.2361) 0.8696(0.0104) 0.8242(0.0205) 0.8709(0.0101) 0.8716(0.0050)

Lungcancer 0.1006(0.1141) 0.1814(0.0458) 0.0904(0.0917) 0.1752(0.054) 0.1907(0.017)

Seeds 0.5762(0.1628) 0.6619(0.009) 0.654(0.0493) 0.6777(0.0086) 0.6812(0.0066)

Lenses 0.2761(0.164) 0.2104(0.1661) 0.2291(0.1171) 0.4424(0.1246) 0.4925(0.1194)

Hayes-roth 0.0563(0.0496) 0.004(0.0638) 0.0945(0.088) 0.125(0.0816) 0.1494(0.0591)

Dermatology 0.6952(0.185) 0.8811(0.021) 0.7114(0.1363) 0.8835(0.0192) 0.8892(0.0224)

Iris 0.6395(0.0788) 0.7050(0.0) 0.6113(0.1214) 0.7137(0.0202) 0.7233(0.0044)

Leuk 0.7955(0.1502) 0.8542(0.0) 0.7450(0.1723) 0.8878(0.0112) 0.8896(0.0081)

Zoo 0.7409(0.0549) 0.7194(0.0667) 0.7426(0.0649) 0.7679(0.0417) 0.7939(0.0289)

KMCA achieves the best performances on nine data sets. Moreover, KMCA also
has the smallest standard deviations on seven data sets except Iris and Leuk.

In summary, KMCA can achieve a good clustering performance and also is
a robust clustering algorithm.
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4 Conclusions

This paper discussed a kernel-based membrane clustering algorithm, KMCA,
based on the principle of kernel methods. The proposed KMCA algorithm is
suitable to handle a challenge of the existing membrane clustering algorithms:
it fails to deal with the clustering on the data sets with non-spherical cluster
boundaries. In principle, samples in original data space are mapped to a high-
dimension space via a non-linear kernel function, and then membrane clustering
algorithm is used to cluster the mapped data sets. As usual, a tissue-like P sys-
tem is designed to determine the optimal cluster centers in the high-dimension
space. Based on the principle of kernel methods, all computations are completed
in original data space according to the used kernel function. Therefore, although
membrane clustering algorithms have spherical cluster boundary, the proposed
KMCA can deal with the data sets with non-spherical cluster boundaries. Exper-
imental results on nine benchmark data sets demonstrate the advantage over
other clustering methods
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